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Abstract 
This thesis explores an area of my teaching practice with students on an integrative 

counselling course. Students work towards integrating differing counselling approaches with 

their personal values and beliefs. I devised a reflexive tool I refer to as Patchwork of Practice 

to facilitate this process. Patchwork aims to aid reflexivity around and within the interface 

between personal and professional experiences, thoughts and emotions. This raises 

awareness of values and beliefs and informs a counselling approach that is coherent with 

their way of being as a person (Anderson, 2001). The metaphor of Patchwork carries an 

idea of stitching together Patches of learning and experience to create an integrative 

approach that fits each student. Students create a Patch every few weeks, individually, then 

share this in small groups where other perspectives co-construct meaning and widen 

learning. A Patch can be in any media (writing, poetry, drawing, image) and represents an 

aspect of training or personal experience (past or present).  

To evaluate Patchwork of Practice, I explored student counsellors’ experience of using it 

over two years, through individual interviews and group discussions. In addition, interviews 

with qualified counsellors explored ongoing effects. To create congruence with the idea of 

stitching Patches together, I brought different research paradigms together in what I refer to 

as a Patchwork Methodology. Systemic Inquiry brought relational reflexivity, respect and 

curiosity in exploring participants’ stories, and attention to relational ethics of practitioner 

research. Themes were analysed using narrative portraiture (Lawrence-Lightfoot and 

Hoffman Davis, 1997) and informed teaching through ongoing Action Research reflexive 

cycles. The different stages of Heuristic research (Moustakas, 1990) provided a framework 

for these research activities. Additionally, Patchwork of Practice was adapted as 

autoethnography. I explored my integrating process, illustrated with examples of Patches. 

Here, Patchwork joined with ecology in a landscape metaphor — a rural landscape depicting 
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how I see my life and practice. The structure of this thesis also evolved from the landscape 

metaphor. 

I found participants valued the freedom to use any media to create a Patch. This creative 

process, the Patch itself and sharing in a group, brought extended awareness of the 

influences that shaped their development as a person and as a counsellor. So, Patchwork of 

Practice was useful as a tool for reflexivity around personal and professional development. 

Other findings included benefits for self-care, for the participants as counsellors and for me 

as researcher. Patchwork of Practice was also used as self-supervision and adapted by 

participants to use with clients. 

One conclusion of this inquiry is to note the importance of connecting individual and group 

reflections focussed around a Patch. This combination opens a learning pathway that 

integrates individual and relational reflexivity. There is potential to use Patchwork of Practice 

as a reflexive tool in other professions and learning environments where awareness of 

personal influences on professional practice is important.  

Keywords 
Reflexivity, counsellor training, personal development, autoethnography, systemic inquiry, 

action research, creativity, metaphor 
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Glossary 1: Patchwork Terms 
Term Definition 

Patchwork of Practice The teaching intervention designed to facilitate personal 

development and the integrating process for counselling 

students. 

Patch Something created in response to an experience, past or 

present, personal or professional. It can be created in any 

media: drawing, writing, poetry, image, stitched, knitted. It 

expresses the person’s sense in response to the 

experience, and the meaning to the person. 

Patchwork group A small group of 3-5. Usually the same membership for an 

academic year. The aim is to explore the meaning of the 

Patch with the creator of it and prompt wider reflexivity by 

offering different perspectives. 

 
Please note: Patch is distinguished from other uses of the word patch in this thesis by a 

capital ‘P’; similarly, Patchwork of Practice is capitalised. Patchwork sometimes relates to 

the exercise and sometimes to stitched Patchwork. I use a capital ‘P’ in each case.



 

Glossary 2: Ecology Terms and their application in this research  
 https://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/glossary/ (Accessed: 21.6.19).  

Term Meaning in Ecology Application in this thesis 

Community All species in a defined spatial area or 

ecosystem, which interact in a variety of 

ways, directly or indirectly. Interaction can 

be competitive, it can be to the benefit or 

detriment of one or other, both can benefit 

or there may be no benefit. 

The different human 

communities, within different 

contexts in life, and the variety 

of interactions in a community. 

Competition A process where some organisms gain a 

greater share of a limited resource, 

consequently others have a lesser share. 

Strategies some people use in 

groups or communities to gain 

a greater share, and the 

impact on others in the group. 

Ecological 

niche 

The total of all resources used by a species 

as well as the biotic and abiotic conditions. 

The combination of all the resources and 

conditions forms a multi-dimensional space 

that describes ecological requirements and 

constraints allowing long term average 

population growth of that species. 

Each organism has its unique 

place where it fits within 

resources and relationships 

available, or where the 

conditions fit its requirements. 

This links to a sense of place. 

Ecosystem All the organisms and the abiotic 

environment found in a defined spatial area, 

generally assumed to be the collective 

This applies directly; the 

ecosystem of a group of 

students would be the course 
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description of a community and its physical 

environment. 

curriculum, university personal, 

physical environment and 

geographical context. 

Evolution Change in the heritable genetic information 

through natural selection or mutation. This 

leads to either small changes in 

characteristics or formation of new species. 

Unfolding or changing of ideas 

in response to students’ 

learning and development or 

external changes in personal 

or professional lives. 

Habitat ‘The natural environment in which an animal 

or plant usually lives’ (Cambridge 

Dictionary, 2019)  

(no definition on the British Ecological 

Society website)   

This is directly applicable and 

is similar to ecosystem. It 

would apply more to a 

person’s home, either place of 

birth or where they lived 

currently. 

Mutualism A biotic interaction, where each gains an 

increase in resources, or a reduction in 

stress, from the presence of the other. 

This meaning is directly 

applicable and could be called 

collaboration.  

Succession Diversity of communities in a particular 

ecosystem change over time, in response to 

changes in habitat, rather than species 

evolving or changing (Pandolfi, 2008). 

Primary succession occurs on barren rock; 

secondary succession on existing earth, for 

example after fire. 

New ideas can build on each 

other, shaped by changing 

circumstances or personal 

growth. They can populate a 

space or gap opened up by a 

larger change or loss. 



 

1 Setting out 
This thesis records my research within and around the area of counsellors’ development of 

an integrative approach during their training; it shares student counsellors’ experiences, 

alongside my own. The writing includes creative elements of metaphor, photographs and 

poetry to communicate experiences along the research journey. I set out as a practitioner 

researcher; I am a couples’ counsellor and supervisor, using systemic and attachment 

theories, and I am a tutor on integrative counselling courses. I acknowledge my belief in the 

importance of personal influences, as well as theories, ethics and skills, in developing an 

approach that is unique to each counsellor (Horton, 2000).  

Before starting the research, I had already devised Patchwork of Practice (appendix 1), a 

tool to facilitate student counsellors’ exploration of influences on their developing integrative 

approach. In a nutshell, students create a Patch, which expresses key aspects of personal 

and professional experiences (for explanation of Patchwork terms see glossary 1). Patches 

are shared and discussed in a small group to prompt wider reflexivity.  

In February 2015, at the first Systemic Winter School in Ambleside, I decided to sign up for 

the Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice (PDSP). My initial questions were:  

How has my life experience, who I am, influenced my integrative approach to counselling?  

How do others integrate different theoretical ideas in a useful way?  

How can I best facilitate this process with counselling students I teach?  

Two years later and so much had happened.  

I arrived at the Systemic Spring School, Ambleside, in April 2017. The first eighteen months 

of the doctorate had been difficult. The central theme of the research was clear: Patchwork. 

This theme originated in the Patchwork of Practice exercise; research with students using 
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this exercise was underway. I had also applied the exercise in autoethnography. This 

creative exploration of personal influences shaping my professional approach was more 

poignant as it followed the death of my Mum. I was struggling with loss and grief; I was 

struggling to focus and to connect the areas of my research as a coherent whole.  

Walking in open countryside often helps me think things through. I took a walk up Loughrigg 

Fell. Here I recall the experience:  

I notice the crunch of gravel under my walking shoes, a powerful scent of azalea flowers, 

and tiny plants living in crevices of the dry-stone walls. Birds are singing, traffic disturbs the 

calm. I feel warm as the sun struggles through, excited and curious as I cross the road and 

begin to climb the rugged, steep path up towards the Fell. I pass through a gate into 

woodland carpeted with blue bells whose scent is divine; trees tower above me and stand 

beside me, all similar and different, they claim and share the woods. I imagine my pace 

slows as I am reluctant to leave such a beautiful and tranquil space. I push on, determined 

to get there, yet not really sure where ‘there’ is. The further I climb, the more the landscape 

below reveals itself and the sky opens. I go right to the top, to the edge, and see a living 

patchwork of woodland framed with meadows, criss-cross walls dividing fields, a lake, hills 

beyond and a road meandering through. 

This is it, my thesis laid out beneath me.  

The best view is from slightly below the top, Mum would have loved it here. It is a calmer 

place, sheltered from a persistent breeze interfering with my thoughts. Here, I pause and 

look for longer. I consider how the patches of landscape map out, literally and metaphorically 

as areas of my research. I consider my path through and my position within each one, 

sometimes with others and sometimes alone; I have an overview and within-view. In that 

moment, I realised these are chapters of the thesis. They will appear linear and sequential 
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rather than the landscape patchwork laid out beneath me. However, I imagine a reader 

choosing their own path from a map (Diagram 2.1) and orientation information (Chapter 2) 

There are borders of dry-stone walls and hedges; living, growing communities themselves 

that let me know I am crossing into a different patch in the landscape. I pause, reflect and 

notice significant themes or patterns that come with me. Footpaths bring connection and 

assist lines of walking and learning as a researcher or reader.  

I believe reflexivity is key in research and in teaching and counselling practice; it is an active, 

evolving part of a learning process, like a walker learning about the landscape as he walks 

(Ingold, 2015). I travel as a curious explorer, sometimes alone sometimes with others, 

interested and involved. I tread carefully, ethically, through patches and along paths, and 

realise I disturb as I walk. I notice sounds, beauty, new growth and areas of neglect or 

spoilage. I must know when to move away up the hill to get a different perspective. There is 

a focussing in and stepping back of a Heuristic researcher, aware of my own experiencing 

(Moustakas, 1990). 

I need equipment on my journey, nourishment and replenishment. I have a bag of skills, 

ethical sensing and knowing, reflexivity, and passion; these are aids of exploration, 

relationship building and sustenance. I have learnt from Ingold (2015), I have a willingness 

to ‘human’ (p115). Humans ‘grow themselves and…they grow one another’ (p.120); I am 

continually growing and becoming. In a wider sense, nurturing this humaning process 

potentially creates culture and is shaped by ‘cultural form’ and by nature (Ingold, 2015, 

p.120).  

Human skills help me monitor health, strength and flexibility; I keep going, struggling at times 

and readjusting. I learn and grow with new knowledge and experience, in relation to others 

and in relation with a changing self. Companions are research participants, fellow 

researchers, and my curious friends; supervisors are with me on the hill overlooking the 
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landscape, guiding; friends and family encourage. My partner is of the rock on the hill and of 

the grass in the meadow, not interested in theories and academia, yet I know, he knows the 

spirit of the land.



 

2 Orientation 
Here, I explain a few key points; I set out the style of writing of this thesis, the way it is 

organised around a central theme of Patchwork and the layout of different pieces of writing 

and illustrations. I wrote some chapters during earlier stages of the doctorate and submitted 

these for Progression Point assessments (Meadow, Stream, Walking and Water). I wrote 

others during and after the research project with student and qualified counsellors. 

A rich metaphor of Patchwork runs through this thesis; a teaching intervention, the 

Patchwork of Practice exercise (Appendix 1) is central to my research and Patchwork gives 

shape to the thesis itself. Patchwork is an integration, usually of materials stitched together 

into a quilt, although it can be “a thing composed of many different elements so as to appear 

variegated, for example ‘a patchwork of stone walls and green fields’” (Oxford Dictionaries, 

2017).  

When I apply Patchwork as a metaphor of my life experiences, a stitching together of my 

values, morals and ethics, my work and play, my relationships, I think about a specific type 

of Patchwork — a rural landscape. David Hockney captured the image I have in mind in his 

painting Garrowby Hill (Image 2.1). I requested permission (Appendix 2) to reproduce this 

painting as it was so important in bringing together Patchwork, landscape and nature in the 

landscape metaphor, which I developed further in the research and the thesis.  



Image 2.1: A Rural Landscape (David Hockney, 1998)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

David Hockney, "Garrowby Hill" (1998). Oil on canvas, 60 x 76" © David Hockney 

This painting evokes a sense of an ecological patchwork; discreet habitats of woodland, 

fields, wild meadows, and water, interacting to form a collage. Walls, hedges and ditches 

border and join areas. Deep layers of rock and earth support; humus and water nurture 

growth. A road meanders through. There may be towns, villages, hamlets, or scattered 

dwellings. I am imagining an English country landscape shaped by man, by weather, by 

disease and by industry (Hoskins, 2013).  

Hedges and Path (Chapter 5) gives an explanation of the landscape metaphor within which 

this research and thesis sit, clarifying the power and limitations of this. In summary, I see my 

practice and my life as a landscape, an ecology of experiences and relationships in different 

niches.  Over time I have travelled through, noticing some aspects yet maybe not noticing 

others as I am influenced by the dominant discourse of my cultural stories (White, 2005). 

 The painting ‘A Rural Landscape’ by David Hockney has been removed from the 

online version of this thesis due to copyright restrictions. It is an inspirational 

picture for me; the patchwork of different coloured fields with a road meandering 

through typify the rural landscape I hold in mind as a metaphor for my life and 

journey through it. The image is available at: http://www.david-

hockney.org/garrowby-hill/ (Accessed: 1June 2020). 

Garrowby	Hill	by	David	Hockney 
Garrowby Hill was created by David Hockney in the late 20th 
century. It is one of a number of a bright landscape paintings 
that he produced of scenery from across the county of 
Yorkshire. It is the high horizon and pretty patchwork of the 
Yorkshire Moors which adds a strong element of charm to this 
painting, as well as the bright colours that ... 
www.david-hockney.org 
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Experiences in different niches, alone or within family or community, shape the direction of 

the journey, how I travel, and me as traveller. This is a reciprocal process; the environment 

affects me, and I affect the environment (Polechova and Storch, 2019). The journey 

influences theoretical concepts I am interested in. I draw on what is useful, familiar and 

relevant; a social construction (Gergen, 2015).  

A common Patchwork design is hexagons stitched together, with a backing piece of 

material.  

 

Image 2.2: Gran’s bedspread  

The photograph (Image 2.2) shows a section of a bedspread my Gran made when I was 

young. I followed this classic pattern in various diagrams in the thesis; different aspects 
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stitched together into a bigger picture. Often the picture is not only the sum of smaller 

patches; it becomes something different, something more. 

2.1 Map of a Patchwork Thesis 
This thesis describes the exploration and a reflexive evaluation of my research journey; each 

chapter corresponds to a relevant habitat in the landscape metaphor and takes its title from 

there. A map (Diagram 2.1) orientates you with regard to different chapters in the thesis. It 

follows the classic hexagonal layout of stitched Patchwork and shows how different chapters 

relate to each other. 

 

Diagram 2.1: Map of a Patchwork Thesis 
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My research questions centred around the Patchwork of Practice exercise (appendix 1). 

These were: How is the Patchwork of Practice exercise useful? What is difficult about using 

it? How does it fit in the course curriculum? How can it be improved and developed? How 

does the exercise facilitate personal development? What links to theory emerge? Finally, 

what are students noticing about their developing integrative approach? 

The map (diagram 2.1) shows where boundary writings delineate a border, or topics within 

chapters; boundary writings describe flow of ideas and their influence. Each chapter can be 

read as a solitary piece of writing; it tells its own story. However, the first two inform you 

about the research as a whole. ‘View from the Hill’ (Chapter 3) sets out the context of the 

whole research project. It explains the Patchwork of Practice exercise and outlines all the 

chapters to orientate you, as reader, in your choice of a pathway through the thesis. ‘Hedges 

and Path’ (Chapter 5) explains the Patchwork metaphor and its links to ecology and 

landscape.  

‘Walking and Water’ (Chapter 4) could be called ‘Literature Review’; it brings together 

relevant themes from literature on counsellor training, others’ integration models, and 

reflexivity, a key attitude to cultivate as an integrative tool.  

In ‘Meadow and Stream’, (Chapter 6), I reflect on my professional journey in becoming a 

therapist and trainer, and I use the Patchwork of Practice exercise to explore historical, 

cultural and family influences on my personal development. Personal learning informed my 

researcher self and my teacher self; it led to embodied knowing (Shotter, 2010). I felt more 

attuned to myself emotionally and physically, more able to respond to thoughts and sensing 

in the moment. This responsiveness and reflexivity informed relational ethical practice and 

the research process (Simon, 2014).  

I followed student counsellors’ experiences as they began to develop their integrative 

approach to counselling practice (this is the section I have called ‘Woodland’, Chapter 7). 
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There, I explored the impact of the Patchwork of Practice exercise, which I designed to 

facilitate reflexivity around their development of an integrative approach that is coherent with 

who they are as people.  

Experience and learning are portrayed creatively, rather than through academic writing, in a 

‘Creative Synthesis’ (Chapter 8). Learning from the research that will influence future 

practice, as a teacher, counsellor and researcher, is outlined in ‘Evolution and Succession’ 

(Chapter 9).  

2.2 Writing with a reader in mind 
I aim to write with readers in mind. I imagine a variety of readers of different cultures, 

professions, interests and experiences. We all think our thoughts, feel our feelings, interact 

with writing through our various lenses. Mine is one perspective of one landscape however 

the process of exploration and reflexivity around my journey, in this research, may offer a 

resource for others travelling through very different territory.   

Simon (2012a) points out that writing with a reader in mind brings a collaborative approach, 

reduces power inherent in imparting knowledge from one person to another. As I write in this 

‘withness’ way (Shotter, 2010, p.201) I take you along a road through my landscape and 

show you my experiences and my social and cultural world. Richardson notes, from a 

postmodernist perspective, “writing is always partial, local and situational and that our selves 

are always present” (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018, p.822). I am writing as if in 

relationship with you, as reader, and believe that this style of writing communicates my 

thoughts, beliefs and emotions more effectively than traditional academic writing; I am 

sharing my experiencing (Shotter, 2010). Gergen (2009) notes that as knowledge is socially 

constructed then different forms of writing are equally valid and “traditional writing becomes 

simply, ‘one kind of writing’” (p.225). I have found writing as myself, and from within myself, 
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reflexively, allows me to communicate more of who I am as a person and consequently enter 

into a more transparent relationship with a reader (Gergen, 2009).  

I found I enjoy writing, especially in a time and space uncluttered by work thoughts or 

responsibilities that too often occupy the writing space in my mind. This enjoyment is a 

surprise; I failed my English language ‘O’ level the first time and now, at 62 years I am 

writing a doctoral thesis. I aim to write in a style that is enjoyable to read and communicates 

meaning through the stories I write; meaning also evolves in the writing and reading process 

(Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018). Writing as a reflexive process (Bolton, 2014) has grown 

as a tool for my personal development as a counsellor. Creative writing and free writing 

nurtured my writing as expression of emotion and communication of feelings with others in a 

different way than conversation. At times in this thesis I write more formally to communicate 

theoretical or philosophical ideas; at times I write in poetry or creative prose to express a 

personal experience. Writing can be “creative and analytical” (Richardson and St. Pierre, 

2018, p.821). There are images and drawings with written explanations of the meaning to 

me or the research participants. There are also illustrations. 

2.3 Illustrations 
Photographs introduce each new patch of writing or topic within a chapter. I have taken 

these photographs myself over the five years of the doctorate. It appears they were taken 

with the landscape themes of this thesis in mind; these were not in my conscious thoughts at 

that time. I noticed nature and views, and felt a strong desire to capture that, so I could re-

view it; something in that place moved me emotionally. It was as though I was immersed in 

living and feeling the Patchwork-as-Landscape ideas. Moustakas (1990) expresses a similar 

experience when he researched loneliness and Marshall (2016) talks about “tracking 

perceptions, sensations — potentially fleeting, potentially recurrent — and to avoid them 

becoming static” (p. xvii). Curiosity about an experience, for self and others, follows from 

here. Themes captured in image came into conscious awareness quite sharply when I took 
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a walk in the Lake District; they joined with a cognitive process as the shape of the thesis. 

This is documented below in View from the Hill.



 

3 View from the Hill 

Poem 3.1.1: Climbing the Hill 
A view captured from the top of the hill called Loughrigg Fell 
on the way to Loughrigg,  
not quite there.  
There is further to climb 
And time to pause, and stare 
This view held a key  
helped me organise jumbled thoughts  
Brought some symmetry. 
Every being has a place 
Every action thought and feeling 
Shares this space  
This ecology 
 

 
Image 3.1: Overview of the territory 

This chapter clarifies the context of the research and lays out philosophical and 

methodological assumptions that inform the approaches I used. The title links to two 

experiences: Firstly, a physical experience of being on a hill and looking down over a 
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landscape in the Lake District, which gave me a sense of seeing my thesis mapped out. 

Secondly, it expresses an experience within the research journey of focussing in and 

focussing out. At times I felt overwhelmed, muddled, bogged down and I needed to pull 

myself back to a more objective position on the Hill, sometimes alone and sometimes with 

supervisors or research buddies. Here I could see an overview of the research process 

rather than an involved, sometimes entangled, within view. On the Hill I reconnected with 

original research questions, or ethics, or methodology to see how the learning on the ground 

fitted with the wider ethos of this research. 

3.1 My Context 
Since commencing counsellor training in 1995, I have been particularly interested in the 

personal professional interface within counselling practice. In my own counsellor training, I 

explored personal influences, such as family and culture, and key experiences such as 

death of my father when I was twelve years old. Reflexivity (Burnham, 1993; Burnham, 

2005; Hedges, 2010) developed my understanding of how these shaped my professional 

practice. I think of this as my Landscape of Practice; a professional landscape that is 

interwoven with and incorporates aspects of who I am as a person. The landscape metaphor 

describes an ecology of theoretical approaches I am drawn to, personal ways of knowing the 

world, ethical thinking, values and skills weaving together in the best interest of clients; a 

growing, nurturing and interdependent ecology. 

In the last twelve years this interest has found a niche in working with student counsellors, 

facilitating reflexivity in their personal and professional development. This is an essential 

area of teaching and practice on counselling courses.  

I teach on Counselling Diplomas and MSc courses in a university setting. These recently 

achieved accredited status with British Association of Counsellors and Psychotherapists 

(BACP). The curriculum includes teaching from five different theoretical models, some of 
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which may have discordant philosophies. One concern BACP assessors had was around 

how students develop a coherent rationale for their integrative practice, rather than a ‘pick 

and mix’ that could compromise the client experience. BACP noted the usefulness of 

teaching on integration in addressing this dilemma. As part of this, I used my own 

experience and journey as one example of developing an integrative rationale coherent with 

my personal values and beliefs. In 2014, I developed, the Patchwork of Practice as a 

reflexive, integrating exercise (Appendix 1).  

3.2 Background of Patchwork of Practice  
The process of implementation of the Patchwork of Practice exercise is summarised in the 

table below. A more detailed description follows. 

Table 3.1: Implementation of Patchwork of Practice 
Date Activity Comments 

June 2014 I presented Patchwork text assessment 

ideas to the counselling tutor team; team 

discussion led to a change of focus away 

from assessment  

Prior reading for the tutor 

team (Akister, 2005; Scoggins 

and Winter, 1999) 

July 2014 I presented early ideas of Patchwork of 

Practice as an exercise to promote 

reflexivity and personal development 

The tutor team agreed with 

this proposal; the personal 

development assignment was 

reworded to include Patches 

as a PD activity 

Sept 2014 First introduced Patchwork of Practice Informal evaluation May 2015 

Oct 2016 Introduced the research project   
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Patchwork of Practice is based on an assessment tool, The Patchwork Text (Akister, 2005; 

Scoggins and Winter, 1999). The aim of Patchwork as assessment was that students would 

create pieces of coursework at intervals throughout the course and then weave these into a 

final written assignment. This combines two forms of assessment, the essay as a 

demonstration of end-point learning and journal as a slower learning along the way 

(Scoggins and Winter, 1999). Essay writing favours learners who can articulate their 

thoughts and knowledge in this way and discriminates against others who struggle with this, 

even though there may be support agreements in place to reduce this imbalance. A 

Patchwork assessment was the original intention behind my suggestion of Patchwork of 

Practice to the course team. I imagined written pieces of about 500 words on a skills 

session, personal development experience, an academic paper, an experience on 

placement and so on. These would be shared in small groups. Themes emerging would be 

woven into a final assignment, a summary of personal and professional development 

through counsellor training, including an outline of their counselling approach and rationale. 

This style of assessment was supported by Scoggins and Winter (1999) “to encourage 

students to make their learning into a process of constructing meaning…and help students 

experience the acquisition of knowledge as a process of personal process of self-exploration 

and self-questioning [their italics]” (p.486).  

The staff team discussion on this led to a shift from assessment tool to personal 

development tool — with the inclusion of one line in the personal development assignment 

brief linking to assessment; You will need to draw on insights gained from your experience of 

the personal development group, your personal journal and the Patchwork Process. 

The rationale became more focussed on students’ reflexivity; a tool to explore personal 

influences on their developing integration. The Patchwork exercise aims to help student 
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counsellors reflect on their personal values, beliefs and experiences, and see these from 

other perspectives. They can become more aware of how these aspects influence their 

counsellor role and approach. Self-reflexivity and relational reflexivity are promoted and are 

key to exploring this personal professional interface (Burnham, 1993; Burnham, 2005).  

3.3 The Patchwork Exercise 
I introduce Patchwork of Practice (Appendix 1) in the first few weeks of counsellor training. 

This coincides with a lecture on reflexivity. The Patchwork exercise is as follows (italics are 

quotes from the handout): 

• A brief explanation of the rationale behind the exercise, ‘the aim is to aid the process 

of integrating theory, ethics, personal development, skills and practice towards your 

evolving counselling ethos. The Patchwork of Practice is a reflexive process and 

encourages a holistic view of your developing counsellor role’  

• Students are asked to create a Patch about any aspect of the course or themselves 

that has caught their attention; ‘Patches can include; a critique of a paper, your 

response to a theoretical concept, thoughts on an ethical dilemma, your reflection on 

a piece of skills practice, some personal insight, reflection on a PD experience, etc’ 

• A Patch can be in any medium, ‘writing, art, poetry, or any medium that expresses 

your thoughts and feelings’ 

• The students are assigned Patchwork groups of four; there are guidelines, such as 

— facilitate others’ reflexivity, think about links with counsellor role, respect for 

differences, notice the impact of others’ perspectives or Patches on you  

• There are timetabled slots of one hour to create a Patch. These are at the end of the 

day so the Patch can be created at home. The following week Patchwork groups 

meet and share Patches; these sessions are timetabled for an hour. 
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• The purpose is clarified further; ‘The Patchwork exercise is part of the integrating 

process throughout the 2 years on the Diploma. It is an evolving exploration and 

development of you as a counsellor; so, openness and curiosity help, there is ethical 

thinking, critique and respect rather than rights or wrongs.  The Patchwork process 

links with your journal as a reflexive tool throughout the course’ 

(Meakin, 2016a) 

In the early days of using Patchwork of Practice I had enthusiastic responses from students 

about how useful and creative the process was. I wanted to explore this further and this 

thesis reports on different aspects of that exploration; an action research journey with 

students, and an autoethnographical experience of using Patchwork. 

3.4 On the Hill 
I noticed the importance of the Hill part way through my research journey; the sense of it has 

been there for much, much longer. When I am on the Hill, I have space for reflexivity. I 

reflect on an idea or a problem or sense of something from a meta position; down below 

reflection is from within an experience. There is more to help reflexivity on the Hill, there are 

other people and my relationships with them; research buddies such as colleagues on my 

course and a valued friend who shared a Patchwork space with me every few weeks 

throughout the five years of this doctorate. There are my guiding principles, philosophy, 

values and beliefs. There is space to be still and to be anxious.  

Research can be lonely, and I have felt very vulnerable at times. 
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Image 3.2: Damaged tree 

This tree is in the garden of my sister’s flat in Pembrokeshire, Wales. This is a place of 

solace and fun; it is a place I did some of this writing. There is much beauty. Nature 

surrounds in all its wonder, strength and fragility. 

I wrote a Patch in response to the damaged tree. Trees can live through drought, flood and 

fire, they can tolerate disease and heal. I write from a particular position (Richardson and St. 
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Pierre, 2018); I am a doctoral researcher who is halfway along a journey. The poem (3.4.1) 

speaks of the strength and vulnerability I have felt through this research. It acknowledges a 

need for support, and struggles I faced, especially when torn between different relationships 

in my life; research, work, family, friends and intimate relationships are all important. As I 

read the poem again, I wonder if the struggle is between different parts of me, of my ‘selves’. 

I learnt that sometimes I write to think and meaning becomes clearer or changes through the 

writing process (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018). 

Poem 3.4.1: Tree and me 
The tree was injured  
yet still grew 
Its branches spread,  
with leaves, and a few  
were just dead 
Yet adding to a shape 
 
Imagined structure, weak 
In places 
Just a tweak 
And I’ll crumble, faceless, broken 
Leaves decayed  
food for future growth 
where sunlight once played 
 
Complexity incorporates living, growing 
And death 
Good and bad evaporates into not knowing 
Take courage to stay  
And play 
Learn along the way 
In wandering along uncertain paths 
In unknowing wonderings 
Look at today and how you have grown 
What is becoming? 
 
Notice my niche and wider ecology 
How do I relate? 
How to be free 
In all this complexity 
 
I move a little 
Soar 
Climb a mountain 
Hear the waterfall roar 
I tremble in the wind and rain 
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Yet feel invigorated 
Again, and again 
When sun shines and melts my pain. 
Sometimes rain brings mud 
I am bogged down  
Or step gingerly on stones across a flood 
 
Do you see me as I struggle along? 
Do you understand my soulful song? 
And why I keep going? 
Searching through lands 
Of research and work and family 
Do you see me? 
 
Or do you try and push away  
All the crap 
Just to play 
You ignore harsher worlds 
And complexity 
You narrow everything 
Trying to feel safe… and free. 
I understand 
I want to take your hand 
come alongside, you are part of me. (Beverley Meakin, November 2018) 
 
Other researchers reading this may empathise with the struggle and the absorption of 

research. They may see a mountain to be climbed. They may see the curiosity and desire to 

make a difference for others that fuels determination to continue. There is passion in this 

research and there are always worries. 

Next, I consider the components contributing to being on the Hill and the ways they support 

my research journey. I hope, by sharing how I am supported by ‘on-the-Hill’ moments and 

relationships, others benefit and find their equivalent sense of support and space. 

3.5 Ethics and Research Relationships 
A line in the poem, ‘Tree and Me’ (3.4.1), says ‘step gingerly on stones’; this partly refers to 

treading between resistant and encouraging forces and partly refers to ethical 

responsibilities I felt when researching with counselling students who I also teach. 

The ethical positions of tutor and researcher are intertwined with power and the contexts of 

the different relationships. I was in dual relationships, tutor and researcher with participants, 
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who are current trainees; there was a legacy of this tutor student relationship between 

myself and the qualified counsellors. I am mindful of the power imbalance in an education 

environment where tutors can be portrayed as having superior knowledge, they assess 

students’ work and students are in the role of apprentice as a counsellor. There are 

strategies already in place which reduce the overlap of roles; assignments are submitted 

online and there is anonymous marking. Some, such as skills recordings or presentations, 

can’t be anonymous but are double marked. Any bias would be picked up in this process. 

Transparency is important as part of a relational ethical approach (Simon, 2018). I included 

details of the dual relationship, and ways to minimise the negative impact of this, in 

information leaflets I gave to prospective participants (Appendix 3). These were included in 

the ethics application along with consent forms (Appendix 4) and proposed questions for 

interviews (Appendix 5). Ethical approval was granted by the University of Bedfordshire 

(Appendix 6a), and email agreement based on this came from the chair of the ethics 

committee at the university, where I conducted the research (Appendix 6a). 

As well as ethical thinking and planning beforehand I was also aware of ongoing researcher 

and tutor relationships with participants throughout the whole research project. This includes 

ethical adjustments to maintain trust and respect between us as situations arise (BACP, 

2019a). For example, two participants chose to meet for interviews straight after the 

teaching day. They both lived a long way from university. This raised concerns for me. I 

would be moving directly from one role to another; the research seemed a further demand 

when participants may be tired; I wondered how much their decision was based on trying to 

please me as tutor, as well as the practical reasons they stated. Led by relational ethics 

(Simon, 2018), I was transparent about my concerns for their well-being and I offered other 

possible times and venues for meeting. They chose to continue on the teaching day; I 

believe convenience and desire to please influenced their choice. When one of these 
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participants was ill, however, they made a different choice and the interview was done via 

email.  

Benefits of a dual relationship are reported in education research (Parsons, 2015) and in 

therapy research (Fleet, Burton, Reeves and Das Gupta, 2016). Transparency in the 

relationship with participants, especially about any impact of the dual role, reduces power 

imbalance or sense of coercion to participate. This follows the BACP guidelines where 

transparency and respect are key to research relationships (BACP, 2019a). The 

trustworthiness needed in the research relationship is built more quickly and may bring 

deeper exploration (Fleet et al., 2016).  

The benefits of a dual relationship as tutor/researcher were supported by this research. I 

discussed participants’ views in first interviews and towards the end of the first year, for 

those who were current students. All felt the benefit of taking part in the research. They had 

learned more about their journey with the Patchwork of Practice exercise by describing it to 

me; ‘it brings it all together’ (Charlie). In group interviews, the final year students suggested 

the types of conversations in the research group interviews should be part of the curriculum; 

they brought an ending to the year, an opportunity to connect and discuss all their ideas 

around Patchwork. 

Ethical thinking in research is a continuation of the ethical thinking that guides my 

counselling practice and teaching. It has been helpful to have the various roles with ethical 

know-how and practice embedded, and continually evolving, in the way I have worked as a 

systemic practitioner for many years. This is the advantage of practitioner research “We 

have a preoccupation with ethics-led practice using continuous inner and outward 

accountability for decisions” (Simon, 2018, p.43). Awareness of our impact on others and 

theirs on us is facilitated by ongoing self-reflexivity and relational reflexivity (Burnham, 2005). 

Reflexivity, as I see it, is discussed further in the chapter ‘Walking and Water’ (Chapter 4). In 
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summary, it is a way of noticing, reflecting, sensing and thinking in order to illuminate and 

learn from a particular experience. It is an iterative process, which informs my learning and 

how to go on (Schön, 1983). It leads to another experience and reflexive process and so on. 

This process is always taking account of others in a collaborative way that is mindful of 

power and diversity. This brief summary shows the close alliance ethics and reflexivity 

weave.  

As a systemic practitioner researcher, I have awareness, from training and ongoing 

reflexivity, of “how language works in spoken and unspoken ways to influence the social 

construction of knowledge in the context of imbalanced power relations” (Simon, 2018, 

p.44). This research included interviews with student and newly qualified counsellors, I took 

this awareness and ethical experience into the interviews and the writing up of the research. 

I was ethics led; I had participants’ voices and our conversations in mind, and I wrote to 

honour these voices (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018).  I valued learning in collaboration 

with participants and showed ethical principles of respect, trust and research integrity in the 

research relationships, writing and sharing of learning (BACP, 2019a, p.10). 

I was representing others’ voices as well as my own through autoethnography in Meadow 

and Stream (chapter 6). The Patches I wrote from my early family life and experience of my 

father’s death included my relationships with others in my close family at those times. We 

have had many conversations about those times, and it is interesting how we all remember 

differently. Although no family are named, the stories are so personal that it is important to 

obtain consent for them to be a part of this thesis and any future publication. I shared 

Meadow and Stream (chapter 6) and other writings (appendix 10.8) with my family and they 

completed a consent form (appendix 10.4.2). This ethical processing also seemed to mark 

‘autoethnography as witness’ to our family life (Etherington, 2004, p.146). 
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3.6 Practitioner as researcher: guiding philosophy 
My research is set in my teaching practice, which is counsellor training; there are overlaps of 

my experience in this context with my experiences as counsellor and supervisor in practice. 

It is relevant that I have experience as a student counsellor myself. This is a useful resource; 

I can move between past experience as a trainee and current position as experienced 

counsellor and trainer. I am living my belief that the shaping of who we are, and what we 

know, as a counsellor, a trainer, moreover, a human being is through our experiences in 

social and family relationships, and in our cultural and natural worlds. I identify this as social 

constructionism; “the assumption is that, in our daily interactions with others, we construct 

the relational realities within which we live” (McNamee, 2010, p.11). This belief is central to 

both the research topic, the methodology and the writing of the thesis.  

Here I clarify the philosophical ideas underpinning how I approached researching 

Patchworks of Practice. McNamee (2010) notes a scientific, positivist frame has different 

assumptions underpinning its philosophy compared to a social constructionist approach to 

research; “Discourses of human science differ in their assumptions about what exists 

(ontology), in their assumptions about what can be known about what exists (epistemology), 

and in their assumptions about how such knowledge can be produced (methodology)” (p.9). 

An important distinction is between whether experience or knowledge is subjective or 

objective, individually or relationally constructed. In a positivist way of looking at the world 

there would be an objective truth to discover, whereas social constructionism would see that 

there are many truths, all are valid. A truth in a social constructionist view is subjective to 

that person, linked to their experience. The learning from an experience would be shaped by 

who else was involved, and the nature of those relationships, it would be shaped by social 

and cultural influences and by previous experiences that had relevance for that person. 

Meaning and knowledge are created through “joint action” (Shotter, 2010, p.49). There is a 

subjective experience for each individual and shared understanding. Knowledge acquired 
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may have relevance for others or may not. The validity of knowledge acquired may not fulfill 

qualities of testability, replication and reliability as it would be required to in a scientific 

frame; nor is validity diminished by not fulfilling these qualities. Quality is demonstrated by 

an ethics led, reflexive approach throughout the research activities, rigorous gathering of 

research material, analysis of meaning from this, and sharing of learning, that is coherent 

with the philosophy underpinning methodology; in this case this is social constructionism 

(Simon, 2018).  

In acknowledging all truths as valid and relationally created, I also extend this openness to a 

curiosity-with-others; this is shared curiosity and inquiry with all who are part of the research 

or reading about it. A curious stance in research, and about the knowledge arising from it, 

leads to explore and understand rather than label and assign to this category or that, or even 

discount as not fitting this category or that. In making this statement, I am linking with 

Bateson’s (2002) suggestion to look for meaning within the context of experience, or logic of 

an action in a person’s culture or way of living their life. Many ways of acquiring knowledge, 

or patterns of inquiry, may be relevant; it is important to explore how we acquire knowledge, 

how we come to know as well as what it is that we know. Curiosity about the relationship 

between a person, their knowledge and their lived experience in learning can bring wider 

understanding than reporting of objective facts.  

In researching practice and from within practice, it is sometimes relevant and useful to have 

quantitative data gathered, such as that collected by questionnaires. For instance, if we take 

an example of research exploring different routes in a counselling career to clarify the best 

option. Quantitative information about how many counselling students find employment as 

therapists after training may inform prospective students about whether this is a reliable 

career to be embarking on. This can provide part of the answer to whether counselling is a 

suitable career, and the journey to becoming a counsellor. They then have to decide where 

to study. League tables can give figures for student satisfaction for a particular course, these 
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are collated from anonymous surveys completed by current students. They are subjective 

and may be influenced by the individual experience for each student on the day of the 

survey. They don’t represent ideas about the lived experience on the course or the 

emotional and intellectual impact of the training. Individual student experiences could be 

captured through qualitative research bringing richer knowledge; stories of current trainee 

experience, collected, collated and retold by a researcher, inform applicants’ choice about 

whether this is the course for them. Other sources of knowledge may involve the applicant in 

their own research, for example open days, or reading student counsellors’ blogs. These are 

all ways to answer the question ‘which is the best way to train as a counsellor’? Some of the 

possible research methods described are more useful for this research area than others; 

usefulness depends on the researcher’s philosophy as well as the area of inquiry. 

3.7 Practitioner as researcher: a Patchwork methodology 
In this practitioner research I explored the impact of a teaching intervention, Patchwork of 

Practice (Appendix 1). I have stated I am influenced by social constructionist ideas, which 

lead me to be curious about how each participant experienced using the Patchwork exercise 

and what influenced the experience. Each experience is unique; there will be differences 

and there may be similarities in some respects or in patterns of learning with the exercise. I 

explored individual and relational experiences as Patches were created alone, and then 

shared it in a small group; I am curious how these different aspects shape learning. I also 

used the exercise myself, in an autoethnographic exploration of my personal influences on 

professional development. Following a Heuristic approach, I was both researcher and 

participant.  I used my experience of Patchwork as well as themes and patterns emerging for 

participants to deepen understanding and further reflexivity on my own and students’ 

experience. 

In writing about integration (see Water, Section 4.3) I arrived at the position of the ‘person in 

the practice’ as an integrative conduit. Burnham (1992) acknowledges practitioners’ “values 
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and assumptions may be said to pre-exist and influence the choice of theoretical model” 

(p.4).  He notes a person’s approach influences methods and then techniques (p.9). I apply 

this to a practitioner researcher’s choice of research methodology.  

Leppington (1991) believes methodology, which is different to method, is informed by 

deepest held traditions (p.59). Like Burnham (1992), social constructionism influences her 

thinking and she stresses the necessity of attending to reflexivity in any research. There is 

not only one path, rather we are exploring and trying to make sense of what we find. 

Reflexivity around what we find, “the level of data” can influence our method, our 

methodology and deeply held beliefs. This continues round in a circular process; there is a 

circle of activity through knowing, the knowers and the known (Leppington, 1991, p.62). 

Simon (2012b) critiques ideas and restructures diagrams of both Burnham (1992) and 

Leppington (1991) to bring in more focus on reflexive practice and activities in research. She 

emphasises the “dialogical self of the practitioner and the relationship between the people in 

the conversation” (Simon, 2012b, p117). This chimes with a pluralistic approach to working 

in an integrative way (Cooper and McLeod, 2011), and collaborative systemic practice 

(Anderson, 2001), both of which resonate with my way of working. This brings coherence 

between counselling research and counselling practice. Furthermore, my village roots and 

early school life brought lessons of acknowledging differences within a community and 

experience of sometimes feeling I belong, and other times excluded. It has been particularly 

important to pay attention to ethics and conversations with participants in this research as I 

was in a dual role of researcher and tutor. It was vital I worked in a collaborative, 

transparent, way to minimise power imbalance that may be felt in the research relationships 

(Ollsen, 2014).  

Bearing the above aspects in mind, a Patchwork methodology weaves several approaches 

(Diagram 3.1). Nuttall (2006) researched the integration process of becoming a counsellor 
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through heuristic enquiry incorporating other methodologies. He argues that a Heuristic 

approach can be a framework and other methodologies woven into the six phases; 

engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, explication and creative synthesis 

(Moustakas, 1990). 

“Heuristics is a way of engaging in scientific search through methods and processes aimed 

at discovery; a way of self-inquiry and dialogue with others aimed at finding the underlying 

meanings of important human experiences” (Moustakas, 1990, p.15). I interpret scientific as 

rigorous; a thorough and comprehensive exploration and analysis of material collected 

(Tracy, 2010).  The opportunity for self-inquiry and dialogue with others is relevant in two 

ways. Firstly, to autoethnography described in Meadow (p.84). Secondly, to a 

tutor/researcher inquiring with students/participants, Woodland (Chapter 7), rather than as 

expert imparting knowledge or objectively studying a research question as in a more 

positivist approach.  
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Diagram 3.1: A Patchwork Methodology model  

This model shows my personal context connects with and informs ontology. This ontological 

Patch has mutual influence with four research approaches each with their own 

methodological assumptions, and collaborative or discursive activities. I have put action 

research and autoethnography in one space because either of these can link with the other 

sections depending on the research area; action research is used in the Woodland and 

autoethnography is used in the Meadow. All approaches are in the same plane to 

acknowledge influence is multidirectional; circularity and flow of curiosity and learning is 

through active reflexive pathways. A researcher learns in the doing, just as a walker 

develops knowledge of an environment as he walks through it (Ingold, 2015). I have found I 

need to be aware of joining edges so that respect is paid to the context of a new Patch and 
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what I, as researcher, am bringing from one Patch to another; I question ‘what am I bringing, 

how am I influencing’?  

Ingold (2015) describes a landscape as in and on the earth. You can’t distinguish where the 

earth ends, and vegetation starts; roots are embedded in the substratum. Yet without 

vegetation and landscape furniture, the earth is bare and may be unable to continue the 

succession and evolution of the landscape (p. 39). I think of personal values, beliefs and 

ontology as supporting a research patchwork in the same way; they are in a symbiotic 

relationship. Without personal involvement of a researcher, research practices and 

methodologies exist only on paper, in a book or in a research methods lecture. Living and 

active research requires the support and involvement of a researcher with their unique 

contribution. Ethical practices and reflexivity in the process illuminate the nature and 

influence of that contribution. 

I have found research is not a clean, clear “how to” process (Simon, 2014, p. 11), it evolves, 

and I can feel lost. As I walked through the research landscape the ground could sometimes 

rise, or I went up on the hill to have a clear view over the project, in other moments I felt 

more self-focused, low and isolated.  

Within a Heuristic philosophy, Reflexive Action Research methodology (McNiff, 2013), 

Autoethnography (Ellis, 2004) and Systemic Inquiry (Simon, 2014) explored the impact of 

the Patchwork of Practice exercise on counselling students and on me. This weaves an 

approach skilled in exploring different contexts and meanings for others (Simon, 2014) with 

an approach incorporating reflection with action (McNiff, 2013). With both there is 

opportunity to have methodology evolving in the process of the research. There is 

coherence between ontology, as person-practitioner-researcher, with methodology in this 

research; “our theoretical narratives arise out of our ideological beliefs, values and most 

taken for granted deeply held assumptions” (Simon, 2014, p. 11). The Patchwork 
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Methodology brought balance of focussing in on the researcher’s self-inquiry and moving out 

to explore others’ experience. Skills from each methodology informed the research process. 

Below, I show how the different methodologies and research activities weaved with the 

Heuristic phases. Research activities that are specific to autoethnography or action research 

are explained in more detail in the relevant chapters; this is an overview of a Patchwork 

weaving of methodologies.  

Firstly, Moustakas (1990) explains the phase of engagement is concerned with preparation; 

this is both a “personal, private immersion” (p. 45) and developing physical resources to 

inform and involve participants. For me, practicalities included obtaining ethical approval 

(Appendix 6a), writing a proposal, preparing an information sheet (Appendix 3) and consent 

form (Appendix 4), deciding on questions for participants (Appendix 5) and introducing the 

research to the students I teach. Personal preparation involved space to focus on history 

and evolution of my personal philosophy and way of being, through autoethnography. This 

was part auto-biographical, part an observational study of culture, experience and 

environment that together created knowing of all the different layers of each part and their 

inter-weaving relationships (Ellis, 2004, p.32). Writing in Meadow (Section 6.1) widened my 

vision into a clearer picture of who I am as a researcher. The influences from my cultural 

history and past experiences are expressed in present qualities, skills, beliefs and values. 

Early experiences were a blueprint for the resilience and vulnerability that accompanies me 

and shapes how I see the world (Bowlby, 1988); the blueprint shapes navigation of the 

research process.  

Preparation included widening the context of the research through exploration in areas of 

art, ecology, metaphor and patchwork origins; Aspects of these are described in ‘Hedges 

and Path’ (chapter 5). It is also relevant that I chose the PDSP course both for the 

underpinning principles of systemic inquiry and the opportunity to travel a research journey 
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within a community. Part of the preparation and engagement closely involved these fellow 

travellers as I explored and refined my research questions and ethics in setting out a 

proposal. In group discussions I was able to explore the ‘What’, ‘Why’, ‘How’ and ‘Who’ 

headlines of the topic. There was opportunity to take in wider dimensions of gardening, 

landscape and art as I immersed myself in Patchwork meanings of all kinds.  

I was challenged to loosen my scientific roots of research from a Biological Sciences degree. 

Back then I counted barnacles in endless metre quadrats on different seashores and 

statistically explored distributions to show the impact of sheltered versus rocky shorelines on 

their ability to feed, reproduce and settle. The outcome was surprisingly higher numbers on 

rocky shores; this was exciting. Firstly, as it wasn’t what I expected (I thought the calm 

waters of a sheltered shore would bring more plankton for food and less challenge of 

weather and waves) and, secondly, I found the results were supported by others (Field 

Studies Council, 2008). Distribution was more complex than I realised. It involved factors of 

splash zoning, sun, slope, ability to cling to rocks and not dry out as well as competition for 

food. What stayed with me from these early research days were qualities of curiosity, 

potential for surprise in research, connecting with others’ ideas, importance of rigour and 

methodological application. What I aim to let go of is a right way to research that has to be 

reproduceable, and scientifically or statistically measurable, and has the researcher as 

objective, outside and neutral (Anderson, 2014). In a Heuristic framework this starts at the 

preparation phase as I become fully involved and immersed as a reflexive researcher; using 

myself in the research — noticing, reflecting and remembering through audio recording, 

Patches and journaling (Etherington, 2004). 

The phase of immersion begins once the researcher has clarified the question and involves 

themselves in as wide an exploration as possible; “virtually anything connected with the 

question becomes raw material for immersion, for staying with, and maintaining a sustained 

focus and concentration” (Moustakas, 1990, p.28). Immersion continued with interviewing 
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and transcribing. Systemic inquiry was woven in here. Reflexivity coupled with sustained 

focus monitored and evaluated research relationships, and ongoing ethical decision making 

in order to maintain research integrity (BACP, 2019a). The way I wished to conduct 

individual and group interviews privileged systemic inquiry. Systemic training and practice 

have brought practical and creative skills in circular questioning (Tomm, 1988). I have 

developed ethical ways of talking with clients and students that show transparency, 

neutrality and curiosity; I aimed to explore and value all perspectives and be aware of my 

own (Hedges, 2005). Self and relational reflexivity (Burnham, 2005) helped me notice the 

nature of conversations, I questioned myself: How am I influencing.? How is the 

conversation evolving? What are the similarities and differences that help or inhibit 

understanding? How do we see each other? I aimed for a dialogical conversation, with 

attunement monitoring tensions, developing awareness and leading to shared learning 

(Rober, 2017). This style fits with Moustakas (1990) descriptions of interviews in Heuristic 

research; “interviews often take the form of dialogues with oneself and one’s research 

participants” (p.46). It is important the interview unfolds from general questions, as “genuine 

dialogue cannot be planned” (p.47). Further immersion was facilitated by transcribing all 

tapes myself; this brought familiarity with the material and the experience of participants 

(Moustakas, 1990, p.49).  

In autoethnography there was immersion in writing and poetry, with reflection on this in the 

context of the self and the wider cultural context. The process is described as a “back and 

forth autoethnograhers gaze” (Ellis, 2004, p.37). This is described in Heuristic methodology 

as the immersion phase and is supplemented with incubation.  

Immersion and incubation alternate; time is spent away from the material, being more distant 

rather than closely involved. In analysing interview material, I had collected, I re-played 

group and individual recordings after a period away from the transcribing, and this led to 

further immersion. Moustakas (1990) suggests a process of creating individual depictions 
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from participants’ words from the interviews. Re-listening and re-viewing of the transcriptions 

alongside depictions, interspersed with rest and time away from the process led to a 

composite depiction, which brought illumination as key themes emerged. Looking from 

different perspectives of researcher and participants was a key element of this process; it is 

a valuable addition from systemic inquiry and action research methodologies that is not fully 

elucidated in Moustakas’ (1990) writing. He describes self-search “the heuristic researcher 

utilises focussing, indwelling, self-searching and self-disclosure and recognises that 

meanings are unique and distinctive” (p.31). This places power with the researcher and 

could be seen as an expert position, rather than working with others’ experiences and 

seeing them through their eyes as well; seeing what is created together. Shotter (2010) 

explains this; “dialogical inner speech is joint action”, that which we experience within is 

always “responsive, and in response to, what is both ‘within us’ in some way, but which is 

also ’other than’ ourselves” (p.128). Marshall (2016) describes living life as inquiry as a 

constant exploration and re-view. The incorporation of systemic principles in this process 

brings “clues to the co-created nature of the worlds in which I engage as inquirer” (p.11). 

Illumination of emergent themes has a quality of “tacit knowing”, understanding something 

that has been on the edge of awareness and has now crystallised (Moustakas, 1990, p.29). 

This can be surprising new information or a clarification of something partly understood. I 

had a similar, familiar, sense of this process of immersion, incubation and illumination 

process when writing. I could be immersed, in the flow for a while, then become stuck, 

struggling and frustrated; I would move away to something else, sometimes it was late, and I 

went to bed only to find, on waking, the flow of ideas was there again.  

Explication involves fully exploring and working with the themes and new knowledge in the 

context of the participants and the researcher’s own experience and reflexive process 

(Moustakas, 1990). Individual depictions were created, then narrative portraits which richly 

describe the experiences and nuances for different individuals (Moustakas, 1990, p.50). In 
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previous research (Meakin, 2005) semi-structured interviews allowed space for participants’ 

stories to unfold, these were summarised in a narrative portrait. In this research, I used a 

similar process and developed it further through participation with participants; a flexible, 

active collaboration (Ollson, 2014). How an individual depiction or portrait is drawn depends 

on the project and the researcher. I was inspired by rich portraiture (Day, 2014; Lawrence-

Lightfoot and Hoffman Davis, 1997) and use of metaphor with participants, using creativity to 

portray experiences (Bochner and Ellis, 2003). Creating narrative portraits is a time 

consuming and valuable process that had to fit within my busy work context and time frame. 

I did carefully consider use of NVivo software as an alternative way to analyse and organise 

the material (QSR International, 2013). I discounted this as it would lead to movement away 

from the richness and complexity of the participants’ experience and the self-search element 

of Heuristic research.  

Sela-Smith (2002) notes the importance of ‘I’, in a heuristic approach, in uncovering tacit 

knowledge and experience. Incorporation of others’ voices as research participants is 

valuable if the researcher then returns “to a self-search to look for what he had not seen 

before” (Sela-Smith, 2002, p. 79). In my view, inclusion of Systemic Inquiry provides balance 

of the self-search and others’ voices rather than one or the other, or others informing the ‘I’; 

it brings a perspective that hears self and other, hears all voices. 

Action Research compliments Systemic Inquiry, it is more involved with observation of 

others’ experiences and knowledges. Reflection on the material and the research 

relationships involves the researcher as observer. The main strength of this paradigm is 

“putting ideas into action, not only talking about them” (McNiff, 2013, p. 51). Action Research 

has been used extensively in education. It includes steps of observation, reflection in and on 

action (Schön, 1983) planning ideas for improving practice and acting (McNiff, 2013).  
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Diagram 3.2: Sequences of action-reflection cycles (McNiff and Whitehead, 2002, p.41) 

Diagram 3.2 shows a process that is ongoing with one completed cycle informing another 

and so on. McNiff (2013) notes “traditional models and forms of theory do not reflect the 

hurly-burly nature of my professional practice” (p.66). There is often an ongoing evolutionary 

process rather than discreet steps; this is represented as a spiral with possibilities for points 

to spin off. 

 
Diagram 3.3: A generative transformational evolutionary process (McNiff, 2002) 

First Person Action Research describes a methodology and research process informed in a 

very similar way to the Patchwork methodology that evolved in this research. Marshall 

(2016) incorporates systemic thinking, with the traditional action reflection process of 

second- and third-person Action Research. This brings more focus on power and the 
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importance of context; curiosity, reflection and exploration of tacit knowing as a way of life — 

“living life as inquiry” (Marshall, 2016 p.xv). There is an autobiographical aspect to this 

approach as Marshall (2016) explains; she seeks to “exemplify living life as inquiry through 

accounts richly told, I have fullest access to my own experiencing, giving me opportunities to 

elaborate contradictions and tensions in this approach” (p.xxii). She sees many similarities 

with autoethnography in that both link exploration of the personal with cultural and political 

contexts (Marshall, 2016). She notes, “autoethnography seems, however, less likely to 

integrate experimental action into its approach” (p.8).  

The final stage of the Patchwork Methodology draws more heavily on the action aspects of 

Systemic Inquiry and Action Research. This stage is writing of the thesis and sharing of 

learning through professional networks and with future students. These processes generate 

ideas of how to use the learning to shape the Patchwork of Practice exercise, how to 

improve my own teaching and practice, as well as ideas about which aspects may benefit 

other professions.



 

4 Walking and Water 
The writing in this chapter sets a context for the research in Meadow and Woodland which 

follow. Image 4.1 below represents a sense of walking around ideas; some I am re-viewing; 

some are more recently met. It is relevant I am walking around water; this connects two 

parts in the Landscape metaphor, experiential learning (walking) and knowledge of 

integration (water). 

 

Image 4.1: Walking around Derwent Water, with a rucksack of ideas 

When I am walking, I am learning; with each new step I encounter a change that brings new 

information through one or more of my senses, this links with emotion and thought. Learning 

in this way is experiential, a reflexive process; experience, imagine, reflect, think, analyse, 

decide and initiate (Kolb and Kolb, 2017). Reflexivity is a thread running throughout this 
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research. There are different meanings of the word reflexivity for different writers and 

different applications in practice, in research and as a way of life. In this piece of writing I 

begin by clarifying what I mean by reflexivity in practice and research. Reflexivity has 

become a key component to show validity of critical qualitative research (Simon, 2018) and 

strive to represent others’ voices as accurately as possible (Pillow, 2003). Reflexivity as part 

of a learning process (Schön, 1983) has been applied in counsellor training and in practice. 

I then discuss characteristics of counselllor training, and challenges of meeting professional 

requirements within the higher education environment of courses I teach; training aims to 

prepare students to work using an integrative approach, with individuals.  

Finally, Water is the largest part of this review of teaching and learning and is focused 

specifically on developing an integrative approach as a counsellor. I used water for this part 

of the Landscape metaphor as I imagine dipping a jam-jar into a lake and finding a host of 

different biotics existing within the sample. There are over 400 different counselling 

approaches, (Wright and Bolton, 2012, p.xiv); some are single schools and some integrative. 

The title of the thesis is ‘Patchworks of Practice: helping student counsellors develop 

coherence in personal and professional integration’. There are many ways to approach 

integration. I outline some of these and discuss the importance of developing an integrative 

approach that is coherent with personal values.  

4.1 Clarifying reflexivity and reflection as I understand them  
I understand reflexivity as a critical reflection and exploration of aspects of ourselves and 

ourselves in relationship. It aims to raise awareness of the myriad of influences on how we 

are perceiving a moment, and acting from that moment (Cunliffe, 2014). It is important this 

awareness is explored both from a meta position and from within the moment to illuminate a 

clearer, more informed, rationale of how we choose to go on. In this way we can be more 

mindful of power imbalances, cultural and social influences on how we relate, our 
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assumptions and the ways we may be perceived by others (Burnham, 2005). Reflexivity 

describes the act of using oneself to observe self and self-in-relationships; “so we have a 

sense of standing outside ourselves and observing what we are (feeling), doing and 

thinking” (Hunt and Sampson, 2006, p.4). Reflexivity requires us to try on the perspective, 

the world view of an ‘other’ for long enough to look back critically at ourselves, our ideas, our 

assumptions, our values. This helps us consider the impact of these influences in our 

communications with others, and question or deconstruct what seems usual and common 

sense (Cunliffe, 2014, p.75). 

Bolton (2014) cites Plato “the life without examination is no life” (p.13). This quote, from 

Socrates’ trial, has two sides; firstly, it inferred only educated humans explore what life 

means as a human i.e. human ‘Being’; secondly, this confers a judgement on those who do 

not, as living a worthless life (Baggini, 2005). I first read this quote about ten years ago and 

understood it to mean that it is valuable and worthwhile to reflect on one’s life, and a waste 

not to. Now, maybe I have read more widely and with more criticality, my eyes have opened 

to see how narrow my views were. I see how the call for examining a life dismisses the 

majority, who are struggling, too busy or not interested, as worthless. This example of my 

reflexive process has led me to understand the naivety in my reading and my assumptions 

from my own privileged education. It illuminated new aspects of Plato and Socrates, as well 

as reinforced learning of the importance of deconstruction and questioning in a critically 

reflexive process. 

Examining life, and in particular moments that catch attention, is a starting point for reflecting 

both in those moments and on those moments (Schön, 1983). Reflection is important as 

moments bring choices, and choices influence relationships, which have an impact socially, 

environmentally, and ultimately shape our lives. If we consider a narrative perspective, we 

live our life as a story, with a plot and characters, that confer meaning in a landscape of 

identity (White, 2005). There is a dominant personal narrative and, multiple, more 
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marginalised stories coexisting. I see these stories as layered with contexts of culture, 

family, identities influencing how we tell the story (Oliver, 2007). To be human is to be 

curious and to try and understand ‘moments’ through reflection and experience. Initially we 

do this in the context of our personal narrative then can elevate more marginalised stories to 

make sense when there is confusion or dissonance (Morgan, 2000).  

So, noticing is an important first step in a reflexivity process (Diagram 4.1), wondering, 

allowing curiosity to come forth to lead onto careful observation of self and self-in-

relationship (Burnham, 2005). 

Next, detailed reflection in the moment explores inherent knowing (Schön, 1983) we bring 

from our personal and relational narratives. There will have been many moments through 

our life stories when we have negotiated decisions and made choices; all inform inherent 

knowing. Some will have been tipping points, crucial decisions and some more general 

everyday choices, made almost unconsciously. Reflexivity explores and challenges these. 

Bolton (2014) describes three foundations of reflexivity; unquestioning questioning; serious 

playfulness; certain uncertainty (p.24). 

Further, more critical, reflection on the moment (Schön, 1983) seeks to make sense of the 

inherent knowing and challenge taken for granted and familiar ways of responding. This 

stage continues to use the three foundations in exploring the many influences on the 

moment. These may include cultural and family messages, personal life scripts, and aspects 

of identity such as gender, age, race and so on (Burnham, 1993). Reflexivity additionally 

invites exploration from other perspectives, as if a foreigner in our own world (Bolton, 2014). 

There is opportunity here to elevate a more marginalised story and re-author personal 

narratives (White, 2005). There is space for creativity and looking from other perspectives; 

we can hear our own voice or “polyphony of voices”, rather than imposed ideas of others or 

thinking monologically (Shotter, 2010, p87).  
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Ideas of how to go on follow from the other steps and take account of power and context. 

Burnham (2005) separated reflexivity into self-reflexivity and relational reflexivity. I see a 

reflexive process as an everyday mindful and ethical, relational attitude. Self-reflexivity is 

also in relation to others. This can be a physical other, a person or writing or art or 

landscape; other can be polyphonic voices and experiences within (Shotter, 2010). This step 

is creative and exploratory, though can move into a domain of production (Lang, Little and 

Cronen, 1990), especially if there are risk or safety considerations, and call more formally on 

relevant ethical codes or policies as guides.  

 
 

Diagram 4.1: The reflexivity cycle 

This diagram is based on The Learning Cycle (Kolb and Kolb, 2017, p.11). It follows their 

theory of experiential learning which facilitates both teachers and students in learning from 

practice and experience. It highlights the importance of linking all steps in the learning 

process. Diagrammatic and conceptual representation of reflexivity is problematic. Diagram 
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4.1 shows a circular process whereas it is more like a spiral; each turn leads to new 

experiencing rather than back to the same noticing as I have drawn it. In addition, I have 

noticed that reflection in the moment and reflection on the moment (Schön, 1983), can 

diverge at a tangent from the original cycle.  

Another way to think about this process of spreading is like “a rhizome” from original 

reflection (Reynolds, 2014, p.131). A rhizome is a modified plant stem that spreads out from 

a plant, underground, carrying starches and proteins; it creates a new plant and so is a form 

of propagation (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2019). Rhizomatic spread of thoughts and ideas 

creates a web of reflections with new thoughts rising to the surface and available to inform 

choices of how to go on. Rhizomes are stores as well as vehicles, which carries a sense of 

ideas seeming dormant for a while and then springing into mind when conditions create 

space for this development. Rhizomal spread is coherent with the landscape metaphor of 

this thesis. 

Pillow (2019a) brings together ideas from Barad (of diffraction patterns and particle theory) 

with Lugones (of curdling — unity is always split) to extend ideas of reflexivity; repeating 

cycles may just reflect the same image and not address difference. Physics informs us that 

one particle always affects another in a process of entanglement, and wave patterns 

interacting produce disturbance; reflexivity is not a comfortable smooth process (Pillow, 

2019b). This leads me to rethink reflexivity; reflections emitted from an experience are a 

coalescence of many differences and spread like ripples from a stone dropped in a pond. 

They always collide with and disturb other ideas and their ripples. In addition, I can see a 

relationship with the rhizome image of reflexive thinking; each rhizomal reflection carries 

many and mixed views. When a rhizome emerges into the light, it disturbs that space and 

disturbance communicates to others and so on. As ripples spread out and disturb further, 

the curdled mix separates. Information informing choice of how to go on is clearer. It is 

important not to avoid difficult, unfamiliar and often uncomfortable parts. Reflexivity is 
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opportunity to be curious and learn; the unfamiliar and strange is new knowledge in this 

moment or in this context or with this person and their world. 

Bringing together multiple ripples and rhizomes helps me conceptualise a reflexive process. 

Whichever metaphor is used, I would suggest the process is embedded in a context of 

working towards more helpful, ethical ways of thinking, feeling and relating. Working 

reflexively pays attention to power, differences, respect and systemic ideas of positive 

connotation, multiple perspectives and importance of context (Hedges, 2005).  

Reflective writing is a technique I find offers space to put ‘noticing’ and initial ‘reflection in the 

moment’ on a page to observe, explore, understand and critique. This develops self-

awareness and relational awareness, which informs teaching and therapeutic relationships; 

“the centrality of knowing yourself in order to develop effective therapeutic alliances makes 

sense” (Wright and Bolton, 2012, p.5). Reflective writing is useful throughout counselling 

training in journaling or accompanying the Patchworks of practice exercise. Reflective writing 

can explore the meaning of each Patch for the creator.  

I share these thoughts on reflexivity with student counsellors near the beginning of their 

training. So that ethical and professional practice of reflexivity become part of their way of 

working. Reflexivity is a guide through different choices in life and in practice. It develops 

ongoing autonomous learning (Stratton, 2005).  

In this research, reflexivity has been important in raising my awareness of how I am 

influencing the research process. I make choices within research relationships, in analysis of 

research material, in representation of others’ experiences, in interpretation of themes and in 

how I write about the research. Going through a reflexive process, as I have described 

above, can bring more focus and awareness of my influence yet, as Pillow (2003) notes, I 

can never fully understand or represent the other. This applies to research relationships, as I 

try to understand participants’ experiencing of me and our conversations, as well as when I 
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represent their experience of Patchwork in writing. Reflexivity does involve self-reflection, yet 

this is not an end in itself, nor is it only self-focussed, it is part of a process of understanding 

self and other. It leads to more clarity on what is being created or understood in the 

collaborative process of the research. Reflexivity “aids in making visible the practice and 

construction of knowledge within research” (Pillow, 2003, p.178). I witness participants’ 

stories of their experience and share my understanding of this as well as my own story. 

Reflexivity guides this process, mindful that it is a snapshot at a moment in time and will be 

read by others in a different time and from a different context (Pillow, 2019b). 

4.2 Counsellor training and personal development 
There are various training routes to becoming a qualified counsellor or therapist (BACP, 

2019b; AFT, 2019; UCAS, 2019). The mode of study varies, the organisational host of a 

course can be private, voluntary, Further Education (FE) or Higher Education (HE), however 

all curricula incorporate counselling theory, ethics, skills, and personal development. 

Professional bodies support with guidelines for course curricula and accreditation of training 

organisations, counselling providers and practitioner accreditation (BACP, 2018; BABCP, 

2019; UK Council for Psychotherapy, 2019). As I write this, training is set in a backdrop of 

political austerity and courses are challenged to meet financial restrictions or close (Joseph, 

Murphy and Holford, 2018). Government funding for mental health is promised but in reality, 

is sporadic and staff numbers continue to reduce (Savage, 2019). National morale around 

mental health provision may be low, yet there are higher applications for our courses. Higher 

numbers and tight budgets lead to lower staff: student ratios. We are challenged as a tutor 

team to be creative in learning activities that facilitate personal development and counselling 

skills; ideally these activities require a supportive environment, small numbers with regular 

tutor feedback.   

My own experience of training was an apprenticeship route. This was within a charitable 

organisation, Relate. Selection was rigorous, training took place at regular weekends 
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alongside learning in placement and supervision; there was a staff: student ratio of 1:12. I 

explain more of this journey in Stream (Section 6.5). There were advantages of the small 

group sizes, familiar tutors and appropriate learning spaces. There were ups and downs of a 

training that touched emotional experiences, both from the past and in the learning process. 

Personal development was incorporated alongside challenges of new skills, widening 

awareness of diversity and power, theories, and ethical awareness. I navigated through all 

this complexity and developed a professional way of being as a counsellor.  

Counselling students continue to cope with similar struggles, face challenges and overcome 

them; development of personal and relational awareness is key in order to build therapeutic 

relationships that support clients who face their own difficulties (Johns, 2012). The 

importance of this is supported by evidence that the therapeutic relationship is the most 

significant factor in the success of therapy (McLeod, 2009). I am struck by the simplicity of 

Rober’s (2017) definition, “therapy is a living process between people” (p.1); a simplicity that 

is embedded within complexity. This living process is set within ethical guidelines, diverse 

settings, organisations and communities. In addition, Cooper and McLeod (2011) stress the 

importance of collaboration with clients, and flexibility. In order to be with clients, in a 

dialogical and collaborative living process, as counsellors we need reflexive awareness of 

what we are creating, power balance between counsellor and clients, and how each is 

positioned (Shotter, 2010). Personal development within counselling training and afterwards 

raises self- awareness and relational awareness needed for flexible responsiveness, 

moment by moment (Shotter, 2010). 

There are various ways personal development weaves into counsellor training and in 

supervision of practice. In the courses this research project is situated within, there are 

personal development groups and use of a reflexive journal for reflection on all aspects of 

the course. The curriculum includes reflexivity in order that there is critical reflection of 

developing awareness to inform choices of how to go on (Kolb and Kolb, 2017). Johns 
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(2012) notes “in counselling it is awareness — of self and others — which underpins 

purposeful personal development [author’s italics] and it is this which should be seen as the 

cornerstone of counselling training” (p.17).  

Awareness has to be linked to ability to maintain a relational focus as well as development 

as a practitioner; both are essential in creating an effective therapeutic relationship. Personal 

development groups are usually the forum for exploration of influences of family, culture, 

education and society on Attachment Narratives, personal values and beliefs (Henning, 

2016). They can offer other perspectives on how we see ourselves, help us explore ‘I’, ‘us’ 

and ‘we’ within our context and from “within our experiences” (p.7); “reflexivity is the near-

impossible adventure of making aspects of the self strange” (Bolton, 2014, p.8). Groups are 

consistent through the two years of the training and have the same tutor facilitating group 

process. We aim for a maximum of ten students per group. Numbers and membership 

fluctuate with natural changes in the overall course membership. A group contract sets 

boundaries of confidentiality and disclosure as well as other guidelines discussed and 

requested by the group. The effectiveness of personal development groups in developing 

self-awareness is an under researched area (Lennie, 2005). 

In family therapy training, live supervision and reflecting teams contribute to personal 

development by opening up alternative explanations and possibilities for therapists and 

family members (Dallos and Draper, 2015, p.102). Live videoing and reflection on skills 

practice is used in our training courses and mimics this process. Recording and critiquing 

client casework is common practice on counselling courses, it offers valuable learning and 

can capture moments that may have been missed yet risks intrusion or breach of 

confidentiality (McMahon and Ledden, 2019). 

In summary, the courses on which I teach, and which are the focus of the research, see 

personal development as an integral part of reflexive practice. The aim of this component is 
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to raise awareness of self and self in relation to others to inform the professional 

development as a counsellor. The personal professional interface is explored through 

journaling, in personal development groups, supervision (group and individual) and now 

through the Patchwork process. Ultimately, these activities all inform development of an 

integrative approach; students evolve a way of being professionally which is coherent with 

their personal way of being (Anderson, 2001). By coherence I mean the counselling 

approach each student works towards evolves from those theoretical ideas that students 

meet on the course which fit with who they are.  

I call the next piece of writing Water, from the Landscape metaphor. This is applied to a 

discussion of integration; I think of it as a flow of ideas from other writers, which collect in a 

lake. Here they intermingle and serve as a reservoir on which we can draw. I am aware this 

section is influenced by my professional experience; I use this to critique and expand on 

others’ views. 
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4.3 Water: A sampling of literature on integration processes in counselling 
approaches 

 
Image 4.2: Lake reflecting views 

This photograph was taken in Switzerland; it is Lake Louvie, above Fionnay, in the canton of 

Valais, 2,214 m above sea level. I walked up to this lake on a sunny day and it was a steep 

climb. The mountains reflect in the mirrored surface, all is calm and still yet there will be 

much activity beneath. I’ve called this ‘lake reflecting views’ as it represents reflection on 

views of integration. 

Water is integral to life; it covers approximately 70% of the earth and makes up around 60% 

of all living organisms (PhysicalGeography.net, 2019). Water flows, connects, carries 

nutrients and waste, recycles, maintains temperature, irrigates and hydrates each habitat 

within a landscape. 
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In my professional landscape, teaching of counselling skills, ethics, and theories, includes 

reflexivity to weave these components with personal qualities and values. Reflexivity here is 

critical reflection from within practice, as well as from a meta viewpoint; a “reflexive thinker 

has to stand back from beliefs and value systems, habitual ways of thinking and relating to 

others…coming as close as possible to an awareness of the way I am experienced and 

perceived by others” (Bolton, 2010, p14). This is in order to understand how we influence 

and are being influenced, so there is a more aware choice of how to go on (Cunliffe, 2014). 

An integrative approach has become central to my practice and the counselling course I 

teach on, just as water is central to life. Water is fluid, lakes and rivers evolve over time, and 

connect with other parts of a landscape; these ever-changing attributes are aspects of an 

integrative approach, which I explore and discuss in this writing. 

This piece of writing explores the meaning and process of integration in counselling and 

counselling training. Firstly, I clarify the meaning of the term ‘integration’, both in these areas 

and learning from struggles and conflict in cultural integration. I clarify my rationale for 

researching and writing about this topic. Next, I explore modes of integration, the process, 

and discuss influencing factors, benefits and pitfalls, as well as the struggle I have witnessed 

as trainee counsellors develop an integrative approach. I draw on other observers and 

writers of integration, eclecticism and pluralism in counselling, mainly but not exclusively 

from a systemic perspective. I conclude with observations from the experience of composing 

this piece of writing and learning for my future teaching and counselling practice. I hope the 

writing will inform other trainers, students and practitioners in developing an integrative 

approach to counselling. 

In terms of counselling or teaching on counselling courses, I use the term integration as a 

joining of different theoretical approaches or techniques. These are selected and blended 

together to be more effective with clients than following a single approach (Cooper and 

McLeod, 2011). Integration would be informed by ethical thinking with reflective practice 
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monitoring effectiveness and aiming for a beneficial experience for clients. I elaborate on 

meaning of integration later and compare different ways of blending theories or techniques 

in counselling (McLeod, 2009). 

As I said earlier, I am aware this chapter is influenced by my professional experience and 

use this to critique and expand on others’ views on integration. Next, I clarify where I am 

coming from as I write this section. 

4.4 Background of my integrative journey 
I began my training as a counsellor in 1995, with Relate, a charity offering training for 

counsellors and delivering couple counselling throughout England and Northern Ireland. My 

interest in this career was sparked by my own experience of couple counselling. I learnt how 

my patterns of relating had roots in childhood experiences and were influenced by the death 

of my father when I was twelve; my relational style found a complimentary, but rigid, fit with 

my husband’s. Relate Training expanded on this personal awareness as well as developing 

professional skills, knowledge and ethics. Training was embedded within supervision and 

alongside practice. It followed a three-stage model of exploration, understanding and action 

(Butler and Joyce, 1998). Training and practice started almost simultaneously, with 

supervision as part of the learning process. 

Butler and Joyce (1998) describe the Relate model in detail. Each stage of the model calls 

on different theoretical concepts and techniques to equip the trainee with understanding of 

couple dynamics, the counselling process, and tools to facilitate clients’ understanding and 

change. The exploration stage focusses on engagement, the therapeutic alliance, ethics and 

assessment. Understanding brings in ideas from systemic, attachment and psychodynamic 

theories to understand couple dynamics. Life stages informs about why now? Finally, action 

follows by looking at how change is conceived and facilitated in the different theoretical 
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models. This includes active techniques such as genograms, sculpting using stones, and 

communication or behavioural exercises. 

I experienced this approach as a framework to guide my practice and orientate me in 

reflection on casework. It also provided a secure platform from which to develop further. It 

outlined grammar and language used by Relate professionals to talk about their work. I 

continued my studies on the Relate MA; this was a more academic course with similar 

theoretical ingredients. 

In 2006, I began facilitating personal development groups on Relate courses, then took a 

lecturing job in counselling and taught all aspects. I became interested in different ways of 

facilitating reflexivity around the personal professional interface with student counsellors. 

The PDSP is a continuation of this journey and opportunity to explore the integrative nature 

of counselling courses and practice as well as the process of becoming an integrative 

practitioner. 

So, I approach this piece of writing as an integrative counsellor, supervisor and trainer, with 

questions and doubts about the process of integration; is integration possible when different 

theories may have competing philosophical roots? How can trainee practitioners engage in a 

reflexive process of integration with little experience? Has ‘integrative’ become a label in 

itself, which avoids careful, reflexive engagement with the struggle of integrating different 

theories, philosophies, skills and ethics in practice? These questions inform the rationale for 

this writing, which is to explore questions around integration in counselling, maybe find some 

answers, or different questions. I go on to develop an Evolving Personal Integrative model 

(Diagram 4.7), which includes coherence between the self of the counsellor and blend of 

theories in their approach, as well as links between theory and practice.  

So, what does integrative mean? 
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4.5 Definition of integration 
Here are some dictionary definitions: “to mix with and join society or a group of people, often 

changing to suit their way of life, habits and customs” and “to combine two or more things in 

order to become more effective” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2017).  

Your Dictionary (2019) notes meanings of integration in different areas of interest. Cultural 

integration is “the bringing together of different racial or ethnic groups into unrestricted and 

equal association, as in society”, whereas in mathematics integration is “the process of 

computing an integral”. In psychology, it is “the organization of the psychological or social 

traits and tendencies of a personality into a harmonious whole”.  

I deduce the meaning of integration in a therapeutic context to be blending or mixing 

different theoretical perspectives or techniques in order to be a more effective counsellor 

than working with a single approach. This is not a straightforward process as counselling 

models have underlying principles influencing specific methods and techniques. Some 

principles overlap, and some have distinct differences (McLeod, 2009). Counsellors can use 

reflexivity to monitor their process of integration in order to ensure an ethical approach and 

“maintain a coherent and effective form of practice that is open to a wide range of influences 

and sources” (McLeod, 2009, p. 357). There is further integration with personal attributes 

and qualities of a therapist, so the approach sits comfortably with their ethics and way of 

being. There are similarities with cultural integration. 

Cambridge Dictionary (2017) notes some adaptation as different cultural groups blend and 

Your Dictionary (2019) clarifies that integration can follow segregation. There is a struggle 

between holding to values and beliefs of one’s own culture, as part of one’s identity and 

heritage, and taking on those of a new land or group. At one extreme, there is violence, 

death, ancient cultural monuments obliterated when they do not fit with ideology of a 

particular group.  
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At the time of writing, it is seventy years since Partition in India and the media looks back on 

the millions of people who were killed or had to flee their country as new borders separated 

Pakistan and India. Sikh, Hindu and Muslim groups, who had previously lived harmoniously, 

were segregated, tearing families and communities apart (Bates, 2011). Peaceful integration 

into new communities was expected. Negotiations between the exiting British, Mohammed 

Ali Jinnah (leader of the Muslim League) and Jawaharial Nehru (leader of the Indian 

National Congress) had been for harmony, following Gandhi’s message of non-violence. 

However, leaders were not in touch with the majority population, and Jinnah was possibly 

influenced by more power and wealth for Muslims in their own land; the process of 

relocation, separation and re-integration within new boundaries was not thought through by 

British leaders either (Bates, 2011). 

More recently, Islamic State fighters destroyed 3,000-year-old relics in Mosul and Taliban 

toppled and blew up 150-foot-high statues of Buddha in Afghanistan (Spenning, 2015). 

Violence in Syria and Afghanistan led to over a million asylum seekers and migrants seeking 

a home in the European Union (EU) in 2015 (Sunderland, 2016). EU countries argued over 

whose responsibility it was to provide homes and how to do this; some preferring integration 

into a multicultural society, others assimilation with host country’s values and customs taken 

on by the immigrant people. In all the political wrangling, maybe it has been lost that the 

newcomers require the same as all human beings; safety, shelter, food, right to work and 

family. They are eager to be a part of society with new skills to offer, a smooth and active 

integration process, accepting differences, could benefit all (Sunderland, 2016).  

This is a glimpse of some conflicts, struggles and appalling consequences of cultural 

segregation and integration. The wider reading brought great sadness and a reminder of the 

value of a dialogical process, encompassing awareness of other, “withness thinking” rather 

than “aboutness thinking” (Shotter, 2010, p.201). I was reminded of the importance of 
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looking from other perspectives, seeing patterns that connect rather than separateness and 

boundaries between (An Ecology of Mind, 2011). I take with me themes of identity, different 

perspectives, struggle and the importance of careful, ethical thinking around integration. 

4.6 Integration or pick-n-mix? 
When the integrative counselling courses I teach on were evaluated by the British 

Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy (BACP) the assessors were keen to see 

teaching methods which facilitated student counsellors to develop a rationale for their 

integrative approach. They referred to the alternative as pick-n-mix and were keen to see 

counsellors’ practice and thinking aligned with BACP Ethical Framework for the Counselling 

Professions (2018), e.g. “Working to Professional Standards” (p.6) and “Integrity” (p.9). The 

majority of counsellors practicing today follow a single theoretical school, less than 25% are 

integrative, although this is growing (Cooper and McLeod, 2011). The philosophy of a single 

school incorporates an ethical stance as part of the thinking behind that philosophy, whereas 

developing an integrative approach has potential for gaps in ethical thinking or thought 

behind selection of techniques. 

Returning for a moment to the identity of this section in the landscape metaphor, 

water. There are unique qualities to the substance. Firstly, it can be liquid, solid and 

gas. Secondly, it has a simple molecular structure (Diagram 4.2).  

“The atomic structure of a water (or dihydrogen monoxide) molecule consists of 

two hydrogen (H) atoms joined to one oxygen (O) atom. The unique way in 

which the hydrogen atoms are attached to the oxygen atom causes one side of 

the molecule to have a negative charge and the area in the opposite direction to 

have a positive charge. The resulting polarity of charge causes molecules of 

water to be attracted to each other forming strong molecular bonds” 

(PhysicalGeography.net, 2019) 
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Diagram 4.2: Structure of water molecules 

The polarity of charges on the molecule enable water to act as a solvent, form emulsions 

with other liquids and produce strong surface tension.  

These properties extend the metaphor between water and integration. Speaking from my 

own experience I recognise times I have become frozen or fixed in my approach or have felt 

ideas are not cohesive — maybe too loosely connected as in a vapour. Properties of 

solvency and surface tension bring to mind an integrative approach that can absorb other 

ideas and holds a shape, as a drop of rain on a window holds its own form. There is enough 

structure to act as a handrail in practice and allow flexibility to work with clients in their way 

of relating. So, integration to me has cohesion, a pick-n-mix is more a selection of 

techniques lacking coherence with a theoretical or philosophical or personal rationale. 

Furthermore, integration has fluidity rather than creating a new approach where the blend of 

theories or techniques becomes as fixed a way of working as “schoolism” (Cooper and 

McLeod, 2011, p.4). 
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Cooper and McLeod (2011) note the benefits of the vast array of schools of therapy for client 

choice and also growth of counselling as a profession; they also note their concerns: “the 

existence of schools can tip over into an unproductive ‘schoolism’, characterised by binary 

thinking” (p.3). Adherence too closely to one school restricts counsellor development, can 

show inflexibility in incorporating other ideas which may be beneficial to clients, and can lead 

to comparison between schools that is unhelpful for clients (Cooper and McLeod, 2011).  

Integration, therefore, ideally provides a middle ground between the risks of schoolism and 

pick-n-mix counselling. 

4.7 Modes of integration 
McLeod (2009) lists different strategies for developing integration, I summarise these below. 

I then discuss aspects pertinent to this research project, specifically, those aspects relating 

to coherence of an integrative approach with therapists’ values and beliefs, and pluralistic or 

Patchwork sense of integration. The Handbook of Psychotherapy Integration (Norcross and 

Goldfried, 2005) is a useful source for wider reading on other integrative approaches. 

It is worth noting at this point that as student counsellors strive to develop an integrative 

approach, they are looking for certainty within a shifting and uncertain terrain. They may look 

for structure, or a map, in reaction to moving through stages of learning, in particular a 

feeling of unconscious incompetence (Chapman, 2017). They are negotiating a way of being 

and working that meanders between philosophies, distinctive and often differing, for each 

counselling approach. For example, one can note… 

“the general lack of fit between the relational circularity of systemic thinking and 

the assumption that psychoanalysis is still committed to a hierarchical and 

topographical understanding of unconscious experience…as in some way 

‘deeper’ and ‘truer’ than conscious experience” (Flaskas, 2009, P.7). 
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I witness struggles as students reflect on practice, trying to make links to theory as an 

explanation, and to feel a sense of identity and assuredness that will reassure them in their 

developing role as a counsellor. So, it seems helpful to have a framework for developing an 

integrative approach that gives students some steps to developing their own rationale for 

their way of working. McLeod (2009) groups possible integrating frameworks: -  

Technical eclecticism — selection of the most appropriate techniques to meet the needs of 

the clients regardless of theoretical approach. Cooper and McLeod (2011) give an example 

of “Lazurus’s multimodal therapy…the therapist makes an initial assessment then draws on 

an extensive range of methods from a variety of orientations…flexibly tailoring the 

therapeutic method and style of relating to the individual client” (p. 5). Lazurus (2009) would 

not refer to his way of working as a model or approach, as it is “not a closed system of 

therapy”. He is open to exploring what is best for each client, as an individual, similar to a 

pluralistic approach (Cooper and McLeod, 2011).  

Lazurus (2009) makes the point that eclectic used to be a dirty word and implied a “no 

theory, fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants, a grab-bag” approach. 

His way of working is rooted in a behavioural ethos, it is focused, and goal oriented. 

However, it is also open ended and tentative. It is working with the client in a fluid way, 

valuing the importance of dialogue and not taking an expert position. For example, noticing 

how a client reacts in the therapeutic process and the impact of this on the therapist; “how 

does he relate with me? Can I work with him?” (Lazurus, 2009) This sounds very close to 

relational reflexivity (Burnham, 2005).  

The common factors approach — based on factors thought to be present in all models of 

counselling; extra-therapeutic events, therapeutic relationship, hope, therapy rituals, 

processes of change. An example of this approach is The Transtheoretical Model, which 

was presented by Prochaska and Di Clemente (1982) as an alternative to a growing 
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proliferation of different therapeutic models. Their rationale for the model was partly as a 

response to the diversity of approaches and eclectism they perceived in the therapy world. It 

would be a unified approach, informed by research and practice. The rationale draws on 

strengths and commonalities of other approaches and acknowledges “processes that 

individuals use to change both in and out of therapy” (p. 282). 

Theoretical integration — creation of a new approach by blending aspects of existing 

theoretical approaches, for example Attachment Narrative Therapy (ANT) (Dallos and 

Vetere, 2006). These integrative models have an overarching principle with aspects of 

individual theoretical approaches under its umbrella. Dallos and Vetere (2006) take a 

systemic perspective and incorporate aspects of Attachment and Narrative theories, 

outlining strengths and weaknesses of the different single models and developing a 

synthesis. They note how attachment styles influence communication in families and in the 

therapeutic relationship. The approach is translated into practice through “Formats of 

Exploration” (Dallos and Vetere, 2006, p.166); specific suggestions provide frameworks and 

techniques for exploring attachment narratives, communication and relational patterns of 

behaviour, and scaffolding preferred ways of living. 

Assimilative integration — a process of developing a personal integration over time 

through experience in practice, and continual personal professional development. There 

may be an initial training in a single approach which can be enhanced and extended with 

other ideas. Connors (2011) proposes Attachment Theory as a base for integration. It has a 

lifespan developmental framework that includes emotion, perception and behaviour. It gives 

a ‘common sense’ explanation of difficulties faced by humans and their mechanisms to 

manage the emotional affect of this. The therapeutic relationship acts as a temporary secure 

base and offers opportunity for change, hope and support. It allows development of 

autonomy (Connors, 2011; Bowlby 1988). 
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Connors (2011) looks at integration with psychodynamic concepts; the use of defences to 

manage emotional affect, and transference in the therapeutic relationship. She considers 

broader social implications in adoption, childcare organisations and child custody cases.  

Collaborative pluralism — it assumes all models are effective some of the time, and 

selection of which model or technique should be in collaboration with clients. Cooper and 

McLeod (2011) stress the importance of ‘collaborative’ in their model, Pluralistic Counselling, 

through a dialogical therapeutic relationship. They value difference and diversity through this 

collaboration, and believe the client is the best agent of their change. Their approach is 

underpinned in research showing “there is no one, ‘best’ way of helping people; …different 

clients need different things…working collaboratively…supporting client agency, and being 

flexible in practice, are often associated with good outcomes” (Cooper and McLeod, 2011, 

p.34). 

It is important to note, the modes of integration described above are pathways to an 

integrative approach aiming to be more effective for clients. This assumes a single 

theoretical approach may have restrictions for some clients. Whether following an 

integrative, eclectic, pluralistic approach or a single model, communication of the rationale 

and proposed way of working to clients is vital and ethical (Cooper and McLeod, 2011). 

Clients should be fully informed of the therapist role, the process and the expectations of 

them, as clients, in order for a clear contract to be made (BACP, 2018). To communicate 

this, a therapist has to be clear on their own philosophy around counselling and how this 

influences the process. This brings another important factor in the process of integration, the 

therapist perspective; this includes influences on the therapist and the influence of the 

therapist in a professional relationship. I return to this later and expand on links between the 

therapist way of being, their values and beliefs, and their integrative process and 

professional way of working.  
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First, if we look more closely at Pluralistic Counselling and Psychotherapy (Cooper and 

McLeod, 2011), the emphasis is on collaboration with clients. This aims to align “the ideals 

and preferences of the client with the skills and expertise of the therapist” (Tilley, McLeod 

and McLeod, 2015, p.181). A pluralistic philosophy is an ethical stance and values diversity 

in clients and therapists; a multicultural therapy with a dialogical approach at the heart of the 

therapeutic relationship (Cooper and McLeod, 2011). A dialogical approach assumes we all 

see the world through our own lens and there is no one right way, rather there are multiple 

possibilities, of viewing any situation and joining in any conversation, therapeutic or 

otherwise (Rober, 2005).  

In addition, each person’s perspective is influenced by all their experiences and relationships 

over time, and so we all relate with a polyphony of voices to each other (Shotter, 2010). 

Anderson (1997) acknowledges “a therapist cannot be a blank screen, void of ideas, 

opinions, and prejudices…To the contrary, we each take who we are, and all that entails, 

personal and professional experiences, values, biases, and convictions, with us in the 

therapy room” (p.137). Cooper and McLeod (2011) place the emphasis on enabling client 

agency through collaboration, with research evidence supporting benefits for client change. 

Yet, if a dialogical conversation is to be effective, there also has to be emphasis on therapist 

awareness and reflexivity necessary for development of withness thinking and speaking 

(Shotter, 2010). Tilley, McLeod and McLeod (2015) point out that a dialogical relationship 

also requires a therapist to be “open to values differences and willing to initiate conversation 

around these issues” (p.181).   

Full engagement in a dialogical therapeutic process includes both valuing and engaging with 

the uniqueness of the clients and moment by moment reflexivity on the relationship, 

influences and effects of each on the other (Burnham, 2005). Using their expertise, “the 

therapist should promote a dialogue where all voices are heard” (Rober, 2005, p.478), so 

meaning of words can become clear, within the response of the audience; understanding is 
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co-created (Bakhtin, 1986). These ideas have been explored by writers in the family therapy 

field. 

4.8 Systemic social constructionist stream 
Burnham (1992) works within a social constructionist frame and notes a practitioner’s 

“values and assumptions may be said to pre-exist and influence the choice of theoretical 

model” (p.3-4). A therapist’s approach influences their choice of method and techniques 

evolve from this. These layers are constructed in a hierarchical way (Diagram 4.3). The 

theoretical concepts, applications and techniques in this diagram relate to social 

constructionist philosophy. However, the layered framework could also be applied to an 

integrative approach with assumptions from a mix of theories forming part of approach, 

along with values. This integrative approach then influences methods and techniques. 

Burnham (1992) highlights the influencing forces between the levels of approach, method, 

technique and notes a change in any level influences the one above or beneath it. So, 

through reflexivity around changes in and between each level, practice evolves over time. 
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Diagram 4.3: Approach Method Technique (Burnham, 1992, p.9) 
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In application of social constructionism, it is no longer relevant to ask, is this the right way to 

practice or research? This frees up different ways of integrating theory, however only if this 

is fully supported by reflexivity to raise awareness of the influences on choices in practice.  

Another version of layers influencing practice and research (Diagram 4.4) prioritises 

reflexivity. There is reflexive pedalling between layers continuing to wonder…to survey a 

research or practice landscape and explore others’ experience of it, in order to be fully 

aware of how we shape knowledge and how knowledge shapes methodology and us 

(Leppington, 1991, p.62). 

Leppington (1991) quotes Stout (1988) “methodological assumptions provide the frame 

within which theories are developed; theories in turn frame the selection or invention of 

research methods, and the methods determine what data are observed” (p.60). 

 

Diagram 4.4: Reflexivity as a Force for Change (in Simon, 2012b, p. 113)  
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Simon (2012b) builds on “Approach, Method, Technique” (Burnham, 1992, p.9) and 

“Reflexivity as a Force for Change” models (Leppington 1991, p.60) to bring more focus on 

“the dialogical self of the practitioner and the relationship between the people in the 

conversation” (p.117). A difference in her framework is a more collaborative stance and 

deliberate removal of “method and data” (Simon, 2012b, p117). 

 

Diagram 4.5: Praction Research - A Model of Systemic Inquiry (Simon, 2012b, p.117). 
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This allows “discursive activities” to be highlighted, rather than therapist led (or researcher 

led) method, and links practice and research in “spontaneous responsivity between people” 

(p.117). The emphasis on relationship and collaboration encompasses ethical practice and 

personal ethics as part of self and relational, local and global, reflexive processes (Simon, 

2012b, p. 110). 

These three writers show their ideas diagrammatically with similarities to hierarchical layers 

of context in Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) (Oliver, 2007). Burnham (1992) 

uses the phrase “hierarchical organisation” (p.6) and notes reflexivity between levels can 

develop coherence between theory and practice. Conversely, reflexivity can create 

opportunities for change if it perturbs the hierarchical system. Leppington (1991) builds on 

work by Pearce, Cronen and Harris (1981) by showing reflexivity both as a link between 

hierarchical levels and illuminating the questions “what counts as data” and “what does data 

count as” (p.60). I notice I had assumed a stronger contextual force and weaker implicative 

force is carried from a CMM framework (Oliver, 2007) into these diagrams; I am now 

questioning this. Simon (2012b) softens the structural ladder by encircling it with 

“collaborative inquiry” and “reflexive inner talk” (p.117), “linking different spheres in a 

hierarchical or non-hierarchical manner” (p.118).  

If there is a hierarchy, or even a propensity for greater influence in one direction, then this 

does not fit with my experience of developing an integrative approach. I experience more 

movement and flexibility, with influence and change emanating from any aspect of my 

personal life or professional life. Wherever the influence or change comes from, it is 

explored with an ethical and critical reflexivity before a choice of how to go on is made. In a 

pluralistic approach (Cooper and McLeod, 2011) and in the sphere of “discursive activities” 

(Simon, 2012b, p.117) the process of critical reflexivity involves collaboration with clients. 
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I apply a Patchwork metaphor, more specifically landscape, as it brings a sense of me as 

practitioner and researcher walking through theoretical and ethical patches, learning and 

reflecting as I journey. A journey through a landscape also brings a sense of learning as I 

walk; an evolving integration with therapist and client central to the process. Coming back to 

the personal element of the therapist and their integrative journey, this learning process is 

creative, a ‘becoming’ as a human; the process “progressively creates personality in 

community” (Ingold, 2015, p.125). Burnham (1992) notes “a practitioner’s approach also 

comprises values and assumptions associated with aspects of their self-hood” (p.3). This 

‘self-hood’ Burnham (1992) describes not only influences a theoretical choice, it is the tool of 

the trade for a therapist. I would say it is as important to know the self as an instrument of 

therapy as it is to learn a theory or a technique. Shotter (2010) directly addresses the 

importance of developing 

‘inquiries into how to become more well oriented within our surroundings, to 

develop a set of embodied-readinesses-to-respond, spontaneously, to a whole 

range of socially significant occurrences, in ways that the others around us will 

recognise as both intelligible and legitimate, and which are ecologically 

satisfactory to us’ (p.223-224) 

This sentence captures the possibility of being in therapy, in education, both in relationships 

and alone, in such a way that there is a ‘bodily’ knowing how to go on, ‘spontaneously’; this 

evolves, learnt from birth and within communities. This informs a dialogical process and 

communication alongside language. Evolutionary development of an integrative approach, 

as a trainee or experienced practitioner, needs a reflexive weaving of personal and 

professional knowledges that is always adapting to change.   
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4.9 An evolutionary integration 
By evolutionary here I mean the gradual development of living organisms over time. Some 

organisms change and are better adapted to the environment, and so have more chance of 

survival and to produce offspring; this is the process of natural selection proposed by Darwin 

(Oxford Dictionaries, 2017). 

The word evolution originates from Latin: unrolling. Early uses give a sense of movement 

whereas, currently, it has a sense of development (Oxford Dictionaries, 2017). I think the 

use of this word in describing development of an integrative approach encompasses both 

meanings of evolutionary. It is apt when reflective practice and reflexivity lead to choices of 

how to go on or change in response to context i.e. practice, the training course or a 

counsellor’s personal context. 

The theory element in the integrative courses I teach on includes Person Centred approach, 

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, Psychodynamic, Attachment Theory and Systemic Practice. 

There is a course model (Appendix 7) as an integrating framework, based on Lapworth and 

Sills (2010). Students’ practice evolves over the two years; they weave strands of different 

theories, skills and ethics into their own way of working.  

In lectures I outline modes of integration as I have done in this writing, I describe my 

professional journey and use of a landscape metaphor. I emphasise the importance of 

reflexivity around personal values and beliefs to understand which theories students are 

drawn to, why, and how these can work together in practice. I read examples from my own 

Patchwork process (Patch 4, Section 6.1.1; Patch 5, Section 6.1.2; Appendices 10.8 to 

10.8.8) and draw out themes, showing my reflexive process in developing my integrative 

way of being and working. 
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I emphasise the personal influences on how each counsellor travels an integrating journey. I 

emphasise fluidity and an evolving way of being that is ongoing, evolutionary. Initially, I 

devised this cogs models to illustrate this (Diagram 4.6). 

The diagram shows how reflexivity connects one cog with another. There is no hierarchy as 

all cogs are interlinked and influence each other. 

 

Diagram 4.6: An evolving personal integrative approach (No.1) (Meakin, 2016b) 

The diagram above has an interesting and collaborative evolutionary history of its own, 

which I recount here...  

Students responded enthusiastically to the ideas of fluidity and evolution; they connected 

with a sense of movement in the diagram…mostly! Two students pointed out a technical 
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difficulty; if all cogs were touching and interlinked, they would jam. These two wrestled with 

solutions so that the model would function practically, as well as represent evolutionary 

integration diagrammatically. One solution is that two of the cogs don’t interlock (as in 

Diagram 4.6). The second solution creatively enhances the original idea. The student said, 

“you just need to include a fourth, central cog around which the others move; it could be self, 

the self of the practitioner” (Duckett, 2017). 

I was delighted. This showed how the self can act as a conduit between personal 

philosophy, counselling approach and activities in the room. I added green shading to 

represent my own identification with this model and links to wider contexts such as nature.

 

Diagram 4.7: An evolving personal integrative approach (No.2) (Meakin, 2017) 

reflexivity

reflexivity

reflexivity
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Self will mean different things to different practitioners depending on philosophy and 

approach. In the course model of integration (Appendix 7), self is “the essence of the human 

being and her consciousness of experiences, cohesive and continuous in time and space” 

(Lapworth and Sills, 2010, p.60). In my personal integrative approach, the self would be a 

polyphony of voices from present and past experiences and relationships.  I agree with 

Shotter (2010); “we are not ‘self-contained’ selves [his speech marks, quoting Sampson’s 

(1993) phrase], but, we owe our character as the individuals we are to our living, embodied 

relations to the others and othernesses around us” (p.78). 

The ‘self’ includes evolving awareness of personal philosophy, including values, beliefs, 

family and cultural messages. This philosophy influences concepts and ethics woven into an 

approach. The choice of approach will influence activities and the nature of relationships 

created. A reflexive attitude to learning and practice links the cogs through the self of the 

practitioner; activity can inform approach or philosophy through the person; any cog can 

influence any other.  

Reflexivity may be an individual process or in supervision, either in a one to one relationship 

or in a supervision group. Consultation with others can bring different perspectives as guides 

to a practitioner in steering an ethical pathway and illuminating unseen areas. There is 

flexibility within this model for individual choice of approach that is coherent with a person’s 

philosophy and way of being in relationships. The model brings practitioner self-awareness 

and reflexivity more to the forefront of a dialogical approach with clients’ preferences as part 

of a reflexive process. The evolutionary model can orientate a therapist within a pluralistic 

framework to maintain coherence with therapists’ values as well as collaboration with clients. 

4.10 Conclusion 
In this Water section, I sampled some areas of the topic of integration and looked more in 

depth at others. I put a case for more emphasis on development of an integrative approach 
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that is coherent with personal values and beliefs. This has been noted previously by others 

(Anderson, 2001; Burnham, 1992; Leppington, 1991; Simon, 2012b) but not emphasised or 

fully explored. A more academic stance has been privileged by them, with useful discussions 

on developing methods or methodological assumptions that link to theory or approach; 

activity or technique then evolve from this. If the ‘self’ and the ‘self-in-relation’ become 

central to the development of an integrative approach, then there is a more holistic 

becoming as a therapist. This may free trainee therapists from the pressure of aspiring to a 

‘right’ way to practice. They can become more aware of their own values, beliefs, personal 

and professional ethics as guides.  

In order for students to have faith in their way of being, it is vital training programmes 

facilitate awareness of the influencing factors and experiences that shape values and 

beliefs. The openness required to develop a self-reflexive and relationally reflexive attitude 

(Burnham, 2005) begins in training and once learnt is an educational tool for life. Personal 

development needs the same attention and value as skills and theory on training courses, 

including attention to links between the person and the professional. 

I have noted the muddy waters of developing an integrative approach at the same time as 

feeling out of your depth in the learning process. This point is relevant to the action research 

project that is the subject of ‘Woodland’ (chapter 7). Group discussions with students as part 

of this research revealed the benefits of the Patchwork of Practice exercise as self-care 

(BACP, 2018) and for personal development. The creative possibilities opened up by the 

exercise were welcomed as space for reflection. There was a sense of freedom fostered by 

creativity in the exercise, and I feel this is beneficial towards being creative and flexible in 

how a counsellor responds within a therapeutic relationship. If the exercise opens up space 

to explore and develop knowledge of self and self-in-relationship, this is a good beginning to 

an integrating journey. 
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Writing this review of literature on integration has showed me, and I hope readers of this 

piece, the benefits of the use of metaphor. The three physical states of water aptly portray 

the risks of being too rigid or too loose in working in an integrative way; the importance of 

enough structure to hold ideas together is made. I think this applies to writing as well as 

developing integration. 

In a therapeutic relationship there are constant choice points arising (Duerden, 2016). The 

response to these aims to move a therapy process towards values, beliefs and ethics; an 

evolutionary, personal integration continues. There can be barriers to movement towards 

values, beliefs and ethics, or there can be habitual reactions that are not helpful to the 

therapeutic process. Self-knowledge and hearing others’ perspectives in supervision can be 

useful in catching these moments. Then a choice of how to go on enhances evolution of the 

therapeutic process and an integrative model. 

One path that emerged from exploring cultural integration was the importance of taking time 

in an integration process. Time is needed to consider options and others’ views; take a 

withness approach (Shotter, 2010). The consequences of rushing or not collaborating with 

others showed all to clearly in the Partition stories of 1947 (Bates, 2011). I realised my 

twenty years’ experience has been rich with many wise therapists’ and trainers’ and clients’ 

teachings flowing into my ‘pool of practice’. This has taken time. It has been a lesson to 

realise I had ‘forgotten’ early years of the journey, when I was discovering who I was and 

becoming aware of my patterns of relating; this was vital self-knowledge, both preparation 

for and part of evolving integration. This preparation-within-integration can’t be rushed or 

bypassed. It is a holistic learning; developing awareness of mind and knowledge, of spirit — 

values, beliefs and personal ethics, and of body — emotions and responses to others in 

therapeutic and personal relationships. It is personal and professional along an evolving, 

integrating journey.



 

5 Hedges and Path 

 
Image 5.1: My path to work 

Each day I walk along this path to the local station and catch a train to work. I have seen the 

path through all the seasons and in all weathers; it changes and is always familiar. It has 
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become synonymous with time passing, a space between home and work; a space to 

pause, to reflect and to revel in the scents from the hedgerows or the views across fields to 

the hills. It crosses a new dual carriageway. As I walk, I see commuters speeding along 

unable to notice the countryside around, they are channelled into their transport highway; 

this view and its noise both spoils the path and, in offering contrast, enhances my privilege 

to take a rural route. 

This chapter includes writings which explain the Patchwork metaphor and its links with 

ecology and nature. It is a chapter that informs the rest of the thesis, continues to set a 

context of the research, by adding to ‘View from the Hill’ and ‘Walking and Water’. 

Hedges offer an ecological habitat in their own right as home and food for mixed flora and 

fauna. There is interplay between species. The Hedge is shelter and a partial barrier, 

depending on size, it is useful to man as a container for livestock, a marker of territory and a 

resource for foraging.  

In the thesis I use Hedges and Path to show how the application of a landscape metaphor 

can be creative, by adding another dimension to writing, and sometimes constraining, when 

it does not quite fit with some ideas or fails to communicate meaning. Metaphor can bring 

deeper meaning; it can connect ideas and add to them, just as hedges do. Addition of a path 

enhances connection and direction, as well as offering exploration and curiosity. Paths bring 

a dimension of travel, lines of walking and moving through time; the research journey I have 

travelled has certainly brought exploration, curiosity and a sense of discovery as I walked 

this path.  

5.1 Metaphor  
I use metaphor and images alongside poetry and writing to help explore an aspect of myself, 

a relationship or an experience; it widens exploration, clarifies meaning by applying a 

different context, which opens other perspectives. It can help communicate those 
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perspectives or emotions and thoughts connected with them. However, the application of a 

metaphor has to be communicated and understood for it to generate shared meaning. A 

creative element moves communication beyond cognitive and rationale thinking, and beyond 

literal language. In this thesis, exploration and discussion using metaphor and its creative 

dimension, brings a more playful approach to writing.  

In a psychodynamic perspective on play, “Winnicott calls this area ‘transitional space’, the 

borderlands between what is ‘internal’ and what is ‘external’…. playing enables creativity, 

which for Winnicott was the route to self-discovery” (Rose, 2011, p.160). Developmentally, 

children learn to play and develop the capacity to be alone, initially through playing in the 

presence of another. This process of exploring and learning alongside can be repeated 

when metaphor is used in therapy or in personal development, on counsellor training for 

example. 

A dictionary definition of metaphor is “a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied 

to an object or action to which it is not literally applicable”. The word evolved originally from 

“French métaphore, via Latin from Greek metaphora, from metapherein ‘to transfer’ (Oxford 

Dictionaries, 2019). 

Shotter (1993) notes two meanings; firstly, following the definition of transfer, “a form of 

words which already make sense in one context is used to make a similar kind of sense in 

another” (p.107); secondly, he notes the everyday “undifferentiated flow of activity in which 

we are involved is always given or lent an intelligible form” (p.107). This second point infers 

the use of metaphor is inextricably woven into the English language. For example, it is in the 

differentiation of nouns into individual (a tree), without boundaries (water, sky) or implied 

containment (a glass of water), which “gives them an intelligible character” (Shotter, 1993, 

p.106). Importantly for this research, metaphor helps access shared human emotion, which 

informs our understanding of our selves. There are moments of experiencing that evoke 
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shared sensory and emotional responses, which can lead to shared action e.g. “running 

from thunder”, “birth of a child” (Shotter, 1993, p.54). Here there is “a poetic image, a 

metaphor, in terms of which one might understand the mute, extraordinary, common-sense 

basis for an articulated language” (Shotter, 1993, p.55). 

There seems to be a circular and generative quality to using metaphor. If a tipping point, a 

significant human moment, gives rise to emotional and bodily responses that are shared 

within a culture, then a linguistic description of that moment is available as a metaphor. It 

can be transferred to another context to communicate the significance of a different moment, 

which may then in turn be carried across to another experience and so on. Language and 

meaning evolve within a culture and community, through shared action. Shotter (1993) 

explains there can be a “common sense…socially shared identities of feeling” (p.54) but at a 

cognitive level, the level of talk, “shared understanding occurs rarely…shared understanding 

is negotiated between participants over a period of time…through responding to each other’s 

utterances” (p.1). Metaphor can help the co-ordination of understanding of each other’s 

meaning and emotion. 

This brings me back to an earlier point that a metaphor may need an explanation for it to act 

as a conduit to shared understanding of meaning, experiencing and emotion. A metaphor 

may evolve from shared humanness yet will be shaped by culture in its transfer to another 

context. In her film about her father Bateson (2011) recalls “my father would quote 

Krishnamurti, ‘you may think you are thinking your thoughts; you are thinking your culture’s 

thoughts’”. A metaphor may have different meanings and effects in different cultures, 

embedded in culture specific values and beliefs. Others can cross cultural boundaries. It is a 

complex picture involving shared understanding of the meaning of the source of the 

metaphor and the target, each of which are influenced by geography, language and 

culturally shaped values and beliefs (Lakoff and Johnson, 2008). 
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5.2 Patchwork  
This research uses two metaphors to communicate complexity in integrating counselling 

theories. Firstly, Patchwork; this is embedded in the title of the thesis and of the exercise 

that I devised to aid students’ reflexivity around their integrating journey. 

Patchwork is usually understood as a sewing activity and a process of quilting. Often it is 

applied to nature as a patchwork of fields and this brings in the second metaphor, which I 

explain in section 5.3. 

“Quilting can be traced back at least to the Middle Ages. The V&A [Victoria and 

Albert Museum] has examples in its collection from Europe, India and the Far 

East. The word ‘quilt’ — linked to the Latin word ‘culcita’, meaning a bolster or 

cushion — seems to have first been used in England in the 13th century” (Victoria 

and Albert Museum, 2019)  

The quote above, from an introduction to a series of articles and videos on the Victoria and 

Albert Museum pages, shows the tradition and history of the art of quilting and patchwork, 

bringing in different social and cultural perspectives of the times. Quilting involves two layers 

with a third layer inside as a stuffing, so this brings warmth if used for clothing or as a 

patchwork quilt. In the past, everything had to be hand stitched, machines may be used now, 

but hand stitching is still a part of this craft. In the stitching, all layers had to be included, 

front to back. Running stitch is most often used. Traditional titles for many popular stitching 

patterns include such names as Broken Plaid, Hanging Diamond, Twisted Rope or True 

Lovers’ Knot (Victoria and Albert Museum, 2019). 

Patchwork traditionally uses scraps of fabric and these form a larger flat article, not 

necessarily with the inner layer of quilting. Pieces are cut using paper shapes as templates 

and assembled over the paper with temporary stitching, then sewn in place from the back.  
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Women mainly did the sewing in groups, which offered focus and community, for example 

for early settlers in America. A ‘sewing bee’ still happens there, women sew a quilt in a day 

for a bride. In a contemporary patchwork quilt, Garfen (2010) was interested in links to 

women’s topics such as “do women want to work full time”? She researched first, before 

starting the quilt. She talked to women about their views on working, the home, their 

favourite item; she read articles on myths of feminism. Then stitched themes from 

conversations into her quilt, frequently of women being put down, taken for granted. She is 

also self-deprecating about her research — and it’s fabulous!! 

Harrison (2010) talks about the process of making a quilt; time passes, it’s a long journey 

and allows time and space for contemplations. The stitching is important, it adds strength to 

the quilt and can emphasise outline or image. Harrison (2010) found resonance between life 

and quilting. The quilts she made were inspired by boxes initially, during making a quilt life 

happens; redundancy left her feeling like ‘an empty box’. The ultimate comparison she 

makes is with the death of her father as she finishes the quilt. She also realised difficulties of 

working in modern day, contemporary quilting, when it is a craft with a rich and long history. 

Stockwell (2010) linked to her family culture of “make do and mend”. Although an artist 

rather than quilter she does use sewing in her work. The repetitive slow work allows 

reflection. Her theme is money and has a commentary on world money and Chinese 

influences. 

Budd (2010) creates from ideas of gender in Winter/Male and Summer/Female. The latter 

has a lighter more relaxed feel of summer. She notices the difference when focusing in and 

out; “the edges, the threads, all those other little sumptuous details”. She notices emotions 

she feels in making a quilt and hopes this is communicated to the public. 

Kerr (2017) explored imagery after her Mum gave her many old sepia photos of the family, 

some from during the Second World War. The quilt uses multi-media to communicate her 
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thoughts and feelings aroused by a photo. An exhibition in the Victoria and Albert museum 

led to commissions where she creates a quilt from people’s photos. She uses stories and 

memories of the family that link with the photo; a quilt tells a story. For example, Kerr’s quilt 

“At the End of the Day”; a central photograph of her grandfather and grandmother provides 

“a visual thread”, narratives of family and the wider influence of war radiate from it. 

As I read about patchwork quilts, I noticed the originator creates something “in response to 

their environment” (Smith, 2008). This extends the metaphor when used in a counsellor 

training context as students are responding to the course (environment) with historical 

contexts and narratives of their individual lives. All the artists mention the time it takes to 

create a patchwork, and this gives time and space for reflection and contemplation. 

Elizabeth Fry introduced education, including patchworking, to alleviate desperate conditions 

for women and children in prison. This was achieved by starting up Ladies Committees who 

offered instruction on sewing, donated patchwork pieces and sewing materials.  There was 

respect for “a community consciousness shared between women at various levels of 

society” (Smith, 2008). Fry saw the transformational potential of patchwork “turning ‘doing 

time’ into the positive experience of having time to do something and restoring a sense of 

control and independence” (Smith, 2008). 

Maguire also reported the transformational potential of sewing in Cork County Gaol, 1847. 

He aimed to improve social interactions and rehabilitation through active employment; Cork 

Gaol quilts were displayed in 1852 (Smith, 2008). 

Patchworking practice was carried from prisons to prison ships. The quilts carry stories of life 

on board, and of survival. The Rajah Quilt is in the Victoria and Albert museum, it was 

created on board the Rajah as it sailed from Woolwich to Tasmania; Smith (2008) quotes the 

inscription on it:  
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“TO THE LADIES 
of the 

Convict ship committee. 
This quilt worked by the Convicts 

of the ship Rajah during their voyage 
to van Diemans Land is presented as a 

testimony to the gratitude with which 
they remember their exertions for their 

welfare while in England and during 
their passage and also as proof that 
they have not neglected the Ladies 

kind admonition of being industrious. 
 

June 1841” 
 
Nowadays needlework is still taught in prisons, to males and females. Other initiatives, such 

as the ‘The Fine Cell Work commission’ use the Fry’s template to offer opportunities for 

patchwork to educate and create community. Prisoners learn in groups, then work alone in a 

cell, which brings freedom to use the time in a creative way and when they choose to. They 

meet with other prisoners engaged in the project to share materials or learn from others, the 

more experienced support newer men (Smith, 2008).  

Themes emerging from reviewing patchwork, particularly through the Victoria and Albert 

Museum links, highlight the role of creativity in exploring, processing and communicating 

emotion. Patchwork provides space for contemplation, for expression of life’s experiences, 

similar to personal development on counselling training. Patchwork builds community and 

communicates meaning; a piece evolves from scraps or patches that build something more. 

Stitching individual patches into a patchwork aims to communicate a bigger, more complex, 

picture. Similarly, the complexity of nature and ecology combines in nature’s patchwork 

called landscape.  

5.3 Landscape 
I included a summary of how I relate to a Landscape metaphor in Orientation (Chapter 2). 

Here I extend the explanation of the metaphor source to clarify my way of using landscape 
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and the ideas, values and beliefs this connects to. I clarify how this metaphor transfers 

across to practice and research. The landscape I have in mind is illustrated by Image 2.1 

Garrowby Hill (Hockney, 1991). The painting depicts a rural landscape in Yorkshire in the 

late twentieth century, it would have been a very different picture in the fifteenth century 

when great forests of oaks, birch and maple covered the country. Man has deforested huge 

areas and created boundaries around arable land he has cultivated to grow crops or used 

for grazing. Deforestation provided wood for building homes, bridges and for fuel. The 

patchwork of fields and woodlands is a comparatively recent picture for most of the country. 

In 1700s enclosure laws enforced building of hawthorn hedges to create smaller square 

fields of one, two or three acres from open common grazing land (Hoskins, 2013). 

The Landscape metaphor connects me to a sense of nature and ecology in my life, my 

practice, teaching, research; it is the way I see the world around me and myself within this 

world. Exploration of different types of patchwork led me to imagine a landscape as a 

patchwork of fields, meadow, woodland with dry stone walls, hedges and paths joining and 

bordering patches, maybe there is a lake and a river running through. Fields have different 

uses and appear as different coloured patches. This metaphor source appealed to my 

upbringing in a rural village. I could look out of my bedroom window and see the patchwork 

effect of nature spread out in front of me. My grandfather lived with us, he was a landscape 

gardener and grew all our vegetables, some fruit and flowers. Before I could talk, I was 

placed outside in my pram within this natural world; trees were my mobiles. It is easy for me 

to relate to this type of landscape image and transfer key aspects across to practice and 

research.  

Each person’s sense of place will be different, and each person’s use of metaphor will call 

on diverse landscapes. I discussed this with students and research colleagues and heard a 

variety of metaphors; there was a beach with waves continually rolling over rocks and sand; 

tributaries running into a river; a stone rolling down a mountain; a tube map; a suburb or 
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small town with small roads; and a cul de sac. Each person described their links between 

parts of the metaphor and past experience, change, or a sense of journey or community. 

Some people don’t find this useful; they think more with logic and less with imagination. 

Some may be reluctant to try and think from a different angle. One research participant 

expressed annoyance at being asked to think of a metaphor for his integrative approach. He 

had a go. He drew clouds around his name, and each represented his qualities, 

experiences, skills and knowledge from various jobs or trainings and his interests. He then 

noted how helpful this was to see his life mapped out in this sky image (Image 7.5). 

In my metaphor, a rural landscape means beauty. It is a world of nature where the elements 

of rock, water and earth support numerous species of fauna and flora. This is not a 

comfortable, idealistic world; there is always fight for survival, challenges of weather, 

competition for food, disease and natural death, as well as growth. There is a sense of time 

passing, noted in the seasons and the lifespan of each organism. There is a sense of 

growing together and change. There is a sense of rhythm and pattern as communities 

continue their lives through different seasons and succession of life stages. I note my place 

in this world is small, I connect to something vast, awesome and so much more complex 

than I am as myself or in relationships with other humans. 

The Hockney painting shows a road meandering through, and I see myself on this path. As 

the metaphor translates to practice and teaching, I notice the ups and downs in my training 

and those of student counsellors I teach. The rhythms of university terms and assignments 

mark time passing. Counsellors grow and develop personally and professionally. This often 

brings a sense of struggle; Shotter (2011) defines struggles as “difficulties of orientation or 

relational difficulties’ in contrast with a problem that can be tackled by a reasoning ‘to arrive 

at a solution” (p.10–11). In these struggles, course demands add to personal life and work 

pressures. The beginning of placement brings challenge as students step into a counsellor 

role. Students are in a community of learning and communities of practice; they can work 
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together, support each other or can become isolated. The ways they relate require 

communication, frequent adjustments and collaboration in order to grow together as in their 

landscape. This process shapes who they are. 

The Landscape metaphor brings clarity to how I see my personal and professional life and 

my idea of who I am as a human. I don’t see a single self as an internal core that is growing 

towards being “with greater accuracy and depth, that self that he more truly is” (Rogers, 

1961, p.176). As with the patchwork of fields in a landscape I see my selves as experiences 

and relationships evolving over time. I see my personality as socially constructed within 

social and relational contexts (Gergen, 2015) and within a natural environment; there I see 

my place on earth. Cultural values, beliefs and attitudes towards the diverse aspects of my 

race, gender, sexuality and so on also shape a relational self (Burnham, 2005). I am my 

landscape of selves, this shapes how I relate with others, collaborative dialogical patterns of 

relating feed back into the landscape. I make a comparison with a Rogerian view of self here 

as students I teach often have a Person Centred foundation from prior training. Anderson 

(2001) summarises the different perspectives; “Rogers referred to a contained core self and 

the importance of finding and understanding that self. From a collaborative perspective self 

refers to a socially created selves that is relational and unbounded by skin or mind” (p.354–

355).  

The aspects of a rural landscape I have used as chapter headings are View from the Hill, 

Walking and Water, Hedges and Path, Meadow and Stream, Woodland, Evolution and 

Succession. Each title is relevant to the content of the chapter and the source of the 

landscape metaphor. Hill is a raised area, a viewing point, which allows an overview of the 

thesis during the research process. Water brings unique properties and is essential to life; 

water can be solid, liquid or gas, it can hold nutrients, it can flow and connect or collect as 

pools and lakes. These dimensions inform ideas of integration as a pool of resources for 

practice, or flow between people in practice as in a therapeutic relationship or training. 
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Hedges and Path have been explained earlier in this section. Meadow is ever changing and 

evolving through the seasons, it is a calm space for reflection and contemplation. Woodland 

is an eco-system of different tree species alongside other plants, animals, fungi and micro-

organisms; trees are an example of co-operation and sharing of nutrients as well as 

protection. All these different parts of a landscape show evolution and succession, both 

annually with seasons’ changing weather and over time as communities change in numbers 

and ratios to other communities in an overall ecology. 

I explain relevant aspects of ecology here and clarify language borrowed from this subject 

area as the metaphor source. 

5.4 Ecology 
“Ecology is the branch of biology dealing with relations and interactions between organisms 

and their environment, including other organisms” (Dictionary.com, 2016). Ideas of ecology 

can also be applied to human relationships within organisational and cultural contexts. This 

application forms the basis of Gregory Bateson’s work; he used ecological language and 

patterns to understand the mind, including our cultural and social processes, and vice versa 

(Bateson, 2002). In his words, “if you want to understand mental process, look at biological 

evolution and conversely, if you want to understand biological evolution, go look at mental 

process” (Bateson, 2002, p.207). By ignoring boundaries between different disciplines, such 

as mind being separate from nature, he was able to look from a different perspective, look 

for pattern and connection, and for differences that clarified the nature of relationship, and 

learning. These ideas inform the ways I make links with ecology and nature in exploring my 

personal and professional development. I studied ecology as part of a Biological Sciences 

degree, 1976-1979. The ideas and terminology have stayed with me. The list of terms I use, 

together with their definitions and application in the thesis are in Glossary 2 (p.xiii) (The 

British Ecological Society, 2019).  
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Another benefit of ecology is to provide information about the impact of man on the 

complexity and delicate balance of interdependent species within the natural world (British 

Ecological Society, 2019), although, it seems that this is often ignored as the world 

population increases. Human demands on the natural world for fuels and increased human 

outputs upset the natural cycles of ecosystems, which had been growing and readjusting 

together in a sustainable way since before humans came into being. Ecology and 

sustainability studies can help redress the balance and guide humans to live differently, to 

live with nature, foster mutual relationships (Environment and Ecology, 2019). Collaboration 

and mutualism are a blueprint for human to human relationships as well. The delicate 

balancing in nature’s systems influences how I see a landscape and how I apply this as a 

metaphor in this research, in my interactions with others and with nature. 

In summary, Hedges and Path has given a wider view of the metaphors used in this thesis, 

the Patchwork of Practice exercise and the research project. Patchworking has a long 

history and is a contemporary activity. It helps express emotion and experience, build 

community and provide space for contemplation. Something useful is created out of scraps. 

Ecology brings the interplay of organisms, communities, habitat and wider environment into 

practitioner research; learning from nature enriches and informs how I learn, how I travel 

through the research journey, within research relationships and alone. The aim of weaving a 

combined metaphor of Patchwork and Landscape through the research is to borrow nature’s 

aesthetic, and ideas from ecology, then use a Patchwork stitching together of pieces of 

experience in a reflective learning process. 



 

6 Meadow and Stream: a reflexive journey through a personal and 
professional landscape  

 

Image 6.1: Wildflower mountain meadow 

This chapter focusses on two overlapping habitats in my landscape; personal and 

professional. Meadow explores the ecology of my way of being (Anderson, 2001); I am a 

mother, friend, partner, gardener, counsellor and teacher of counsellors. Who I am and how 

I relate with others in these roles, and niches, is influenced by cultural and environmental 

contexts, social identities, family and personal history (Burnham, 1993). Stream is my 

professional practice; here I am influenced by personal values and beliefs inherent in my 

way of being, as well as my counsellor training and ongoing supervision. I look at how my 

integrative approach evolved. 
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The meadow in image 6.1 is on a mountainside above Fionnay in Valais, Switzerland. Its 

beauty is created from many species of annual flowers that bloom in May, seed, die back 

and are harvested for feed in cold months, when cattle come down from the mountains. 

Seeds lay under cover of snow through winter and germinate as the spring sunshine brings 

warmth. This meadow is in a high mountain eco-system, growing in thin soil on granite and 

under extremes of weather throughout a year.  

A Meadow helps me pause to take in the diversity of plant life, birds and insects that support 

each other through the seasonal growth and succession. I can pause to rest, or to turn my 

gaze inwards and wonder about evolving patterns in my life, or look outwards at the wider 

world, relationships and history that shaped me. There is peace and space. The exploration 

in Meadow needed these conditions, and time, for an autoethnographic process that 

involved creativity, detailed observation and reflection. Learning illuminated key experiences 

in my cultural, social, and family contexts; these informed the Stream piece of writing. 

Stream was a similar reflexive journey, however this focused more on the professional 

development of my counselling and teaching practice. The landscape metaphor brings in 

water with its unique properties as a solvent and a life force. Stream has a quality of flow 

that evokes continual movement, flexibility and evolution. As a stream flows through a 

meadow it waters and feeds the plants with nutrients; it moves nutrients and waste onwards. 

This mixing of the two habitats mimics the continual cycle and flow between personal and 

professional. 

Bateson (2002) explored the importance of context, relationship and circular interaction 

between parts of a system in developing understanding and meaning of interactions. He 

applied principles of binocular vision and seeing “in depth” — “so the understanding 

(conscious and unconscious) of behaviour through relationship gives a new logical type of 

learning” (Bateson, 2002, p.125).  
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This chapter aims to explore my relationships and experiences over time and in different 

contexts in order to develop understanding of my patterns of relating with others, personally 

and professionally. 

6.1 Autoethnography in Meadow: an individual Patchwork Process 
The autoethnographic method in Meadow followed the pathway student counsellors tread 

with the Patchwork of Practice exercise (Appendix 1). I created Patches, however there 

wasn’t opportunity to share these with others, as student counsellors would do. So, I noted 

and explored my reflections on each Patch and any associated reflexive writing; this is 

exploration from outside a Patch and writing. I also reflected on my experience during the 

process of creating the Patch; reflection from within creating of a Patch. 

In previous personal development work, I used a journey metaphor. I drew my life as a 

timeline and marked key experiences along it, some evoked the way of life then or were 

tipping points changing that way of life. I repeated this exercise on the PDSP course 

(Appendix 10.8.1). If I think in terms of Patchwork or Landscape, there is possibility of 

overlapping layers or joining of patches. The journey has a sense of moving on from one 

area to the next. In life this doesn’t always happen, experiences or ways of living life are 

concurrent. For example, I have been a part of my family community at the same time as 

learning about different communities and groups when starting school. If there is a sense of 

moving on, as in divorce maybe, then aspects of history remain as influences in a person’s 

polyphony of voices (Shotter, 2010). 

My work pattern as a lecturer allows for more opportunity to take leave over the summer 

months. I chose to write Meadow Patches partly on holiday in Switzerland and partly on 

study leave over that same summer period. It was important to have protected space and it 

helped to be in a beautiful place; this was either looking over the Alps or in a quiet room at 

home where I felt peaceful. 
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To decide which Patches to create I looked at the journey first, selected experiences I felt 

were life changing and/or relevant to my life now. Some Patches were poems, some 

photographs with writing expressing thoughts, feelings and memories the picture evoked. 

Writing could be reflexive (Bolton, 2014, p.138); find a peaceful and comfortable space, write 

without thinking about grammar, spelling and punctuation. I wrote for as long as I wanted to. 

I read back the Patch to myself and noted my responses. I moved away from the writing. 

Then I reconnected and edited.  

The next step was a deliberate reflexive look at the Patch that mirrored taking a Patch to a 

group. This involved rereading a finished Patch and noting my responses. I tried to notice 

emerging values and beliefs, emotions in the experience; l tried to look at myself from a 

perspective of another. I wrote a reflexive piece for each Patch. These informed my picture 

of who I was, the multiple relationships, voices and experiences that shaped me; writing 

these Patches led me to see how I make sense of the world (Richardson and St. Pierre, 

2018). Writing was sometimes joyous, moving and often sad; I was “not flinching from where 

the writing takes one emotionally, or spiritually, and honoring the embodiedness and 

spatiality of ones labors” (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018, p.824).   

The focussing in and focussing out reflexive process in and on the writing can be likened to 

the stages of a Heuristic research process; engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, 

explication and creative synthesis (Moustakas, 1990). I have had a sense of preparation, 

exploring and refining the topic as engagement; writing of Patches as immersion; moving 

away from writing as incubation. Heuristic philosophy endorses personal resonance of this 

topic; “a question that matters personally (and) there is a social---perhaps universal---

significance” (Moustakas, 1990, p.15). 

I have selected a couple of Patches, with accompanying reflexive writing, as examples of 

different creative ways of expressing experience and my reflexive process (also see other 
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Patches in Appendices 8–-8.8). The first is a poem and expresses the comfortable rhythm of 

my life in a rural village as a child. I was aware of seasons and weather and felt connection 

to nature from an early age. The second is the story of the day my Dad died; a shock that 

flows into grief and leaves an ongoing legacy.  

A diagram summarising the Patches and reflexivity follows (Diagram 6.2).  

6.1.1 Patch 4: The elements, seasons and being alive 
Running out in the rain 
getting soaked through 

Wash away my pain 
and look at life anew 
Notice new blossom 
and bulbs coming up 
Wait for the sunshine 

and heat to pick up 
Then back to school 

and see all my friends 
warm winter foods 

and frosts that never end 
Then, suddenly, light mornings 
Coming home and playing out 

Another spring is dawning 
This is what life is about 

 
I wrote this poem after a trip to a new café in Bruson, Switzerland. Next, I lay a few moments 

in a deck chair, noticing nature all around me and remembering sunny days of school 

holidays. A first poem was a struggle to capture the experience. It did seem to clear away 

undergrowth, formality and planning though; the second poem flowed easily.  

Reflection and Reflexivity: Patch 4 
This patch announces spirituality. I experience a need to feel at one with the elements 

when sad or stressed. I would go for a walk in a storm and know there is a greater 
force than man or society. This would feel healing and energising. 

Nature is part of the wider ecology and part of a spiritual sensing. The miracle of 
growing your own food, the rhythm of the seasons and weather, the beauty in 

meadows, trees, stream, pond, sea and sky. This is available to connect with and part 
of life, growing up, experiencing developmental change, loss and renewal. 

This has endured throughout my life 
Emotions: joy, security, wildness and healing 

Beliefs: spirituality linked to nature and environment. The importance of connection 
with nature for well-being. The infinity and awesomeness of the natural world. 
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PDSP Journal Extract: “My senses are awakened, from time to time the clouds cover the 

sun and shadows play over the mountains; so beautiful. I feel warm and sleepy, gorgeous 

food and coffee, hay still being made, and grass scents fill the air. I hear birds, a tractor, a 

hedge cutter, a helicopter flies by. The paragliders drift over the valley; peace”. 

The second Patch I include is written from within a very familiar memory… 

6.1.2 Patch 5: Death, loss and renewal 
I was twelve years old; my brother was ten and my sister four. On Monday 15th September 

1969, my Dad took me to school and continued on to work. I got the bus home as usual and 

he was expected around 6.00pm. Then Mum received a phone call to say he had been 

rushed to hospital. Time is distorted. It seemed she went to the hospital; my brother and I 

took the dog for a walk and when we returned home Mum was back. My brother seemed 

worried and I tried to be reassuring. He went in the house first and we were told that Daddy 

had died; shock and numbness. My brother started to cry, and I remember thinking that I 

better cry, or they might think I didn’t love him. The thought was very calm and quite 

detached; I felt frozen. Once I started to cry, I couldn’t stop.  

The next day I was sent to school as usual. A family friend gave me a lift and asked after my 

parents. I calmly told him that my Mum was fine, but my Dad had died. In order to cope I 

continued to minimise what had happened. Some days it didn’t feel like the loss was real 

even though I knew it to be true. I just tried to carry on as normal. I was fully aware 

intellectually that my Dad had died but it took a long time to be real emotionally and find 

ways to cope with anger, sadness and helplessness. 

I wasn’t allowed to go to the funeral and felt furiously angry with family friends who did and 

were still at our house when I returned from school. I buried my anger at this time, inside 

screaming “why are you here, he was MY Dad”. Then over the next few years I would go 

running in the fields behind my house or play hockey, rather than acknowledge it or express 
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the anger. I was very angry with my Dad for leaving me and often with my Mum for all sorts 

of things.  

I began to have difficulty concentrating at school, I felt different from my friends, I didn’t fit in. 

I would love to go to bed very early to read but still felt tired all the time. I was still sad and 

had little motivation, maybe depressed? To help myself cope with this I became close to my 

Mum, trying to help her all I could, and I played sport.  

The school I attended was founded to care for orphaned or necessitous children, and they 

boarded. My Dad had paid into a Foundation Fund, nine guineas, and our family could 

benefit from the scheme if anything happened to him as bread winner. So, my brother and 

sister also left to board at the school. The further loss increased my attachment to my Mum. 

I became her support. This provided a secure base for me by keeping us close. If she went 

out, I would make a meal or clean the house to surprise and please her.  

I had private memories of my Dad that were special to me and cheered me up. I saw my 

brother and sister at school and at weekends or holidays. My Grandad was always there at 

home, or in the garden or allotment. The fields, farms and gardening were part of our lives; 

active, familiar, nurturing and creative. I was part of a caring family and community. 

At fifteen I was starting to enjoy life more, I could go to the parties, play sport; I matured 

physically but less so emotionally and was wary of any intimate relationships. At seventeen I 

thought I was fine, although unable to leave home to go to university.  

Seven years on from when Daddy died, I felt quite happy, and each Saturday night I met 

with a group of friends from the next village. I discovered camping trips and walking in the 

hills with them. I started to go out with a boy, and my Mum started to go out with friends and 

had some ‘suitors’, at 48 years she had a life ahead. So, life took a new turn for both of us. 
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Reflection and Reflexivity Patch 5  
As I read through this I am struck by the enormity and suddenness of what 
happened, my world was turned upside down. I feel fortunate to have had 

resources to help with the grief, and very fortunate to have had a Mum who 
believed in surviving. Yet there was unacknowledged sadness for me, and 

signs of grief went unnoticed by others, and myself. 
I have not acknowledged the importance of what stayed the same before 
writing this. These aspects were important as support through grief. They 

informed me how to cope with my own grief in future losses and 
bereavement. 

I note the importance of environment and nature again, and the physical 
exertion in sport; fostering a healthy mind and body. 

Emotions: Loss, sadness, anger, alone, empty, world turned upside down, 
different, fear of further loss and new intimacy 

Beliefs: I can survive, women can cope, the worst can and does happen, life 
goes on, keep going 



Diagram 6.2: Summary of influences on a Landscape of Practice 

 

Summary of my Patchwork Process 

This Patchwork diagram follows the hexagonal layout used in stitched patchwork. It shows 

influences from my early life (1) in a village community (the family photograph is of Woodford 

Village circa 1904), where strong family traditions and a rural setting provided a nurturing 

environment with space to grow. Patch (2) develops a sense of freedom, contained by clear 

boundaries, in playing down the fields. School life (3) was a first separation and sometimes a 

struggle to fit into friendship groups. Early learning of differences within communities, and of 

my own abilities. These led to feeling my way in the wider world. I developed a sense of 

rhythms of nature, seasons and patterns of living (4), a feeling of connection with the natural 

world that sustains me today, a spirituality. In Patch (5) life changed in a moment. The 

experience of my Dad’s death changed my path, I knew the worst can and does happen 

(family photograph of my Dad at his graduation). An early marriage (6) was one solution to 

the huge loss in my life. It was a new start yet with a legacy of loss (the photograph is from 

my garden). New shoots (7) blossomed and the privilege of motherhood. Where next (8)? 

Village	School:	1st	
separation,	sad,	

uncertain,	tinged	pride.	
Work	hard,	obey	rules,	
I	have	ability,	don't	
boast,	I	don't	fit	in

The	Elements,	Seasons	
and	being	Alive:	joy	
security,	wildness	and	
healing.	Spirituality

and	nature,	patterns	of	
seasons

Playing	down	the	
Fields:	joy,	freedom,	
adventure.	Within	the	
rules,	physical	ability,	

family	routine	

Context
Village	community
Safe,	proud	of	roots
Stability	as	platform	for	growth

Wildflower	meadow	of	Marriage	
and	Divorce:	
Early	love	and	hope,	distance	,	loss	
and	loneliness.	Attachment	is	a	
complex	mix	of	relationship	needs,	
gender	and	power

Motherhood:	joy,	
security,	fear,	doubt,	
trust,	love,	loss.	
A	parent	as	a	guide,	
explain,	talk	with,	
have	fun,	be	outside

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8

Death,	Loss	and	
Renewal:
World	turned	upside	
down,	loss,	anger.	I	can	
survive,	women	cope.

Exploring	and	mapping	
the	territory:	
excitement,	pride,	
vulnerability	and	
doubt.	Research	in	a	
community,	shape	the	
future
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Curiosity urged me to explore this path and embark on this research journey (photograph of 

my path to work). 

6.1.3 Discussion  
This discussion links themes from the experiences I created Patches about and reflections 

on the ‘Patches’. It takes a critically reflexive view of the landscape they form together. In 

Diagram 4.1, The Reflexivity Cycle, this corresponds with the third step, ‘reflection on the 

moment’; I explore layers of context and influences, critique ideas. The discussion links with 

theoretical concepts in making meaning and considering relevance for counselling and 

teaching practice, developing my integrative approach. I have used a bold font for words that 

capture key themes, these carry forward and join with my professional journey in Stream, 

which follows after the conclusion. 

6.1.4 Integrating Patches and theory: a reflexive weaving 
My written Patches describe some tragic moments, sudden points of change alter the 

direction of life’s path, such as death of my father, my divorce and death of my mother. They 

also portray day to day living, learning and experiencing at certain points in time. They show 

a tragedy happening in a context. Bereavement and emotions of grief changed the lives of 

our family and community, upended our usual patterns of relating. In reflecting on the 

Patches I’m struck by the importance of knowing myself in context; knowing my rootstock 

(ancestry) and myself as a stem grafted on, the propagation and environmental history of the 

person I have become. A gardener would select rootstock specifically to influence 

characteristics such as disease resistance, size, blossom and fruit. In propagation “the 

amazing meristems of the cambium layer of either plant dividing together and merging as 

one create a new specimen” (Rigler, 2015). Similarly, the metaphor of Landscape, includes 

this ‘growing together’, me within influences of the landscape; this is a circular relationship. 

Community appears in several Patches; in the rootstock, in family and in my evolving 

journey as a teacher and researcher. “An ecological community is a group of actually or 
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potentially interacting species living in the same location” (Nature Knowledge Project, 2014). 

The ecology of a community includes non-living components of the environment in which the 

community lives, the network of influences. 

The village community supports the family community into which I was born and grew up. As 

I wrote Patch one, I had a strong sense of belonging, then and now I notice the sense of 

security I link to this. This is not only about people, relations and friends, it is about the 

culture of growing, seasons and a rural environment that was and is so familiar. It operates 

as a secure base system in terms of Attachment Theory (Bowlby, 1969). In times of stress or 

perceived stress attachment behaviour is activated; I could reach out to family or nature and 

there would be a response attuned to my needs and consistent enough to settle the affect 

(Holmes, 2001). In a secure base system, an attachment figure is usually a parent, or main 

carer, for me the sense of place and a family response are also important. I see a secure 

base as including these wider aspects. Byng-Hall (2008) describes family attunement and 

responsiveness in developing interactional awareness and a sense of family security. Dallos 

and Vetere (2005) also acknowledge cultural elements in development of attachment 

patterns.  

The beginnings of a therapeutic relationship or starting a course with a new cohort can be 

seen through an attachment lens (Connors, 2011). This is a key aspect of my way of being 

in my work, paying attention to anxieties as something new starts and working to provide a 

settling, containing environment for all. 

There are complex relationships within a community. They can be symbiotic or competitive, 

predatory or nurturing; exerting different influences on community members (Nature 

Knowledge Project, 2014). Community continued around and after the death of my Dad, 

supporting my Mum, yet I felt on the outside. Similarly, in the school community, I had 

awareness of difference and feeling on the edge of groups or rejected by them (Appendix 
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8.3). In certain research communities, with more Cartesian style philosophy of hypothesis 

and proof (Shotter, 2010), this pattern repeated, leaving me distanced and unfulfilled.  

Shotter (2010) believes we are inextricably bound to a way of living and thinking that follows 

Descartes’ picture of the world, we are seen as particles and matter in space and time; “the 

picture holds us captive” (p.15). The picture is always observed from the outside. Research 

tries to understand and master the picture. A social constructionist perspective imagines us 

within the picture, active participants with and in a dynamic ecology. In autoethnography, I 

am participant and mutual interactions with others in my life shaped stories over time. 

It is interesting to see resonance of the community theme from Patch 1 (Appendix 8.1) with 

Patch 8, written on the doctoral programme (Appendix 8.8). I reflect on the importance of a 

research community for me, and notice I have agency to create this with others. Without this 

Patchwork process I do not believe I would have this level of understanding of myself as a 

researcher, nor belief in my ability to contribute within a research community.  

This theme and the subtle differences woven through inform my way of being in teaching 

and therapeutic communities. I am more aware of my influence and how I may be influenced 

by others. I can be vigilant for emotion and experience noticed in the Patches; anger, 

distance, feeling ‘at home’ or ‘on the outside’. 

I notice different levels of community in the Patchwork, more specifically, relationships within 

a community. I focus in from historical village community, to school friendships, then through 

family and parental relationships to intimate couple and right down to my individual 

relationship with the environment.  A landscape has strata of rock, earth and living species 

evolving over time. Historic boundaries and settlements can be seen as mounds, roadside 

banks or ditches in today’s countryside (Hoskins, 2013); earlier contexts that physically 

shape the current landscape. Similarly, I see this layered effect in the strata of 

relationships, with one layer influencing the others (Oliver, 2007). However not necessarily 
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in a hierarchical way as portrayed in theories of co-ordinated management of meaning 

(Pearce, 2007). 

Strata of relationships have a chronological dimension and can overlap as family and 

intimate couple relationships do. In addition, within each layer, there is ‘local’ context. This 

may be who is involved, events, environment, what is communicated. As explained earlier 

there is a ‘network of influence’ in an ecological community (Nature Knowledge Project, 

2014). If I apply this to my Landscape, the meaning of any interaction or episode described 

in the Patches cannot be understood without understanding the relational stratum and the 

context.  

In this thinking I’m also influenced by a Narrative approach; ideas of my life as a story, with a 

plot and characters, evolving over time in landscapes of action and landscapes of meaning 

(White, 2005; Morgan, 2000). Bateson (2002) also noted the importance of context in 

understanding meaning.  

To give a specific example — I am proud of my farming and horticultural background, have a 

sense of roots in a rural community (cultural voice and relationships). Patches show the 

early years, playing down the fields, growing our own food and mealtimes revolving around 

daily rhythms (family of origin). I have a relationship with nature, a sense of spirituality, 

noticing seasons and the beauty of natural landscapes (spirituality). These layers distil to 

aspects of my current lifestyle such as ‘being in the garden’ and keeping hens. When 

stressed or sad I can feel healing and peace developing through time spent outside, 

gardening; an inherent cultural quality of nurture and growth is part of my way of being 

(Anderson, 2001), and a quality transferable to counselling and teaching.  

I have described this example to a fellow research student, who had a mental image of me 

walking through my garden, tending plants, noticing new flowers. “I see this gardener as a 

beautiful analogy of you as teacher with the polyphony of voices from within your personal 
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and cultural narratives coming through in a way of being with students’ (Urbistondo Cano, 

2016). 

Earlier in this discussion I noted the influence of a secure attachment in the ways I begin 

with groups and with clients in therapy. It is useful to return to this aspect and discuss how it 

links with change. Change is interesting as a universal phenomenon whether studied 

environmentally in how ecological communities respond to ‘disturbance’ (drought, fire, 

weather extremes) (Nature Knowledge Project, 2014) or students as they develop through a 

programme of study or clients wanting change through a therapeutic process. As a teacher 

and therapist, I think it important to understand my process of change and how this 

influences my belief in helping others negotiate their process. 

In looking at change and ongoing development, the Patches show sudden enforced changes 

through loss, developmental change over time and transformative change for example 

through motherhood and in my master’s research. Connors (2011) notes the benefits of 

Attachment Theory as an integrative framework for psychotherapy due to its strong evidence 

base and focus on developmental process. Bowlby (1969) used the phrase “from the cradle 

to the grave” (p.152) to show the lifelong importance of a secure base in order to continue to 

explore the world and change. Connors (2011) summarises the role of a person’s 

attachment history in creating a map, internal working model (IWM), which informs future 

relationships and process of change. She looks a spectrum of attachment behaviours, from 

autonomous to more dependent.  

These ideas resonate with some aspects of experience; in Patch 2 (Appendix 8.2) an 

experience of a secure base promoted autonomy, confidence and freedom to explore; in 

Patch 3 (Appendix 8.3) separation for the first time was noted, anxiety, and importance of 

reunion at tea time were key; Patch 5, death of an attachment figure probably lead to a re-

working of an IWM, a dip in confidence and more anxious style of relating followed, in order 
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to protect myself from further loss. There are signs of grieving as summarised by Connors 

(2011). I note beliefs of ‘women can cope’ and ‘keep going’ bring support throughout 

change. In each Patch experience relates to aspects of Attachment Theory, and these offer 

partial explanation for conditions for change, as well as impact of loss and separation.  

Dallos and Vetere (2006) include systemic and narrative approaches to compensate 

emphasis on dyadic relationships in Attachment Theory. The importance of context, power, 

diversity and possibility of re-authoring stories of relationship are available in their integrative 

approach. Similar to Connors (2011) they apply ideas of attachment in creating a secure 

base in therapy and working with communication and change. 

From the experience of writing these Patches I note the importance of embodied sensing 

and expression, for example in Patch 2, playing down the fields (Appendix 8.2), and Patch 4, 

elements, seasons and being alive (Section 6.1.1).  To some extent this is noted by Dallos 

and Vetere (2006) as physiological and emotional affect in attachment relationships. 

However, Shotter (2010) directly addresses the importance of developing 

 “inquiries into how to become more well oriented within our surroundings, to 

develop a set of embodied-readinesses-to-respond, spontaneously, to a whole 

range of socially significant occurrences, in ways that the others around us will 

recognise as both intelligible and legitimate, and which are ecologically 

satisfactory to us” (pp.223–224). 

This sentence captures the possibility of working in therapy, in education, being in 

relationships and alone, in such a way that there is a ‘bodily’ knowing how to go on, 

‘spontaneously’, learnt from birth and within a community. In addition, this informs a 

dialogical process and communication alongside language. Shotter (2010) stresses that 

“withness talk” when intermingled with action, in the moment, can bring about a different 

order of change from reflection on an episode after the event (p.224). Patchwork of Practice 
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(Appendix 1) provides opportunity to combine both; withness…in the moment (creating a 

Patch and initial reflection) and aboutness…reflection on the Patch (with a group). 

6.2 Experience of this Patchwork writing  
Patchwork process in the Meadow Patch was a deconstruction of present-day me to 

uncover some aspects of my landscape in order to understand the ecology and develop 

coherence between this and my way of being professionally (Anderson, 2001). Shotter 

(2010) refers to this as an “ontological social constructionism” (p.224).  

The nature of Patches varies, all evoked immediate emotion in the creation and in reading 

back. They provided a step back into the past to relive and evaluate that time and space in 

the landscape. I was taken aback by spontaneity of emotion and a sense of re-living 

moments. Shotter (2010) believes 

“living moments can make the kind of difference in our lives that matters to us. 

Their effect can be perceptual, they can move us ontologically; more than just a 

change in perspective, they can lead us to notice unique things in our 

surroundings that previously have been missed” (p.224).  

In the writing, I was aware of noticing and experiencing new aspects of my Landscape. The 

act of naming beliefs, in reflections, alerts me to attitudes I take into my relationships, my 

practice and my role as a researcher (Simon, 2014). The qualities of competitiveness, 

confidence, coping and survival now seem more available to call on as resources personally 

and professionally. Similarly, I became aware of vulnerabilities and alert to the need for self-

care (BACP, 2018). 

6.3 Conclusions 
This has been a reflexive journey through the Landscape informing my integrative approach 

to therapy and teaching. I linked to theoretical ideas that resonate with the emotion, values 

and experiencing emerging in the Patches. Some are intrapersonal aspects of felt security or 
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loss, others more interpersonal, concerned with community and relationships. Social and 

cultural themes were noted within the web of influences. Social Constructionism has 

emerged as an umbrella encompassing both embodied aspects and contextual, relational 

and individual influences shaping my values and beliefs. Burnham (1992) notes “values and 

assumptions may be said to pre-exist and influence the choice of theoretical model” (p.3-4). 

There have been insights into autoethnography as a research methodology. I felt vulnerable 

as I explored and wrote of experiences and re-connected with emotions within those 

experiences. I acknowledge ethical implications of this as students explore their Patches and 

share this process with fellow students and me, as researcher. This ethical awareness 

continues into future publication. It is important to re-present all experiences, as accurately 

as possible, use reflexivity as researcher in an authentic account that acknowledges social 

and political contexts (Etherington, 2004). I must be mindful of well-being and anonymity of 

participants as well as quality and ethics of the project. 

At first glance my life has been calm, stable and very ‘small village’; a closer look also 

showed nuances of different communities, predatory, competitive, and experiences within or 

on the edge of these. This could be explored further. I came to know more about the 

intermingling of the various niches within the Landscape; a much more familiar territory and 

complexity has emerged. I now feel better oriented for moment by moment choices in action, 

and the spontaneous, embodied “readiness-to-respond” (Shotter, 2010, p.223). In knowing 

more about me, and the polyphony of voices influencing communications, I feel more 

prepared for dialogue with another, without conferring a sense of them as “othered” (Shotter, 

2010, pp.86-7).  

My understanding of influences on, and the process of, relational reflexivity is clearer. I find 

myself thinking about the Patchwork Process as a relationally reflexive tool for others, 

professionals or researchers. It facilitates insight into the influences of one’s unique ecology 
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on relating with others, through an embodied, experiential journey rather than an intellectual 

thinking about. It has also informed a Patchwork methodology for this research project. 



6.4 Boundary: setting a context for Stream 
Above, in Meadow, I describe an auto-ethnographical exploration of personal influences on 

my counsellor role. Here, in Stream, I extend this work by exploring my professional journey 

in counsellor training; I link the personal themes, values and beliefs with counselling theories 

in showing how this influences a relational approach in practice. This is an autoethnographic 

piece of writing, in the same style as Meadow. 

From my early days in a village community I benefitted from freedom to play in fields and 

safety to explore and wander. I developed an important relationship with nature’s rhythms, 

the seasons and nurture; school brought a different sense of community and I could often 

feel on the outside. Life was turned upside down by the sudden death of my father when I 

was twelve, and attachment patterns changed from secure to insecure; I became 

preoccupied with losing my Mum and developed a carer role to keep close to her. She lived 

by a message from her Mum of ‘women cope’, which she did, and passed this on to me. 

In secondary school, I struggled to settle until sport provided opportunity to join with others; I 

became a team player in all senses, although my work suffered. I struggled to concentrate 

and did not excel, failing English language at O level and uncertain on any career path. 

Science was a strength, and I took a biological sciences degree, yet didn’t leave home; a 

pattern of ‘being outside and different’ continued. Early marriage was exciting, and, looking 

back, it was an escape – the only way to leave home when Mum remarried, and I felt alone. 

Fourteen years later and a mother of three, I find myself in a Relate counselling room with 

my husband and a kind lady who listened, and I felt understood (Pocock, 1997).  



6.5 Stream: my professional journey as a relationship counsellor 
 

 

Image 6.2: A mountain stream in Valais, Switzerland. 

I took the photograph above whilst on a walk near Cabane Brunet, high up above Fionnay 

and Lourtier in Valais. It is a typical stream of this eco-system. Hills are steep and topped 

with glaciers melting in spring sunshine; streams tumble and weave their way through rocks 

and meadows down to rivers and then into lakes. Plants cluster around the banks, glad of 
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the nutrients and water that streams bring. Animals have a constant drinking supply. I 

imagine my professional training as a stream of knowledge and experiential opportunities 

flowing through my life. In Meadow (Section 6.1) I learned of influences shaping who I was 

when I entered counsellor training; Stream was further chance to soak up experience, learn 

and change. The tumbling action of the stream in Image 6.2 depicts the nature of 

counselling training for me.  

I studied my notes and past journals then wrote this piece about the unique qualities of a 

training that is so much more than academic. I write with a “voice as witness” (Lawrence-

Lightfoot and Hoffman Davis, 1997, p.107). I include this in this thesis as one story of a 

student counsellor; it is intentionally detailed, which I think brings the experiences to life. 

Counsellor training is personal, and it is professional in a tumbling, bubbling mix. 

The story starts as the blooms of the wildflower meadow of marriage die back and ground 

becomes bare and fallow. There was opportunity to incorporate new activities into a life that 

revolved around home. Ultimately this led to two new careers; I became a relationship 

counsellor and supervisor then a senior lecturer teaching on counselling courses in a 

university setting. My studies took me to the PDSP course at the University of Bedfordshire 

and writing this essay. 

Anderson (2001) explains, “the search for concepts to help me understand therapy 

experiences led me down a meandering path and to the place where I have now paused: a 

postmodern collaborative approach to therapy, education, consultation and research” 

(p.344). She refers to this as her “way of being” or “a philosophical stance” (Anderson, 2001, 

p.348).  

This quote communicates a sense of a journey to me, a professional way of being evolves 

and is coherent with a personal philosophy of being with people in collaborative 

relationships. In this essay, I describe my journey of evolving integrative practice, within the 
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changing culture of a charitable organisation. I weave theory, ethics, personal and 

professional experience in a philosophy as a therapist and teacher that fits with my personal 

way of being. I see this way of being as fluid, rather than fixed, and I aim to be always open 

to change.  

This narrative is mostly chronological, from divorce in 1992 to the present day.  

I am writing in the first person about my own experiences, looking back on them from this 

moment in time with older, less in-the-moment eyes, yet with memories vivid and sparkling. 

Recent conversations with friends helped, they have been along similar paths at a similar 

time; I think of them as research buddies for this essay. I also have views of a cultural 

change point, in Relate, from the person who had a different vison of the agency’s future. 

So, this is a personal reflection on a professional journey that informs a discussion of my 

theoretical synthesis as a practitioner.  

6.6 Early days in Relate 
Relate was founded in 1938 by Dr Herbert Gray, a clergyman, who initiated a research 

project prompted by rising divorce rates. It was originally Marriage Guidance Council with 

educative aims, to combat the strain of life in the twentieth century; there was a flood of 

requests for help. A counselling service was established in London in 1943 (Relate, 2008). 

Early years of a dedicated volunteer culture, running on a shoestring, influenced the way 

things were done when I joined in 1995. The name changed to Relate in 1988, as the 

organisation re-evaluated expectations of clients and aimed to reach a wider, more diverse 

client group. Relate (2008) celebrated 70 years as a couple counselling agency, they saw 

themselves as “providing innovative responses to the needs of the communities we serve”. 

Whitehorn (2008), Doctor Herbert Gray’s granddaughter, contests innovative responses are 

recognised by couples in need of help; “when things turn sour, many regard relationship 

therapy as alien as the dial-up phone” (p.1). She notes advances are more inclusive of all 
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couples, and individuals, seeking help with relationship and sexual difficulties, yet mourns 

the demise of a type of marriage where people “stuck with it”. This view ignores suffering 

caused for many who have to stay in abusive relationships due to power imbalance or 

financial hardship. It sidelines gay couples who didn’t have opportunity for marriage. It 

idealises marriage. In 2013, there were “just two marriages for every divorce”, as more 

couples cohabited — a giant step from 1938 when Dr Gray was championing the institution 

of marriage (Jeffries, 2013). There are now benefits of Live Chat, email and Skype as ways 

to offer counselling and support. There is a wider client base of families, children, young 

people as well as welcoming diversity in adult couples and individuals. 

In parallel with the developments of the counselling provision has been development as a 

training organisation. Butler and Joyce (1998) first collated and published The RELATE 

Approach. Before that training documents remained in-house as handouts or collated in a 

Working with Couples series (Laverack, 1995; Laverack, 1998); expertise and knowledge 

was passed down from one generation of Relate counsellors and trainers to another. 

Rigorous selection of counsellors, consistent training delivery and assessment, coupled with 

learning through supervised practice, led to “a distinctive and co-ordinated practice” across 

the whole of the UK (Butler and Joyce, 1998, p. ix).  

Butler and Joyce (1998) note the approach is integrative; a blend of theoretical and 

pragmatic influences. It focussed on the couple relationship as the client, placing emphasis 

on the importance of the three people in the counselling room as facilitative of understanding 

and change. It acknowledged difference in how a relationship is perceived, differences in 

relationship dynamics, differences in expression of gender and sexuality and the difficulties 

for couples negotiating life stage transitions. It had the following guiding principles; “to 

improve clients’ relationships…engage with as broad a client base as is possible…place a 

premium on clients’ safety” (Butler and Joyce, 1998, p.14).  
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Relate’s current mission statement: 

“Our vision is a future in which healthy relationships are actively promoted as the heart of a 

thriving society’  

• To develop and support healthy relationships by: 

• Helping couples, families and individuals to make relationships work better 

• Delivering inclusive, high-quality services that are relevant at every stage of life 

Helping both the public and policymakers to improve their understanding of relationships and 

what makes them flourish” (Relate, 2017). 

I liked the framework supporting training and practice, there was a sense of family or 

community that was attractive to me. However, joining in wasn’t as straightforward as I had 

hoped. 

6.7 The beginning 
I divorced in early 1992. Couple counselling with Relate helped us separate as husband and 

wife and continue as parents wanting the best for our children. It opened my eyes to how 

influential past experiences, culture and family were on my adult life and relationships. It led 

me to read avidly around counselling and relationships. 

Life settled and was busy; back to work as a bacteriologist and caring for three young 

children was hectic. Eight years out, and I struggled to reconnect with hospital laboratory 

procedures — partly, it was a long break, techniques change — partly, I was a different 

person, developing more interest in understanding people than microbes. I enrolled on a ten-

week counselling course. Enthusiasm grew, I struggled more in my job, yet had to earn 

money.  Students enrolling on counselling courses today face similar challenges as funding 

is rarely available; like me, they struggle and juggle.  
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In 1994, I applied to Relate as a trainee counsellor; one way to have help with training costs 

and a placement provided. There was a short interview to assess if I could be considered for 

a lengthier assessment day. 

I was rejected. I didn’t get past the first stage; this was a big knock back. I felt rubbish, 

discarded and not good enough (a familiar story). Many have similar experiences as they 

navigate their path through education. White (1989) believes the credentials of a counsellor 

are much more than courses and certificates; they include “sparkling facts” (p.91). These 

qualities often emerge when facing adversities and getting through, they include courage 

and patience for example. I was determined and took another counselling course; a year 

later I reapplied.  

Success.  

Onto the next step, a selection day. Part of the culture of Relate in 1995 was the rigorous 

selection process of group discussion, skills practice, ethical dilemmas and individual 

interviews. It was daunting and intense, with stern, powerful interviewers and scared 

applicants. Although time consuming and costly, it was an ethical process aiming to protect 

future clients and trainees. BACP (2018) stress the importance of transparency and fairness 

in selection, and “procedures designed to select suitable students” (p.12). They list “personal 

moral qualities [which] will usually enhance the integrity and resilience of any relationship” 

(p.3); these apply to counsellors’ relationships with colleagues and clients. So, the early and 

careful consideration of suitability sets a context of thoughtful, ethical practice. However, a 

culture of power and a ‘right’ way to be as a counsellor had also been felt. 

6.8 On my way to a Relate Certificate of Marital and Couple Therapy 
The euphoria of selection was short lived; the reality was hard work and felt risky. I learnt 

new skills and started to discover who I was as a person and counsellor.   
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All counsellors followed the same training programme over a two-year period, then 

completed 400 hours and a 3000-word case study in order to obtain a Relate Certificate of 

Marital and Couple Therapy. Postgraduate Diploma and MA were developed a few years 

later. 

There were three blocks, A, B, and C, based on Egan’s three-stage model: Exploration, 

Understanding and Action (Butler and Joyce, 1998; Egan, 1994). Each block (two residential 

weekends and two regional days) included theoretical and ethical concepts, combined with 

skills practice and awareness groups; this integrative training revolved around couple 

dynamics and the sexual relationship. Supervision connected training and practice, with 

regular reports passing from trainer to supervisor. 

6.8.1 Block A: exploration 
‘All you have to do at this stage is explore’. These words are branded on my memory. I 

carried them with me in the nervous moments of that first ever counselling session in 1995; I 

was a trainee 36 years old, the client a young man of 23 years whose girlfriend had just left 

him. I explored his story and listened to the sadness and hopelessness he felt. Relief 

washed over me at the end of the session when he asked, ‘you must have had many cases 

like mine, in your experience how long does it take to get over this?’ 

Training was learning-in-doing, reflective practice and apprenticeship style learning, less 

academic than courses I teach on. Block A focussed on building an empathic therapeutic 

relationship, so clients feel secure enough to engage. This is trickier with a couple than an 

individual; the counsellor is not a part of the couples’ shared history, conflict and collusions. 

“Each client will have their separate truth, and this will need to be heard and understood” 

(Butler and Joyce, 1998, p.44). This emphasis on understanding all perspectives links to 

social constructionism within a systemic approach (Hedges, 2005, p.29). There were 

elements of person-centred concepts underpinning skills, psychodynamic in seeing the 
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couple collusions and systemic in understanding each client and their relationship (Laverack, 

1995). 

A focus on personal development was central to all blocks. There were three awareness 

groups per weekend. These consisted of about twelve of us sat in a circle with a facilitator 

whose role was to ‘keep us on purpose’. There were awkward silences, anxiety and 

uncertainty. I tried to get things going by talking about my own uncertainties. I was closed 

down by another student. There was no way of knowing how to be in those groups.  

6.8.2 Block B: understanding 
This block was more theory intensive and personally challenging as I applied concepts to my 

own life. I met various models to understand couple dynamics, from psychodynamic 

(Attachment, Object Relations Theory, transference, triangular relationships, defences), 

systemic (structural family therapy, roles, context), and life-stage (transitions) perspectives 

(Butler and Joyce, 1998, pp.52-79). Couple fit (Dicks, 1967) combined aspects in three 

layers of fit: “socio-cultural values and norms” (p.129), “personal norms” (p.130), 

“unconscious forces” (p.131). If a couple has interpersonal engagement and relationship 

satisfaction in two of these three areas, then conflict arising or lack of fit in the third can be 

negotiated. Dicks (1967) notes here has to be emotional engagement and a “live 

relationship. The opposite to love is indifference” (p.133). I remembered our couple 

counsellor wondering aloud, ‘maybe one of you has already given up’.  

The structure of Dicks’ model appealed to me. In the socio-cultural layer diversity and 

difference in religion, gender, sexuality, race and education were relevant and we were 

encouraged to explore our own cultural influences. The conscious personal layer brings 

expectations of roles, values around marriage and the tensions between independence and 

dependence. Some psychodynamic ideas inform this layer, Gomez (1997) summarises 

these clearly. Ideas such as “good enough” parent and partner from Winnicott and “mature 
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dependence” from Fairburn. The unconscious layer delved more into object relations theory, 

and unconscious couple collusions (Dicks, 1967; Ruszczynski, 1993) 

I was way out of my depth and blamed myself. It was clearly explained that a theory was 

only an idea, knowledge is tentative and emerging rather than a truth. I came from a science 

background and was yet to grasp and value wider ways of knowing. Now, I recognise my 

cultural ways of knowing. Shotter (2010) captures ways of knowing as “knowing that”, 

“knowing how”, “joint knowing” and “knowing-from-within” (p.26). These include more holistic 

and relational knowledges, involving experiencing and reflection, alongside facts and 

theories. 

Back then I was in the mould of my school traditions and saw counselling theory as truth yet 

couldn’t grasp any logic. This knocked my confidence; I was ready to leave. The safety net 

of trainer-supervisor reporting led to extra supervision. My understanding of the difficulties 

developed in three ways: Firstly, within a frame of learning stages (Chapman, 2017) I felt 

consciously incompetent; secondly, I was re-experiencing old memories; and thirdly, my 

supervisor talked of a parallel process between training stage and developmental stage of 

teenage years, which were difficult for me. In a primarily psychodynamic culture early 

development was the favoured explanation for most experiences. 

I got through. 

6.8.3 Block C: action 
This was largely skills based and included active techniques such as sculpting (Butler and 

Joyce, 1998, p.102), genograms (McGoldrick and Gerson, 1985; Laverack, 1995: p.50) and 

communication exercises (Butler and Joyce, 1998, p.95). I was in my element and still use 

these activities today in teaching and counselling practice. Even awareness groups made 

more sense and a useful session on group process clarified my role as team player; I aim to 

mediate and help others join in.  
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I ended training feeling confident, as though I had grown up. This can falter, yet, looking 

back, I can see a change in self-belief and a way of being with others had been 

accomplished by the “journey undergone”, through “creativity that progressively creates 

personality in community” (Ingold, 2015, p.125). I was in a good place to continue the 

learning through practice and supervision.  

6.9 Supervision as collaborative learning 
Whilst several theoretical streams had contributed to the Relate training, psychodynamic 

predominated in supervision. There was no sense of integration. 

I had different supervisors for individual and group supervision. Frequency maintained 

ethical standards of Relate, which were in line with the professional body, now BACP. 

Attendance at supervision was compulsory and unpaid.  I remember a culture of respect and 

awe for supervisors, they held power and responsibility for practice. In individual supervision, 

this showed in a sense of duty, and some fear, to get all the systems for attending correct; 

prepare and supply case notes a week before, be on time, link theory and practice. I once 

got the venue for a meeting wrong and this was interpreted as avoiding supervision. 

Unconscious processes infiltrated all aspects of practice and led to judgement. 

Group supervision felt more collaborative and held less fear. I learnt to see it as ‘a sandpit’ 

thanks to the group supervisor I worked with for many years. In that psychodynamic culture, 

as a male maybe, he held beneficent power and boundaries within which we could play 

(Winnicott, 1979). Group work led to creative exploration using sculpts or role-play, as well 

as hearing different perspectives on a case. I still use these ways of working and feel 

immense gratitude for a collaborative teacher in the early days of practice. 

Supervision continued the learning process. June 1999, I completed 400 hours and passed 

a 3,000-word case study. I felt proud and eager to continue. Relate was a secure base for 

me; it provided consistency and responsiveness I needed in order to grow (Holmes, 1993).  
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6.10 The systemic revolution 
In 2000 Barbara McKay, currently director of Institute of Family Therapy (IFT), joined Relate 

and then became Head of Training in 2003. In a recent conversation (McKay, 2017), she 

clarified her interest in developing systemic supervision and an accredited family counselling 

training in order that Relate could work with families. Many families struggle yet may not 

have the complexity of problems that qualify for National Health Service intervention. Help at 

an earlier stage could be timely and preventative of more severe problems. The new 

direction felt like a revolution; ideas were taken as a challenge by some, felt as a loss of 

tradition, refreshing and exciting to others — and common sense. 

A systemic approach in the higher levels of the Relate hierarchy had potential to change the 

culture of the whole organisation. A head of training, who lived the philosophy, encouraged a 

collaborative and curious approach to all aspects of practice and training.  

In systemic practice, concepts of hypothesising, curiosity, circularity, importance of context, 

positive connotation and reflexivity (Dallos and Draper, 2015) open up exploration of couple 

and family dynamics, rather than delving into unconscious collusions and psychodynamic 

interpretation; “there is not one accurate view of reality but invariably different perceptions 

and constructions” (Dallos and Draper, 2015, p.11). Understanding and meaning are 

constructed between people, each with their own contextual influences (Oliver, 2007). It is 

important to be open to all possibilities. If I think I know something I stop being curious.  

For me, in Relate at that time, introduction of these ideas felt freeing and exciting.  As well 

as new ways of perceiving my personal and professional landscape, new branches of 

therapy opened up; family counselling, working with homelessness, and young people’s 

counselling.  
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6.11 Postgraduate diploma: systemic and psychodynamic streams run 
together 

Just two years of a life yet this was a re-authoring of a lifetime; I deconstructed and rewrote 

key experiences (White, 1997). I incorporated learning through practice and group work 

within a supportive cohort. My experiences in training undoubtedly influence how I teach 

trainee counsellors. 

Systemic and psychodynamic concepts and philosophy were taught in separate blocks, a 

third block looked at the sexual relationship. All was in the context of skills, placement and 

personal development groups. The Patchwork metaphor translates the learning experience 

as separate and independent parts stitched together into a whole. Stitching is important; I 

moved between Patches, with awareness of a bigger picture, not integrating at this stage. 

We were a cohesive group, and I felt lucky to be on the course with those people. I notice I 

hope for this experience for students today. There was much personal development 

encouraged in all aspects; impact of reading, linking theory to self, personal development 

groups, skills groups, reflexivity on case work, residential weekends. I developed a deeper 

understanding of theory and more awareness of my unique approach with clients, which 

culminated in a final panel presentation of a case, towards the end of the course.  

Key themes punctuate the learning journey and brought change. It has been fascinating to 

rediscover journal writing and pictures; art as Patches over ten years before I introduced the 

Patchwork of Practice (Appendix 1). I have added reflections from now on back then. 
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Image 6.3: Dreams – protection, black bird, stick and gender (Meakin, 2001) 

Poem 6.11.1: Dreams 
Barbed wire protects my Self 
Keeps out hurts and fear 
Yet restricts me reaching out 
Finding love to share 
 
I used a stick back then 
To beat myself with 
A mental bruise holds memory 
Of not good enough 
 
The black bird came in a dream 
And carried me off in his talons 
He had my father’s hair 
And sadness flew with us 
to nowhere 
 
A nightmare came again and again 
I was running, searching for mum and dad 
I couldn’t find them, then 
Under the bed, I looked 
Horror and dismay 
‘what have they done?’ I say 
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They’re cut in two and lying still 
Tops and bottoms, all mixed up 
What can I do, feel so ill? 
Lost and lost… whirling down… until 
I see them start to move around  
 
(Beverley Meakin, October 2017) 

I drew Image 6.3 during the psychodynamic module, year one. I wrote: ‘stick = criticism, 

punishment and others’ anger; Bruise = bruised emotion and ego, feeling not good enough, 

rejection’ (Meakin, 2001, 15 November entry). I remember being immersed in childhood 

experiences, deconstructing my sense of who I was and trying to understand how this led to 

emotions and uncertainties I felt. 

I was drawn to ideas of Winnicott (1979); true and false self, good enough mothering and the 

importance of holding and containing in the mother, father child triad. I wrote,  

“He [Winnicott] wrote about being alone; the point of being alone and unsocial is 

to be with the true self, at the centre of the true self. This is me. I have a great 

capacity to be alone…and the phrase ‘good enough mother’, this is so 

reassuring. His work is about holding, containing, responding to a child’s 

gestures…links to client work…responding to clients’ needs, being attuned to 

their inner state and outer gestures, their true self” (Meakin, 2002, 10th April 

entry).  

I became conscious of a care-giver side; this is one story of me and can be helpful. I can 

also take on too much responsibility and deplete others’ autonomy (BACP, 2018).  

“I realise how much I use my false self, unconsciously. This is my care-giver role 

again and involves being gentle, calm, pleasing…it has been an eye opener to 

realise how much I use it and see it explained in a paper!” (Meakin, 2002, 10th 

April entry).  
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Later on, I moved away from psychodynamic thinking and replaced true and false selves 

with narrative ideas of multiple stories (Morgan, 2000).  

 

Image 6.4: A counselling journey (Meakin, 2001). 

‘anxieties have been incorporated into my life. Emotional bruises are around as a reminder 

of what I have learned and where I got them; they aren’t overpowering. The stick made a 

fire; energy; a source of heat’ (Meakin, 2001, 15 November entry).  

I look back on Image 6.4, which followed from Image 6.3 in my journal, and imagine what it 

meant: I travelled down streams and into pools of theory, skills and ethics. I was with friends 

on the course with their boats bobbing too. I had my own rocks to avoid and old fears lurking 

there. I see holes I could fall down, broken bridges and despair. I felt love and support, I 

knew I can get through, already part way there. I see a garden where, maybe, I can meet 

with you. 
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Attachment became significant, resonating with experiences of loss; I relived the impact of 

the death of my father and explored the legacy of this in my life. Personal therapy helped me 

grieve and re-orientate without my Dad; steps I had missed. I explored death and survival 

afresh and reconnected with lost aspects of myself that had been nurtured by my Dad. I 

attuned to ongoing secure base; the people and place in my life. Attunement continued as a 

theme and is part of current practice. I think I became more settled with myself, more 

accepting of difference and uniqueness. 

Bowlby (1988) describes attunement as fundamental in a secure base and necessary for 

emotional well-being. He extends this to a therapeutic relationship. Application of his ideas 

to adult attachment and a couple relationship (Clulow, 2001) was another marker, for me. I 

realised key differences of attachment relationships in childhood and between an intimate 

adult couple. Adults each bring attachment history with them, which can help or hinder the 

couple and their sexual relationship. Attunement is skewed by expectations of the other 

based on previous attachment experiences. This was my marriage in a nutshell. A baby is 

open, biologically programmed, to seek attachment without prior influence and attachment 

style is shaped in relationship with the carer. An adult has capacity to change at a 

behavioural level, or through reflection on their internal model of attachment and their part in 

the couple relationship (Johnson and Whiffen, 2005). 

In the systemic modules, I started to believe I was doing well academically. I seemed to 

accept ‘not good enough’ and ‘I’m ok’ can live side by side. I learnt to think in terms of a 

narrative with many sub-stories; some stories are more dominant at different times and in 

different contexts (Morgan, 2000). The more I accepted differences within my way of being, 

the more open I could be.  

Other stories of ‘what is family’ highlighted my “invisible white knapsack” (McIntosh, 1989, 

p.1) accompanied by shock, shame and discomfort at my ignorance. I welcomed Burnham 
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and Harris’ (2002) observations, and vignettes, highlighting the complexities of multi-layered 

discourses influencing emerging ethnicity. Layers of context (Oliver, 2007) provided valuable 

guidance, more important was the reminder “not to see ethnicity as a static entity, but as a 

narrative that is constantly emerging through the relationships between people, groups of 

people and nations” (Dwivedi, 2002, p.35). This led to wider reflexivity, trying to imagine 

others’ perspectives and then look back at me and how I appear. Whether this links to the 

remembered dream, and seeing a richer mix of identity, who knows? 

Counselling training changed me, and personal development groups were a space to reflect 

on this; groups linked all aspects of learning;  

“I realised very clearly, and for the first time, the psychodynamic processes of 

the Relate awareness groups. I had projected my idealised father onto the group 

leader…there were tears and pain that I hoped to be rescued from but wasn’t” 

(Meakin, 2001, 3rd October entry).  

In this excerpt, I can see myself with a psychodynamic lens, interpreting. If I can understand 

the true picture, I can solve a problem. Later journal excerpts have a different feel;  

“we decided to construct genograms…these were shared, and I noticed a 

generational pattern of female carers”; “my culture; I illustrated this with a pot of 

hyacinth bulbs. They link with agricultural roots and stories my grandad told of 

me mistaking hyacinths for onions; growth of children and personal growth and 

love of gardening” (Meakin, 2001,12th December entry).  

There was more interest in exploration of patterns, and intergenerational themes. I had a 

sense of curiosity rather than looking for the answer or links with underlying issues. I moved 

from seeing myself in a deficit way to putting aspects of myself in context. This knowing 

myself helped orientate me in moment by moment decisions in practice. Shotter (2010) 
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suggests, “instead of reading yet more theoretical, explanatory texts we can imagine 

submitting ourselves to…living explorations and inquiries” (p.222). We aim for “poised 

resourcefulness” (p.222) rather than theoretical explanation. 

It was quite a journey, with a fabulous group, and I ended in a calmer, more settled place. 

 

Image 6.5: Arriving at a different place (Meakin, 2002) 

Poem 6.11.2: Ending and beginning 
Space opens out and I feel free 
I’ve found the garden 
Under a tree 
 
Water all around brings life 
To us and we love 
And live as man and wife 
 
Children grown up left home 
Share hobbies, now, as friends 
A change has come 
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Old dreams and nightmares 
Hover and remind me 
What I did discover 
To feel so free 
I meet with others in their pain 
Can I contain 
And be with emotion 
Can I help? 
 
(Beverley Meakin 9th October 2017)  

 
I reconnected with confidence, I knew myself better and I embraced a systemic and 

narrative ethos of living life. The journey had its struggles and celebrations, it continued as 

supervisor training and study on the Masters in Couple Therapy.  

6.12 A reflexive researcher 
Onwards to an MA in Couple Therapy; I explored stories of women’s experience of their 

father’s death in childhood and links they may make with their adult intimate relationships. It 

followed a Heuristic approach, “a personal challenge and puzzlement in the search to 

understand one’s self and the world in which one lives” (Moustakas, 1990, p.15). Relational 

reflexivity in research is an ethical choice (Simon, 2014), and can lead to transformational 

effects for the researcher (Etherington, 2004); researching my father’s death and its legacy, 

alongside others’ experiences of their fathers’ deaths, certainly changed me. 

Research built on personal themes from training and my own therapy. It informed my 

practice directly in areas of bereavement and other types of loss, and in how I saw myself 

and the way I worked. It informed the ways I listened to stories of people’s lives and the 

difficulties they encounter. I think I listened more carefully and was open to a wider 

exploration of contextual influences and attachment narratives (Dallos and Vetere, 2006). 

I noticed the importance of the nature of the death, the age of the girl, the family rituals 

around death and other attachment figures in her life. Stories unfolded over time, through 

teenage years and first intimate relationships. For some further losses brought reliving of the 

bereavement of their Dad; enduring sadness piggy-backed new grief. A surprising theme 
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was that the relationship of the girl and her Dad was frozen in time. It didn’t evolve over her 

teenage years as it may have done if he had been alive. The power difference between 

them was part of a frozen narrative (Blow and Daniel, 2002) and a similar pattern seemed to 

be replicated in new relationships. In my case, I noticed how I gave power to my husband 

and he took control; I deferred to him in most decisions. All the participants talked of unequal 

intimate relationships; two described partners as abusive and controlling (Meakin, 2005).  

Hearing others’ stories, alongside my own, as a reflexive researcher, was transformative. I 

had been single for over ten years, avoiding commitment for fear of losing my 

independence. I met my current partner part way through the year — excitement, some 

ambivalence and worry; I didn’t run away. We created our relationship as a haven, a secure 

base (Clulow, 2001).  

6.13 …and on to personal development group leader, teaching and practice  
The learning through Relate training and my life experiences, pooled in personal 

professional development groups (PPDG). This forum was a rich arena of reflexivity on the 

Postgraduate Diploma training; streams flowed in — different theories, casework, ethics, 

values and beliefs about couple counselling and what it is to be a couple, diversity and 

differences in culture, gender and personal histories. It was all there to reflect on and 

discuss with others with different perspectives; they helped me see myself through their 

eyes with a clearer view of how I appeared to them. 

So, when the opportunity for a PPDG facilitator was advertised I was keen to apply. My 

presentation at interview described my view of a facilitator’s role and the way I saw PPDGs 

working. I created a diagram to represent this (Diagram 6.3). I still use this in the way I 

facilitate groups today. 
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Diagram 6.3: a working model of a personal professional development group (Meakin, 

2018) 

The model shows a container from the sandpit metaphor from my early days in Relate 

supervision groups. I link this to Attachment theory and components of a secure base 

(Bowlby, 1988); these are attunement to signals and needs of each member, response to 

those signals and consistency in response. I aim to facilitate autonomy and provide support, 

space for relationship and growth. I am mindful of time, not missing groups, starting and 

finishing the group in a consistent way. I do this with an invitation to speak at the beginning 

and summary of group themes at the end. I draw on acceptance and compassion, with a 

view that everyone is doing the best they can, in this moment. Groups are not always easy, 

each member has their own attachment history and experience of groups, whether family or 

social or school.  

AESTHETICS
respect
creativity
collaboration
personal	ethics

EXPLANATION
reflexivity
curiosity
circularity
multiverse
risk

PRODUCTION
ground	rules
ethics
organisational	culture,	
rules	and	roles

CONTAINER
attunement
responsiveness
Consistency
compassion

group
leader
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Within the container I draw on Domains of Action (Lang, Little and Cronen, 1990). The group 

leader can move around different domains and facilitate respectful language, curiosity and 

multiple stories to be heard and responded to. Power is shared in a collaborative space, yet 

with someone holding the possibility of moving to a domain of production to remind about 

ground rules or if a safety issue arises. I aim to be mostly in the domain of explanation with 

the group, and here I am facilitating their reflexivity, curiosity and risk taking as they explore 

in areas on the edge of comfortable. As group leader, I do interact and monitor this. I focus 

in and step back; I watch myself and my relationship to the members as well as being within 

the group. This reflexive stance feels like an in and out movement, although I am in and out 

at the same time. 

The model in Diagram 6.3 can also be applied to teaching, counselling practice and 

supervision. In teaching, positioning depends on the activity, topic and size of group. A 

lecture to a whole cohort can be more in the domain of production, with information going 

more one way from teacher to learner, and with the power held more by the teacher. 

Seminars and small skills groups work more like a PPDG. 

In supervision practice then the model works well to provide space to explore casework and 

the supervisee’s context. It promotes reflexivity around influences on casework from all 

aspects of self, family and culture as well as influences from training and the organisational 

setting of the supervisee’s casework.  

In counselling practice, I am self-supervisor and move around the domains, as well as being 

practitioner, providing containment for clients. I aim to promote their reflexivity around their 

relationship as well as explore individual intra-personal and inter-personal ways of being. 

The theoretical concepts influencing practice have evolved through my training. I use the 

model that evolved in Water, an Evolving Personal Integrative Approach (Diagram 4.7) to 

show links between philosophy, approach, activity and self of the therapist.  
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In combining learning from writing Meadow and Stream, I summarise my approach in 

Diagram 6.4: An Evolutionary Relational Approach. Pale green links to wider contexts as I 

explained earlier. I see it as a restful colour linked to nature; calm is central to my way of 

working. 

 

Diagram 6.4: An Evolutionary Relational Approach 

It is essential that reflexivity between cogs moves and shapes the model, so practice and 

integration of different components is always evolving; this is Evolutionary Integration.  

reflexivity

reflexivity

reflexivity
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Philosophy — Influences in early life and continued spirituality combine in nature and 

ecology as a metaphor for life. Aspects of community, evolution, succession lead to groups 

or individuals adapting within their niche. Knowledge evolves within community and place. 

There is logic in the ways each person or community lives in its environment as it has 

adapted to that context over time. This links to the social constructionism aspect of 

philosophy; knowledge is constructed over time, between people and in context, meaning is 

created in the between-spaces (Shotter, 2010). Personal ethics arise from early family life 

and later trainings; they include respect, genuineness, compassion and understanding 

differences in the ways we live our lives whilst being mindful of power in relationships. 

Approach — Simon (2012b) shows methodological assumptions informing theoretical 

propositions. Specifically, “’realities’ are social stories which come about in language 

between people” (p.117). This reflects my philosophical position and influences my choice of 

systemic inquiry and narrative approach. I agree with the statements Simon (2012b) uses in 

elaborating on theoretical propositions:  

“1. The language and practices of political, scientific, cultural, economic, 

geographical and professional contexts influence the range and type of stories 

available to us and the opportunities for alternative stories and practices to 

emerge. 

2. To create the conditions for more enabling stories and practices to emerge, 

the power of these governing contexts needs to be acknowledged and 

challenged” (p.117) 

I value the inclusion of power in these statements, amplifying marginalised voices so I hear 

and acknowledge them, and join “acts of resistance” (Salter, 2017, p.373).  
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Other concepts evolved from psychodynamic training and are available, together with 

systemic concepts, as resources in understanding couple dynamics (Jenkins, 2006; 

Fishbane, 2001).  

Attachment serves to inform the therapeutic relationship; a belief that a secure base allows 

clients to explore and risk change (Bowlby, 1988). Understanding the attachment narratives 

of each client, and myself as counsellor helps foster a secure base and explore 

communication patterns and emotions, both as strengths in the couple relationship and at 

times of stress (Dallos and Vetere, 2006). 

Activities — Approach informs techniques (Burnham, 1992, p.9), I prefer the word activities 

as it allows for shared exploration through dialogical conversations or with tools such as 

genograms. Ideas from attachment theory and early skills training create a secure base in 

the counselling room; I am genuine, responsive, consistent and show empathy and 

acceptance of clients and their experiences. 

From a systemic approach, I take an attitude of curiosity in clients’ stories, and my 

responses. I notice what I hear, think, feel and believe and what is being missed; reflexivity 

explores what is happening between us and within me (Burnham, 2005). This is based on 

social constructionism, where meaning is created between people. In dialogical encounters 

there are multiple possibilities of viewing any situation and having conversations (Rober, 

2005). I use systemic questioning and creative techniques to enable clients’ stories to 

unfold, emotion to be expressed and build understanding between us.  

In Diagram 6.4 reflexivity links different aspects of an evolutionary relational approach. In 

Water, I explained, the cogs also link through the self. Personal narratives influence how I 

relate and how I hear their clients’ stories; professional experiences combine with personal 

philosophy to influence choice of approach and this influences how I explore clients’ stories. 
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All is connected; reflexivity is minding gaps, assumptions and favourite explanations 

(Hedges, 2010). 

6.14 Conclusion 
This writing, Stream, flows through my training experiences over the last twenty something 

years. It shows how I overcame rejection of my first application; interest and determination 

supported me through this and other difficult and rewarding times. Autoethnography brought 

out themes of rockiness, expecting judgement from others and not feeling good enough. I 

noticed how a collaborative supervisor and supportive cohort helped. The experiences 

included reworking losses, new awareness of diversity and developing confidence. Re-

viewing all this helped me understand students’ struggles on their counsellor training 

journeys and I can support them with more empathy.  

I encountered different theoretical philosophies along the way and highlighted those that 

stayed with me and influence my practice and teaching today. I have populated the Evolving 

Personal Integrative Model (Diagram 4.7) and shown my personal philosophy links with 

approach and activities in the counselling room and classroom, an Evolutionary Relational 

Approach (Diagram 6.4). Different theories and other knowledges flow like streams and 

became a pool of resources to inform and guide me.  

The focus of this chapter has been my journey both as a person and becoming a counsellor; 

my journey has been about development of a personal and professional relational self. 

Fishbane (2001) challenges western ideals of autonomy and an individuation process with 

the concept of “relational autonomy that includes both clarity about one’s own needs and 

desires and a readiness for the relational…[this] also entails a relational accountability to the 

other, and an openness to be affected by the other’s response” (p.276).  

The idea of integration needs more careful thought. Returning to Landscape and Patchwork 

metaphors again, a Landscape is a Patchwork of different habitats; these are Hill, Hedges, 
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Path, Meadow, Woodland, Stream, and Lake in my thesis. These Patches grow together, 

each is a separate habitat and connects with others. Landscape is not a seamless, 

homogenous blend of nature. Applying the metaphor to theoretical patches infers separate 

niches, with links between, rather than blending together. One of my research buddies saw 

theories in Relate’s training as separate. They are resources to draw on depending on the 

clients and the nature of the therapeutic relationship, similar to a pluralistic approach 

(Cooper and McLeod, 2011). McKay uses the term “intersection” (McKay, 2017) and would 

see different therapists as “having a repertoire to draw on…they have a relationship with 

both (psychodynamic and systemic) and may use either or both, from my point of view, how 

they decide is interesting” (McKay, 2017).  

I agree with this view. I use different aspects to help me understand internal processes and 

interpersonal dynamics; they intersect in a person. Attachment and object relations theories 

help make sense of experiences that shape a person’s (therapist and client) internal world, 

their embodied sense of self. Whereas Attachment, Systemic and Narrative help understand 

that person embedded in their context (Hardham, 1996). If streams of different theoretical 

concepts pool together and I dip a jar into the pool I would find it teeming with different life 

forms; they retain different degrees of individuality, some live more separately, others 

symbiotically. The degree of separateness or blending is key; I propose a continuum from 

eclecticism through intersectionality to integration. The nature of a relationship between 

concepts, and between personal and professional, informs where each counsellor thinks 

their approach is on this continuum.  

In Water, we heard from Lazarus (2009) and Cooper and McLeod (2011) that eclectic had 

become a second-class citizen to an integrative approach. Writing Meadow and Stream 

challenges my thinking about what I mean by integration. Do I judge a right way to mix 

different aspects? In a social constructionist philosophy, all theoretical possibilities can be 

understood in the context of their philosophy and history. A rationale for any approach needs 
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reflexive and critical examination of how this works, with others, in practice. Transparency 

can unravel the mystical and vague label of ‘integrative’ and clarify its meaning, within a 

relationship, evolving from and within personal and professional contexts; it can’t be 

understood as an isolated theoretical proposition.  

Intersectionality addresses complexity of identities, relationships, power and discrimination 

(Crenshaw, 1989). Intersectionality of theoretical concepts in a counselling approach can 

bring fluidity of overlaps, gaps and be mindful of heritage of individual theory. Burnham 

(2008) notes, “Social GRRAACCEESS may be usefully visualised as a tapestry or 

kaleidoscope in which constituent parts will wax and wane in anyone’s practice” (p.530). 

Fluidity allows for continuous re-orientation in response to self- and relational reflexivity 

(Burnham, 2008). Fluidity is movement between and amongst cultures, gender, sexuality as 

well as theories, power, and ethics of counselling practice. Intersectionality of theories 

creates a fluid resource for practice, rather than a selection from separate ideas as in 

eclectism, or pluralism, or blended as in integration. This sheds new light on facilitation of 

integration processes and new ideas to share with student counsellors. 



6.15 Boundary: moving into Woodland 
In the Woodland, I explored counselling students’ experience of Patchwork over two years, 

and after qualifying. I continued to read widely and reflect on personal learning.  

Entering the Woodland, I brought awareness from autoethnography. I understood how my 

values, beliefs, ways of relating and being, evolved; this helps orientation when facing 

moment by moment decisions within dialogical encounters (Shotter, 2010). I noted 

development of embodied sensing and expression through physical play and risk taking, my 

spiritual harmony with nature, land and the elements.  

“At first glance my life has been calm, stable and very ‘small village’; I have come to know 

more about the intermingling of the various niches within the Landscape. It is much more 

familiar territory and complexity has emerged. I feel better oriented for moment by moment 

choices in action, and the spontaneous, embodied ‘readiness-to-respond’ (Shotter, 2010, 

p.223). In knowing more about me, and the polyphony of voices influencing communications, 

I feel more prepared for dialogue with another, without conferring a sense of them as 

‘othered’ (Shotter, 2010, p.86-7). I am imagining complexity of each human ‘being’” (Meakin, 

2017, p29). 

Professionally, I was more aware of the evolutionary nature of a personal approach over 

time. I questioned the concept of integration and prefer ‘intersectional approach’; this allows 

fluidity and values personal influences in a professional way of working. I use ‘in’, rather than 

‘on’ as the personal is integrated with the professional; the self is a conduit for different 

theoretical concepts and personal beliefs. My professional way of working influences my 

stance as a researcher. There was immense curiosity going with me into the Woodland...



 

7 Woodland: Student counsellors’ experiences of Patchwork of 
Practice during and after training 

The Woodland image is a photograph of a bluebell wood part way up Loughrigg Fell, 

Ambleside, Cumbria. I took this photograph as I walked up the fell and then saw the 

Patchwork landscape laid out beneath me. I had paused in this woodland, captivated by the 

beauty and scent of the bluebells, noticing colour, size, new growth and fallen trees. I felt 

comfortable amongst the trees; it was peaceful. The walk, the view from the Hill and the 

experience within the Woodland gave birth to the metaphor and layout of the thesis. 

 

Image 7.1: Bluebells and undergrowth in Woodland 

This chapter describes the background, methodology, ethics and emergent knowledge of a 

two-year action research project. It was a collaborative exploration with students on an 
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integrative counselling course and some who had recently qualified from the same course. I 

explain the philosophy underpinning the methods I used and how I Patched these into what I 

describe as a Patchwork Methodology; I stitched action research (McNiff, 2013) and 

Systemic Inquiry (Simon, 2014) into a Heuristic backcloth. I followed a process of analysis 

outlined by Moustakas (1990) and adapted it to this research; I wrote an autobiographical 

narrative portrait of my own experience with Patchwork (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffman 

Davis, 1997) and created depictions for the individual participants as well as a composite 

depiction from group discussions (Moustakas, 1990). I then selected two depictions and 

created portraits from these, using my voice as researcher and witness to participants’ 

stories to create a richer description; “a story that is neither just the portraitist’s nor the just 

the subject’s, but instead belongs to both storytellers, attaining and reflecting an outsider-

insider view” (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffman Davis, 1997, p.110). Themes from individual 

portraits and from group discussions are represented diagrammatically; I expand and 

discuss these with illustrations from student depictions and my perspective. A conclusion 

notes implication of themes for counsellor training showing how they are informing current 

students’ Patchwork experience through a reflexive action research process. I explain my 

learning as a researcher-tutor including ethical implications of a dual relationship and 

importance of ensuring quality as the bespoke Patchwork methodology evolved. 

In a woodland, with trees, undergrowth, and wildlife, I can be on my own yet not feel alone, 

just curious of all around as noted by David Wagoner (1999). 

Poem 7.1.1: ‘Lost’ 

Stand still. The trees ahead and bushes beside you 

Are not lost. Wherever you are is called Here, 

And you must treat it as a powerful stranger, 

Must ask permission to know it and be known. 

The forest breathes. Listen. It answers, 
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I have made this place around you. 

If you leave it, you may come back again, saying Here. 

No two trees are the same to Raven.  

No two branches are the same to Wren. 

If what a tree or a bush does is lost on you, 

You are surely lost. Stand still. The forest knows 

Where you are. You must let it find you. 
 

This poem captures a sense of ‘exploring with’ and ‘sitting with’, a metaphor for collaboration 

with students. It brings the importance of curiosity supported by respect; I tread carefully. 

Curiosity emanates from stillness, noticing all around, and emanates from within, which is 

the essence of a Heuristic approach, a personal curiosity; “a way of self-inquiry and dialogue 

with others aimed at finding the underlying meanings of important human experiences” 

(Moustakas, 1990, p.15). The poem notes the importance of listening, of awareness of 

different perspectives; “no two trees are the same to Raven, no two branches are the same 

to Wren”. I must remember to look from other perspectives and not favour my own; a neutral 

stance arising from openness to others’ views and awareness of power difference as part of 

diversity. These thoughts link with Systemic Inquiry, which underpins the doctoral 

programme, my counsellor training and this research (Simon, 2014). I take comfort in the 

last two lines of the poem; I think about research as exploration, walking in unfamiliar 

landscapes and little-known parts of my own, inevitably losing my way from time to time. I 

may feel lost, and I can pause, “stand still”. 

Woodland as a group of trees is an apt image of a happy student cohort; all different and all 

sharing in a common purpose. Wohlleben, (2016) notes trees of the same species live 

longer if growing closer, creating their own microclimate so there are optimum growing 

conditions for all; there is shelter from extreme weather. Stronger ones support the weaker 
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through underground root networks, sharing nutrients. Closer exploration reveals subtle 

differences in the earth’s surface and soil structure, light and water for each tree yet 

miraculously “the rate of photosynthesis is the same for all trees” (p.15). There is further co-

operation as trees grow their canopies to obtain maximum light. Prakash (2013) blogs about 

her experience of this phenomena on the Keruing Trail, Forest Research Institute Malaysia;  

“It was a visual treat to see several Borneo camphor trees all forming a beautiful 

canopy. The phenomenon is known as “crown shyness”, and the crowns are like 

a jigsaw puzzle in the sky. The branches and leaves did not touch each other 

because they produce ethanol — which prevents them from touching each other” 

 

 

Image 7.2: Dryobalanops aromatica (Camphor Tree) Crown Shyness @ FRIM, 

Malaysia 

Prakash (2013) 
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With such co-operation, woodlands of the same species grow together for hundreds of years 

if left undisturbed. Commercial woodlands have a much shorter lifespan, spacings are 

managed for quick growth to give maximum harvest (Wohlleben, 2016).  

The metaphor breaks down in several ways. Students are all the same species yet Homo 

Sapiens are mobile, diverse, emotional, thinking beings and can be competitive in contrast 

to a co-operative and sessile, single species woodland. In the UK, ancient woodlands have 

evolved slowly (since 1600s), undisturbed by man; they are mixed tree species and an 

ecosystem “providing a home for hidden communities of fungi, invertebrates and dormant 

seeds. A closely-knit network of plants and animals, some of which are rare and vulnerable” 

(The Woodland Trust, 2019).  

Maybe the whole woodland ecosystem is a closer metaphor for a group of students who all 

have different histories influencing their relationships in the cohort. They have just two years 

to grow and evolve together as people and as counsellors; this growth is set in the context of 

differences in culture, gender, family and education. There is a common purpose and there 

can be co-operation; often there are sub-groups and pairings, which can bring competition 

and isolation.  

My research study in this teaching context brings complexity and contradictions; I am tutor 

and researcher, in the research process with students and on the outside as witness. I draw 

on Action Research (McNiff, 2013) and Systemic Inquiry (Simon, 2014), where reflexivity is 

key. Reflection on practice, within moments of an interview, and afterwards, during 

transcribing and in exploring themes leads to choices of how go on. Reflexivity informs 

future teaching practice; Action Research sees “knowledge as something we do…a living 

process…it is in a constant state of development as new understandings emerge” (McNiff, 

2013, p.29). 

To lead you through this ‘research in the Woodland’ I start with clarifying the setting. 
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7.1 Context of this research in the Woodland  
Here I describe personal and professional contexts influencing research with student and 

qualified counsellors. In an auto-ethnographic exploration of my personal landscape, using 

the Patchwork Process, I clarified how cultural and family experiences inform evolution of my 

professional way of being and personal interest in this research topic. Growing up in a rural 

community has influenced my connection with nature and the use of a landscape metaphor 

in this research. The Boundary writing (p.126) clarifies aspects of the Meadow Patch 

(section 6.1) crossing into the Woodland. I particularly note the importance of community 

and a rural childhood, which values being with others and exploring together. I have 

awareness of my courage, resilience and sense of adventure as I set out on this research. 

As a counselling trainee on a master’s programme myself in 2001, I began to explore how 

personal experiences influenced the professional; I noted change and growth at the personal 

professional interface. This interest developed further as a personal development group 

(PD) facilitator, working specifically to open space for reflexive practice with student 

counsellors, to help them develop a reflexive attitude. Narrative and systemic approaches 

led to using creative and active techniques with groups. One of these was the Patchwork of 

Practice (Appendix 1). Students were enthusiastic about this exercise, hence the research 

proposal to explore this further as part of the doctoral research programme and writing this 

Woodland chapter. 

To clarify my teaching and counselling practice; I am employed as senior lecturer, teaching 

on undergraduate and postgraduate courses, and have a private counselling and 

supervision practice.  

Counselling students join a two-year Professional or Postgraduate Diploma or three-year 

MSc course; there is a wide range of academic experience. At the time of the research there 

were twenty-six students per cohort, with two core tutors. The curriculum, like many 
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counselling courses, includes ethics, counselling skills, theory, personal development 

(including twenty hours of personal therapy), and 100 hours supervised placement. Theory 

looks at five counselling approaches, each taught by lecturers trained and practicing in that 

approach, and an integrating framework (Appendix 7).  

Integration is facilitated through students’ explorations of personal influences, such as 

cultural and family contexts, and identities; these include gender, race, religion as in Social 

GRAACCEESS (Burnham, 1993). The Patchwork of Practice exercise is part of this process. 

Placement supervision, and group supervision on the course, are further opportunities for 

reflexivity on developing practice. I describe my professional journey, the evolution of my 

Landscape of Practice, as one example of personal integration. Autoethnography enhanced 

clarity of personal professional links for me; students find the journey I describe helpful as 

they continue theirs.  

After using Patchwork of Practice with students for a year, I evaluated it through group 

discussion. Students reported increased understanding of their values and beliefs and the 

influence of these on their practice. They reported enhanced ability to use creativity in 

personal development, such as use of poetry, song lyrics, art, use of textiles and free writing. 

They found these activities helped them access and express deeper feelings and increased 

personal awareness; this showed in final assignments.  

The accrediting body, British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy (BACP), 

approved the ways the curriculum brings integration to the forefront and aims to help 

students develop a rationale for their integrative approach. A concern of theirs was that 

students may struggle to develop a coherent ethos or philosophy informing practice when 

taught several different theoretical approaches. It is important this research feeds forward; it 

informs future teaching practice and BACP on annual renewal of accreditation. 
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The counselling courses are part of a successful Psychology department. I think students 

benefit from a higher education culture of research-led teaching and assessment, with 

excellent library resources, Virtual Learning Environment for all handouts and documents 

relating to courses, IT facilities, an observation suite with one-way screen and recording 

facilities for skills development. On the other hand, I wonder if emphasis on academia leads 

students to privilege acquisition of theoretical knowledge and academic achievement over 

development of reflexive, empathic practice and ability to engage with a wide social and 

cultural range of clients therapeutically. The Patchwork Process is a potential bridge 

between being (a person) and knowing (counselling theory and practice), “a more creative, 

less linear approach to their work” (Akister, 2005, p.278).  

7.2 Research focus 
Patchwork of Practice as a tool for reflexivity around integration in counsellor training is the 

focus of the research. I wished to explore how students were helped, or constrained, in 

developing coherence between personal values and beliefs and their integrative practice. 

In Water, I developed an Evolving Personal Integrative Model (Diagram 4.7). This 

acknowledges the importance of personal context in integration. I see different aspects of 

the personal and the professional influencing each other in a circular way. In a personal 

integration, differences between counselling theories become less important than developing 

coherence with a “way of being” (Anderson, 2001, p.348). However, different theoretical 

concepts do have competing philosophies, such as systemic being interested in wider 

context and psychodynamic in internal processes. I noticed students can struggle to blend 

differing theoretical concepts. Bateson (2002) saw boundaries between theoretical ideas as 

arbitrary and looked more for pattern and connection, meaning and context. He notes the 

importance of multiple perspectives and flexibility in patterns of learning. 
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Interviews with student counsellors during training and with recently qualified counsellors, 

provided scope to follow their process over time, and evaluate the exercise. The research 

process brought forth counsellors’ cultural, family, and social stories shaping their way of 

being in practice and in life. In exploring the experience of the Patchwork of Practice 

exercise, there was inquiry into how it is useful? What is difficult about using it? How does it 

fit in the course curriculum? How can it be improved and developed? How does the exercise 

facilitate personal development? What links to theory emerge? Finally, what are students 

noticing about their developing integrative approach? 

These questions arose from experience of already using the exercise, noticing benefits and 

wondering what helped or hindered. Action research methodology explored the experience 

of the exercise with a view to shaping the Patchwork exercise; research fed directly back 

into practice (McNiff, 2013). My own experience of developing an integrative approach 

brings personal experience and interest, a Heuristic perspective; “with every question that 

matters personally there is also a social — and perhaps universal — significance” 

(Moustakas, 1990, p.15). My training, my values and beliefs, personal and professional 

ethics lean towards a systemic, social constructionist philosophy, and Systemic Inquiry 

(Simon, 2014). Hence, the idea of a Patchwork Methodology evolved.  

7.3 Methodology informing exploration in the Woodland 
In ‘View from the Hill’ (Chapter 3), philosophy and methodology in this research process 

were outlined as a Patchwork Methodology (Diagram 3.1).  

In Woodland, Action Research weaves with Systemic Inquiry in a Heuristic frame. Nuttall 

(2006) argues that a Heuristic approach can be a framework and other methodologies 

woven into the six phases; engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, explication and 

creative synthesis (Moustakas, 1990). These stages gave some structure to this research 
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with freedom and flexibility to spend focussed time on the project or move away from it to a 

more reflective space. 

As a systemic practitioner researcher, I bring over twenty years’ experience of practice and 

teaching that incorporates critical reflexivity in practice. This is reflexivity that pays attention 

to relational ethics, power, context and different perspectives in dialogical relationships 

(Simon, 2018). I researched within my teaching role and this inquiry evolved from noticing 

students’ struggle and questions around integration. I explored the role of Patchwork of 

Practice in helping with this in collaboration with others, then used the learning from 

exploration to inform future practice; this is action research (McNiff, 2013). In addition, skills 

and knowledge from my training, within systemic and relational practice, informed how I 

research; this was through dialogical conversations with research participants. At the same 

time as inquiring with students about the Patchwork exercise and their experience of it I 

monitored and explored the research process and my involvement in it through self- and 

relational reflexivity (Burnham, Palma and Whitehouse, 2008); this is one of eight criteria for 

quality in practitioner research (Simon, 2018), which guided this inquiry and decision making 

within it.  

Now, I continue with more detail on the processes of introducing the research to students, 

interviews, transcribing, analysis, then collation and discussion of themes emerging from 

research material.  

7.4 Research activities 
The research activities, including analysis, are summarised in table 7.4.1, below, and a full 

description follows. 
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Table 7.1: Research activities and analysis 
Dates Activity commentary 

November 

2016 

Introduced research project to the year 1 

students: group 1 

I explored Patchwork 

with this group over two 

years 

December 

2016 

Interviewing and transcribing started 3 participants, 4th joins in 

January 2017 

April 2017 Introduced research project to year 2 

students, now qualified counsellors: group 2 

This group had used 

Patchwork for two years 

May 2017 Two group discussions: group 1 and group 2  recorded and transcribed 

September 

2017 

Group 1 interviewing (now in year two).  transcribing continues 

November 

2017 

Group 2 interviews 4 participants, recorded 

and transcribed 

May 2018 2nd group discussion with group 1 recorded and transcribed 

July 2018 2 members of group 2 had second interviews  transcribing continues 

June/July 

2018 

Re-listen, re-read and compose depictions for 

all individual participants using their words 

and phrases from the research interviews 

An immersive iterative 

process 

July 2018 Emailed depictions to group 1  two participants edited 
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October 2018 Emailed depictions to group 2 Final versions agreed  

Winter 2018 Re-listen, re-read and clarify themes showing 

in group interviews 

 

Early 2019 Back and forth reading and highlighting 

between depictions and group themes  

This led to final themes, 

diagram 7.1 

April 2019 Created two narrative portraits, Michael 

group 1 and Megan group 2; a weaving of 

researcher and participant voices 

Informed by a discussion 

in supervision  

 

In November 2016, I introduced the research project to the new Year One cohort. This was a 

few weeks after introduction of Patchwork of Practice in the timetable. This brought some 

separation of the roles of researcher and tutor, an important ethical consideration of the dual 

relationship. It allowed students space to engage in Patchwork without a research 

participation request. If the two activities were simultaneous there was likelihood of the 

research process impinging on student experience. This order of activities also had an 

advantage of students hearing about the evolution of the Patchwork of Practice exercise, the 

rationale behind it; they had created and shared their first Patch. Whether they understood 

what Patchwork was and its potential was a point of difference and debate; for some this 

understanding came later as part of the process of doing Patchwork. Information sheets and 

consent forms were given out (Appendices 3 and 4). Students returned consent forms, if 

they wished to take part, and included an email address they wished me to use. 

The September 2015 cohort were already in year two of their training when I was ready to 

invite participants. They were aware of my research interest from lectures on integration and 

had reviewed their Patchwork Process at the end of their Year One. I introduced the 
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research project more formally and gave out consent forms and information sheets in April 

2017. Some opted to take part in follow up individual interviews, which would be after 

qualifying; these returned consent forms with additional email contact details. Some 

consented to take part in a recorded group discussion at the end of the academic year.  

Students were fully informed of the ethical thinking behind this project, the extent of consent 

and time parameters around their right to withdraw. This was done in a verbal presentation 

and question and answer session with the whole cohort in each year.  



7.5 Research Participants 
Table 7.2: Individual participants 

Pseudonym (chosen by participant) Age Number of interviews 

Group 1: students  
 

  

Michael 
 

44 6 

Charlie 
 

48 6 

Blossom 
 

24 5 

Ann 
 

44 5 

Group 2: trained    

Wednesday 
 

54 1 

Carol 
 

57 2 

Marie 
 

30 2 

Megan 
 

32 1 

 

NB: The table of group participants is placed next to the description of the summary of group 

themes (Diagram 7.1). This makes it easier to refer to when reading about the themes.  

I have included ages in both tables as one participant thought she would feel differently 

about Patchwork of Practice as her younger self. She wondered how younger students 

responded to the exercise. This extra information allows this point to be explored. Anonymity 

is still maintained as there were several students around each age. 

Group 1: student counsellors 

Three students volunteered initially, and later a fourth joined. Each was reminded of the 

confidentiality, consent and right to withdraw, at the initial interview. They chose a 

pseudonym. I interviewed them throughout their first year using the same questions 

(Appendix 5) three interviews with three students and two with the fourth. These were 

recorded and transcribed. Interviews continued into their second year with slight adjustment 
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to the core questions, so they were relevant to the stage of training and working with 

Patchwork. All interviews were in the style of a dialogical conversation, which allowed flow 

into other areas around the framework of the core questions. 

In the second interview with Ann the recording device failed. This was a big disappointment 

and it felt too great a demand on her to repeat the interview, and the first meeting would 

inevitably have changed the repeat interview. Together we summarised the main points and 

I emailed a document recording our conversation; Ann edited this and added comments of 

her own. This was a helpful alternative and something I would consider in future research. 

The final interview with Blossom also diverted from the original plan; she was unable to 

attend towards the end of the academic year. She was not local to the university and didn’t 

drive; she asked if she could email her thoughts. Ethical considerations for her well-being led 

me to agree with her choice. The email was very long and detailed, with photographs of her 

Patches. I felt I understood the impact of Patchwork on her journey through the course, 

although it wasn’t possible to have a back and to conversation to affirm this. Understanding 

was checked by the next phase of the research though, as I emailed a copy of a depiction to 

each participant and invited them to edit this. 

Group 2: qualified counsellors 

Students who qualified in 2017, I explored how Patchwork had influenced them and how this 

continued, or not, after finishing training. Initially, I had five volunteers for this group and four 

of these continued with interviews; two had two interviews and two had one. The number of 

interviews largely depended on when the first one took place, if the first was around six 

months after qualifying, we agreed to do a follow up interview at a year. Two participants 

didn’t take up the invitation for a second interview; one had a longer first interview and both 

had a first interview later than other participants.  
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As with group one, I recorded all the individual interviews, transferred to my personal 

computer, which is password protected and deleted the audio files from the recording 

device. I wrote reflections immediately after the interviews; I noticed this was not in every 

case, it was when a thought or emotion caught my attention. I transcribed all interviews 

myself. 

Group 3: group discussions 

At the end of year one and year two for the September 2016 cohort, I facilitated and 

recorded two separate group discussions with all students wishing to take part. There was 

just one group discussion with the September 2015 cohort at the end of their Year Two. 

Discussions lasted about forty minutes. 

The discussions were all very useful as they had an added richness of thoughts sparking 

from within conversations between participants. An excellent and supremely helpful 

psychology technician set up two recording devices on long tables, so all could sit round and 

chat informally. This style of conversation felt comfortable and allowed animated 

discussions, differences in opinion and similarities were expressed. The tutor role seemed 

further away as I intervened less than in the one to one interview. The psychology technician 

combined both recordings into one audio file per interview, which I transcribed. 

7.6 Analysis: uncovering and illuminating themes 
This stage was a review of all the material collected, I noticed themes, sometimes repeating, 

sometimes surprising; I noticed patterns in the participants’ experience and learning 

journeys with Patchwork. I am calling this analysis. The distinction between analysis and 

data is not clear cut. Some themes come directly from participants, and I represent their 

ideas; some knowledge emerges from the conversations between us, or them, and some in 

the process of writing as analysis (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018, p.830). This was a 

reflexive process; I reflected on transcripts of interviews and translated these into themes, 
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always having in mind a sense of the participant and their views. I qualified for this role 

through my experiences of Patchwork, as well as witnessing others’ journeys through a 

Patchwork Process. In addition, wide reading of others’ views on integration and personal 

development through counsellor training influenced this analysis. I shared in the participants’ 

experiences as part of the interview process, I relived these in the transcribing process and 

knew the material well in the context of the people who shared it. In a Heuristic approach the 

researcher is immersed in the process from the beginning, through each phase, to writing of 

the final thesis, and uses their own experience as part of this. Moustakas (1990) clarifies, the 

primary researcher has been through the process “not only with himself or herself but with 

each and every co-researcher” (p.32). 

I re-played group and individual recordings after a period away from the transcriptions, and 

this led to further immersion in the material and the experience of participants (Moustakas, 

1990, p.49). I noticed whilst re-listening I was back in the interviews with the people; the 

conversations came alive again. I might hear different things and understand more of their 

experience as well as have my experience of them, and with them, re-awakened. From 

zooming out to focussing in of the re-listening process described above I created individual 

depictions for each participant from transcriptions of all the interviews I had with them. These 

told their story in their words, using their language and phraseology. The selection and order 

of events and experiences was an interpretive process, decisions taken that were informed 

by immersion in the material collected. This process evolved in the doing of it; I read each 

depiction alongside listening to the interviews once again. This seems similar to the back 

and forward process that Moustakas (1990) describes.  

Once I felt I had the essence of each person’s experience I emailed the depiction to the 

participant and invited them to read it, then edit if they wished. This was also the last point at 

which the participants could withdraw; none did, and all agreed the depictions told their 

story, one slightly edited theirs.  
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This was a time consuming though valuable process. As I have noted earlier, I did carefully 

consider use of NVivo software as an alternative way to organise the material (QSR 

International, 2013). I thought this would take me away from the iterative and immersive 

process that enabled me to stay with participants’ experiencing. I learnt practitioner research 

has to fit within a researcher’s life and work. I sharpened skills for protecting research time, 

focussing, taking care of myself in the research process; this learning seemed a mirror of 

how participants’ counsellor training fits or squeezes in with the rest of their lives.  

To start with, I followed Moustakas’ (1990) ideas of elucidating individual themes and 

describing these, using participants’ words, in the form of depictions. I initially called these 

narrative portraits, which seemed logical to me; the piece of writing was a narrative of the 

participant’s experience. However, on re-consulting Moustakas (1990), and literature on 

narrative portraiture (Day, 2014; Day, 2017; Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffman Davis,1997) 

and discussing this in supervision, I took a different path. I realised that a narrative portrait 

would include a richer telling than a depiction; it would include setting a context, relational 

aspects from the interviews and my voice alongside. I selected two depictions and 

broadened the telling of their experience with inclusion of my voice and thoughts alongside 

the participants’. 

There was further material from the three transcriptions of the group discussions. To 

elucidate the emergent themes, the next step was to look across the depictions and group 

discussions to see if there were common themes or patterns, differences and surprises 

(Moustakas, 1990); this became a boggy and sticky part of the journey. There was so much 

information, I struggled to bring coherence and enough order to share with others in this 

writing. I felt overwhelmed. Counselling students report similar feelings as they try to 

assimilate knowledge and new skills as well as embark upon a counselling placement. In a 

training context, I often encourage students to ‘trust the process’ and have had this message 

myself in my own training. I think this refers to a process of learning through doing and 
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being, an iterative unfolding guided by reflexivity and tacit knowing. Agar (2006) coined the 

term 

“iterative recursive abductive logic; abductive logic, taking surprises seriously 

and creating new explanations for them…iterative is something that is applied 

over and over again…recursive, calling on itself to solve a problem that comes 

up even as it is solving a problem” (Agar, 2006)   

The first step out of the bog involved finding some firm-ish ground to move towards, then 

listing themes, and then the rest followed. I started at the beginning, chronology lent some 

logic to the process, and then I looked at experience over time, noting my reaction to 

themes; I paid attention to curiosity and followed it. Were themes expected or surprising? 

Was there resonance with my experience? Was a theme common to all or specific to one 

participant? Themes include setting the context, students’ thoughts on first hearing about 

Patchwork, creating Patches, sharing in a group and so on as themes of experience 

emerged over two years. I used the familiar Patchwork diagram to summarise the themes 

(Diagram 7.1). Themes from group discussions were like a backcloth, more detail on these, 

together with different themes arising from individual depictions were woven into the 

backcloth. The diagram and description of themes represents a group depiction of all taking 

part in the Woodland research. 

Themes were seen through my eyes, eyes wide open and curious, however they do not 

have 360-degree vision; cultural and personal filters screen some areas and highlight others. 

Themes came from “a careful generative and iterative process” (Lawrence -Lightfoot and 

Hoffman Davis, 1997, p.185). I am a researcher whose gaze is shaped by “a clear 

intellectual framework and guiding research questions, but fully expects (and welcomes) the 

adaptation of both her intellectual agenda and her methods to fit the context” (p.185). These 

themes are what I saw and sensed in close relationship with the interview material and 
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conversations with participants. My exploration of my own context facilitated an experienced 

and informed analysis. Depth of my knowledge from my experience in the field of 

counselling and my own historical context allowed for recognition of aspects that resonated 

and those that differed, the surprises. Themes in the groups and individual interviews were 

similar, however individual interviews discussed experience in much more depth and over 

time. There were nuances and different areas of significance rather than the overview the 

groups gave. The groups had the advantage of in-the-moment discussion, which allowed 

clarification of experience, similarities and differences were aired and further ideas evolved 

through the discussion.  

As I have already explained, the positioning in the diagram loosely follows the evolving 

experience of students using Patchwork over time. The different themes are presented as 

separate patches in the diagram; however, they do sometimes overlap, and this is 

addressed in ‘Taking Learning into Future Practice’ (Section 7.1). A path through is shown 

on the diagram as ‘Reflexivity and Learning Journey’ and this is discussed as another 

theme; it represents a different kind of learning and education experienced in the Patchwork 

process. This way of presenting and discussing themes helps communicate the richness of 

the experience of the participants, and myself. The description of themes narrates the 

learning from the Woodland Patch. 

Throughout I am holding four aspects in mind;  

Firstly, the research question, in what ways does the Patchwork of practice exercise 

facilitate students developing an integrative approach that is coherent with who they are; 

secondly, themes that resonate with my experience; thirdly, relevant literature linking with 

themes; and finally surprise themes and glimpses of important areas to explore further.  
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7.7 Discoveries within the Woodland 
I decided to start this discoveries section with two narrative portraits, written from depictions 

of Michael and Megan (the depictions are in Appendices 9a and 9b). These are examples of 

the portraiture analysis I described above, a mode of sharing participants’ experiences. 

Michael’s is a student counsellor’s story of the journey through the course using Patchwork 

and Megan is a qualified counsellor; they give a sense of Patchwork through their eyes with 

my voice as witness. Next, I discuss all the themes that I noted in group and individual 

interviews. Diagram 7.1 summarises the themes, writing explores each one in turn. Quotes 

from interviews are used to illustrate the descriptions of experience by stating participants’ 

views in their words. In places I bring in my own thoughts and experience as well as make 

links with theoretical concepts to widen the critique and discussion.  

It is important my voice is heard, alongside others’ voices, as a practitioner researcher with 

experience I have already talked about. Yet I am mindful of the balance of voices, so that the 

‘I’ does not overpower or seem self-indulgent, and aware that in “the glimpses I do achieve 

there is a vast mystery beyond that is unknowable” (Marshall, 2016, p.xxii). I aim to use my 

voice to enrich the stories and themes emerging. 

7.8 Two portraits 
Each experience is unique, and it was difficult to decide which depictions to write as 

narrative portraits; all bring interesting perspectives on the overall themes. Ethics of 

confidentiality and privacy partly influenced the choice; I was comfortable with these being in 

the main body of the thesis and checked this was acceptable for the participants. There are 

similarities and differences in all the depictions, these are shown in the composite depiction 

— Summary of Themes in the Woodland Patch (Diagram 7.1). Moustakas (1990) suggests 

choosing two or three depictions that are typical of the experience of the whole group and 

the phenomenon being researched. I think this is too restrictive in this project; I wanted to 

include the groups’ themes as well.  
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Here I present two portraits. Some of the general themes outlined in the diagram of themes 

below show in these individuals’ experience. Reading about them in the portrait helps see 

how themes link with other themes and are relevant within each person’s context; this helps 

understand the meaning of themes for these people.  

These two participants’ portraits show a richness in their engagement with the Patchwork 

process that I heard from others as they shared their experiences with me. The participants’ 

words are in italics. 

7.8.1 Narrative portrait of a student counsellor: Michael’s story 
I noticed a mixture of thoughts and emotion as I made my way to the small interview room 

where I would meet Michael for our first research conversation. I was excited to be doing this 

research! I was a little fearful of what he would say about his experience of Patchwork as he 

had made it clear in class that he isn’t creative and was sceptical about Patchwork. I noticed 

my bias here; a desire for Patchwork of Practice to be helpful.  

It was the end of the teaching day and I expected us both to be tired. I felt humbled that 

Michael had volunteered to be a part of this research especially when this was the only time 

that he was available for an interview and had a long drive ahead of him. 

He was waiting outside the room, prompt in his time keeping, I wondered if this was a habit 

from 30yrs in the police. I connected the precision to the regularity in where he sat in class, 

who he sat with and worked with. We smiled as greeting, a relaxed comfortable smiling. I 

opened the locked door with my pass; tutor privilege shows for a moment. The room is used 

for skills practice and so is familiar to both of us. We settled into our seats, I reiterated the 

consent and confidentiality procedures, thanked him for taking part and we were on our way. 

I asked Michael to say a little about his background; ‘I’m 56 years old, white British, and 

work full time in the police, I was in active service, now I’m currently in a welfare role’. I 
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thought about the difficulties of doing a Diploma course and working full time, remembering 

my own struggling and juggling of work, family and study, and wondered why he was doing 

this now, when he already had a job post retirement?  

‘I’m really interested in counselling’ he started to explain, enthusiastically. ‘I am keen to 

become qualified as a counsellor, and a member of the BACP. I thought this would help in 

my current role and give me flexibility in case I get fed up with the job…not that I think I’m 

going to; I like my job’. 

‘I found this counselling diploma course by accident when I was looking for a level 5 course. 

Someone I spoke to suggested this might suit me. I came to the interview and I thought in 

my own head, ‘I’ll make my mind up to do it if it feels right at the interview’. It did. I was quite 

impressed really. I’d not been to university, it wasn’t an option when I was much younger, I 

went straight into work. Now I can afford it, I am enjoying it and doing it because I want to, 

not because I have to; I’m doing it for me, so it doesn’t matter to work if I pass or fail’. 

This sounded a luxury, a nice position to be in. I thought of all the different students in the 

group and different reasons for studying on this course; some struggling to pay the fees and 

some desperate to change career or start a new career.  

Michael is also in a minority of students on the course who are new to the university, and 

this background partly impacts on how each settles in. He recognised this, ‘in the first couple 

of weeks I was apprehensive as a lot of the group had already trained together and knew 

each other; there were only a few of us who were new to the university. It was a big group as 

well, 26, and I was apprehensive about that’.  

I thought to myself ‘I’m not surprised he sees this as a big group; there were only twelve 

students on my Diploma course. Yet I remembered anxiety at the beginning too, this had 

more to do with how I felt in a group and my worries of being on the outside. I noted there 
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would be many influences on beginning study — past education stories, feelings about 

groups, current life demands, money, confidence… 

Michael continued, ‘once we got started though I was quite impressed with the way it was all 

done. We split into smaller groups and I got comfortable quite quickly This is unusual for me. 

There were two or three tutors, I was impressed with everybody, how professional it was, it 

all seemed joined up and they all seemed interested in the students gaining knowledge. On 

my previous counselling course, I didn’t enjoy it and didn’t want to go’. I followed this up as I 

was surprised at the contrast in the two experiences. Michael helped me to see our course 

from the outside, standing in a student’s shoes, and I noted I took for granted the love of 

teaching, professionalism and thought, that the tutor team have behind the scenes. It was 

rewarding to hear this communicates to students. 

Now, down to Patchwork itself; Michael is honest about is initial thoughts on the exercise: 

‘When I initially heard about the Patchwork, I thought it was a load of rubbish. I suppose I 

didn’t understand it, but I went with it and it got better. I was confused to start with; it was a 

bit disjointed and not explained as well as it could have been. It’s also very different from the 

usual structure of learning, you can do anything for a Patch and people aren’t used to that. I 

had a go at some free writing, as was suggested, and that was ok. We were put into groups 

to talk about this first Patch, and once we did that it got better’.  

There was a lot to inform teaching in this part of the first interview; I needed to review how I 

present the exercise, confusion was a theme I was to hear over and over, and it was helpful 

to hear the benefit of ‘having a go’. Michael was clear about what led to his confusion; lack 

of clarity in explaining it and it was different from the usual teacher-led approach. The 

Patchwork group was key for Michael in being able to settle to the exercise and, more than 

that, to embrace it as we shall see. Free writing was his preferred way of creating patches 

initially, but ‘having a go’ led him to try other media, learning from the group. This next 
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section shows the process of ‘having a go’ combined with building a group where learning is 

a collaborative and generative process; the tutor isn’t a part of this. 

‘Some were really artistic, I’m not good at stuff like that but I thought I’ll have a go at that. 

So, then I did free writing and some illustrating, not very good stuff, just with marker pens, 

but I found it useful, especially when I shared it with my Patchwork group. There were four or 

five of us and we’ve stayed in the same group for the two years, which I think helped it work 

for me. They were all thoughtful. They’d look at it and say, ‘what does this mean?’ We would 

explore it a bit, using our counselling skills, and it often didn’t mean what I thought it meant. I 

found that quite useful. I can use freewriting easily and quickly, whereas, when I first drew or 

illustrated, I’m not very good at that, and had to think more; but I kept trying. Then, I found I 

wanted to experiment more with how I created patches, I think it’s something about this 

course that made me want to give it a go. It also made more sense when a lady from the 

year two came and showed us her Patchwork and when Bev shared hers’. 

The group is a space to look from different perspectives and try new things with Patches; 

experiment is a key word here. This is only possible if feeling secure enough. This links to 

attachment, for me, and the importance of a secure base from which to explore (Holmes, 

2001). Security can be partly within the group, partly within the course and part of an internal 

working model (Holmes, 2001), shaped by past and ongoing experiences. Settling into the 

course group is helped by the residential weekend, usually late October or early November; 

Michael acknowledges the residential below.  

Subsequent research interviews with Michael follow a pattern, he talks about enjoying 

Patchwork and specifically the group. We sit together, and he shows me his latest Patches 

explaining what they mean to him.  
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‘The issues coming up always seemed to be similar. Early on, when we were at the 

residential weekend, I drew a crossroads as I wasn’t sure where I was going with this 

course’.  

 

Image 7.3: Crossroads Patch (Michael) 

‘There were lots of different roads; BACP and self-employment, transfer on to the MSc route, 

walking with my wife and the dog as self-care, woods and trees because I like nature, and 
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my job because I wasn’t sure if I would carry on with it or not. I found I liked doing this, just 

drawing, it was helpful to see it on paper and quick to do’.  

Michael starts to see patterns in the themes of his Patches; time pressures, decisions, 

stress, nice life, self-care. I notice some of these are themes for other participants. He 

continues to experiment. Patches are quick to do. 

‘Another Patch was a timeline; it was quite primitive. I started at 18 years, and I drew a 

suitcase, I used to sell suitcases, then I joined the Police and so I drew a Police car for when 

I was that age. Then at 48 I retired and drew a ‘£’, I had a good pension and freedom. Then I 

started counsellor training and came to where I am now and ‘a smiley face’; I wasn’t sure 

about Staffordshire Uni, but it worked out well’.  

 

Image 7.4: Timeline Patch (Michael) 
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‘After doing this Patch, I thought I could have used images or pictures from magazines, but I 

always came up against time; I was so busy, and Patches were helpful because I could do 

them quite quickly. I used fluorescent markers quite a lot because I had them to hand; I like 

colour and they’re nice and bright.  

In March 2017, I drew several images; a clock that represented feeling under time pressure, 

worried about not being able to do stuff in time; ‘May 2017’ as a target of completing the first 

year, and chance to review where I was then; Mercedes and BMW logos represented a 

decision I was trying to make about buying a car and the fact I can overthink things; ‘me’ and 

feeling stressed about placement and university, things such as was I reading enough? How 

did I do in the assignment’? 

As the year went on and the theme of time pressure and stress repeated, it felt like there 

was awareness of a difficulty, but nothing changed. I also noticed Michael’s lack of emotion 

as we talked. Some participants became upset or expressed anxiety when they talked about 

their Patches in interviews. Other student participants were female, and I wondered if or how 

gender and emotion played a part. It was hard, in these moments, to have a dual role; the 

researcher part was curious and would stand by to see what emerged, the tutor part wanted 

to gently challenge themes, provoke reflexivity. The concerned questions Michael asked 

himself spoke to my worries here; I felt there was also a parent part of me involved as well. I 

felt very uncertain. I chose to be as curious researcher, I explored meanings of each Patch 

alongside what helped and what hindered; emotion then emerged in Michael’s next Patch. 

His description was really clear; emotion was noticed, expressed in the Patch and in sharing 

it. I would have liked to see this one.  

‘I did a free-writing one; ‘my head is like Spaghetti Junction’, and this fed back into the time 

pressure and sometimes I felt anger or rage. Then, an image of pulling a juggernaut up a 

hill, which linked to work and placement. I found I was worrying a lot about time and 
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wondering why I put myself under this pressure. I wondered if anger built up inside or if I got 

it out in other ways, like relaxing, because I have a nice life. When I saw all this on the page, 

whether writing or illustrating, it was clearer, out there and I could see it quickly; in my head 

it can all get muddled. I was able to remember I didn’t have to do this course, it was my 

choice. Then I looked at things differently, and anger dissipated’.  

This last Patch processes emotion and now Patches become deeper for Michael. He 

explores his values and beliefs in Patches and with his group. It is helpful to have the 

emotion on the page in a Patch. 

‘In another patch, I took a poem into the group, ‘Do not stand at my Grave and Weep’. I 

wrote about what it meant to me. They explored why I had picked it and we looked at what 

different lines meant for us. I found it so powerful, I wrote, “what happens when we die?” I 

like nature and I think the poem makes me think you don’t die, everything is connected, like 

flowers and bulbs come up each year, and so when we die it makes sense we are returned 

to that cycle’.  

As we moved into the second year of the course Patches continue to be extremely useful for 

personal development for Michael; they are quick, the extra element of the group helps 

explore meaning for him. Emotions continue to be a part of the Patches. They helped 

process a very difficult situation in placement. These next three paragraphs express, in his 

words, this settled pattern of using Patches, as well as links and differences between 

Patchwork and journaling. 

‘In the second year, I felt more settled about how I composed my Patches; illustrating, free 

writing, using poems and still continuing with experimenting. One Patch expressed feelings 

after a client committed suicide; anger and rage at the way he was treated, sadness at the 

waste of life and he was a nice bloke. I used emoticons as well; blowing a heart linked to his 

relationship, some sticking tongues out as anger. These were black humour as well and, in 
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the group, I realised I used humour as a defence. The other familiar themes of money, and 

which direction to go in were also part of this Patch. I had experimented with free writing 

before doing the Patch; I found that helpful to get things out but didn’t share it with the 

Patchwork group, I just shared the Patch and thoughts emerging in the group from that.  

I made use of a pie chart type diagram for a couple of patches and coloured segments to 

represent different aspects of my life. The colour could be relevant, like yellow signifying 

happiness in my relationship, or the images like red wine and Italian food for leisure or the 

style of colouring was important, like red scribble showing a feeling of being too busy and 

chaos at work. I also found colouring in pictures I found on the internet was relaxing and a 

way to practice self-care; it is a visual activity and I had to concentrate, so it was restful.  

Over the two years I’ve done more Patches than timetabled as I have found them easier 

than writing a journal and more spontaneous; If I’m upset or concerned about something, I’d 

do a Patch, or if I have a decision to make. I like the freedom. They mark the journey. 

Sometimes I was uncertain as to whether to put something in the journal or do a Patch, so 

there could be some conflict or overlap. At first, I didn’t have much to put in the journal, then 

there was more with placement starting. Patchwork has helped my journal writing though, I 

was structured about how and when I did it; I didn’t see the journal as being as free. Now it 

is more spontaneous, and I use a more reflective, free style of writing’.  

I had a sense that Michael had made the Patchwork exercise his own, it became his tool for 

reflexivity, self-care and personal development; I heard this in others’ interviews for this 

research and it resonates with my use of Patchwork as a reflexive tool throughout the 

research. Michael was more vocal about his feelings around personal development (PD) 

groups versus Patchwork and reflected on this a great deal.  

He expressed his experience in his very direct way. Here he explains, ‘Patchwork has 

helped me most with my personal development on the course. It’s been important because 
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the personal development (PD) group didn’t work well for me, and Patchwork filled the gap. 

In PD group you could be just sat like a lemon for some of the time, and I didn’t like that; 

sometimes people speak and sometimes they’re sat like lemons. I could sit and chill out, but 

it just felt like a waste of time and time was short, so I was thinking what else I could be 

doing. I did raise this with the group several times, which was uncomfortable, but I think it 

helped. I did a Patch about it and took it to the group. There were ‘???’ to show that I don’t 

get PD, and arrows all pointing at me because it felt like I was being attacked when I said it 

wasn’t working. I think they thought it was me. It did get better later in the course, people 

were talking more, maybe because we had a different tutor and it was a bit more led. I may 

have found it better anyway because I started to change and understand myself better. The 

other thing is I got used to the rest of the group and it became more comfortable. I thought a 

lot about PD group and Patchwork group and wondered if the Patchwork was better for me 

as there wasn’t a tutor there’?  

I was struck by the courage to challenge the PD group, I imagined this was difficult from a 

place of feeling attacked or blamed and this courage isn’t acknowledged by Michael. He 

does notice his changes and the impact of this on how he relates in a group. It is also 

interesting to explore the impact of the tutor on a PD group process; the tutor is marking 

assignments and has more power than students. These aspects affect students’ ability to be 

open in a group. As tutor, I balance sitting back and making an intervention; this can feel 

precarious. Patchworks groups therefore are very different without a tutor. 

Michael found the Patchwork group so useful: ‘The Patchwork group worked well from the 

beginning; it was the best part of the Patchwork process for me. We didn’t really talk about 

how we would work together; one girl shared some quotes about how she was feeling, from 

then on, someone would just say, ‘well, this is what I’ve done’. Initially, you could see a 

couple of them weren’t interested in the group bit, then once one person did theirs, you 

could see their eyes light up; they were interested. After a couple of groups, they engaged 
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more. We explained what our Patch means or how we see it; it helps having the focus of that 

Patch. Then, I got quite a bit from hearing others’ views on what I’ve done and seeing what 

others have done. You can think you know what something means to you, but others’ see it 

differently; it means something different to each of us, which quite impressed me. This 

helped me think in different ways I wasn’t used to thinking in, so I got a lot from it. It was 

helpful seeing others’ patches too. Over the two years the trust developed, and I found that I 

shared personal things that I wouldn’t in PD group, and others did too; the group were 

supportive. The trust came quite quickly for me, perhaps it depends on who is in the group. 

My group were quite quiet, and I’m sort of quiet; it felt safe that no-one was dominating’.  

Michael’s experience of openness in his group and the ways the members’ different 

perspectives helped him to think differently, to relate differently, showed some benefits of 

Patchwork of Practice. I was very encouraged. I recognised the importance of the group and 

therefore the tutor’s role in facilitating group space and times. Here is how Michael sees his 

change in thinking:  

‘Themes that came up were repetitive and I gradually changed how I looked at them or 

reacted; themes were time, hard to say ‘no’ to things, money and job, decisions, self-care. I 

always felt I didn’t have enough time, the theme kept coming up and I felt powerless to 

change it; the poisoned parrot patch at the end of 2nd year showed repeating patterns. I 

learnt I was good at time management and could makes changes, but I didn’t. The patches 

showed this, and I became more aware that I liked to be busy. I had worked 30 years in 

busy role in a demand led environment, you couldn’t say ‘I’m not going to do that’; retirement 

had been like a bereavement and a loss of confidence. I’m in a different role now and was 

still in the same pattern. By the end of the course, when space opened up, I was making 

different decisions; I didn’t jump to fill that space, I’ve learnt to think first and not volunteer for 

everything. As a young officer I used to work long hours and could just carry on and carry 

on. Now I realise I have to stop or I’m not effective; I manage myself, my time and I practice 
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self-care. I knew I had good coping strategies, but I think I’ve learned more about what 

stresses me out and the importance of self-care. It has been good for me to see things like 

this, it sounds stupid, some things you don’t realise till you see them on paper. I think I 

should have known that about myself, but I didn’t. I think I might not have seen it as I see it 

now, without Patchwork, or might have taken longer to grasp these things. I found a quote 

that l liked about time, ‘time you enjoy wasting, is not wasted time’. 

Michael talked about how he gradually changed and became more self-aware; He started to 

recognise stress and his needs for self-care. These were some of the benefits of seeing 

things in a Patch, a theme shared by others, myself included. 

In year one a big change for Michael was feeling, recognising and expressing emotion. In 

year two he talks about understanding influences on expressing emotion: ‘I’ve expressed 

emotion in Patches, the happiness of my relationships, chaos of work, sadness and anger 

after the client who committed suicide; I can bring out aspects that are out of my awareness. 

I have changed as a person, becoming more open to other ways of thinking and knowing 

myself better. I like people and I find it rewarding to help people. I’ve started to notice 

emotion more when I’m with clients. As a police officer, you learn not to show emotion, 

perhaps that’s been part of my initial resistance to Patchwork and I’ve learned to be more 

open’. There was no mention of gender by him or me! I felt so pleased to hear the changes 

Michael talked about and even more by the way he was talking and reflecting; it was 

inspirational. I think his achievements quietened my curiosity; I was celebrating, and 

researching was in the background to this. 

The final part of exploring the impact of Patchwork with Michael was to look at links with 

theory. From the beginning of the interviews, I asked ‘How do you see the exercise in terms 

of linking theory and practice’? The usual answer was usually as he answered in interview 

one; ‘I don’t think I found it that useful to link it to theory if I’m honest’. Like other students I 
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interviewed, this changed over the two years as experience in practice grows; the course 

and students focussed more on facilitating integration in year two than year one. Towards 

the end of year two I introduce the idea of using metaphor to think about integration. 

Following this, students create their own metaphor for their approach and write a short piece 

about their ethos of counselling linked to their approach.  

 ‘At first, I didn’t link to theory much, that came more in the 2nd year. I began to realise I 

wasn’t comfortable with only a Person-Centred approach, as we had in PD group. I like the 

relationship to be central, and bring other aspects into, like mindfulness, CBT and some 

solution focussed, other ways of working. Patchwork showed me I was moving towards 

having more structure in my client work’. These changes came into in a Patch on integration. 

Michael was initially resistant to this as he explains below:  

‘We were asked to think about a metaphor around integration, I don’t really like metaphors 

and part of me thought. ‘why am I having do a metaphor?’ So, I just drew what came into my 

head, I drew squiggles that you could say are clouds. My name in the middle. Then, a cloud 

of things that are important to me; family, security, money, relationships. There is a cloud of 

counselling approaches that interest me at the moment; person centred, attachment and 

emotionally focussed therapy. I’ve included supervision and friends. I put Police as I work 

there, and it brought fixed thinking, that I felt was holding me back. There is a cloud for ‘don’t 

lead or follow’; I’m not a natural leader but I don’t like being told what to do. Arrows link all 

the clouds to my name, to me, they could be two-way arrows. Some clouds influence others, 

like attachment and person-centred link with family’. 

I noticed Michael was integrating his work experiences, family and important aspects of life, 

his values, with the theories he is drawn to in his Patch. It was drawn very quickly yet 

brought a clear thinking and a visual summary of the personal and professional links; this is 

his unique approach and it will continue to evolve. I was impressed by this simple drawing 
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and the complexity behind it. I was thinking it summarises the two years and Michael spoke 

those words.  

 

Image 7.5: integration Patch (Michael) 

‘As I looked at that diagram, I found it interesting. It sums up some of the changes over the 

two years. I have come to know myself better and become more open to things I wouldn’t 

MICHAEL 
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have open to before. I think with experimenting with different things in Patches has helped. 

They helped me make decisions, to express emotion, become more comfortable with PD 

and helped with the final assignment. It’s been a useful experience for me, although if 

anyone had said that to me two years ago, I wouldn’t have believed them. I was someone 

who was anti-Patchwork and it changed to something that was a positive experience, which 

surprised me, and I noticed in the larger group, I wasn’t the only one either. I am now doing 

client notes differently, more creatively, like a mind map with key words. When I see the 

clients next time it helps, I can remember straight away. I have also used Patchwork with 

clients but have to be selective as to which client; some clients are like I was two years ago’.  

We laughed at this acknowledgement of the resistance together, probably both remembering 

‘I thought it was a load of rubbish’. 

More seriously, changes continued, and Michael took Patchwork into his practice; now he 

uses it in his own way it has changed his pattern of learning and working. This evolution 

signifies autonomy as a learner and a practitioner in my eyes….and in his words: 

‘Patchwork has been good; I’ve enjoyed it and it helped me change. It’s surprised me’. 

7.8.2 Reflections on Michael’s portrait 
Michael was more than sceptical of Patchwork and yet had a go. He felt comfortable enough 

to ‘have a go’, others might not. He noted aspects of his interview for the course, the course 

and the tutors impressed him and encouraged him to try new things. Once he had done a 

first Patch and shared this in the group, he seemed to run with it. It became his favoured 

way of expressing what was going on for him and exploring his personal experience. 

Importantly, he learnt to notice emotion. This was a big step as Michael was very self-

contained and self-reliant, so he didn’t always notice emotion in himself or others. This 

change then led to a different way of being with clients, he began to notice emotion in the 

therapeutic relationship. I was glad to have a participant who is structured, not artistic, and 
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then finds Patchwork useful. Artistic and creative people seem more drawn to it and yet here 

it is working for someone quite different from that. 

Interviews with Michael were relaxed, he was open and keen to talk about his Patches and 

his experience with his group, and PD. Whereas in class he was quiet. I think he enjoyed 

creating Patches and sharing in the Patchwork group so much he wanted to share this with 

me. PD group was a constant challenge and I admired how he tackled the difficulties with 

the group using a Patch.  

There was a big change in Michael, and he alludes to this in the last line of the portrait. I 

hear the understatement in his words and smile. His learning journey extended his way of 

journaling, relating in the PD group, with clients, he became clear about his approach in 

practice and changed how he wrote client notes, yet he keeps his humility and reserve; I see 

the person Michael is and the professional he has become are carefully blended.  

I felt I had come to know him well through these interviews. Our developing relationship 

gave an insight into how group members can get to know each other and build trust through 

Patchwork, if the group process works well. Note the ‘if’. 

7.8.3 Portrait of a qualified counsellor: Megan’s story 
I looked forward to the interview with Megan. I had taught her for three years; she was an 

active and involved member of both the Certificate and Diploma groups. So, I was pleased 

to be reconnecting with her and hearing about how Patchwork affected her as a counsellor 

then and now. She was enthusiastic about being a part of the research. This came out as 

quite fast paced speaking, coupled with talking with her hands as well; she was so animated, 

and I became caught up in her enthusiasm. We met for one interview and I really enjoyed it.  

Megan is 33 years old, female, White British. Firstly, she brought me up to date with her 

different counselling and work roles: ‘I volunteer with MIND still, after completing my 
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placement, and now work with younger MIND. I’m also a Counsellor for Deaf 4 Deaf; a 

counselling service for deaf people, using sign language, this is paid work. I have been 

signing for 20 years, my Mum started when I was twelve. I was involved in a deaf community 

when I was learning to sign. The deaf club helped me understand the culture of the deaf 

community’. 

Megan volunteered for the research as it gave her chance to mark change; she is reflecting 

on past experiences, of Patchwork and on herself whist training, through this lens of 

Patchwork research. She explained, ‘I find it really useful to see how I am in the future and 

compare it to the past. That’s why I wanted to take part in this research, a comparison of 

how I was back then; at first, I didn’t have a clue what Patch was, and now, I use it all the 

time. Two years ago, when I did patchwork I did it and then it was done. I didn’t think about it 

after that’. This was encouraging feedback for me; I was delighted to hear how useful 

Patchwork had become. 

She went on to explain how she uses Patchwork now, ‘I started scrapbooking when I 

graduated, I first did a book of life events and realised I enjoyed doing it. Then something 

happened at counselling and I thought about using it for that, and it made me feel better to 

get it out. So, I’ve got my counselling book and my life events book, which is completely 

separate to counselling. I think I’ve always been creative but since I graduated, I’ve really 

used it in the scrapbooking. 

It’s self-care; I put my headphones on, plug them into my phone and do a silent disco with 

myself, and then I do some Patchwork. It really helps me’.  

As researcher, I noted self-care as a theme for Megan and connected with others who had 

said this — including myself. I use Patchwork as self-care during this research journey. 

Sometimes this is in those hours between night and daylight when I wake with worry or 
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something on my mind that stops me sleeping. I create a Patch, write some reflections and 

then find I can sleep again. 

In the interview I went back to the questions and what Megan thought when she first heard 

about Patchwork: 

‘At first, when I heard about Patchwork at Uni, it didn’t make any sense. I had no idea what I 

was supposed to do, even though I saw the tutor’s presentation, I just kept thinking of a 

Patchwork quilt. All patches look different, as a counselling term it is useful, but at the time I 

didn’t understand. With being dyspraxic, I just think of things literally, and with other people 

feeling confused it can make me feel more confused. When we got into groups it became 

clearer’. Megan’s feedback here was very helpful for me as tutor; I could be much clearer in 

how I introduce Patchwork and more inclusive of different ways of understanding. As 

researcher I noted her phrase ‘all Patches look different’, as well as confusion (as with 

others) and the role of the Patchwork group in reducing confusion. 

Megan enjoyed her group: ‘Groups were allocated randomly and working with different 

people is useful; we talked about what is Patch. We looked at what each other had brought 

along, one lady was knitting, and each square was different, which made sense to me. I 

think it was just giving it a go. At the end of it we were clearer what it was about. It also 

helped, in second year, when the tutor said it’s like a snapshot of your life. I thought ‘oh ok, 

now it makes more sense’; you write it, draw it, take a picture of what is current in your life 

and then talk about that in the group’. 

The phrase ‘snapshot of your life’ helped Megan to make sense of how to create a Patch. 

Metaphor clarifies meaning here. She used the expression ‘giving it a go’; this was helpful 

for her, and others in the research, yet may feel too risky for some. I think the Patchwork 

group can help experimentation. Megan seemed to have a cohesive group and notes below 
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that change was possible for her within the group, whereas others like stability and 

familiarity. 

‘Our group came to know each other quite well and we felt comfortable with each other; we 

changed part way through, to work with someone else. Some people didn’t want that. They 

had a kind of attachment; they’d been with some people for so long and could just say 

‘remember when I did this’. I felt that didn’t matter, you don’t always have to explain, just do 

it. It’s part of counselling to be able to be with different people. It was facing our demons in a 

way, putting ourselves out of our comfort zones. I suppose the residential helped me do that, 

going back to a negative place; it was good, but it wasn’t. Our friend had died there last year; 

I didn’t like going back. It was still raw, very raw for me. It was when I had just started 

personal counselling too; I realised I hadn’t really processed any of it. Coming out of that, I 

wrote in my journal ‘change is good’.  

Megan’s memories of the residential also took me back to that sad and traumatic time. One 

of the Certificate students had collapsed after what seemed like an epileptic seizure, an 

ambulance came quickly, but she died at hospital. I was the first aider and course leader. My 

colleagues were supportive, and we all spent time with the group of students; it was difficult 

for everyone. We shared our memories in the interview and Megan noted how awful it had 

been, and also how hard it is at the beginning of a course anyway. There are new people 

and a lot of new information so it can be overwhelming. She volunteered to come into the 

next new group and talk to them about Patchwork. She outlines how she creates Patches, 

weaving past and present as she talks:  

‘My Scrapbook Patchwork is really good now for processing what is in my head. Getting my 

feelings out. Sometimes I start it and as it starts to grow it means something different, and I 

see it differently; the meaning changes and it changes you. It is personal development and 

self-care; it is an outlet. I’ve always been creative, and it’s something for my hands to do, 
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keep my hands busy. I can listen to music, but if everything’s in my head I need to get it out 

or it affects my stomach. Whilst I’m cutting or drawing it’s helping me process, for example I 

might be cutting out a person’s body and as I do that I start to think from his point of view. In 

a group it helps to share with people because you also hear different people’s points of view. 

They might have observed something, like a colour or a bird, and I may not have noticed 

that. That’s interesting. It’s also useful, as in therapy, to not ‘out’ your view in there, hear 

others. I sometimes share Patches with my husband too, he can tell what sort of a day I’ve 

had and say, ‘go and scrapbook’. Then I show him, it helps talking to someone about It’. 

Megan is enthusiastic and talks excitedly about Patchwork. I said very little and loved 

hearing about her Patches. I imagined how much I would have enjoyed being a student 

using Patchwork, sharing my Patches in a small group. I made a mental note to think about 

others who don’t share this enthusiasm, then continued to enjoy hearing about Megan’s 

early Patches:  

‘A Patch might be about early experiences it could be a photo, explaining that and then 

exploring what it is like now, or a photo of then and now. It gives a comparison, because the 

group work was a lot about comparisons. In my first Patch I was thinking about what is going 

on for me. At the time I was planning my wedding and we weren’t allowed confetti, so I was 

using bubbles; I brought some in for Patch. It turned out to be a good analogy of how I felt at 

the time, I was blowing bubbles and bubbles were popping; it was like my thoughts, free 

range, flowing around and then something would pop and I would forget what it was. They 

all came in different shapes and sizes. When I saw that, I realised that’s what patchwork was 

about.  

Another 1st year Patch was a picture of a beach where my Mum lived, and that has so many 

meanings for it. It represented how my mind was at that time. I would go to the beach 

looking for sea glass, with my Mum; it felt really nice and I realised I just needed to chill 
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down. I hadn’t been thinking about myself, I’d been looking after everybody else. I felt 

cautious about taking Patches about family though, as it was a Patchwork group, not a 

counselling group’. 

Megan makes an interesting point about the nature of a Patchwork group. I have heard 

similar thoughts expressed about personal development groups, as though there is an 

agreement somewhere about categories of issues that can go to each different forum. 

Whereas I tend to think more flexibly; a person explores what they feel needs exploring in 

the forum that feels most useful to them. It is the person of the counsellor who is developing 

through this process, so what is relevant to them is relevant for Patchwork or a PD group. 

This judgement can be made in collaboration with others in the group. I hadn’t drawn up any 

guidelines on this and maybe I need to; here, Megan is her own guide. I could have asked 

what influenced her ideas on this.  

We moved on to look at Patchwork and links to theory. Megan explained how scrapbooking 

helps process moments from practice and this includes links to theory: ‘I’ve linked more with 

theory since Uni, back then we may have been looking at theory all day and so Patchwork 

brought something different. I think that’s why I did the creative stuff, it was more mindful, 

focused more on myself. Now it’s different, my life events scrapbook is just me, my dog and 

everything that happens in my life, whereas in the counselling scrapbook, I can find I am 

wondering what something links to — I might get a book out and look something up, 

reference it, then I know my student brain is on’! 

Below is an example of one of Megan’s patches, I think this is from her Life Events 

Scrapbook, although it would also be relevant in the Counselling Scrapbook; there is that 

overlap of professional self and personal self. 



My first Patch after Uni 

 

 

 

 

Image 7.6: Colourful tree Patch (Megan) 

Megan’s Colourful Tree was drawn just after university, when facing new challenges, she 

said she felt ready for these and wrote ‘colours representing creativeness’ to show this. I 

‘I like colourful things 
I drew a tree 
I stamped out lots of different coloured papers in heart shapes and stuck them on. 
I was a bit in limbo just after I had graduated; there were lots of challenges coming my 
way, I was growing quite a lot. 
The robin is always my Grandad. When he died there was always a robin, so I put that 
on. It’s just showing I’m ready for challenges’ 
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thought this patch was beautiful and linked with nature where a tree epitomises strength and 

growth, for me. The idea of a counselling scrapbook takes Patchwork from university into 

practice; can be a tool for supervision as well as processing the impact of client work on the 

counsellor. 

Megan uses hers as she describes here: ‘My counselling scrapbook is about me and also 

about my thoughts and feelings in relation to clients; It’s anonymous. I might have a difficult 

time with a client and, if I scrapbook it, I get a visual image, for example after seeing one 

client my supervisor asked me if I was on an island where would I be and where would the 

client be? I drew an island with us on opposite sides; I could really see the lack of 

connection. Using Patches in the scrapbook helps get feelings out and see things from 

different perspectives, see things from clients’ side as well as mine; it’s reflexivity. This helps 

when I am in student brain; student brain is when I’m thinking too much about my tool bag. I 

like being integrative, but when I was counselling as a student, I tried to show the client a 

tool bag and take everything out, whereas sometimes, less is more. I’m more relaxed now’. 



An example of a client Patch — anxiety 

 

 

 

Image 7.7: Patch after feeling the emptiness of anxiety of client (Megan) 

This example of a counselling Patch from Megan’s scrapbook shows how the visual helps 

her process something from the client work that is affecting her or puzzling her. She sees it 

This refers to my first real experience of how crippling anxiety can be for somebody.  
This client would come in and say nothing, they were so uncomfortable with it. That’s 
why this is so empty, the page is empty, and when it did come out it was so messy; 
these scraps of paper here represent that. 
The Patch was - ‘wow’; interesting how anxiety can really stop somebody 
functioning. 
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on the page in a page and then can learn from this, see something from a client’s 

perspective or discuss in supervision. As Megan says, ‘it’s reflexivity’.  

She also explains it is more than that: ‘Patchwork is about self-care and it’s a way to chill; I 

put my music on, dance, or I do Yoga and then do Patches. Patchwork, scrapbooking and 

doing a lot of art works for me. There is a lot of self-monitoring of how I am, my well-being. 

I’ve had a lot of burn-out stages, when I was at work and when I was planning my wedding 

and at Uni. The bottle with the bubbles Patch really slowed me down, I thought ‘this is how 

my life is’. It made me realise I need to slow down. Before the research interview I looked 

back over my journal; I am so different, even my handwriting has changed, I think in my 

scrapbook I can allow myself to be more flexible and adapt to change. Scrapbooking or 

journaling both works, it’s just what I feel like at the time’. 

Megan had looked back at how she was at university and compared to how she feels now; 

this took us back to the start of the interview. She had been curious about how she had 

changed and wanted to look at this through her relationship with Patchwork. She 

summarised how she saw herself now: 

‘I think I am a good counsellor… I am proud to say I’m a good counsellor. I have continued 

the patchwork, my creative streak is still there, and I like to link to theory sometimes because 

I don’t want to forget the theory; that is the basis of counselling. Patchwork helped me 

develop as a person and as a counsellor, and I can see I’m still Megan; there’s my Megan 

side and my counsellor side. Sometimes the two come together, but I can separate them’.  

As I listen to Megan, I notice pride. I acknowledge a kind of pride as the tutor part of myself; 

the part that loves to see students grow and develop as people and counsellors through the 

courses we run. I also notice the personal (the Megan part) is integrated and separate from 

the counsellor part. This is an interesting way of expressing a personal and professional 
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integration; it is a fluid dynamic of two parts of self. This will include aspects of theoretical 

knowledge in the mix.  

Megan explains her way of working, creatively, with a metaphor of a kaleidoscope. She 

challenges thinking on integration and eclecticism: ‘In my way of working…I think I’m quite 

eclectic. Someone said eclectic had a bad meaning, whereas my current supervisor 

questions why eclectic would be bad. In training it could mean students didn’t know what 

they were doing. I now think eclectic is alright. I feel like a kaleidoscope. I had that image in 

my head for ages then drew it out and it made sense. The tube is solid, my base of person-

centred values. The colours are a pattern of different theories, when you make a small 

change the pattern may change but it is still me at the core. I can turn the kaleidoscope left 

or right; going to the left is bringing in psychodynamic and the past. I would only turn it a bit. 

Looking into it is what I see in clients, and they may see something different. The change is 

what they need at that time, but only small changes, too much could distort the image. A 

kaleidoscope is a visual thing, and I am always noticing body language, with my deaf side 

I’m quick to pick up on things. I also know when I need to realign myself, maybe physically 

change position, and in doing that I am putting the kaleidoscope back into position. I think 

I’m grounded, more than I was before, more stable in my thinking’.  

Megan’s metaphor makes sense to me. The kaleidoscope is a beautiful image. It 

incorporates separate pieces of colour in a pattern that can change and adjust if needed; 

there is flexibility to change and stability of the tube within which the pieces are held. Megan 

recognised her stability and her fluid moving with different theoretical concepts in response 

to clients’ needs. She uses creativity in her scrapbooking of Patches for self-care and 

reflexivity, which feed stability and fluidity. She notices this stability and creativity herself and 

summarises it: 

‘Like… I am the tree in the colourful tree Patch’.  
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7.8.4 Reflections on Megan’s portrait 
Megan is creative in the widest sense of the word; she thinks in images, tries out different 

ways of expressing what she wants to explore in Patchwork, and learns through this creative 

process. I agree she is the colourful tree patch! 

She is curious and keen to explore and have a go at new things. This helped her get past 

confusion. She has adapted Patchwork to fit with scrapbooking and it is part of her life. She 

can express feelings in a Patch, share them, reflect on them and understand herself better. 

This brings calm and ideas for how to go on.  

As a qualified counsellor Megan shows how Patchwork carries on in a useful way as a tool 

for reflexivity and self-care for ongoing professional practice, not only whilst training. This is 

reassuring to me as a tutor; I aim for a way of teaching that is education as learning for life 

and not just to get an academic award.  

Megan’s Patches are colourful and expressive; they communicate something extra to the 

words she uses to describe them. Her use of metaphor is stunning, the detail in the 

kaleidoscope image for her integrative approach is impressive, and really made sense to 

me; she shows ongoing reflexivity in thinking about practice and in self-care. Taking part in 

the research was a conscious reflexive act to explore how she had changed from when she 

first heard about Patchwork until now.  

When I asked Megan if there was anything she would have done differently she laughed and 

said, ‘learnt to scrapbook earlier, I wish I’d known about it’. Scrapbooking may be useful for 

trainee counsellors, but Megan also noted that ‘each person has to find their own way’. This 

is helpful advice to keep in mind and share with others when students are looking for 

guidance. In addition, Megan’s comment about dyspraxia means the explanation of 

Patchwork must be clear, more inclusive of different ways people think and hear instructions. 
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7.9 Themes: a weaving of individual experience into group discussions 
The group interviews are all considered together in this section, with any differences 

between cohorts highlighted. The cohorts were the same size initially; both had 26 starting. 

There are usually a few who withdraw or intermit along the way, and not all the cohorts 

attended the group discussions. A table of participants in these discussions is found below. 

Table 7.3: Group pseudonyms, ages and cohorts 
Group 1:  
September 2016 cohort 
 

26 in Y1 Group 2:  
September 2015 cohort 
 

26 in Yr1 

Pseudonym (IND = individual 
participant) 

Age Pseudonym (IND = individual 
participant) 

Age 

James 22 Helen 48 

Rose 21 Wednesday (IND) 54 

Blossom (IND) 24 Harry 32 

Liz 22 Marie (IND) 30 
Michael (IND) 56 Pete 47 
Ann (IND only) 44 Sue-Ann 45 

Charlie (IND) 48 Tina 42 
Paula 44 Diana 26 

Harriet 45 May 50 

Elaine 54 Ken 49 
Alison 47 Carol (IND) 57 
William 32 Katie 39 

Alison 35 Megan (IND) 32 
Jenna 26 Hazel 59 
Judy 49 Alice 55 

Kim 21 Patricia 40 
 

Group 1: September 2016 cohort; 15 attended a discussion at the end of Year One; 12 

attended at the end of Year Two; 3 at each discussion were 3 of the individual participants.  
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Group 2: September 2015 cohort; 16 attended a discussion at the end of Year Two (the 

research had not started when they were ending Year 1); all 4 individual participants 

attended the group discussion. 

 

Diagram 7.1: Summary of themes in the Woodland  

 
Each theme is described using students’ words, in italics. Following Lawrence-Lightfoot and 

Hoffman Davies (1997) I add my voice as interpretation, (p.110) witness (p.107) or I note my 

“areas of interest or preoccupations not quixotic or idiosyncratic; they are the result of 

knowledge and experience” (p.113). Conversations around themes are interesting; they 

show the interplay of ideas between participants. I have included some of these and drawn a 

border around them to clarify it is a conversation. I also include my own experience of 

Patchwork from autoethnography and my Patchwork of Practice activity during the research. 

I include some Patches as illustration of themes. 
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7.9.1 Course and cohort 
This theme includes information about why participants chose counselling as a career and 

this course or university. This is part of the context within which the Patchwork of Practice 

sits. Both cohorts have a wide age range; overall age range in the 2015 cohort is 32 years to 

59 years, in the 2016 cohort 21 years to 56 years. There is wide academic experience: some 

have completed a psychology and counselling degree; others have the Certificate in 

Counselling either from this university or another higher or further education establishment. 

Some of the Certificate students have other ordinary degrees, Masters or PhD, some have 

been out of education for many years. This diversity adds to the richness of experience for 

each student and makes teaching really interesting as well. As explained earlier in this 

chapter, there are level 6 and level 7 students taught together in each of these groups.  

There were a wide variety of reasons for choosing this career; like me, some had their own 

personal counselling and recognised the value of helping people through changes in life. I 

attended couple counselling as my marriage deteriorated, counselling helped me make 

sense of our relational patterns and work towards an amicable divorce. I was fascinated by 

learning how my life experiences had shaped who I am and how I relate. My experience is 

similar to May and she expresses the sense of surprise, like I had, as understanding dawned 

and led to change, ‘I suffered with anxiety and depression as a young woman, and I went for 

counselling; I was taken back by the effect it had on me…so I just wanted to pursue this 

career in counselling’ (May). 

 Some students, like Tina and William hoped the course would extend a current work role, 

such as mental health nurse, addiction worker, support worker, chaplain, teacher. These 

different work roles also add to the diversity of the group.  

‘I work in mental health nursing, I realised you don’t get time to talk to the patients, so I 

looked into counselling’ (Tina). 
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 ‘I came into counselling to enhance the work I do with people with addiction’ (William). 

The students from the psychology and counselling degree usually, not always, are the 

younger group members at the start of a career in counselling. ‘I studied counselling at 

undergraduate level and found it was the right career path for me’ (Jenna). The presence of 

these students on the course, and their contributions, can challenge those who equate age 

with experience. Many of the group are in their middle years and choosing a career change 

as a result of personal change in circumstances, through illness or changing due to 

dissatisfaction with their work role.  

The passion for the topic, and the desire to be a counsellor as a vocation, a way of helping 

people, shows in Harriet’s statement. 

‘I’ve always wanted to be a counsellor since being a little girl and this is my first opportunity; 

I’m excited to be here’ (Harriet). 

The students who had come into the university from other trainings could find it difficult 

integrating into the group. In both cohorts, students sat in similar positions in the room, these 

groupings tended to be established by earlier trainings. Michael expressed how this affected 

him, ‘I was apprehensive, a lot of the group had trained together, a few of us were new to 

the university’. 

Prior study here had built trust and loyalty, which encouraged these students to continue 

with professional training; ‘Supportive staff; familiar; scared to move; trust; loyalty to the 

people who had supported me’; ‘I knew the tutors’. 

The experience in the larger group influenced the Patchwork groups for one student; ‘At first 

people thought I was brave [being open about my illness], then there was a comment about 

attention seeking and that brought me down; it resonated with my own doubts…The 
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experience in the larger group definitely impacted on the patchwork group, I withdrew a little 

and sometimes didn’t want to engage with Patchwork with them’ (Blossom). 

I felt sad to hear this comment. It alerted me to be watchful about how students were feeling 

with their group. I thought about balance between managing groups and stepping back to 

allow autonomy. 

7.9.2 Initially: on first hearing about Patchwork 
I asked participants what their first thoughts were or how they felt when Patchworks of 

Practice was introduced. Responses are divided into a number of subthemes. All talked 

about confusion to some degree, similar to Michael and Megan’s narrative portraits, and this 

lasted longer for some than others. It stemmed from lack of structure or rules; some pointed 

out they are used to instructions, being told a right and wrong way to study, essay 

guidelines. I had thought this difference would be freeing; I learnt that freedom comes later. 

This was one theme where I was in a very different position, since I had devised and 

introduced Patchwork, I couldn’t know the feeling of hearing about it for the first time; 

participants’ experience is so useful. 

For some their first thoughts and some confusion linked to the word creative, which brought 

self-doubt and is discussed as a separate theme. The groups went on to discuss how early 

responses changed and what helped that change. 

 Confusion 

‘My first thought was, ‘oh this isn’t clear, what is this about? Can we have more instructions?’ 

We’ve all gone through that and beyond’ (Pete). 

‘Dread! I’m not really a creative person. The thought of doing more writing didn’t hold any 

appeal. The thought of art doesn’t either as I’m out of my comfort zone. I’ve enjoyed it since I 

started using lyrics’ (Paula). 
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‘I felt very out of my comfort zone being told to create something’ (James). 

‘I found it confusing at first as well. It was useful to see the student who had sewed her 

Patches in in her first year. That opened it up for me; it could be anything’ (Charlie). 

In his individual interview, Michael explained his confusion and what helped; ‘When I initially 

heard about the Patchwork, I thought it was a load of rubbish. I suppose I didn’t understand 

it, but I went with it and it got better. I was confused to start with; it was a bit disjointed and 

not explained as well as it could have been. It’s also very different from the usual structure of 

learning, you can do anything for a Patch and people aren’t used to that. I had a go at some 

free writing, as was suggested, and that was ok. We were put into groups to talk about this 

first Patch, and once we did that it got better’. 

As tutor I found it hard to hear these comments, I noted my investment in the success of the 

exercise and desire to be helpful to students. As researcher it was interesting to hear them, 

and I was curious to hear more about any different experiences as well as what helped. 

 Open, freedom 

The exercise is very different from traditional teaching methods, more open. There aren’t 

guidelines of how to create a Patch or what to create it on. Some liked this; ‘it was the lack of 

rules and looseness that appealed to me (Wednesday).  

Openness brought confusion and then became a strength; ‘For me that [openness] became 

the strength, one of the strengths. It is personal responsibility; you don’t have lots of spoon-

fed rules; to take responsibility and do something became a strength’ (Pete). 

‘I wonder if there is a power to being bewildered, although it is uncomfortable for the person, 

people innately find a way to make sense of it. There isn’t a right and wrong, it isn’t a marked 

piece, so I think the experimental component is really important; I would want to be 

bewildered’ (Wednesday).  
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‘some people will know what to do and not be confused. If they are confused, then how they 

feel about confusion could be a first Patch. That would be interesting in itself’ (Patricia).  

These students are able to feel confused and not overwhelmed. Pete and Wednesday are 

white males, over forty, whose life experience and current jobs have led to ability to feel 

stable enough when there is uncertainty and confusion. They acknowledge the benefits of 

this; the freedom they have in the exercise, the opportunity to experiment, and to learn from 

confusion. Patricia is also a mature student, a woman of colour, who has been through her 

own challenges with mental health and is now in a settled place. She has the ability to be 

curious about confusion, knowing it will pass. 

Students who struggle too much with confusion could flounder and give up. I need to be alert 

to this. A tutor role is to remind students about what can help and reassure that confusion 

will pass.  

 What helped? 

For some, the first Patchwork group helped make sense out of the confusion, others spoke 

about just having a go, learning through doing it. The individual participants highlighted a few 

areas that helped them settle into a Patchwork process: ‘it became much clearer once I had 

done the first patch and shared it with my group; it’s something you learn as you do it, you 

just have to have a go’ (Charlie). 

‘It was a process of beginning to use creativity; each time you come into contact with a 

different way of getting what you are feeling out, it becomes clearer. It isn’t something you 

can give a lecture on’ (Ann). 

‘When we got into groups it became clearer. Groups were allocated randomly and working 

with different people is useful; we talked about what is Patch. We looked at what each other 

had brought along…I think it was just giving it a go. At the end of it we were clearer what it 
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was about. It also helped, in second year, when the tutor said it’s like a snapshot of your life. 

I thought ‘oh ok, now it makes more sense’; you write it, draw it, take a picture of what is 

current in your life and then talk about that in the group’ (Megan). 

One of the research participants from 2015 cohort visited the 2016 group. Her first year of 

Patchwork was a series of sewn Patches she stitched together at the end of the year. She 

has always worked with fabric and this helps her express herself creatively. Several found 

this helpful, for some it added to the confusion as this 2016 cohort group conversation from 

the end of first year shows.  

Charlie: ‘I found it confusing at first as well. It was useful to see the student who had done 
her Patchwork in her first year. That opened it up for me that it could be anything”  
 
Kim: ‘I agree with that, I went from thinking there was a right and wrong to thinking it could 
be anything…seeing that 2nd year’s Patch helped with what you could do’  
  
Alison: ‘I thought seeing the patchwork quilt in one way confused me as I thought I can’t do 
that. It was helpful as you saw her journey through her sewing…and I could see her story, 
which was useful’.  
 
There is a framework around the openness of the exercise. The timetabling of the activities 

brings consistency and structure. Creating and sharing Patches helps the group members 

get to know each other; this builds trust. In attachment theory consistency, responsiveness 

and attunement are aspects of a secure base, with enough security a person is confident to 

explore and grow (Holmes, 2001). There is a gradual learning process for most, even if the 

confusion settled it could take a while to really feel they had found their way of working with 

Patchwork. Others, like Ann felt intrigued and keen to have a go, it was ‘confusing initially 

because it is so individual. I was interested to know what Patchwork was, and what I had to 

do’; ‘I think I came to Patchwork with quite an open attitude, not knowing and not minding 

not knowing really’. 
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Important messages are ‘have a go’; ‘confusion passes’; ‘stay curious’. These can be part of 

the introduction to the exercise. It is actually useful to know confusion will be there, this 

urges me ensure all explanations and initial activities are clear. 

7.9.3 Types of Patches 
Despite confusion all engaged by creating a Patch. The variety was astonishing. There were 

poems, sewing, knitting, drawing, abstract drawing, childlike drawings, handprints, painting 

pottery, reflexive writing, photos, personal pictures, song lyrics, images, pictures, metaphors, 

diagrams like a genogram or just speaking out what was preoccupying in the moment.  

‘I could have used images or pictures from magazines, but I always come up against 

time…fluorescent markers I have to hand; I like colour, they’re nice and bright’ (Michael). 

‘Patches were reflexive verse or photographic images that I overlaid with messages, or 

sometimes a photo montage’ (Wednesday). 

‘I use song lyrics and poetry to explore the relationship I had with my Mum and with the 

children’ (Paula). 

As researcher and tutor I see students’ patches and I am amazed at the wide array of ways 

people can express themselves. In research interviews I had more opportunity to hear about 

the meaning; this was a privilege. I found it moving. I felt the complexity of their lives was 

expressed in a Patch. The type of Patch was just a part; sharing the meaning brings much 

more. I have also surprised myself how powerful it is to express an experience or a key 

moment in a Patch. I use poetry or drawing or reflexive writing depending on what I need to 

express and how I feel at the time of creating a Patch; the process feels quite instinctive 

now. 
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 Process of composing Patches 

As well as different media used there were also different ways of creating Patches. Students 

in the groups compared different ways they did their Patches; these are listed above. 

whereas individual interviews allowed more of the process to emerge. A few quotes give a 

flavour of the variety of ways they engaged; 

‘I allowed my Patches to come spontaneously rather than create to order, that would feel 

wrong…I’d start when the thought was there and stop when it stopped; I’d save it, I wouldn’t 

go back because if I carried on I felt I would be contriving something’ (Wednesday).  

‘I take time and space to create’; ‘not follow a particular theme’; start to draw…see what 

comes out…the learning is from just having a go, not judging’ (Ann). Here, Ann, agrees with 

‘having a go’, not only to get through confusion, also as a process of exploring with 

Patchwork. I found this helpful in my Patches. I would learn more about the initial feeling, 

thought or idea through doing the patch; creating a patch is a mode of learning sometimes. 

‘I would create a Patch and spend time contemplating, thinking if there was anything to add’ 

(Ann). 

‘I drew an anxiety monster. I felt it wasn’t enough just to draw so I wrote down all my feelings 

I had with the monster like fear, worry, stress, essays; I put the words in a cloud around it. I 

did a second one after speaking with the anxiety monster…it became more positive; instead 

of being lost I was found’ (Marie). Here Marie has a relationship with the anxiety monster in 

the Patch that she uses to process feelings around anxiety, in a similar way to the practice of 

externalising in a Narrative approach (White, 2005). 

‘When I look back over two years I was structured in the early ones, later I used quotes, 

pictures, a letter and even my own drawings and diagrams’ (Charlie).  
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These excerpts show students find their own way of creating a Patch; there is no single 

‘right’ way to do it. This is a freedom that can feel alien in an academic environment and is 

valuable once accustomed to it. As tutor, I have students looking to me for guidance. I think 

encouragement is more useful. 

 Patches vs journal  

All participants compared the Patchwork exercise with reflective journal writing and talked 

about when to use a journal and when Patchwork. There were thoughts about whether to 

use separate books, which was more spontaneous, creative and how they worked together. 

‘I’ve combined my journal and Patchwork. One time I decided what I had drawn in my journal 

I wanted to take as part of my patchwork…other times I decide I want to write something. 

Free writing works well I think but can be too personal to share, so I just have that in my 

journal; it feels a safer space’ (Blossom). Here Blossom uses the word combined to mean 

both activities combine in the same function; Patchwork and journal are separate books, 

either can be taken to the patchwork group. 

‘I’d like to do Patchwork instead of a journal, I find it more useful. I spend time thinking what 

to do, then there’s feedback from the group and I go back and reflect on that feedback’ 

(Judy).  

‘I noticed my journal writing was more focused on negativity whereas in Patchwork there 

was a creative and healing process’ (Blossom). 

‘I’ve got two separate books; maybe one is better as I am one person’…later… ‘I decided 

two is better; my journal for things I don’t want to share – raw and honest’ (Charlie). 

‘Patchwork helped my journal writing, from structured, not as free, to more spontaneous 

reflective, free style of writing’ (Michael). 
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‘I couldn’t write this in my journal…too hard’; ‘A patch is contained’ (Ann). Here Ann refers to 

bereavement and all the emotions of shock and grieving that came into the Patch. It was a 

very moving Patch, a resource to express all that was felt and yet contain it. Writing words 

has the power to communicate, in a very immediate way, with emotion. “Writing creates 

tangible footprints” (Wright and Bolton, 2012, p.26); we see the words on the page and really 

hear ourselves. Ann used a collage method, she cut words out of a speech about her Dad. 

Maybe this gave reflective space with less immersion in emotion than if she had actually 

written the words; sharing the Patch was very emotional. 

Privacy is mentioned by a few people here. Patches (or journal) have personal information, 

emotion or thoughts that students don’t wish to share. I have also heard a lot about students’ 

families through this research and their privacy has to be considered. This is not only about 

whether there is a separation between Patchwork and journal, or between private and 

available to share, it is also an ethical consideration of privacy, respect and confidentiality for 

the whole area of personal and professional development in counsellor training. 

7.9.4 Creativity 
This is an important and broad theme with several subthemes. The adjective creative is 

often used synonymously with artistic; this adds to the confusion felt, and the struggle of how 

to start, on first hearing about Patchwork. Many of the students had a view of themselves as 

not creative, not good enough or not this sort of person, as though being creative was a gift 

someone was born with. Creativity means much more than artistic; the use of a creative 

process opens up new ways of reflecting and learning. This is possible when there is the 

openness and lack of rules or direction outlined earlier. When using Patchwork in 

autoethnography, I noticed feelings emerge, and new thoughts dawn, as I created patches 

that are focussed on the past; I am taken back to a past experience with a new view from 

the present. Ann put into words what I was sensing and hadn’t clarified as well as she does. 
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‘Patchwork puts me in a different space, a different head and heart space in a way. I think it 

is because there are no rules…If I’d not been asked to create something, I would have 

written it down, in a kind of boring way, and with me in charge of what I write. Words can be 

flat, and Patches don’t feel flat, they have more dimensions and colour and life’ (Ann). 

 Discovering or reconnecting with creativity 

Some students had been creative or artistic in the past and lost touch with that side of 

themselves; others didn’t think of themselves as creative and discovered they could use this 

way of expression and learning. This aspect showed more in the individual interviews, 

especially when participants were reflecting back over the Patchwork process. 

‘When I was younger, I was much more into art, then, through high school, Uni and a 

business degree that side of me became closed down. If I was asked to draw an object, I 

would struggle; I feel there are other ways I can creatively express myself, if it is abstract in 

some way, that is comfortable for me’ (Ann). 

‘Patchworks have reconnected me so positively to my creativity and helped me figure out a 

lot of things my journal just couldn’t have done’ (Blossom). 

‘I didn’t see myself as creative until I started doing Patchwork; I wasn’t artistic, I left behind 

art before GCSE, when I was fourteen. It has inspired me to be adaptive, more creative, use 

different methods, get pens and paint out and look at patterns; it has been a journey of self-

discovery’ (Marie).  

‘I’d not written anything for ten to fifteen years, it enabled me to rekindle that form of 

expression and became a fluid process’ (Wednesday). 

‘I’m not talented artistically so I used diagrams, like a genogram for instance. Eventually I 

was able to create my own diagrams and free draw’ (Charlie). This was an important 

development for Charlie; there was pride in working creatively, especially when she 
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represented her approach in drawings. Confidence grew through working with a creative 

side she didn’t know she had.  

This resonates with me; I haven’t drawn or painted since I was fourteen and have never 

written poetry until I started to create Patches. My confidence in this part of me has grown. I 

have shared poems with my research colleagues and notice their response reflects the 

emotions I felt when writing, yet through their sensing; creativity communicates emotionally. 

With my tutor hat on, I notice the usefulness of this for counsellor training to help students as 

they develop skills of empathy and congruence (Wright and Bolton, 2012). 

 Creativity as struggle 

Those who heard in the introduction to Patchwork that a Patch had to be artistic found it a 

struggle to start with. In the groups we discussed what it was that gave the impression a 

Patch was artistic. ‘I think for people who felt they were less creative, it was a struggle, 

although most people have an eye for something – maybe pictures they like or song lyrics or 

poems…I’m quite creative and I thought it was pretty cool’ (Blossom). 

The phrase ‘create a Patch’ implied to some that it had to be an original creation or artistic in 

some way. They discussed their processes of creating a Patch, this also gave insight into 

the impact of the word creative. I realised I needed to take care as this is an early stumbling 

point for many. 

Paula: ‘I’m not really a creative person; writing doesn’t hold any appeal and the thought of 
doing art doesn’t either because I’m out of my comfort zone, so I used song lyrics’. 
 
James: ‘I identify with Paula’s experience. I felt very out of my comfort zone being told I 
needed to create something original. I’m not arty or anything. I did some free writing. Then I 
found it more useful to go to the group and have a discussion about what I wanted to take; 
create a dialogue’ 
 
Alison: ‘Like James I spoke about them [Patches] rather than create something. I may bring 
a picture or a poem and talk about my response to it’. 
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The 2016 cohort discussed how they would introduce Patchwork: 

Michael: ‘the only thing I would say is I didn’t understand it at the beginning and seeing the 
girl from year two explain what she had done helped, it probably would have been helpful to 
see a couple more’. 
 
Judy: ‘I think there’s an idea it has to be creative and it doesn’t have to be. It can be a word, 
a song or poem; it doesn’t have to be you create something’. 
 
Charlie: ‘That put me off…. Creating a Patch is in the instructions, then seeing someone 
actually did it in sewing, I thought ‘no chance’. I had to let go of that and see that is theirs, 
this is me and my learning process’. 
 
Paula: ‘I would say create a patch then go into detail around it being what works for you’. 
 
William: ‘I’m thinking alternative reflection’. 
 
Alison: ‘did you actually call it Patchworks of Practice’? 
 
Me: ‘yes’ 
 
Alison: ‘and then somehow it became create a patch. I think Patchworks of Practice is more 
what we have been doing.’ 
 
Judy: ‘I wonder if you could call it expressive patch? Everybody expresses things differently 
 
Alison: ‘I think I would have liked to know more about why I was doing it. For me, it’s part 
self-care part personal development; I know that now, but if I don’t think I understood that at 
the start’. 
 
Harriet: ‘I think your idea of expressive is very good; not only are you expressing something 
you are also sharing with other people and getting feedback. That’s different from the 
journal’. 
 
I’ve written this discussion in full as it shows creativity in process; the group are creating 

meaning of the language and process of Patchwork through dialogue. They come to 

understand the different ways they hear and respond to the original instructions of the 

exercise. It is an example of how valuable the discussions have been to glimpse the 

experience of all in the group. I hear richness in the similarities and differences emerging 

through this debate. It is valuable to take their ideas back into teaching practice as well. 

There is validity in using ways of introducing Patchwork (or other aspects of teaching) that 

emerge from students’ ideas, based on their experience of the exercise, and my research 

around this; research informs practice. 
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 Reflection and expression through creativity 

I have combined reflection and expression as they seemed linked when participants 

discussed their process of creating Patches and the usefulness. There is opportunity for 

reflection before, during and after creating a Patch. ‘Childlike drawing helps reflection, I’m 

interested to see what colours I choose, what feelings I got’; ‘the childlike way enables the 

thought process and reflection in a way that it wouldn’t if I just thought about it or wrote 

about it. It is very personal; it is just for me’ (Ann). 

A Patch can allow expression and understanding of emotion, or behaviours, and exploration 

of meaning, then this can be shared and enable further reflection. Expression in this way can 

transform an emotion, it can lead to understanding of self and values. This seems to be a 

relaxed way of expressing, with the patch as a conduit, in contrast to speaking about this in 

a personal development group. These quotes explain what that felt like for students. They 

explain how they used Patchwork to express something that was felt but not yet in 

awareness, cognitively: ‘They [Patches] helped me find ways to manage difficult emotion. 

Sometimes it was just a relief to get the emotion out onto paper as a Patch. They helped me 

explore things that were at the back of my mind and bring them to the forefront’ (Blossom).  

‘I’ve expressed emotion in Patches, the happiness of my relationship, chaos at work, 

sadness and anger after the client who committed suicide; I can bring out aspects that are 

out of my awareness’ (Michael). This was a big change, and a step towards noticing more 

emotion in the therapeutic relationship. 

Once emotion is expressed as a Patch there is opportunity to share with the group. A 

student hears others’ perspectives on a Patch and on its meaning to them in the context of 

their knowledge of the student. This new information can be taken into a student’s reflexive 

process.  
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Blossom gives an example of expressing anger creatively, and the learning from this, in her 

Patch of an Angry Wolf (p.189). 

‘Usually I created something quite spontaneously then in the group other things would come 

out. For example, in one drawing, I know I poured anger onto the page and created 

something beautiful; everything I have done in the past related to anger has been negative, 

this was positive. My group saw the connection with other ways of managing anger’ 

(Blossom).  

 

Image 7.8: The angry wolf Patch (Blossom) 
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When I heard about this in the individual interview I was struck by this significant change for 

Blossom. As a Patchwork process, I note the importance of collaboration with the group in 

addition to the individual reflection, otherwise Blossom would not have seen the link with 

past ways of managing anger. 

 Creativity as growth 

The process of Patchwork over the two years led to personal growth and development. 

Personal development is the next theme, first I note how Patches marked the growth 

process for participants. The students in individual interviews and group discussions look 

back over two years; ‘mine was a bit like that too, the ‘jelly tree’, I’ve been tracking it from the 

introduction course. Where was I then, and on the Certificate, where I was, and now at the 

end. That was nice to do’ (Harriet). 

The qualified counsellors looked back over their time as students and then looked at how 

they felt about Patchwork a year on. ‘I put them all together and realised how connected 

they were, when I hadn’t set out to do that, and how much growth there had been in eight 

months’ (Carole). 

‘Now, as Patches have evolved over time, I see a shift from what was going on then, and 

where I am now’ (Diana).  

Patchworks are like punctuations or way markers in a journey; they mark a moment in time, 

offer contrast between patches, and this gives opportunity to look from different perspectives 

onto a journey undergone. ‘It’s really useful to see how I am in the future and compare it to 

the past’ (Megan). 

After hearing this from Megan, I looked back at my early Patches about childhood and as I 

started this research. I connected back to the winding road through the rural landscape of 

the Yorkshire Wolds in Hockney’s painting. I thought about walking through boggy fields, 
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struggling up hills as well as coasting down them. A useful pause and review; it is important I 

don’t forget my struggles as well, as my joys in new learning, from when I was a student. 

This helps my empathy with current students; another idea evolves from research and 

moves into teaching.  

7.9.5 Personal development 
All students who engaged with the Patchwork of Practice exercise noted its benefit for 

personal development; this involved noticing themes, patterns, seeing things more clearly, 

growth in confidence, hearing feedback or other perspectives in the group and many more 

aspects. 

Personal development and self-awareness are sometimes used interchangeably in 

counselling training; I believe they are different from each other and both are different from, 

although part of, reflexivity (Bolton, 2014, p.7). Reflexivity is key to ethical and respectful 

practice as we take ourselves into the counselling room; we are the tools of our trade. It is 

helpful to be comfortable and familiar with ourselves, understand how we relate to others 

and the influences on those patterns of relating through social, family and cultural filters of 

identity (Burnham, 2005). This theme is particularly relevant in this research project as 

developing coherence between personal and professional necessitates knowing the 

personal and the influences of this when linking to theory and practice. 

Self-awareness to me means noticing an aspect of my pattern of relating, feeling thinking or 

being in the world. For example, one student commented on noticing themes; ‘Patchwork 

made me look at themes, like perfectionism, because you can’t ignore it in a patch; emotions 

come through rather than thought processes. I’m trying to be kinder to myself and less picky’ 

(Ann). In the second part of this quote Ann is starting to have ideas about change and I 

would see this as personal development, an extension of self-awareness that implies 

movement, an evolving, rather than a static noticing.  
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Reflexivity involves a further step of viewing ourselves as others see us or as a stranger 

from outside looking in (Bolton, 2014), and noticing patterns of relating (Burnham, 2005). 

‘I have changed as a person, becoming more open to other ways of thinking and knowing 

myself better…I’ve started to notice more emotion when I’m with clients, (Michael). 

Here Michael describes his new awareness around emotion, and developing the ability to 

express it, then noticing himself feeling more emotion in a therapeutic relationship; the 

reflexive ability has developed as well as self-awareness and led to change in ability to 

express emotion. 

 Personal before professional 

In the early months, for some well into second year, of training and using Patchwork the 

students’ focus was on personal development rather than professional development, 

integration or links to theory. This was a surprise sub-theme for me at first. I initially saw 

Patchwork as a tool for integration, this theme is a move away from theoretical aspects of 

training. Students are clearly stating that a first step is to know oneself before starting to 

think about applying theories in practice. This has implications for curriculum design in 

counsellor training. 

‘I was surprised to hear you see it as a tool for integration because it is the one part of the 

course I didn’t link to theory; I keep it just about me’ (James). This comment was at the end 

of Year One, in the group discussion.  

 ‘At the time of creating the Patches they were more helpful as personal development, 

exploring identity struggles, emotions, loss and patterns in my relationships on the course’ 

(Blossom). 

Comments like these challenged me to look back at my own counsellor training again and 

my style of learning. I realised I too focussed more on the personal initially, although my 
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interest in logic, structure and finding meaning led me to sometimes link theory to my 

personal development in order to understand myself. Charlie seems to have a similar 

journey to mine ‘At the beginning of Patchwork, I was working more on emotions and finding 

out who I was, towards the end it was more about theory and integration. They have joined 

together really, the more I can know myself then the more I am available and present with 

clients’ (Charlie). 

Charlie’s insightful comment above speaks about parts of the Patchwork process joining 

together. Through knowing herself first, personally, she is more available professionally, 

which includes theory and integration. Charlie was one of the individual participants, she 

embraced Patchwork and personal development using it to really understand her 

vulnerabilities and early influences shaping her values and beliefs (see family and culture 

below). It was an emotional journey and led to clarity on her ethos as a counsellor. 

 Learning about family and culture 

This aspect of personal development looks at influences from the past on the self and is key 

to knowing who we are, in terms of values and beliefs, and how we create relationships, 

including a therapeutic relationship.  

‘Part of what I have done with Patchwork is look back at childhood attachments through 

songs I used to listen to or poems that are related’ (Paula). 

Family stories…’I drew a genogram and explored the stories; I went and talked to relatives, 

heard about closeness, distance, losses, abuse and cultural influences of the Potteries. I felt 

how hard it had been for others and how that affected me. I had more compassion for my 

Mum…more acceptance, yet I was still angry and sad. I knew myself better’ (Charlie). 
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Patches explore family, linking past and present; ‘what family looks like in this messy 

abstract art’; ‘Patch about my Dad, I wanted to remember where I came from and who I am, 

who my Dad was to me and the gifts he gave me’ (Ann). 

I notice in these quotes that creativity helps the exploration of these aspects of self. The 

creative element connects to the whole experience; it is a conduit to emotions, thoughts and 

behaviours in the experience. Paula’s song lyrics transported her to that era and the 

childhood attachments were re-membered (White, 1997). Charlie and Ann linked past to 

present in different ways. For all, it is then possible to understand the present person with 

fresh knowing about how they came to this point; we know ourselves in our family and 

cultural context. I experienced this in the autoethnography patches I created and reflected 

on. I relived the past through the eyes of the present; the emotions from back then glimpsed, 

in the present, through creativity in a patch, brought a different knowing of myself. This 

knowing is available as a resource to inform my practice, my teaching, and all the ways I 

relate with others. 

7.9.6 Self-care 
In the Ethical Framework (BACP, 2018) self-care is recognised as important for a counsellor 

in order to maintain enough emotional capacity and resilience to be alongside another 

human being who is feeling vulnerable and has sought help. Many attracted to a counsellor 

role wish to offer this help and look after others, yet sometimes find it hard to show the same 

care towards themselves. Participants noted the benefits of the Patchwork of Practice as 

part of their self-care; the benefit of the exercise for relaxation, a space to process thoughts 

and emotion, to notice how they are feeling in a moment. They expressed this as self-care.  

‘Creating for fun is also about self-care, I feel calm, enjoying being playful; I feel happy and 

satisfied. I learnt I need to make more time for this aspect of Patchwork, creativity as self-

care (Blossom). 
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‘I have learnt more about what stresses me out and the importance of self-care’ (Michael). 

‘It’s helped me relax more with the colouring; I’ve had time to think what I want to do… It’s 

definitely helped me to self-care’ (Megan). 

‘the Patchwork is good to say, ‘this is where I am now’ and acknowledge it’’ (Diana). ‘yes, a 

moment of self-care’ (Marie). 

This theme surprised me. I went back to my Patches I had written in my journaling 

throughout the doctorate and realised many of these were an outlet for stress and worry. 

Now I have started to write poems and draw, I no longer keep stress and worry in. I feel it as 

a tension or I struggle to sleep, and I use a Patch to bring calm. This way of using Patchwork 

is reactive to a noticing. Self-care is putting in place activities and building a lifestyle that 

nurtures rather than stresses. This could be as Blossom says, ‘creating for fun’. Patchwork 

alerts me to the need for self-care. 

7.9.7 Group experience 
The Patchwork Exercise has individual and group elements. Here are excerpts from 

participants’ views on the group aspect; individual aspects are described in previous themes 

of creativity, personal development and self-care.  

The group is more than a mirror for those sharing a Patch and extends reflection by 

feedback from others’ experience of the person behind the Patch. In this way, others 

illuminate a view from beyond simple reflection in a mirror; they show us a view from 

‘through-the-mirror’ [author’s italics] (Bolton, 2010, p.xxi).  Wednesday and James explain 

the usefulness of this aspect;  

‘Others in the group would ask quite incisive things that would rummage a bit more into what 

might be happening for me’ (Wednesday).  
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‘I learnt more about myself from group conversations than from creating a Patch, or thinking 

what I would bring’ (James) 

It is important to bear in mind there are other conduits for individual and group reflection and 

reflexivity; a journal and personal development (PD) groups. A journal is an individual activity 

for ongoing reflection throughout the course, reflexive writing can explore meaning and 

develop understanding of an experience (Wright and Bolton, 2012). Personal development 

groups bring opportunity for group reflection and reflexivity; however, some find these 

groups daunting or ineffective. These reflective spaces are separate whereas individual and 

group reflection are joined in the Patchworks of Practice by the Patch; first a Patch is 

created individually and then it becomes a focus of group reflection.  

Patchwork groups brought opportunity for different perspectives, which is helpful in 

highlighting aspects that are too familiar to notice or are outside of our awareness for other 

reasons; group reflections can extend self-awareness. The sharing process requires trust as 

Patches tend to explore or express personal aspects as seen in the previous theme. If 

groups change membership this has an effect; beneficial for some and unsettling for others. 

Below are some quotes, illustrating these different experiences of groups as part of 

Patchwork. 

 Group benefits 

This conversation, below, highlights the importance of a group to bring out different aspects 

and learn from others’ responses.  

Pete: ‘a group exposes you to different types of creativity’  
 
Wednesday: ‘building on that, it is learning from reactions; what mine [patch] told me about 
me was one thing, getting a reaction from someone else puts a different spin on it and made 
me think differently about it. That was the useful part, rather than a tutor saying it is right or 
wrong, its playing with what’s there’  
 
Ken: ‘I’d agree with that because when I read my first poem, different people picked up on 
different things; they saw things I hadn’t seen’.  
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There is learning from performing the Patch in the group; this brings another dimension. 

Rose found she learned from explaining her ideas to others in her group as well as hearing 

their different ideas; ‘I think having time to think, when you are creating it yourself, coming up 

with your own ideas, then explaining this to the group and hearing different ideas, is so 

helpful. I wrote about this in my assignment, it is that useful’ (Rose). Wednesday agrees with 

this; ‘the group allowed me to perform, in a way, it was a small stage where I could show 

who I was, how I make sense of me, show what I hold’ (Wednesday).  

The performing of a Patch is based on initial understanding of an experience or aspect of 

self, or practice. Then in the performance the understanding extends and becomes part of 

an embodied knowing of the self, feeling our responsiveness ‘from within’; in a dialogical 

relationship ‘we [also] can be ‘moved’ by the embodied, responsive-expressive words of an 

‘other’ (Shotter, 2010, p.154). I have noted this myself when I have read a poem or piece of 

writing as part of the introduction to Patchwork, or during the research process with my 

Patch Buddy. This is a learning opportunity that isn’t available in a journaling process. 

‘I think it allows quieter people to be confident enough to speak up in a smaller group, no 

tutor there, and they’re presenting a Patch’ (William). Reading this quote, I connect with 

Michael’s experience of PD group, described in his narrative portrait; ‘we are all sat round 

like lemons’. A Patch provides a focus for group discussions as well as the benefits William 

points out.  

 Group constraints 

Some people don’t do a Patch; ‘coming unprepared is only half joining’ (Ann). 

‘not everyone wants the group to run the same’ (Charlie). 

‘My experience in larger cohort affected the Patchwork group’; ‘withdrawn’; ‘didn’t want to 

engage’ (Blossom).  
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‘Cautious how much to share; ‘some things are too emotive either for me or the group’ 

(Blossom).  

These points clarify the importance of a tutor attending to setting groups up, allowing time for 

each to negotiate how their group will work together and reviewing with students, in tutorials 

or course meetings. All this becomes more of a challenge the bigger the cohort. In our 

university we are encouraged to take larger numbers each year, and staff change. 

Patchwork has to be transferable to different group sizes, settings and personnel; this is a 

challenge. 

 Safety, trust 

Each cohort draws up a set of guidelines at the beginning of the year, which aim to facilitate 

openness and respect by addressing boundaries around confidentiality, disclosure, 

timekeeping and sharing. These guidelines are for any aspect of the course and so apply to 

Patchwork groups as well. They should help trust; however, each student has their own 

history of trust and mistrust that affects the degree of safety they feel and how open they 

are. There are further influences along the way as trust builds in the Patchwork groups; ‘To 

begin with there were people leaving, so it was taking a bit of time to get that trust; once it 

was there it was fine’ (Harriet).  

‘In second year, one person left, and another joined; there was more trust and involvement, 

it was more helpful. It was useful seeing others’ Patches and what they meant to them, 

similar journeys and different themes’; ‘I learnt to appreciate the differences’ (Charlie). 

It was interesting to hear from students (Alison, Ann, William and Liz) who had the same 

people in PD and Patchwork; 
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Alison: ‘our group has people who are all in our PD group as well, I wonder if that helps that 
were all in PD together. We all know each other really well and I think that helps’  
 
Liz: ‘I think it helps build trust. You can become more comfortable. I think you’re watching 
people’s Patches develop as well. Like yours (to William) we saw that book from the 
beginning’  
 
William: ‘it’s almost – probably – for me it’s more useful than PD. It’s because it’s got that 
relaxed atmosphere, you know my views of that type of atmosphere in PD, and Patchwork 
seems to promote that’ 
  
Ann: ‘Safe space…I was really upset, and it was ok with those people’  
 
The differences between PD groups and patchwork groups were also food for thought for 

Michael as he found PD groups difficult and Patchwork group very useful. ‘I thought a lot 

about PD group and Patchwork group and wondered if Patchwork was better because there 

wasn’t a tutor there?’; ‘Trust depends on who is in the group; my group were quite quiet, and 

I’m sort of quiet, it felt safe that no-one was dominating’ (Michael). 

I would like to bring Patchwork into PD groups; every few weeks divide a PD group into 

Patchwork groups. The effectiveness of PD groups in developing self-awareness has been 

challenged (Lennie, 2005). A combination of activities brings scope for all, including quieter 

voices, to engage, as students have observed in these last two sections. The challenges in 

presenting this idea links to my previous point in the section on group constraints; it has to 

be feasible with larger number on courses and transferable across different ways of working 

for tutors. 

 Choosing groups 

Both these cohorts were allocated groups, and the memberships changed through people 

leaving. The 2015 cohort changed their groups after first year. This was suggested by them 

and it was not a unanimous decision as some liked having a shared history and the trust that 

had brought for them. Comments suggest the group trust grows and it is better to be put into 

groups by a tutor than choose your own; there are benefits of working with people you do 

not know. The discussion here refers to this. 
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James: ‘At the start of the year, when we were put into groups, I felt out of my comfort zone, 
especially with what we were being asked to do...I have built good relationships with people 
in Patchwork. I’ve had insights from people I wouldn’t have got’ 
 
Rose: ‘I agree. If I was asked to choose, I would have chosen people I have known for three 
or four years. People you don’t know well; can bring a different outlook’.  
 
An experience in the 2017 cohort supports tutors allocating groups. This is the cohort 

starting after the research had been running for a year; they were not a part of the research 

project. I suggested this cohort choose their own Patchwork groups. I based this decision on 

the rationale there would be more trust in a group that had chosen to work together. This 

was before I had analysed the group discussions and qualified counsellor interviews. Some 

students chose to work with people they had known from previous trainings, they have 

engaged fully with creating a Patch but report finding the group less useful. They already 

know each other so well, ‘conversations don’t seem to get anywhere’. The benefit of different 

perspectives seemed lost and they came to me asking to help with this. We agreed 

familiarity had not helped; they went away to try and be more curious in their explorations, I 

add this experience to the themes from the research as all influences shape the future of 

patchwork. 

Megan (from 2015 cohort) speaks about changing groups in her individual interview; ‘Our 

group came to know each other quite well and we felt comfortable with each other; we 

changed part way through to work with someone else. Some people didn’t want that. They 

had a kind of attachment; they’d been with people so long and could say ‘remember when I 

did this’. I felt that didn’t matter, you don’t always have to explain, just do it. It’s part of 

counselling to be able to work with different people’. 

There are links between discomfort in not knowing group members well and initial discomfort 

or confusion on hearing about Patchwork. A reframe of discomfort as a learning opportunity 

brings in the benefits Megan talks about above. James has another view; ‘it has made me 

more comfortable having deeper more emotive conversations with people I don’t know well’ 
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(James). Others have noted that, as they got to know each other in their groups, trust 

developed. 

The learning from these themes of groups leads me to put students into groups then give 

time for each group to work out their process; through this, and over time, trust can develop. 

 Process of a group 

Here I use a couple of short conversations to illustrate the process of forming a Patchwork 

group and beginning to share Patches. It seems for these people a routine of sharing was 

established, and the group became an important resource, as a we have seen earlier in 

other themes.  

Rose: ‘we fell into a routine where we sat down, and went ‘right, does anyone have an urge 
to get theirs out first?’ Then we took it in turns’ 
  
Kim: ‘I think our group was the same, we just went with it’  
 
James: ‘later on, it fell into whoever had the thing they most wanted to share went first’  
 
Elaine: ‘That’s the same with our group as well. Everyone brought something different every 
time; it was brilliant  
 
Once the group has become valuable and secure it needs attention paid to ending in a 

similar way that a therapeutic or teaching relationship does. The ending needs to be timely, 

have warning so members of a group can prepare and have space to end, maybe to reflect 

back on the experience;  

Diana: ‘I would have liked the last Patch to be something different. It was moved a week 
early and so it wasn’t an ending Patch, just…can you do your Patch now’  
 
Carol: ‘yes, while we were here, so I couldn’t do my normal Patch. I haven’t included that 
one in my Patchwork; I did another at home’ 
 
Wednesday: ‘it felt like Patchwork groups finished too early for me. We haven’t had one 
since February’. 
  
 
I notice care and attention to ending of PD groups on our courses. Patchwork hasn’t had the 

same emphasis; it is the new (or poor) relation. Clear guidelines for tutors, as well as 
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students, need to frame the groups and allow their freedom and flexibility within this. A point 

to take forward.  

 Other sharing 

Some participants took Patches they had created to personal therapy. One shared Patches 

with a colleague at work after the course had finished and there was no longer a group 

available. ‘I still write poems and share them with a colleague at work. She asks questions 

and may write a response, oiling the wheels; the process continues’ (Wednesday). 

Another qualified counsellor talked about starting a group by contacting some of her peers 

from the course.  

Patches were taken to supervision or evolved from supervision. ‘my supervisor asked me if I 

was on an island where would I be and where would the client be? I drew an island with us 

on opposite sides; I could really see the lack of connection. Using Patches in a scrapbook 

helps me get my feelings out and see things from different perspectives, see things from the 

clients’ side as well as mine’ (Megan). 

I regularly meet with a friend, Heidi, to share and discuss Patches; mine can be about my life 

or this research and hers about her new career in the church. This has been so helpful, 

challenging and supportive over the last five years; I hope to continue it. Heidi also finds it 

invaluable, and explains her experience here:  

“I was starting a Theology course and developing a new career, when Bev and I decided it 

would be good to keep going with the Patches regularly, as she was working on her 

Doctorate. My experience of working with Patches had produced a different image from 

Bev’s landscape, instead my image has always been Indra’s web. The web of connections 

with self and others that expands over a universe (maybe that should be a multiverse) of 

connections. The process of working with Patches, sharing them and discovering the 
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connections they reveal was invaluable. Over the years, the patches became more 

searching and more important in making sense of my beliefs and values as explored through 

my new learning, linking it with people, experiences and new ways of seeing the world”. 

Working with Heidi helped me understand participants’ experience of sharing in a group. 

This encouraged me to facilitate group process by regular, informal, conversations with 

students about how their groups are getting on. 

Blossom makes an interesting point here about the group being more important at the 

beginning. This surprised me as others talked about trust building over time, the importance 

of the group and then regret that it ended too soon. It seems important to bear in mind that 

some may prefer Patchwork to be more an individual activity; ‘At first, people may not know 

what to do as a Patch and having a group at the beginning to bounce ideas off and see what 

they bring is great. If I felt stuck with Patchwork now, I would bring it to my personal 

counselling’ (Blossom). 

7.9.8 Linking to theory 
Links to theory in student patches happened a lot less than I expected. This has been noted 

earlier in themes of personal development, and Patches as self-care. 

As the initial impetus behind the Patchwork exercise was to facilitate integration, I thought 

students’ Patches would naturally link to theory. I used Patches to explore my journey from 

childhood to the present. I linked Patches to theory to make sense of an experience and the 

personal or professional impact. This is my way of learning; there are many other ways. 

Wednesday found theory could trigger a Patch.  ‘We were asked to go out, and do 

something, after a lecture on relational depth. I wrote a poem, Two Birds on a Pylon, and it 

came so fast. It was about a deep empathic moment between me and someone I was 

working with in my job. We had 15 minutes to create something, and I came back with this 
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poem, which I read to the group. I hadn’t done that before. It was deeply personal, so I was 

thinking shall I perform, and I did. It was just so easy to write, and Patch it’ (Wednesday). 

Two Birds on a Pylon 

Bam-spherr-pah-dah-huuumm – 
 
In a wave 
At a point in time 
In a brave 
Wave. 
Unexpectedly 
"We wave" 
Symbolically, as if saying 
We may 
Be 
Together. 
We may 
Touch neurons - 
Like distant pylons 
Of energy - 
Moving closer together 
Across fields - 
Fields are our platform. 
Grasses bending 
The tips of the grass 
Touch 
Then bend away 
Bending in 
Bending away 
Intimate connection  
In the sway. 
We didn't understand  
- the electricity  
- the frisson 
That helps us along our way 
As we bend in 
Bend out 
Looked in 
Looked out 
Locked in 
Till out. 
Transmitting a nuance - 
A shape 
Transmitting an energy 
A word 
Like a sword 
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Cuts through flesh, revealing 
Our enmeshed state 
Just in that moment 
Worthy 
Of a thousand words. 
 
Two birds on a pylon. 
 
Electrical charge. 
 
Bam-spherr-pah-dah-huuumm.  
 
(Written by Wednesday, 2 November 2016) 
 
In lectures on integration, I presented my reflections of a personal journey along a path to 

becoming a counsellor; a journey from my cultural roots to the present day. I linked with 

theory to understand how aspects of this influence my counsellor and teacher roles. This 

was one example, for the students, of linking to a variety of theories. It led to a discussion on 

whether Patches were seen as a tool to explore the past, our evolving journeys and 

experiences that influence the present, or just focus on the here and now.  

‘I didn’t realise until I saw your journey that I could have gone into the past. I thought 

Patchwork was for the present. I found the journey really useful and I’m going to do mine 

now; it’s a whole reflection on your life’ (Patricia). 

‘I understood Patchwork as – whatever theory we were looking at, or client work 

experiences, these things come into the patch, rather than digging in the past’; my first patch 

was around ethical scenarios and the group’s strong reactions…I developed images of gods 

and monsters. That came out of confronting theory and practice scenarios’ (Wednesday). 

With the 2016 cohort, I did my presentation at the at the end of Year One as a result of 

feedback from the 2015 cohort. The response was surprise and little interest in linking to 

theory; 
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‘I was surprised to hear you see it as a tool for integration as it’s one part of the course I 

don’t link to theory; I keep it just about me’ (James). 

‘Mine’s been a mixture of integrating theory to explain what I do and why, also self-care’ 

(Charlie). 

‘The theory linking is alright for assignments but not in Patchwork, I don’t think’ (Michael). 

At the end of their second year, I noticed the group discussion was fluid and less influenced 

by the questions from me. There were changes reported from the last group, for example 

around how the Patches were organised; a scrapbook idea was useful for several. Then 

they moved onto a general discussion around theory and how Patchwork was useful; 

‘I’ve found it useful when I haven’t understood theory, I’ve made the theory into a picture; I’m 

not an artist’ (Charlie). This is interesting on two points; firstly, creativity helps make sense of 

theory and secondly, Charlie has developed her creative abilities. ‘I’m not an artist’ is 

alongside ‘I’ve made theory into a picture’.  

‘I’ve found it useful to explore unconscious feelings I’ve had, sort of like…a recurring Patch I 

was doing was about fear of failure, which I didn’t realise, and I wouldn’t have realised 

through writing. That kept coming up in my Patchwork…I drew a fairy and the fairy was flying 

up; I put a quote ‘what if I fall, but what if I fly’. It’s been a good quote’ (Jenna). 

‘I think I use my journal more for theory, there’s a lot of reflection and reflexivity around 

what’s going on for me’ (Alison). 

When theory was mentioned in the individual interviews, there were a variety of responses 

and there was space to explore in more depth. Some used theory to understand their Patch, 

their emotion or an aspect of self, some linked Patches and theory in assignments. This is 

how I used theory alongside my personal development as a trainee. Some Patches were 
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diagrams evolving from a particular theoretical concept, for example Charlie had a patch of 

the drama triangle linked to recognition of family patterns.  

‘Theory helped me understand a Patch…in this patch it was about being seen…in 

Attachment terms, mind-mindedness, connection…attunement and being held in mind. I had 

that with my Dad, he was my secure base. That is what I lost’ (Ann). This was a poignant 

moment in the interview with Ann; her expression of loss in terms of Attachment theory’s 

core features of a secure base resonated with my Dad’s death, as a young girl, and more 

recently my Mum’s death as I started this research. The creativity in her Patch alongside 

shared human needs in a secure base was very powerful. 

‘I explored links between theory and Patches when researching, planning and writing the 

personal development assignments’ (Blossom). This is an important point to bring to the 

attention of tutors and students alike. The personal development assignments are a space to 

bring together theory and Patchwork in explaining personal influences on a professional way 

of being (Anderson, 2001). This needs to be clear in assignment guidelines and in 

introducing Patchwork to new groups. 

‘This patch helped me recognise transference and countertransference…often I can become 

adaptive child to a critical parent, or I could be the critical parent’; ‘another Patch and 

another triangle; the drama triangle highlighted the different roles we took in arguments in 

our family. Again, I could see it in my childhood and with my children now’ (Charlie). 

I’ve linked more with theory since Uni, back then we may have been looking at theory all day 

and so Patchwork brought something different…it was more mindful, focussed more on 

myself’. Now, it’s different…in my counselling scrapbook, I can find I am wondering what 

something links to – I might get a book out and look something up, reference it; then I know 

my student brain is on!’ (Megan). 
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7.9.9 Integration 
I had envisaged students creating a Patch for reading or theories that inspired or resonated 

with them, another Patch with a theme of personal development and maybe others from 

practice or skills, then weaving emergent themes together to inform integration. The reality 

was different to this vision, as I noted in the personal development and theory themes; 

students’ patches largely focussed on personal development and self-care initially with 

theory helping their understanding of themselves.  

Later in their training, and prompted by placement and by lectures on integration, Patches 

expressed their personal integrative approach; their way of being as a counsellor that was 

coherent with their sense of self and their values and beliefs. Some comments also showed 

that integration wasn’t straightforward; ‘I weaved theory into my personal journey, this was 

helpful for my understanding but felt a long way from integration’ (Charlie). 

I had presented my autoethnography, using Patchwork, to the 2015 cohort towards the end 

of their second year and invited them to explore their developing approach. A discussion on 

this arose in the research group meeting;  

Wednesday: ‘I wondered about that in your presentation this morning. I thought ‘um, so the 
patchwork and integration is all tied up’? I hadn’t made that connection’  
 
Ken: ‘We weren’t given guidance on that; it was totally up to us’ 
 
Pete: ‘This morning I did find it useful. I was looking at some of my Patches and feeding 
them into my metaphor for integration. I did it as a doodle and graffiti board’. 
 
Students from this cohort talked more about their way of working during the individual 

interviews after they had qualified: ‘At the end of the course, we were asked, ‘how has 

Patchwork influenced your practice?’ I thought, ‘I’m not sure it has’…I became freer, less 

structured, personally and noticed I’m not at all rigid in the way I work with clients; I listen to 

what they have come with and we discuss how we are going to work’ (Carol). 
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‘In my way of working…I think I’m quite eclectic. Someone said eclectic had a bad meaning, 

whereas my current supervisor questions why eclectic would be bad. In training it could 

mean students didn’t know what they were doing. I now think eclectic is alright. I feel like a 

kaleidoscope. I had that image in my head for ages and drew it out, it made sense. The tube 

is solid, my base of person-centred values. The colours are a pattern of different theories, 

when you make a small change the pattern may change but it is still me at the core. I can 

turn the kaleidoscope left or right; going to the left is bringing in psychodynamic and the 

past. I would only turn it a little bit. Looking into it is what I see in clients and they may see 

something different’ (Megan).  

The 2016 cohort research discussion groups didn’t talk about integration, this came out in 

the individual interviews. For example, Charlie noted; ‘Towards the end of the second year, 

Patches helped me explore integration and my unique approach’ (Charlie). 

 ‘Integration to me is a drawing together of different approaches to make sense of what’s 

going on; my values and beliefs and the core conditions draw them together. A series of 

Patches showed how I tried different ways to represent this’ (Charlie).  

As Charlie talked through her different drawings in the research interview, I noticed how 

clear her thinking around her philosophy was. Her values and beliefs draw together 

theoretical ideas in her way of working; this brings a coherence between personal and 

professional  

Her tree Patch is selected as an example (Image 7.9). 
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Image 7.9: Tree Patch of an integrative approach (Charlie) 

‘The roots are my values and beliefs: empathy, trust, UPR, wisdom, justice, ability to 

change, respect. Then at the base of the tree is listening to hear, and everybody has their 

own truth, that’s more social constructionism. This brings inclusivity of different cultures, 

different beliefs and traditions; the nature of where people live has an influence on how 
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people develop. Moving up the tree I put self-worth, this is applying all the values to myself 

as well as others; its more than just doing things for myself, like riding, its valuing myself. 

Attachment for me is providing a secure base for clients. It has also been impactive when I 

have looked at my own attachments with my family, which are difficult to change but 

possible over time’ (Charlie). 

Others also talked about links between theory, practice and the personal elements 

influencing who their way of working as counsellors. 

‘Later in the course I started to make more links to how I practice as a counsellor and the 

theories I am drawn to…I have linked to dialogical theory as well; I acknowledge multiple 

voices as part of me and influencing how I am as a counsellor and as a person…I could into 

counsellor role and out. I hope to become more integrated in myself, similar to Rodgers 

integrating core conditions as a way of being’ (Blossom). 

‘Patchwork showed me I was moving towards having more structure in my client work. 

These changes came into a Patch on integration’ (Michael) (Image 7.5). 

‘Patches were less about linking theory and practice. Although it was important to know 

myself better, my core values of honesty, transparency and empathy; I see these as core 

values of a compassionate and caring human being. These values underpin whichever 

approach I take’ (Ann). 

7.9.10 Placement and practice 
This aspect came out more in later individual interviews with students, once they were in 

placement. Blossom did a patch in response to a feeling with a client, ‘A Patch that stood out 

was an image of two hands holding a broken person or bird. I realised in a counselling 

session just how much the person opposite me was relying on me to help them get better’ 

(Blossom). 
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Ann started placement quite early and made links with the Patchwork process at the 

beginning, ‘The benefit of Patchwork clearing my mind is similar in the counsellor role…I can 

be present with clients, alongside them in their grief’ (Ann).  

Practice was raised more by the qualified counsellors who spoke about using Patchwork as 

self-supervision and with clients in different ways. These participants talked about clients 

writing poems, writing reflexive pieces, drawing and then exploring the meaning of the Patch 

in the next session. Subthemes of practice and placement bring ideas of how to extend the 

Patchwork exercise with clients and use Patches for supervision. 

 Self-supervision 

As participants recalled examples of using Patchwork as supervision, I was taken aback by 

the creativity they described. These Patches showed me that the counsellors who created 

them had taken Patchwork ideas and expanded into other areas I hadn’t considered. They 

shared powerful images and some really useful ideas. They had made Patchwork their own. 

‘One Patch expressed feelings after a client had committed suicide; anger and rage at the 

way he was treated. I used emoticons as well, these were black humour, and in the group, I 

realised I used humour as a defence’ (Michael).  

‘I am now doing client notes differently, more creatively, as a mind-map with key words’ 

(Michael). 

‘The Anxiety Patch – this refers to my first real experience of how crippling anxiety can be for 

somebody. The client would come in and say nothing, they were so uncomfortable with it. 

That’s why this is so empty, the page is empty…’wow’; interesting how anxiety can really 

stop someone functioning’ (Megan, Image 7.7). 

‘Whilst I’m cutting or drawing it helps me process, for example I might be cutting out a 

person’s body and as I do that I start to think from his point of view’ (Megan). 
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‘Self-care for me and developing self-compassion as a client’; ‘If I’m stuck with a client, I 

thought it would help to visualise where the client sees themselves’ (Marie). Here Marie 

extends a theme expressed by many participants, self-care; she uses Patchwork as self-

care for herself and encourages clients to do the same. Her learning of the client’s view of 

self can help empathy for their position. 

Carol drew Patches of a flower to express her own emotional response to a client with high 

anxiety. Carole noticed strong emotions during and after the sessions. She drew two 

Patches and linked them to poetry.  

 

Image 7.10: Carol Self-supervision Patches 

These Patches helped Carol understand her own emotional response and stay with hope. ‘I 

had an image of an exotic flower that couldn’t bloom because she had been kept in the 

dark…I glimpsed the person she could be…there has been such a change. The Patches 

helped me understand the emotion I feel when I am working with this lady’ (Carol). 
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‘What surprised me is how much it has become natural, a natural part of how I process the 

work I do with clients’ (Carol). 

Carol’s application of Patchwork was as self-supervision and could also extend the client’s 

view of their changes if communicated with them; the client would have the opportunity to 

see the flower blossoming that Carol saw. The decision to share with the client was on a 

case by case basis. Hearing about the case in the research interview was moving. This was 

a creative extension of Patchwork.  

 With clients 

Some students started to use the ideas towards the end of their training; qualified 

counsellors brought a few ways of extending patchwork in creative ways of working with 

clients. The common element was a Patch, or derivative from the Patchworks of Practice, 

created at home by clients and the meaning discussed in therapy. Michael recognised that 

some clients were not open to a creative way of working, similar to how he was initially, ‘I 

thought it was a load of rubbish’; ‘I have also used Patchwork with clients but have to be 

selective as to which clients; some clients are like I was two years ago’ (Michael) 

Carol linked Patchwork into her way of working with clients, ‘I’ve used Patchwork linking 

Patches to significant events along a timeline with clients’ (Carol). 

Marie came to the research interview with a sheet of ideas she has for Patchwork with 

clients and ways she links it with CBT in her work. Some of these are shown below;  

Mindfulness — ‘Patchwork is useful as a method of relaxation. I think it brings focus…we 

can get anxious because we don’t have a focus or because there is too much to do’ (Marie). 

Vision board, and stuckness — ‘I’ve been introducing vision boards as relapse prevention…I 

think Patchwork works well with a vision board…After therapy finishes, she [the client] still 

has an option to come back but they can use the vision board to map out the next twelve 
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months. Patches along the way can help pause, see how she is doing; they are a snapshot 

– notice changes, whether anxieties are as bad or if there is an improvement’ (Marie). 

I was struck by the ripples of ideas that continued to extend from the participants’ own 

experiences out to client work, supervision and ongoing Patchwork activities. I was 

encouraged; these ripples show useful and wider applications of the initial ideas for ongoing 

reflexivity and learning.  

7.9.11 Reflexivity and the learning journey 
The learning process and reflexivity touch all the other patches in the diagram of themes 

(Diagram 7.1). This aims to represent visually that reflexivity and the learning journey are 

part of all the other themes shown in the diagram and the themes shape the learning journey 

through a circular, reflexive process.  

Over two years of training, students have created and shared Patches every five to six 

weeks; this is a minimum, many have done more. Wednesday explained, ‘I allowed my 

Patches to come spontaneously rather than create to order, that would feel wrong. There 

was always something going on for me and I would write routinely. When a patchwork group 

was scheduled, I would select which to bring in’ (Wednesday).  

Qualified counsellors taking part in the research reported continuing to create Patches as 

self-supervision, ongoing reflexivity and self-care; these all contribute to personal and 

professional development. After Megan qualified, she began scrapbooking her Patches, this 

extract is about her scrapbook of life and explains one aspect, self-care; she has another 

scrapbook as self-supervision around practice; ‘my scrapbook Patchwork is really good now 

for processing what is in my head, getting my feelings out. Sometimes I start it and it starts 

to grow into something different….I can listen to music, but if everything is in my head, I 

need to get it out or it affects my stomach’ (Megan). The learning journey continues. 

Wednesday puts this as ‘when I think beyond patchwork in Uni, the tentacles of the 
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Patchwork Process extend out for me in a very meaningful way. I never experienced it as an 

insular activity, it wasn’t a university chore, it didn’t feel like an academic task; it has become 

something extended and quite beautiful for me’ (Wednesday). 

In both my experience and in the feedback from student participants, the exploration of self 

and personal context precedes linking with theory and practice; theory would be used to 

understand the personal. I had ‘forgotten’ all the years of journaling, striving to understand 

how my experiences influenced who I felt myself to be — in my skin and within my 

communities and relationships and nature. This had become taken for granted and 

influenced my expectations of students and Patchwork; they were unrealistic. I look back on 

my personal and professional journey in the context of learning from the research in this 

Woodland chapter and see clearly how personal learning came earlier, followed by 

understanding my way of working and which theoretical concepts fitted with my style. 

The learning journey for myself and the students is a process of learning about who we are 

as an individual, and relationally, with our values and beliefs, then we can see how these 

influence the professional approach. It is an education in the doing, much as a walker is 

learning as he sees, as the world emerges along his pathway (Ingold, 2015; p.136). This is 

not an education where a teacher imparts knowledge-as-content or even finds a way and 

explains to the learner. Those ways are set paths to follow and much may be missed. This is 

human becoming along a learner-led path with the teacher following; education and 

knowledge are whatever emerges. A much scarier route yet it creates more learning and 

growth. Scariness was part of the initial confusion felt at the start; creativity, openness and 

lack of rules were so different to familiar experiences of learning. 

Many said confusion reduced in the actual doing. Confusion can be an exploratory space if 

anxiety is not too high. Bolton (2010) has three oxymorons as foundations for reflective 

practice and reflexivity; “certain uncertainty, serious playfulness and unquestioning 
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questioning” (p.70), and notes “frameworks to work within might lessen tutor anxiety, but 

such programming disables students from thinking and exploring for themselves” (p.71). In 

this research, participants seem to say, frameworks, such as regularity of Patches, lessen 

student anxiety; ‘it helped to have a prompt every few weeks, it focussed me’ (Charlie).  

We have seen in the themes above, learning came by staying with confusion, exploring 

through creativity and hearing group reflections. Wednesday liked the freedom and could 

manage anxiety if a tutor or facilitator contains the process; ‘Anxiety isn’t a bad thing, it can 

be useful and its ok to be anxious with the process, people are going through something in 

an experiential way. I like the idea that we might get anxious, but we will be held by our 

facilitator or tutor. Its liberating. Get all the toys out of the box without someone showing you 

how to build the blocks; we each put bits of a puzzle together in a different way. Some 

people don’t know what to do with that freedom (Wednesday). I understand the tutor role as 

a safety net, made from regular time slots, sticking to time, being available to respond if 

asked, for example if someone is upset or in a practical way if group members are absent. 

This gives enough security for exploration, if not there then anxiety curtails creativity, 

exploration and growth (Holmes, 2003). 

Creativity is a strong element of the learning journey; the exercise encourages 

experimenting with different forms of artistic and creative expression. However, it brings 

another form of creativity, highlighted by Ingold (2015), creativity as growth, human 

becoming “this is a creativity that progressively creates personality in community” (p.125). 

Marie’s experience concurs with this; ‘It is part of my learning journey as a human being and 

as a therapist, time for reflection…Patchwork helps me get back on the right path, it’s like 

pausing and checking a map’ (Marie). 

Students describe Patchwork as a reflexive process; reflection and exploration of 

themselves by looking at themes and emotions emerging in a patch and in their Patchwork 
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group. ‘Patches help me listen to myself, listen to my feelings’; ‘It puts me in a different head 

and heart space’ (Ann). Reflexivity requires the ability to look at yourself as a stranger 

(Bolton, 2014). This is similar to Bateson’s (2002) idea to look from a different perspective, 

be curious about pattern and context in understanding meaning. He describes the 

importance of understanding how we learn, and the logic of behaviour in context, rather than 

separating out bits of knowledge into subject areas and limiting learning to these artificial 

compartments.  

Learning in the doing, through reflexivity, isn’t a smooth process, there is confusion, 

questioning and uncertainty. Wednesday sees it as education with a difference, he is talking 

about improvisation and spontaneity of patchwork; ‘I like to see what happens, what the 

reaction might be. There’s almost an anti-establishment aspect to Patchwork Process, a bit 

anarchic, let’s see what happens. I’d like to say its anti-educational, but its ultimately 

educational, anti-formulaic learning’ (Wednesday).  

Interviews offered a chance for participants to express the culmination of their journey and 

look to the future. These were special celebratory moments of the interviews and it was a 

privilege to hear their thoughts on what they had achieved. ‘I find Patchworks helpful, and 

more than that, enjoyable; I’ll be using them in conjunction with my journal as a reflexive tool 

for the rest of my counselling life’ (Blossom). 

‘I have come a long way; it has been awesome…and it isn’t over. I’m still going to do my 

Patchwork; it will be part of my ongoing personal work’ (Charlie). 

 ‘In my final Patch, I wanted to speak about being your good enough self. It links me to an 

existential point of view and trying to embrace who we truly are…flaws and all. This is what I 

am working towards. This is different to how I usually do Patchwork it is not an expression of 

how I’m feeling; it is an expression of hope’ (Blossom). 
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‘I’ve learnt to value and care for myself as well as others; it’s been lifechanging’ (Charlie). 

7.10 Taking learning into future teaching 
I came to the end of analysis and writing themes in this style of narrative portraiture with my 

voice woven through. As well as a reporting, this process has been a learning. In writing in 

this style, I interact with emergent themes, and participants’ voices once more and this has 

clarified key learning for future teaching. 

The action research dimension of the Patchwork methodology, and the essence of 

practitioner research, is centred on living inquiry. This is a cycle of exploration, reflection, 

developing understanding and taking action that has been described as “making the road 

while walking” (Wicks, Reason and Bradbury, 2008, p.26). This phrase, coined by Wicks et 

al. (2008) resonates with my experience of a methodology that evolved.  This Patchwork 

methodology, my inner guide and the collaboration with participants explored Patchwork 

experiences and led to understanding and learning. The path was sometimes a solitary route 

and sometimes others accompanied me; a replica of the individual and group aspects of a 

Patchwork Process. It is important, and ethical, to honour all these aspects by taking 

learning back into practice; I share my learning from the research in the Woodland here and 

discuss how this will shape future teaching. This section is organised by the same themes 

that emerged from the research and includes advice from participants. 

7.10.1 First hearing about Patchwork 
Confusion was a key drawback to setting off with enthusiasm for the Patchwork of Practice 

exercise. The openness brought hesitancy and reluctance, which could put some off for 

good. Those who overcame fears by having a go reported settling into the process and it 

became easier. Charlie suggested explaining that others found it confusing and scary, use 

their words such as, ‘it can be hard to make a start; have a go and it gets easier. It will come 

clear in the doing. Each patch is yours and you can do it however you want’ (Charlie). 
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There was some feedback about how useful it was to see somebody’s patchwork and meet 

with a student from the year above. This happened part way through the year. Charlie 

explained, ‘It was useful having someone in to explain theirs. They could come in earlier, but 

you need to make it clear that everybody’s Patch is unique’ (Charlie). Michael agreed, ‘I 

suppose the useful thing was the girl that came and gave the talk, but she didn’t do that at 

the beginning’ (Michael). 

Wednesday warned against trying to quell anxiety by being too prescriptive, instead make it 

explicit that people can feel anxious, he believes, ‘You need to lean into that, allow yourself 

to be free with it and not see it as an academic exercise; be with it, see what happens and 

allow it to go where it needs to go’ (Wednesday). Carol suggested showing photographs of 

others’ patches, ‘Maybe as opposed to giving students direction, you could say these are 

some of the Patches others have done. Some people have no idea at all and really struggle 

with it’ (Carol). 

These ideas inspired me to think differently about anxiety and openness. I still view these 

through an attachment lens with a belief that too much anxiety inhibits exploration and 

growth (Holmes, 2003). Yet some anxiety is natural; I aim for a sense of “safe uncertainty” 

rather than the hoped for “safe certainty”, the students’ solution to their feelings of “unsafe 

uncertainty” (Mason, 1993, p.194). I take a cue from Wednesday, who described how he 

would introduce Patchwork; ‘If you asked me to come in and talk to the group about 

preparing to start and do this, I would keep it exciting and adventurous, and allow yourself to 

be with it. It would be like that’ (Wednesday).  

The learning about how to introduce Patchwork is to allow enthusiasm to show. This can be 

from my own experience and from previous cohorts. Acknowledge anxiety as part of the 

process for some, experience shows this gets less through doing Patches and sharing in a 

group. Include some quotes from the participants as advice to ‘have a go’. It is helpful if a 
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student from a previous cohort comes in at the beginning of the year. There can also be 

examples of Patches from others, but with a clear statement that ‘each Patch is yours and 

you can do it however you want’ (Charlie). 

In another change in response to feedback, my patchwork experience had been part of a 

lecture on integration in Year Two and I moved it to the beginning of the course. Now it 

shows the rationale behind Patchwork and gives students an example of a journey, similar to 

the one they are embarking on. 

I have had email feedback sharing enthusiasm for Patchwork and as I write I am about to 

prepare a final lecture on integration for the 2017 cohort including, at their request, a review 

of their Patchwork experience. The students are making this their own. As each new cohort 

starts there will be quotes and photos from previous cohorts in a cycle of learning informing 

learning.  

7.10.2 Creativity: Learning with Patches 
If it is important not to give direction and not to have so much openness students are 

overwhelmed and inhibited in creativity and exploration, then this is a difficult balance and 

different for every student. Participants suggested showing a range of Patches. It is also 

important to explain ‘creative’. There was interpretation of ‘create a patch’ as needing an 

artistic gift and many said, ‘I’m not creative’, as though there was a binary dimension to this 

quality; you are creative, or you are not. I learnt through this research that creativity is wider. 

I needed to have a go, experiment and practice; this allowed me to try new ways of 

expressing how I feel and what I want to say. I learnt this through talking with students about 

how they learn with Patches, as well as through doing my own. Maybe this is the only way to 

learn this? Learning to use creativity seems to be through an individual and relational 

engagement with creativity in a Patch, an experimenting.  
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Ann noted she learnt through creativity being part of the residential weekend, an early part of 

the curriculum; ‘The art activities at the residential start the process of being creative, using 

creative techniques as part of reflexive processes’ (Ann). 

Synonyms of creativity from a simple, right-click search on my computer are: — originality, 

imagination, inspiration, ingenuity, inventiveness, resourcefulness, creativeness, vision, 

innovation; artistic is not mentioned. This is a learning point to share with students; these 

words bring meanings about variety and individuality of Patches. Patches can be useful 

conduits for expression and reflection as part of a learning process (Schön, 1983). When we 

learn we are encountering something new or a new way to think or feel about what we 

already know. This is an iterative, reflexive process that unfolds whilst in it. There can be a 

stepping back and reflecting on the journey as well as reflecting from within (Schön, 1983). 

Either way the Patches are a tool in a creative process, a becoming as a human (Ingold, 

2015). ‘It is helpful to have Patches as markers along the learning journey. You can look 

back to the start of the course and see where you were when you started’ (Charlie). 

New learning for me as a tutor has been the importance of widening education into creativity 

as learning. I will share this with colleagues, fight for it to be a part of the curriculum, and find 

ways for student counsellors to engage in a creative learning process individually and with 

groups. This means creating space, often holding a position of uncertainty myself rather than 

taking control; I need to keep the balance of structure and freedom creativity needs to 

flourish. 

Marie also made a good point about ensuring her Patchwork journey continues after the 

course ends, ‘I need to diary it in, I put everything in my phone in my diary, I need an 

appointment with myself for Patchwork as well (Marie).  

I suggested students have a conversation about Patchwork ending, in much the same way 

as endings are managed in client work. This is an opportunity to explore ways reflexive 
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practice continues after the course ends. Patchwork can evolve as part of ongoing 

reflexivity, as self-supervision, for example Megan’s idea of a scrapbook or Carol’s 

expression of a therapeutic experience through drawing and poetry. Patches can be shared 

in other ways; Wednesday shared with a colleague at work, Carol took hers to personal 

therapy, Megan shares them with her husband or in supervision, Marie has ideas to contact 

fellow counsellors from her cohort. 

7.10.3 Patching as Self-Care 
I have already pointed out the importance of essential maintenance and care of ourselves as 

the tools of our trade, self-care. Participants all noted Patchwork as a useful part of self-care. 

Counsellors can forget to care for themselves and prioritise others. In helping student 

counsellors develop self-care, I would particularly stress the habitual nature of creating a 

Patch that I noticed. By this I mean that it becomes automatic to create a Patch when upset 

or something happens that catches attention, puzzles or disturbs; ‘Patch it’ was a phrase 

used by Wednesday and Megan, now Patch has become a verb as well as noun in my 

vocabulary. Benefits from this habit of Patching as self-care included relaxation, expression 

of feelings, monitoring well-being and self-supervision.  

The theme of self-care surprised me and there may be others who would not think about this 

aspect. A tutor introducing Patchwork can open up possibilities, including self-care, by 

informing how others used the exercise. Early on, I felt overwhelmed by research activities 

such as ethics form, proposal, early assignments, reading, writing and so on. I wrote a poem 

that led me to see a regularity of activities would be helpful, and notice repeating patterns as 

in a gardening year: Patch 9:  

Poem 7.10.3: Gardening and research – tending to ideas 
A baby is crying and wakes me 
I make a drink 
And think 
Where am I on this journey? 
What can I see, 
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Around me? 
 
We met today as fellow travellers 
And friendly critics 
What did I hear? 
It seems unclear. 
 
I went back to the beginning 
And early conversations 
About my garden 
a sense of being me 
Feeling free 
A sense of belonging, a familiar place 
With rhythms of life at a comfortable pace 
This is the landscape to map out; 
 
Record the journey and what I did 
Explore what grows 
In this soil  
In this weather 
Seasons frame hard work and rest, 
Focus in, step back 
an ongoing cycle 
 
Clear winter’s effects of soggy leaves, 
Twigs and early weeds 
Look at structure 
Move some plants, and stones 
make space. 
 
Springtime comes 
Sow seeds, new life 
Water 
Harden off young plants 
 
Summer warms so plant out 
Water, weed, tend and wander 
Growing fast 
Dead head 
Tie up 
Support 
Water, weed, repeat and 
Rest 
 
Settle back in a deckchair 
And share scent and colours 
Then prepare 
 
To clear the leaves as autumn comes 
This time keep apace 
Don’t get behind 
Soggy leaves are such a bind   (written by Beverley Meakin, February 2017) 
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Once I had noticed self-care as a theme for the participants I looked back at my own 

experience and realised I also created a Patch at times of stress or puzzlement during the 

research process.   

7.10.4 Personal development  
In counselling training, the creative, reflexive learning journey described above is often 

called personal development (PD) and is a requirement on most counselling courses. PD 

groups are the most common way to facilitate self-reflexivity and relational reflexivity 

(Burnham, 2005) as pathways of personal development and some courses insist on 

personal therapy in addition. Lennie (2005) noted there had been little research into the 

effectiveness of PD groups and groups can create vulnerabilities for trainee counsellors. In 

previous research, “I noticed tension around inclusion and exclusion in this group (and in 

others). There was an expectation that members will share in the group, this is not suitable 

for everyone” (Meakin, 2010, p.15). 

Michael explained, ‘PD didn’t work well for me and Patchwork filled the gap’ (Michael). His 

Patchwork group facilitated his personal development; sharing Patches brought increased 

self-awareness, others’ views and openness to new ideas that were then available in a 

reflexive process.  

In group discussions it was noted that a Patchwork group had coincidentally had the same 

membership as a PD group. Trust may have been stronger due to the more frequent 

meetings of PD as well as Patch group. This allowed sharing for Ann even when feeling at 

her most vulnerable, sharing her ‘Dad Patch’.  

PD groups are assigned by tutors at the start of the course and stay as constant as possible 

throughout the two years. They meet weekly. The advantage of this frequency is that the 

group builds trust. There are difficulties to be worked with as groups evolve over time and 

addressing these is part of what brings group cohesion (Rose, 2008; Henning, 2016). For 
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Michael though, and there will be others with similar experience, weekly meeting was a 

disadvantage when the group were not able to build enough security and share openly. I 

now think it will be useful to combine the two personal development forums; the benefit of 

weekly meeting of the PD group can be interspersed with smaller Patchwork groups and a 

focus of Patches. I hope this widens participation in personal development to a more diverse 

group of people by including those less comfortable with a traditional PD group format.  

Another point supporting this is made in the group discussions, ‘I did wonder if PD, 

journaling, personal therapy and then this – is it too much? I think it is right though, because 

it gives emphasis to how important personal development and reflexivity are’ (Pete). ‘Too 

much’ was certainly the experience of William;  

‘I’ve often found myself resenting the Patchwork as another requirement of the course. I 

don’t know whether it’s a requirement of other courses like this? Or if it’s just a vehicle for 

yourself to get us into that way of reflecting? Erm, my Patchwork reflects the way I am time 

limited, if you look through it, it’s all about time, lack of time and lack of time with my family 

because of all the other stuff I do…course, work. Having said that, as I look at what I’ve 

done now, I’m quite proud of it. I’ve made it all myself, even the book it is in’ (William).   

As a tutor team we often hear of the time pressures counselling trainees feel. A student loan 

is only available for the MSc route to becoming a counsellor; this excludes many who 

haven’t had educational opportunities earlier in life and did not have the entry requirement of 

a first degree. Possibly due to selective support, many students work and may have other 

commitments as well; time is precious. A format of combining PD and Patchwork may 

alleviate possible feelings of ‘too much’, without losing the emphasis on the importance of 

reflexivity.  

There would be another advantage of a multi-layered process, similar to the outsider 

witnessing described by White (2005). A person bringing a Patch is performing it; they 
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embody what the Patch is saying in a physical way as well as what was first expressed in 

creating it. A Patch is a focus for exploration and reflection in the Patch group, which 

extends learning as we have seen. Then, in the PD forum, there is opportunity for a re-telling 

of the experience and for further reflections and feedback on the themes emerging. Day and 

Charing (2018) noted “activities of writing, and talking, and talking about what we are writing, 

are activities of sense-making” (p.35).  

Ethics of this layered process would need care in managing confidentiality and privacy 

between groups. Students usually form a contract and agree to keep others’ privacy and 

confidentiality by not sharing others’ personal material between different groups, only 

sharing their own experience. Confidentiality with the same people mixing in different sized 

groups is complex. This is itself an important learning opportunity for work as a counsellor. I 

feel it is a challenge worth taking for the benefits of different reflexive relationships within a 

small stable group. It reduces the disadvantages we currently face when trying to timetable 

and organise multiple groups with cohorts of fifty students. Implementation and monitoring 

the new format will be ongoing “living life as inquiry” (Marshall, 2016, p.xv). 

Another aspect of personal development to take forward is the importance of personal 

development preceding reflection and exploration on professional ways of working. This 

information is now part of the introduction of Patchwork to new students. I took forward 

participants’ experience of this theme in order to prepare students as they begin. This may 

also reduce confusion and uncertainty noted earlier. 

7.10.5 Group composition and process 
I have expressed an idea above, that Patchwork groups could be sub-groups of PD groups. 

This brings advantages of staying with the same group over two years. PD groups offer 

space for reflexivity (Burnham, 1993; 2005), development of self-awareness (Lennie, 2005) 

and can be support for the members as they navigate their trainee counsellor route. Models 
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of group process seem to agree that it takes time, and more than a few interactions between 

members, for trust to develop. Smith (2005) reviews Tuckman’s stage model of groups 

stages of forming, storming, norming and performing. He was later to add a fifth stage — 

adjourning. In my experience, and this is supported by Smith (2005), the stages are not clear 

cut and groups recycle through them in the group lifetime. Linking to attachment theory 

(Holmes, 2003), it is important to have enough security in the group for an individual to feel 

able to explore vulnerabilities in order to grow and develop who they are as people and 

counsellors. For example, Charlie acknowledged it took time for the process of trust to build, 

‘you need time to work out how you work together, build trust. Trust is needed to take 

personal stuff; I had to be brave’ (Charlie). 

If a group stays together for two years, then differences in personalities and the dynamic 

interactions between people add grist to the mill; all is available material to be worked with in 

the group and there is time to do this. However, there is also much unavailable for all and 

kept private for each individual, ‘I don’t share personal things in PD group’ (Michael). Some 

people prefer smaller groups and may feel able to bring private material to explore in a 

Patchwork subgroup. There are different opportunities created in the Patchwork group as no 

tutor is present and a Patch is available as a creative tool for reflexivity.  

As a result of the research and subsequent Patchwork group experiences in the 2018 

cohort, I have changed my views on whether students choose who they work with. Blossom 

and Michael both thought it was helpful to work with people they didn’t know well; ‘Initially 

people would rather choose their own group. Then later on there could be some value with 

working with new people, that is difficult though. There are some people I would avoid and 

maybe I should try working with them’ (Blossom); ‘I hardly know the people in my group, I 

don’t work with them in skills, so could that be a factor as why this group works so well’? 

(Michael).  
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The latest group of students did choose their own groups, and some have found this 

unhelpful. I used to think I was taking a less powerful stance by handing over group choice 

to students. Now I think this could be neglectful. It puts responsibility on students, who do 

not know everyone in the cohort, to make a choice and therefore they stay with familiar 

people. Some students have come from a variety of feeder courses outside the university 

and can feel isolated. I am not using my previous experience as a group facilitator and 

research evidence on groupwork, for example Bolton (2010) suggests the first stage is 

“members begin to see themselves as a group rather than a collection of individuals” 

(p.164). The group starts with meeting and really cements its identity through “conflict 

resolution” then work with a shared understanding of “what it is they are doing, why and 

how” (p.164). The facilitator role is key to start the group process then becomes less 

dominant, more supportive and facilitative (Bolton, 2010, p.157). This represents a shift in 

how I think about power in the tutor student relationship. This is beneficent power, ‘power to’ 

rather than ‘power over’ others. As a course leader, I take responsibility to allocate 

members; as a facilitator, I start groups off, provide a nurturing group environment and share 

practice with other group leaders. 

7.10.6 Theory and integration 
Neither linking to theory nor using the Patchwork of Practice exercise as a tool for integration 

were as central in the Patchwork process as I first thought. For most, the initial area where 

patchwork was useful was personal development. There is variation in this theme. Some, 

like Charlie, linked to theory early, as a Patch, or in making sense of a Patch. Occasionally 

the learning of theory on the course sparked a Patch.  

Once in placement, students became more involved in practice and thoughts of ‘how do I 

work’? The course curriculum turned towards integration rather than only teaching different 

theories separately. There were lectures on different modes of integration; one lecture 

suggested student counsellors explore using a metaphor in their integration process. These 
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factors prompted students to move towards exploration of their own way of working. This 

was welcomed with mixed feelings; on the one hand they wanted some certainty on an 

uncertain learning journey, on the other hand there was hesitation and not knowing how to 

express their approach, or what that approach was.  

They were encouraged to make links between Patchwork and their way of working, theories 

they were drawn to or made sense to them. This evolved from my own experience of 

discovering links between how I worked, my training and personal experiences, values and 

beliefs. I remembered this as part of my training, both in drawing my journey as a counsellor 

and when clarifying my way of working as context of a case study presentation. However, 

there was no direct facilitation of this, or course time allocated to it. As a tutor and counsellor 

myself, especially following on from this research, I now recognise how important it is to 

have time to reflect on your approach.  

Towards the end of year two I deliver a session specifically to help students explore their 

unique approach; this aims to help them develop coherence between personal and 

professional aspects of themselves. 

In this research I have used a Landscape metaphor throughout and explained how this helps 

orientate me on the research journey; as the everyday me, the metaphor helps me link 

different aspects of my practice and my life. I used my example with students and gave 

space for them to think in terms of metaphor as part of linking Patchwork and theory towards 

their integrative approach. Some people do not think in a way that uses image to link 

concepts. Michael is one of those who expressed this; ‘I don’t really like metaphors…so I 

just drew what came into my head’ (Michael). Learning from this is to create opportunity 

without direction. In individual interviews Megan, Michael, Charlie, Marie, Blossom all talked 

about their metaphor for integration.  
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Action from this theme would be to extend the Patchwork exercise into a second stage; 

facilitate reflexivity leading to each student forming a tentative description of their way of 

working. This description is tentative to acknowledge the students’ early stage of practice 

and the evolving nature of practice. To some extent this activity is currently addressed as 

part of the integration lecture; however, it would make sense as part of the Patchwork 

process. This second stage will encourage individuals to look back over Patches and meet 

with their groups to share their learning and the themes emerging. This would allow others’ 

perspectives to be part of the emergent knowledge from Patchwork, if relevant to the 

student. Then, a final patch would be a metaphor or short piece of writing explaining the 

integrative approach the student is working with and how this links to their values, beliefs 

and personal qualities they use in a therapeutic relationship.  

This is similar to how one student approached this stage of his development as a counsellor; 

‘Patchwork ultimately informed my integrative model. I think working iteratively and writing 

reflexively, in verse, in that unedited way, allowed an unconscious process’; ‘When I look 

back at Patchwork, they were full of stuff around my identity, being in life, where do I fit or 

don’t, being on the edge of a circle. Links to theory culminated in my own model or how I 

work and a presenting this in a theory poster assessment’ (Wednesday). 

Similarly, Charlie worked with a few metaphors to explore and articulate her integrative 

approach; she drew a flower, web, and tree (Image 7.8). 

7.10.7 Placement and practice 
The research reflections leading to ideas for action have been more focussed on the 

relationship between the Patchwork of Practice exercise and student counsellors’ 

experience of using it as part of their training and development as integrative practitioners. 

Some of the individual students interviewed described Patches in response to client work 

(Blossom, Michael, Megan) or using Patches with clients (Charlie, Carol, Michael). The 
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opportunity to interview qualified practitioners explored the experience of Patchwork of 

Practice after the course had finished. Their views included continuing to use it for self-care, 

relaxation and self-supervision as well as ways they had adapted it for use with clients.  

The use of Patchwork for self-supervision is an area I had not expected. This was most 

clearly described by Megan. She explained how she uses her counselling scrapbook both as 

a way to process difficult feelings and as a way to look at client work from a different 

perspective, ‘Whilst I’m cutting or drawing it helps me process, for example I might be cutting 

out a person’s body and as I do that I start to think from his point of view’ (Megan). Marie 

expressed a similar view, ‘If I’m stuck with a client, I thought it would help to visualise where 

the client sees themselves’ (Marie). 

Although some student participants found it more useful than others, it is testimony to the 

success of the exercise that it continues to be useful after qualifying. The range of 

applications is heartening as it shows practitioners taking the exercise and making it their 

own. This tells me a learning process is successful and responsibility for learning has been 

taken up by the student; this is evident in further sharing with clients and with others outside 

of the course. Patchwork of Practice could be seen as a collaborative assessment for 

learning practice where students work together to develop autonomous pathways for their 

learning; this is very different from objective assessment of learning such as in marked 

summative assignments (Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall and William, 2004).  

Black et al. (2004) describe a spectrum of learning activities from ‘“closed” tasks with a 

single well-defined outcome; at the other end are “open” tasks with a wide range of 

acceptable outcomes’ (p.18). Patchwork of Practice is a learning activity leading to a range 

of outcomes in areas such as reflexive ability, awareness of counselling approach, 

integrating personal and professional selves as well as different theoretical approaches in 
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their way of working. In this way of teaching, responsibility for learning is shared (Black et 

al., 2004).  

Action points from this theme could firstly influence clarification of the position of tutors, so 

that students see tutors as collaborative partners for personal development and evolution of 

their counselling approach. The exercise is placed in the context of a collaborative 

relationship rather than the usual power dynamics of a tutor student relationship. It is 

important tutors see all approaches as equally valid and strive to understand how a student’s 

personal philosophy and experience inform their rationale behind their approach. Secondly, 

share newly qualified counsellors’ ways of working with Patchwork as journal articles or 

future workshops with students to spread the usefulness of the Patchwork process. Thirdly, 

the Patchwork outcomes listed above (reflexive ability, awareness of counselling approach, 

integrating personal and professional selves as well as different theoretical approaches in a 

unique way of working) have been demonstrated by students. These can inform assessment 

guidelines for a final summative assessment. This elevates creative learning and personal 

learning rather than reliance on theoretical understanding in assessment criteria. 

7.10.8 Conclusion 
Bringing together the themes that emerged in the Woodland and reflection on how these can 

influence future teaching has been an interesting piece to write. Patchwork of Practice has, 

for those taking part, been helpful in developing an integrative approach that is coherent with 

their personal way of being. This shows for those who created Patches depicting their 

integrative approach. Patchwork has been much more than that. It was used in diverse ways 

by participants and I learnt far more about the complexity of the Patchwork Process, and 

being a researcher, in this Woodland. 

Patchwork is a tool for reflexivity, personal development, relaxation and self-care. It is an 

individual and relational activity that brings other perspectives on who we are as people, 
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learners, counsellors, researcher and tutor. Going through a Patchwork process brought 

times when students (and researcher) were unsure of the path, confused and vulnerable; 

there were other times when sunlight was glimpsed through the trees and illuminated a path. 

The variety of responses to hearing about the exercise and experiences in using it led me to 

develop a snapshot of helpful guidelines for students (Diagram 7.2) encountering the 

exercise for the first time; I hope this helps reduce anxiety and confusion to manageable 

levels that do not inhibit creativity. Guidelines can be accompanied by quotes of how others 

have found Patchwork useful and ways they have created their Patches.  

 

Diagram 7.2: Guidelines for students using Patchworks of Practice (Meakin, 2019, 

p.40) 

Guidelines for Students 
 

• The Patchwork exercise is part of the integrating process throughout the 
two years on the Diploma. It is an evolving exploration and development 
of you as a counsellor.  

• A Patch can be any way of expressing what you have noticed in your 
training or looking back on earlier experiences; drawing, an image, 
photograph, poem, writing… 

• You will complete a minimum of five patches a year. 
• Aim to write reflexively in the ‘Patch’, describing your own responses and 

explore around these, make links to how this may influence you as a 
counsellor. 

• Share what you feel comfortable sharing in your small group 
• Show respect for difference in listening to others’ ‘Patches’. 
• Feedback should facilitate others’ reflexive process and personal/ 

professional development. 
• Feedback can also include the impact the Patch has on you as a listener. 

How may this influence you in the future? What did you notice? Which 
qualities did you admire? 

• Openness and curiosity help; ethical thinking, critique and respect rather 
than rights or wrongs.   

• The patchwork process links with your journal and PD group as a reflexive 
tool throughout the course. 

• You may want to keep Patches in a folder or book. 
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Researcher and participants had opportunity to see ourselves, through our own eyes and 

through others’, using a Patch as a conduit in individual reflections and reflections with 

others, such as Patchwork groups, in personal therapy, with colleagues and research 

buddies. Patchwork helped those of us who used it to hear the multiple voices influencing 

who we are and how we relate. This can facilitate coherence between who we are and how 

we work. The relational awareness, alongside practical skills, ethics and theoretical 

knowledge, informs therapeutic and teaching relationships; it guides us, informs choices of 

how to go on, to make for the best way forward with others. This is reflexivity in action; it is 

an ethical, active process. It is mindful of power between people. Creativity and openness 

learnt through Patchwork can lead to flexibility in relationships, a collaborative, withness 

approach (Shotter, 2010).   

There were others from the cohorts whose voices have not been heard. Maybe this signifies 

that the exercise was not useful for everybody, or they did not wish to join the research 

conversations. In group discussions, I learnt that some did not prepare a Patch and 

spontaneously spoke about what was going on for them; this was their Patch. It was hard to 

accept alongside my bias towards the importance of preparation. I was helped by another 

student who noticed excitement at this spontaneity. I learnt further about complexity of the 

exercise and differences between people; how the Patchwork of Practice exercise lands with 

a person is how it is for them and is their learning. There can be reluctance to engage with 

multiple ways of developing reflexivity due to competing demands of different aspects of the 

course and life. Joining the Patchwork with PD groups has the potential to build trust and 

more commitment to working with others as learners on their autonomous pathway.  

Themes from the research have directly informed teaching; they led to changes in the 

curriculum through the action research process. There are further changes proposed as a 

result of further reflection in writing about the research. I have clarified some Tips for Tutors 

(Diagram 7.3). I hope these steps help create a context for students’ reflexivity using the 
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Patchwork of Practice exercise. The tips do not refer to forming Patchwork groups within PD 

groups; this is a decision to take based on each course context.  

 

Diagram 7.3: Tips for tutors using Patchworks of Practice (Meakin, 2019, p.40) 

Finally, I come to the end of writing from within the Woodland. The experience of the 

research with these participants has reinforced why I enjoy teaching; it is a privilege to be 

alongside student counsellors and see them grow. I learn a lot from them. Research in the 

Woodland showed coherence with how I live and work as a tutor. Wednesday said, 

‘Patchwork enabled me to be the person I wanted to be in class. That eclectic freer way of 

learning and being, has enabled something in me to be that way with the people I am with in 

therapy’ (Wednesday). This quote captures a sense of dormant potential that each student 

brings. Patchwork of Practice provides a style of teaching and learning that enables potential 

to be recognised and realised, then link with aspects of professional learning. To stay with 

the metaphor of Woodland, each tree has the space and adequate conditions to grow 

stronger as an individual and in relationship with others. 

Tips for Tutors 
 

• Students often report confusion as they first hear about Patchwork; this 
lessens as they have a go. Reassurance that confusion is normal, and 
encouragement to try a Patch help. 

• Help build trust in small groups by reminding students to work with a 
collaborative respectful approach. 

• Give small groups some time to talk about how they want to work together. 
• Keep the groups the same over the length of the course if possible. 
• Don’t worry if not everybody creates a Patch at first, some take longer to 

trust the process, some may just speak their Patch when they get to the 
group. 

• As the process develops more some hesitant students will start to take 
part. 

• Tutors can use Patchwork too. It is then helpful to share your experience 
with students. 

• Past students can share their experience and any tips. 
• Students have welcomed a whole group meeting, at the end of the year, to 

hear about others’ experience with Patchwork. 
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8 Creative Synthesis 

 
Image 8.1: Stepping across muddy ground 

I wrote some of this thesis in Wales at my sister’s lovely place on the Pembrokeshire coast. 

There, I wrote poetry as creative expression of my learning through this research inquiry; I 

learnt about my life and my practice, learning with others, learning how I learn and what 

shapes my choices. There were struggles, achievements and discoveries on my journey and 

for each participant treading a path towards their Patchwork of Practice and onwards; all on 

our own stepping-stones across a bog.  
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Paths in a life are always unfolding, ‘things are never given once and for all but are always 

on their way to being given’ (Ingold, 2015, p.143). 

This chapter creatively portrays what has been learnt about the experience of a Patchwork 

of Practice process, for researcher and participants, whereas Evolution and Succession 

(chapter nine) describes learning more cognitively and looks to where learning may lead in 

the future. A creative synthesis is based in the realm of tacit knowing (Moustakas, 1990), 

which has been illuminated by self-and relational reflexivity throughout the thesis. I initially 

tried to paint my felt sense of exploring a patchwork landscape, finding a way through fields, 

woods, bogs and along paths over stiles, always with hills within sight; learning as I walk. My 

artistic skill couldn’t translate the felt sense via paint onto paper. After numerous attempts I 

turned to this image of a meandering, muddy path and poetry; art works for Hockney, poetry 

works for me. 

Poems were inspired by hearing participants’ stories and living the research journey. The 

stones (Image 8.1) are a part of a path I followed one day as a pause in writing. The wide 

sky was crowded with clouds and the sea only just in view; a glimpse of misty blue. It is a 

precarious path to that safe ground of cushion-like, springy, cliff-top grass dotted with sea 

pinks…and the sea beyond. 

Poem 8.1.1: Steps across muddy ground 
Stones piece together a path through Patches of growth. 
A path passes through meadows, time to pause, notice streams 
Start to stitch experience into Patches shaped by social worlds 
Patches of early life; a Dad’s early death, village community, family, nature shaped mine. 
I’m curious to hear yours… 
Now we reach a lake, or maybe the sea 
Integration, eclectism, pluralism swim with new thoughts of intersectionality  
Values and beliefs come into the mix 
All pool together and we each dip in 
A unique sampling 
Ready to begin 
But how did I get here to this Patchwork me?   
 
(written by Beverley Meakin, July 2019) 
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This poem was written from my perspective and marks the stage in the research when I had 

finished autoethnography and was ready to start researching with student counsellors.  

As two years progressed, the learning was immense. There were emotional moments, 

protective layers fell away. We faced challenge and support. Groups came into their own 

and quiet small voices were heard. Patches were performed. This brought embodied 

knowing; mind and body connections ready to inform relational and practitioner selves. 

Some didn’t join in, ‘I prefer journaling’, ‘some things are too private’ and yet ‘some things 

are too painful to write’. A new verb was formed; ‘Patch it’. 

This has been a unique experience for each person in or out of it. 

Moustakas (1990) believes a researcher can take a step back from the findings of the 

research and bring together key elements along with an instinctual grasp of meanings 

arising from these; the essence of the topic of the research. He makes the point that 

meanings are in the context of “a particular world view, an individual life, and [my emphasis] 

the connections between self, other and the world” (p.32). This echoes a key finding from 

the research, the importance of connecting individual and relational reflexivity by exploring 

meaning in a Patch. I valued working with research participants and I hold their journeys in 

mind, as well as my own; these led to the poem ‘Steps to a Patchwork Self’ below.  

In Diagram 8.1 the different coloured rectangles correspond to the stepping-stones in Image 

8.1 and give a sense of Patches that join. Colours show different emotions and experience 

in the Patches. The diagram has clear edges around the first two squares as students first 

hear about Patchwork of Practice and look for clear lines of how to do the exercise. The last 

square is blue of water (a lake, pool or stream); a counselling approach evolves. It imagines 

sitting in a counselling room, with a sense of calm, and moment by moment responsiveness 

that has evolved as a result of the Patchwork Process.  
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Diagram 8.1: Steps to a Patchwork self  



Steps to a Patchwork Self depicts a work in progress and always evolving. It is written in one 

moment and one place in time by one person; yet it may connect with different people 

across different times and in different places. 

Each person treads their way across their stepping-stones; Patchwork shows direction. Is 

this a way to integration…is it a way to get to know ‘self’ and ‘self-in-relation’…these quotes 

show some people’s learning…  

‘Patches helped me communicate with myself, so I could know myself and where I was 

coming from, my values and beliefs…Patchwork gave me a structure to integrate being a 

counsellor with being a person. I have come a long way; it has been awesome…and it isn’t 

over; I’m still going to do my Patchwork’ (Charlie).  

‘They [Patches] helped me explore things that were at the back of my mind and bring them 

to the forefront…Later in the course I started to make more links to how I practice as a 

counsellor and theories I am drawn to (Blossom). 

‘In all ways Patchwork had such an effect on me…I became freer, less structured, personally 

and notice I’m not at all rigid in the way I work with clients’ (Carol). 

I think because creativity engaged me in a different way it also led me to learn differently 

(Bev). 

‘I think experimenting, and experiencing that way of being me, unedited, has enabled me to 

be a more dynamic therapist, post. I love it. It’s the best thing I ever did’. (Wednesday). 

I now see ‘life’ as a walk along a stepping-stone path with uncertainty; the terrain is always 

changing. Learning is through reflexivity in and on experiences met. Patchwork of Practice is 

a tool for reflexivity. I explore my ‘self’ in my world, it helps me see you and see how you see 

me; it helps ‘a relational we’…in practice and in life. 

 



9 Evolution and Succession  
The image below was taken in the grounds of Brathay Hall at the first Bedfordshire 

International Systemic Winter School in February 2015. This is where I decided to start this 

doctoral research journey. I took this photograph with community in mind; there are different 

species of lichen, moss, ferns and fungi living on the tree. Some colonised dead branches, a 

succession of species in a habitat that became available as a branch died; some evolved 

alongside living branches.  

The photo shows succession and evolution in action. It represents thoughts arising 

connecting, and evolving, from the beginning to the end of this research journey; a full circle. 

 

Image 9.1: Evolution and succession on a tree 

This chapter picks up and weaves threads from other chapters; some stay as loose threads 

to follow at a later date. Earlier, I described the research journey as walking through a 
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landscape; here I pause and look back along my path, and reflect, from this place and time. I 

note markers of validity, and key moments of experience and learning. I return to the original 

questions I entered with and reflect on responses to them. I look at ideas that change my 

professional way of being and my thinking about integration. Finally, I write my personal 

experience of five years on this journey.   

In Darwinian evolution there is natural selection of characteristics that are useful to survival 

of a species and loss of those that are not; the genetic make-up of a species changes. Some 

characteristics develop slowly others arise through mutation; a species changes over time 

and with each successive generation. Evolution is in response to changes in environment 

and adaptations become more useful. In succession, the diversity of communities in a 

particular ecosystem change over time, in response to changes in habitat, rather than each 

species changing (Pandolfi, 2008). So, it is with ideas; they can slowly evolve, continue in 

their current form or a process of succession can replace ideas or change ways of thinking. 

Bateson (2000) notes nature’s ability for ecosystems to maintain a delicate balance and any 

“monkeying with the system is likely to disrupt the equilibrium” (p.437). He uses nature’s 

balance as a metaphor; “what is true of the species that live together in a wood is also true 

of the groupings and sorts of people in a society, who are similarly in an uneasy balance of 

dependency and competition” (Bateson, 2000, p.437). I suggest that counsellor training is a 

similar delicately balanced system.  

In a counselling training system groups of lecturers and students are within a university 

habitat, and geographical location, within wider educational and political systems. Counsellor 

training includes a collection of ways tutors have habitually operated, based on underpinning 

philosophy, theories, experience and relationships within the team. The tutor system is 

always in relationship with changing student groups and university demands. There has to 

be continual evolution or succession of ideas and ways of working in order to maintain a 

balanced system that can adapt to changes. Evolution works slowly, building incremental 
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changes each year as adaptations are taken up. Succession brings in different ideas, which 

can feel radical and threatening to the system, or a welcome breath of air. New ideas are 

balanced against preferred ways of working, historical ‘comfort of the familiar’, and brought 

into an already changing university system. Tread carefully when introducing change. 

Evolution started as I shared themes from Meadow and Woodland chapters at conferences 

and with student groups. It is important to continue to take learning, from my own and 

participants’ experiences with Patchwork, back into practice. This honours participants’ 

contributions and ideas evolve within a teaching community. Taking back practices have 

been noted as a therapeutic intervention that facilitates people, or communities, to live 

reauthored stories that are authentic and empowering of their lives (White, 2005). Sharing in 

this way can be another layer of transformation. White (2005) sees a person’s identity as “a 

public and social achievement…shaped by historical and cultural forces” (p.15). Telling, or 

performing, a reauthored story, sharing a person’s authenticity brings opportunity for social 

and cultural shaping of the new identity. White (2005) describes a cycle of appreciation by 

“outsider witnesses”, in the form of “tellings and retellings” (pp.15–16); conversations amplify 

preferred stories. Students taking Patches to their group and me taking back themes to new 

student audiences, or other professionals, mimics this process; step by step, cycles of 

sharing and feedback shape the Patchwork of Practice exercise and professional identities. 

Outsider witnessing relies on appreciative audiences. A limitation of this research is that 

Patchwork as a seed for succession in facilitating personal and professional development, 

could fall on stony ground. Evidence of rigour and validity can soften resistance. 

9.1 Validity  
Eight criteria for quality in systemic practitioner research, outlined by Simon (2018), guided 

me through this research process and writing. These criteria accept that; “systemic practice 

is already using many methods of inquiry, and expects rigorous reflection on what counts as 
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knowledge” (p.44). Furthermore, the criteria offer “a relational perspective” (p.44), which is 

relevant to research within teaching practice. 

Rigour shows in the scaffolding of this research project. There is a clear structure from 

preparation, through the inquiry with participants, and in analysis of their experience 

alongside my own. The Patchwork of Practice exercise and landscape metaphor link 

different research activities and extend into the writing; this brings coherence between all 

aspects of the research. Systemic social constructionist philosophy underpins this research 

as well as my teaching and counselling practice, which extends coherence. 

Simon (2018) notes coherence includes demonstration of “values and relational ethics of 

systemic practice” (p.48). In preparation, I was aware of power difference in tutor-student 

relationships, and additional complexity of a dual role of researcher/tutor. I considered the 

experience for participants through ethical and systemic lenses, at every stage. In a 

transparent, collaborative approach, there was ongoing consultation. This built close 

relationships and I felt a responsibility to represent participants’ experience as closely as 

possible. The additional step of checking depictions with them was an ethical and personal 

choice. This degree of collaboration in the writing of their voices helped break down 

“established hierarchies between researcher and the researched, between the student and 

the teacher” (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018, p.822). Transparency as part of relational 

ethics also shows in the writing; I hold participants and readers in mind and explain my 

‘workings out’.  

The crosspollination of ideas and themes between autoethnography and inquiry with 

participants and between different patches of writing brings crystallisation as a marker of 

validity (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018). Learning and knowledge arises from many 

perspectives; “crystals grow, change and are altered but they are not amorphous…[they] 

reflect externalities and refract within themselves” (Richardson and St. Pierre, 2018, p.822). 
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Thinking of validity in this way allows the many truths and complex experiencing to be seen, 

whilst holding in mind there is always more to learn. A crystal shape helps me to remember 

that some facets are more in shadow and some more in light; I extend curiosity to look from 

all sides. 

Reflexivity is key; this is present as “an ethical way of being in relation throughout one’s 

practice and research” (Simon, 2018, p.47). My philosophy, methodology, and writing of this 

research project prioritises a reflexive, relationally ethical and collaborative approach. This 

evolved in the journey and shows movement away from my earlier research experiences of 

a more scientific kind; this research shaped me as a researcher.  

I now value knowledge acquired through self- and relational reflexivity in autoethnography 

and collaborative inquiry into experiences of Patchwork. I now see myself as a researcher 

and practitioner who is led by relational ethics, shows thoroughness, a collaborative 

approach and active reflexivity as a way of being. ‘On-the Hill’ moments allowed for an 

overview, a wider picture, whereas collaboration with participants, transcribing and 

immersion in research material brought an insider view. I think this binocular vision of insider 

and overview, alongside relational ethics, reflexivity and systemic know-how as a practitioner 

researcher, brings credibility to knowledge emerging from this research.  

9.2 Key moments and threads of knowledge  
Threads of knowledge emerged. They may have always been there and became more 

visible with binocular vision (Bateson, 2002, p.125); there were key moments as 

waymarkers. I started out with these initial questions around helping student counsellors 

develop an integrative approach that is coherent with their personal way of being. 

1. How has my life experience, who I am, influenced my integrative approach to 

counselling?  

2. How do others integrate different theoretical ideas in a useful way?  
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3. How can I best facilitate this process with counselling students I teach?  

4. I acknowledged my belief in the importance of personal influences, as well as 

theories, ethics and skills, in developing an approach that is unique to each 

counsellor (Horton, 2000). Is this belief valid? 

The first thread I want to pick up is integration. Exploration of integration in the literature 

brought three possible ways to bring together different counselling models; theoretical 

integration, eclectism and pluralism (McLeod, 2009). Reflections on twenty years of my 

training and practice sat alongside others’ perspectives, from systemic practice, in exploring 

how to decide which approach, method or discursive activity is useful (Burnham, 1992; 

Simon, 2012b). A model to illustrate my own approach emerged (Diagram 6.4). The diagram 

evolved in collaboration with students, which made it even more special, as the process of 

its evolution fits with my value of collaboration. Clarifying my approach in this way felt like 

‘coming home to myself’. The visual model communicated how I worked, and my 

underpinning values and beliefs, in a different way to a verbal explanation, or prose. It also 

opened possibility for others to use the framework (Diagram 4.7) and adapt it to their values, 

beliefs and theories informing their way of working. ‘Coming home to myself’ brought a 

settled feeling; this was a key moment.  

On the same thread of integration, the sense of ‘coming home’ led me to acknowledge I had 

felt confused, uncertain about how to talk about my way of working. It gave me some insight 

into students’ experience of confusion as they feel their way towards a way of working that 

fits with who they are. I wonder if the proliferation of different approaches and models in the 

literature is symptomatic of many others trying to reduce, or control, confusion. I now 

understand the enthusiasm with which participants shared their integration patches. In 

answering the second of my questions first, it seems that for integration to be ‘useful’ there 

has to be ‘counsellor fit’ with the blend of theories as well as ‘client fit’. What I am saying 
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here is there has to be coherence between the personal way of being and professional 

practice. Coherence means a professional way of working fits with the personal in a flexible 

way; ‘adherence’ would mean the personal has to fit into a more fixed, prescribed way of 

working. 

In question four above, I note that I had already met others’ ideas of personal integration, 

that pay attention to ‘counsellor fit’ (Horton, 2000; Castonguay, 2006). I had explored my 

personal journey, values and beliefs in my own training and linked this with Attachment 

Theory (Holmes, 1993) and Systemic Social Constructionist ideas (Hedges, 2005). Another 

key moment in this research came from extending that earlier exploration using Patchwork 

of Practice. I wrote, used photos and created poems, as my Patches. I summarised this 

creative process as a hexagonal Patchwork, which communicated my life to me afresh. I 

weaved thoughts, emotion and experiences with theory in a way that endorsed the 

importance of personal influences on a professional philosophy underpinning practice. This 

answers question four with a ‘yes’; Autoethnography around personal and professional 

development showed circularity between the two. My Patchwork process brought the circular 

relationship to life as an embodied experience that included physical and emotional sensing 

as well as cognitive learning. This opened up many answers to research question one and 

connects to another thread of learning —the ‘process of Patchwork of Practice’. 

The Patchwork of Practice process connected a person to emotional and cognitive parts of 

themselves, illuminating values and beliefs. In research interviews I was privileged to take 

part in conversations of discovery. Creativity in its broadest sense opened space for 

exploration of each participant’s community of voices influencing them, the “relational 

responses between voices” and “voices not yet heard” (Simon, 2012b, p.108). I witnessed 

participants listening intently as these aspects of themselves emerged and grew; I saw 

creativity, emotion and confidence come to the fore. A key moment, and surprise, for me 

was that immersion in personal explorations was far more urgent than finding a professional 
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identity…. initially. Then the personal integrated with professional knowledge and learning 

from the course and counselling practice. The creative space opened up a pathway rather 

than a tutor showing the way. Where a path leads is unique to each student.  

In this thread, a ‘learner led pathway’, the Patchwork of Practice exercise facilitated 

autonomous learning through individual creativity and group sharing. Day and Charing 

(2018) cite Shotter (2012, p.1) “the outcomes of our inquiries as practitioners are not to be 

measured in terms of their end points — in terms of their objective outcomes — but in terms 

of what we learn along the way in the course of the unfolding movements they led us into 

making” (p.35). This style of learning is difficult to measure; university criteria can lead to 

more emphasis on theory and academic assessment. Creative marking rubrics that include 

reflexivity and learning through experience, could develop holistic assessment and 

feedback. Patchwork of Practice, as a learning tool, fits with this holistic approach to 

assessment (Akister, 2005; Scoggins and Winter, 1999). It partially answers my question 

three; ‘how can I best facilitate an integrative approach?’ Patchwork of Practice and its 

learner led path is one way, and ideally this thread of autonomous learning links with holistic 

assessment. This is something to share more widely in a counselling tutor team and other 

educational communities to avoid limiting effects of narrow academic focus. Others’ 

collaboration can ensure discoveries from the research, and ongoing use of Patchwork, 

shape future teaching.  

Patchwork of Practice requires tutors to facilitate an open creative space. This brings 

challenges as some students and tutors are more familiar with tutor led teaching. In addition, 

there is pressure from Universities to increase cohort sizes in order to survive as a 

competitive business. Organising a cohort of fifty into Patchwork groups, with adequate 

rooms, is a different experience to cohorts of twenty-six encountered in the research setting. 

It is also a limitation of the research if success of Patchwork is reliant on my enthusiasm to 

nurture the process. On this learner led pathway there needs to be other motivators, and 
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different ways of facilitating. One possibility is that Patchwork groups are a subgroup of a PD 

group. Patches would be created individually; every five weeks PD groups split into smaller 

Patchwork groups to offer the relational reflexive element. 

Both the individual and relational dimensions of the Patchwork process are important. This is 

another key moment and also part of the answer to question three ‘how to best facilitate 

integration’. All participants valued sharing a Patch with their group. I noticed both the 

performance of the Patch and hearing other perspectives were valued. “Activities of writing, 

and talking, and talking about what we are writing, are activities of sense making” (Day and 

Charing, 2018, p.35). Shotter (2010) talks about the importance of knowing ourselves-in-

relation, “the taken for granted ways in which we do respond”, in order to understand our 

spontaneous “relational responsivity” (p.83). A cycle of active relational reflexivity emerged 

in Patchwork of Practice:  

a noticing (of an experience or emotion) – creating a patch (incorporating creativity as 

reflexivity) – performing and embodying the patch (and its meaning) – hearing others’ 

responses – co-creating new knowing (of values, beliefs, personal and professional 

knowing) … 

This cycle facilitates personal and professional development in a different way than 

either reflexive journaling or personal development groups. It pays attention to a 

systemic relational co-creation of learning and personal professional development. 

Patchwork opens up dialogical space for students to really listen to voices, both others’ 

and their own voices within, in a spirit of relational reflexive inquiry (Simon, 2014). The 

process informs dialogical conversations in therapeutic relationships. Day and Charing 

(2018) cite Shotter (2012, p.1) 

“the outcomes of our inquiries as practitioners are not to be measured in terms of 

their end points – in terms of their objective outcomes – but in terms of what we 
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learn along the way in the course of the unfolding movements they led us into 

making” (p.35) 

Another key moment from the research highlighted a new thread; ‘intersectionality’ 

(Crenshaw, 1989) appeared alongside integration. In an email conversation, McKay (2017) 

explained she thinks about intersection of theoretical concepts, rather than integration. 

Different paradigms come from differing philosophies and it is difficult to integrate these. This 

has been my experience of systemic and psychodynamic approaches with their differences 

of circular and linear causality (Bateson, 2002). Research participants meet five different 

approaches, each taught separately and with its own philosophy; integration is tricky. By 

thinking in terms of intersection other possibilities open up.  

Intersectionality challenges us to look at complexities between, and overlaps of, race, class 

and gender, rather than separation into single categories of identity (Crenshaw, 1989). 

Experiences of privilege or marginalisation are not located only in gender or race or class; 

‘experience of gender is not the same for a white woman as it is for a Black woman or a 

woman of color’ (Romero, 2018, p.8). Crenshaw (1989) describes examples where looking 

at experiences based on either gender or race or class, without attention to the intersections 

between these, excludes many and discriminates; discrimination goes unnoticed. The eyes 

looking along one axis are blinkered from the reality of all the experiences at intersections 

with other axes. There are experiences of gender that are different for black women and 

white women and experiences of race or gender that are separate and different from 

experiences of race and gender together (Crenshaw, 1989).   

Along this thread, I note the importance of attending to each theoretical concept and the 

impact of any intersections on the philosophy informing each and usefulness in practice. I 

acknowledge overlaps have potential to exclude important underpinning beliefs. I also notice 

how each informs the other, fills gaps, or overlaps. I can be curious how they relate with my 
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personal values, beliefs and ethics. In this way of looking at combining different approaches, 

each holds its individual characteristics and has a relationship with another. In integration I 

see a blending of concepts; in eclectism or pluralism I see selection of separate concepts to 

fit with client needs and differing circumstances. An intersectional approach is more fluid. 

The first steps in representing an intersectional approach are show in Diagram 9.1. 

In earlier chapters, I presented separate models of my approach as a practitioner and tutor 

or group facilitator; this separateness isn’t coherent with integration or intersection. The 

Evolutionary Relational Approach (Diagram 6.4) has interrelating cogs representing 

connection, continuous movement and evolution. Reflexivity arrows show one cog 

influences another, with the ‘self’ as a conduit between cogs; there are no intersections or 

overlaps. My group facilitator model (p.119) had three overlapping circles. I can be in the 

centre of the intersection or move around in response to reflexivity in the moment; this model 

offers intersectionality, flexibility and movement. 

I have combined the two diagrams into a model I call ‘Intersectional Practice’ (Diagram 9.1). 

I arrived at this way of representing my teaching and counselling practice in this moment. 

This thread stays loose for now.  

Intersectional Practice has ‘self and other’ of dialogical relationships at its centre; this is 

coherent with individual and relational ways of exploring and learning with Patchwork, and 

my personal philosophy of self. Personal and professional aspects interweave in three 

intersecting circles; there is possibility of movement between and within these. All is 

contained by a flexible boundary. The space within is protected and critiqued by personal 

ethics with respect and collaboration; it is nurtured by a way of being that includes 

attunement and responsivity, consistency, compassion and creativity. Reflexivity is active 

and pervasive. This is not only self-reflexivity looking inwards; it extends, rhizomatically, to 

explore outside and look back in from out there. It explores discomfort as well as familiar. 
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Reflexivity attends to overlaps between circles; an entangled weaving with aesthetics forms 

a golden thread that influences choices and movements.  

 

Diagram 9.1: Intersectional Practice 

The ‘Approach’ circle includes theoretical concepts that are coherent with values and beliefs 

in ‘Personal Philosophy’; ‘Approach’ includes intersectionality, as well as relational ethics 

and awareness of multiple perspectives. All promote a dialogical approach, facilitated by 

‘Activities’. The research illuminated my thinking and rationale behind this diagram (the 

sometimes-messy stitching behind Patchwork), yet I see simplicity that appeals to me. The 

centrality of ‘self + other’, or ‘we’, is within a wider compassionate relational space, a 

balance of humanity and professionalism, with sparks of curiosity and creativity, and ongoing 

cycles of reflexivity. I can use this model as a compass in any part of my professional 

landscape. 
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The model and Patchwork of Practice exercise play an important role in extending the 

debate on developing an integrative approach, highlighted in Water (section 4.3). Anderson 

(2001) noted a person’s way of being, their philosophical stance, influences their way of 

working. Simon (2014) says “our theoretical narratives arise out of our ideological beliefs, 

values and most taken for granted deeply held assumptions” (p. 11), which Burnham (1992) 

agrees with. Some have described ways to develop a personal integration (Castonguay, 

2006; Horton, 2000) or noted that therapist’ values and beliefs influence the dialogical 

relationship in a pluralistic approach (Tilley, McLeod and McLeod, 2015). The thread of 

personal values and beliefs influencing practice becomes lost as focus in the literature 

moves more to research (Simon, 2014; Leppington, 1991), theoretical aspects of integration 

(Horton, 2000), methods and techniques (Burnham, 1992) or building of collaborative 

relationships (Cooper and McLeod, 2011). These are important areas to keep in mind as 

well as noticing that the lost thread creates a gap. Intersectional Practice connects threads 

and closes this gap with an active, continuous, reflexive interweaving of the personal, with 

approach and activities, noting influences on ‘self + others’. Reflexive weaving between 

different aspects of practice is featured in other models (Burnham, 1992; Leppington, 1991). 

Simon (2012b) extends it to “reflexive movement between spheres of influence and within 

each sphere of influence” (p.116), yet the spheres do not include personal philosophy, 

values and beliefs. These aspects may be implicit in methodological assumptions and 

reflexive process; inclusion of them within a sphere makes reflexivity around personal 

influences explicit. Importantly, the Patchwork of Practice exercise starts this process in 

training. Individual and group components jointly offer a creative reflexive and performative 

process that facilitates deep personal exploration. This then informs choices in theoretical 

approach. Patchwork is a resource to develop coherence between personal and 

professional. The personal thread is not lost. This research has shown the creative and 

reflexive habits continued after qualifying. Participants’ Patchworks in integration and 
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practice (sections 7.9.9-7.9.10) illustrate this. In addition, my Intersectional Practice model 

evolved through my Patchwork process, both personal and professional, in this research. 

I have discussed four threads: Integration, Process of Patchwork including creativity as well 

as combining individual and relational reflexivity, Learner led path and Intersectional 

Practice. I will develop these by sharing with others through writing and conversation. 

Patchwork of Practice as a reflexive tool has potential to facilitate personal and professional 

development in other contexts, in similar ways as in the research and in new ways not yet 

discovered. In teaching, social work, nursing, and other health care professions a personal 

way of being interacts with, and influences, professional roles. It is important to raise 

awareness of personal influences and develop coherence between the personal and 

professional parts of the roles we take; Patchwork of Practice can do this.  

9.3 Personal journey 
There are personal milestones along a five-year doctoral journey. Life evolved, and 

succession at my life stage was evident; my lovely Mum and her husband died, and five 

grandchildren were born. This is practitioner research; inquiry within practice runs alongside 

life. 

One thread above relates to Intersectional Practice; Patches grow together, intersect or are 

separated by hedges or walls in my Landscape metaphor. The research weaves throughout 

my landscape; rhizomes spread into family life, intimate relationship and leisure time. 

Sometimes rhizomes are weeds competing for time and space. At other times they are 

beautiful, adding colour to a shady area, like Iris or Lily of the Valley do; they are a welcome 

benefit popping up in the crevasses between stones on my garden path.  

One welcome benefit is the community our cohort created; our ongoing meetings developed 

into special friendship. Autoethnography highlighted the importance of community in my life, 
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now I value and more actively nurture this. A researcher’s path can be lonely, and I would 

have fallen by the wayside without support from research colleagues and supervisors.  

Support helped me keep going and I harvested other benefits of growing confidence and 

belief in my abilities to write and work creatively. This culminated in more self-belief than 

self-doubt as I work with others in different areas of my life. Self-belief connects with a sense 

of ‘coming home to myself’. I remember sitting around the fire with others at the first 

International Systemic Winter School in February 2015, I felt the kinship of shared ideas in 

systemic practice and research, and was welcomed, yet felt out of my depth. Other 

seasoned researchers talked about their experiences of their doctoral research and their 

phrases echo with me now; ‘I found my own voice’, ‘became more of who I want to be’. I add 

my own; ‘I have come home to myself’. This shows in calm and confidence and creativity.  

I used poetry to express myself in Patches and, when I read these out, I saw emotion 

connects, I saw others moved by what a poem had evoked in them. To date this is usually 

sadness, struggle or vulnerability; I hope to communicate joy and calm in poetry too.  

My calm part communicates a sense of security to others I relate with in practice or teaching 

or life; this quality is more available now. When the research was a rhizomatic weed it 

colonised other spaces in my life; it brought stress. In these times, it felt like there was 

competition between all the different parts of life to be the most stressful, the most 

overgrown with weeds! I had to learn to calm myself in different ways, make space for 

meditation and play; I noted the participants’ learning around self-care, followed their lead 

and pass this learning on. 

In my family, I am now the elder. Sadness and grief have been with me on the research 

journey. It was hard to live without my Mum as well as face the many self-doubts of a 

researcher-in-the-making. Motor Neurone Disease (MND) is cruel; in just a few months it 
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strips an active loving and sociable person of all their abilities to life their live. Yet they don’t 

die straight away; desperate times.  

Poem 9.3.1: Research as solace  
It can distract and heal, a little, those deep wounds of mine, the one left behind. 
Along with healing, who would have known, there came a sense of freedom  
more confidence had grown. 
Then, a succession of grandchildren helped me along.  
Here is joy in the familiar, 
The remembered baby-smell and tiredness of broken nights  
Laughter comes just by playing ‘Boo’ 
feeling the loving warmth of a small body cuddling with you. 
I see my children parent theirs and I am lucky too. 
Mum, this would not have been, if not for you  
 
(written by Beverley Meakin, 2019).  

I am more resilient. My landscape lives through all weathers with ability to let a storm pass, 

protect in cold, dark times then blossom when another warm spring comes around, growing 

new leaves and spreading roots wider. 

Each Patch of landscape needs space amidst competition for light and nutrients; I can 

attend to this. Self-knowledge encourages welcome spread of rhizomes of confidence and 

focus. They join with calm to settle others and myself when much is changing. 

Autoethnography around becoming a counsellor rekindled an embodied knowing of that 

journey; I sensed and felt the memories as well as thought them. This helps attunement with 

others as they navigate their journeys. I think of the person who said, ‘I found my voice’ and I 

notice I am proud of how I re-searched. I explored with others in a collaborative and ethical 

way that brought benefits to their lives; this sits well with me.  

9.4 Coming full circle 
As a white woman from a small village, who failed her English ‘O’ level, I have journeyed 

and explored around my Landscape and come home to myself. I have come full circle; I 

came home to that confident and daring girl and tomboy with more Patches of experience 

stitched in along the way. Patches that are always growing and changing together, co-
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operatively or competitively; life is never balanced I am always correcting for imbalance 

(Bateson, 2011). 

Choices we make, ideas and feelings, happen in the present in relation to other people and 

other ideas, including those from the past and those imagined in the future. In the 

Professional Patch in my landscape that is my counselling practice, I might in one moment 

think I can work with a couple using Attachment ideas; I would be fooling myself to think I am 

choosing this theory alone. That thought would always be in relation to other parts of that 

Patch — the systemic ideas and other cases I have known as well as my personal links with 

Attachment. The thought is also in relationship with the rest of my landscape. I work with a 

couple and what we are creating now, in the dialogue between the three of us. Yet…in mind 

I have the wider landscapes that are with us. 

I imagine a calm lake. I drop three stones in; ripples spread out, arcs and circles intersect. 

The calm surface is perturbed and patterned, and so are the depths. The stones could be 

the three people in the counselling room. It could just be me — my class, gender and race 

— or intersecting of research, home and work. Disturbance and pattern are there in nature’s 

ripples from three stones dropped in, and in you and me and we, in our meeting through this 

writing; all is connected. 

Now, as I reach the end of this thesis, I know I must pay attention to the myriad of 

influences, in work or personal relationships, notice patterns and disturbance arising at 

intersections. If not, I may think I can grasp one part of something and push away another 

part; this excludes and distorts. It isn’t ethical or respectful; it doesn’t fit with ‘withness 

thinking’ I aspire to. A counselling approach may be integrative, eclectic, pluralistic, or a 

systemic intersection of different theories; it is personal and professional and ultimately 

ethical and relational. 
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A reflexive counsellor is curious about their ‘self’ and their ‘self in relation’ to an-other or 

others; others’ perceptions light learning pathways. Patchwork of Practice and reflexivity 

form a mutualistic relationship; individual intersects with relational in an active reflexive 

process. Patterns of individual-with-relational in Patchwork repeat in therapeutic 

relationships. These patterns show in teaching, and in writing this research; they show as 

my gaze moves from my view to your imagined view.  

Patchwork of Practice brings experience of individual-with-relational, in a way that a journal, 

or group conversation, or supervision cannot. We can learn differently through Patchwork; it 

offers a creative learning pathway of performance to embodied knowing. Patchwork of 

Practice joins individual exploration and inquiry with others; it travels full circle around and 

within a personal way of being to bring coherence with a professional way of working. 



10 Appendices 
10.1 Appendix 1: Patchwork of Practice exercise 

10.1.1 Introduction 
This exercise runs throughout the two years of study on the Diploma Course. The aim is to 

aid the process of integrating theory, ethics, personal development, skills and practice 

towards your evolving counselling ethos. The Patchwork of Practice is a reflexive process 

and encourages a holistic view of your developing counsellor role (Akister, 2005). 

Throughout the course you will have opportunity to reflect on different aspects that catch 

your attention. You will create a ‘Patch’ about this reflection and share within a small group. 

Patches can be writing, art, poetry, or any medium that expresses your thoughts and 

feelings. Patches can include; a critique of a paper, your response to a theoretical concept, 

thoughts on an ethical dilemma, your reflection on a piece of skills practice, some personal 

insight, reflection on a PD experience, etc. The group support you by critiquing the Patch 

and giving feedback on what they have noticed about your developing role. 

These Patches, together with the learning from sharing and feedback, join with other 

aspects of reflexivity throughout the course and culminate in a reflexive summary of your 

personal and professional development. 

10.1.2 Process 
You will be assigned to small groups for Guided Learning; these will also be groups sharing 

Patches.  

In your groups spend five minutes getting to know each other and share initial thoughts at 

the start of this exercise.  

Take ten minutes to write about or illustrate the topic ‘I would like to be a counsellor who…’ 

Then read to the others. Your peers will share their responses to your reading with attention 
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paid to what they noticed and what this means to them (see guidelines below). Take a note 

of others’ responses. This can be a first Patch! 

You will meet every four to six weeks and share a ‘Patch’ each.  

10.1.3 Guidelines 
• Aim to write reflexively in the ‘Patch’, describing your own responses and explore 

around these, make links to how this may influence you as a counsellor. This can be 

a drawing or image with a description. 

• Show respect for difference in listening to others’ ‘Patches’. 

• Feedback should facilitate others’ reflexive process and personal/ professional 

development. 

• Feedback can also include the impact the Patch has on you as a listener and how 

this may influence you in the future, what you notice, qualities you admire… 

• You will complete a minimum of five Patches a year. 

• The Patchwork exercise is part of the integrating process throughout the 2 years on 

the Diploma. It is an evolving exploration and development of you as a counsellor; so 

openness and curiosity help, there is ethical thinking, critique and respect rather than 

rights or wrongs.   

• The Patchwork Process links with your journal as a reflexive tool throughout the 

course. 

Reference: Akister, J. (2005) ‘Patchwork text in family therapy’, Journal of Family Therapy, 

27, pp. 276-279 



10.2 Appendix 2: Permission to use the Hockney painting ‘Garrowby Hill’ 
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10.3 Appendix 3: Participant information sheet 
Thank you for your interest in taking part in this research.  

This sheet will give you information about the project, what taking part will involve and 

myself as researcher. If you have any further questions you can email me on 

b.j.meakin@staffs.ac.uk 

About me 

I am a senior lecturer at (name removed to protect anonymity) and am currently studying on 

a Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice at University of Bedfordshire 

http://www.beds.ac.uk/research-ref/rgs/programmes/profdoc/pdsp 

Since training as a counsellor in 1995 I have been extremely interested in reflexivity as part 

of personal professional development; how cultural and family messages, aspects of identity 

and past experiences influence the counsellors we become. I have explored this informally 

through reading, personal reflections and running personal development groups; this project 

aims to take exploration further as part of my doctoral research.  

The Research Project 

Patchwork of Practice; helping student counsellors develop coherence in personal 

and theoretical integration. 

My practice as integrative; a Landscape of Practice. The landscape metaphor describes an 

ecology of theoretical approaches I am drawn to, personal knowledges, ethical thinking, 

values and skills weaving together in the best interest of clients; a growing, nurturing and 

interdependent ecology. 

In the last ten years this interest has found a niche in working with student counsellors, 

facilitating reflexivity in their personal and professional development. One aspect of this is 

the Patchwork of Practice (Akister, 2005). In the last two years. I have had enthusiastic 
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responses from students about how useful and creative this process is. So I really want to 

explore it further. 

I will be looking at two or three students’ experience over two years whilst they take part in 

the Patchwork exercise. I will also interview five or six who have completed their training. In 

addition, I’d like to hear from as many as possible in group discussions at the end of each 

academic year. This will capture some in-depth experience over time and hear multiple 

perspectives. 

The methodology is informed by systemic principles of collaboration, transparency, 

reflexivity and respect for multiple perspectives. Action research methodology is also 

relevant in exploring this Patchwork exercise in collaboration with students to inform future 

practice. 

Taking part; individual interviews 

Group 1: interviews with two or three students from the September 2016 cohort at intervals 

over the next two years (6 interviews each). 

Group 2:  interviews with five or six who have already completed their Diploma (two 

interviews each).  

For Group 1, interviews are as you take part in the Patchwork exercise; for Group 2, it is 

after the course has finished and exploring any effects of the patchwork exercise on 

continuing practice as a qualified counsellor.  

Interviews would last about an hour. They would be recorded and transcribed by me. I will 

summarise each interview and email to you to check I have understood your experience. 

You can edit the summary if you wish and email back to me. 
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At the end of the academic year I will look at themes emerging over time. There will be 

opportunity for you to collaborate in compiling these emergent themes by suggesting themes 

from your own experience over the year. 

Taking part; Group discussions 

I would like also like to hear multiple experiences of taking part in the Patchwork exercise. 

This would involve taking part in a group discussion, Group 3, of up to one hour at the end 

of each academic year. The discussion would be recorded and transcribed by me.  

This discussion may lead to further individual interviews, Group 4, if different experiences 

are marked and it would be useful to explore these further. This would be entirely voluntary 

and subject to further consent being given, separate from the consent to the group 

discussion. 

Location: Interviews and group discussions will take place at the university (name removed 

to protect anonymity) at a mutually convenient time. 

Confidentiality: all names will be changed, and any identifying material removed to protect 

anonymity. Recordings and transcriptions will be stored on a password protected memory 

stick and computer with a hard drive back up. These items of hardware can be encrypted if a 

further level of security is requested. Memory sticks and consent forms will be kept in 

separate locked cabinets at my home. To protect anonymity, pseudonyms will be used 

during analysis and the thesis write up. 

Consent: each participant will sign a consent form, which outlines they can withdraw from 

the study at any time up to July 2017 – Groups 1 and 3 and; January 2018 – Groups 2 and 

4. This allows time to collect further data from different participants if needed. 
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Other ethical considerations: I will be in a dual role as researcher and tutor to some of you 

taking part in this study. This can have advantages in building trust and developing 

openness in the research process. However, it may raise concerns about the research 

process influencing the tutor/student relationship. I will monitor this possibility closely 

through a reflexive journal and in supervision. In terms of bias in marking work; assignments 

submitted via Turntin (online marking) are marked anonymously, presentations and skills 

recordings are double marked and possible bias can be monitored through this process.  

There is little risk of harm through the research process. Interviews may trigger emotional 

experiences. Personal therapy is a requirement for your course, and is a resource for 

support. Other resources will be your ways of developing self-care as a counsellor. If you are 

affected in any please email me to arrange a meeting, I will offer my immediate support and 

help you access further support if needed. 

Any concerns? If you have any complaints or concerns about me or the research process 

you can contact my research supervisor, from Bedfordshire University, Elizabeth Day: 

Elizabeth.day@beds.ac.uk  

Selection of Participants: The research study will be introduced to all students on the 

Counselling Diplomas and Masters courses at this university. If more people volunteer than 

needed, then I will discuss with you how we select those taking part in individual interviews 

and those taking part in group discussions. 

How to register your interest: email me, Beverley Meakin, at (email address removed to 

protect anonymity) 

 
 

 
 



10.4 Appendix 4: Consent forms 

10.4.1 Patchwork of Practice Research Participant Consent Form 

 
Your agreement to participate in my research project is much appreciated.  

This form outlines what you are consenting to and informs you how to withdraw. More 

detailed information is given in the information leaflet you have been given. 

The title of the project is:  

Patchwork of Practice; helping student counsellors develop coherence in personal 

and theoretical integration 

In this research project I will conduct the following interviews: 

Group1: Students starting the Diploma or Masters in Psychotherapeutic Counselling, 

September 2016. Two or three students, interviewed at interclass throughout the 2 years, 

approximately six interviews. You can withdraw consent to be a part of this group up to 

July 2017 

Group 2: Students finishing the Diploma or Masters in Psychotherapeutic Counselling, May 

2017. Five or six students who will be interviewed six months and one year after finishing the 

course. 

You can withdraw consent to be a part of this group up to January 2018 

Group 3: Group interviews with students starting the Diploma or Masters in 

Psychotherapeutic Counselling, September 2016. There will be two group discussions at the 

end of each academic year. 

You can withdraw consent to be a part of this group up to July 2017 
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Group 4: individual interviews which may emerge from one of the group discussions if 

significant differences emerge that would warrant further exploration. Consent to an 

individual interview would be separate to that given for the group discussion. 

You can withdraw consent to be a part of this group up to January 2018 

In the individual interviews I will ask the same questions to each participant; the questions 

will vary slightly for each group. The questions have been designed to be open and 

exploratory. Further questions may emerge in the conversations. 

I will record and transcribe the interviews and discussions. Summaries of the individual 

interviews will be emailed to you for editing so your experience is represented as accurately 

as possible. When the research has finished and been written up the recordings and 

transcripts will be destroyed.  

I will maintain confidentiality about your identity by using a pseudonym, and use of any 

material or quote will be in such a way as to maintain anonymity. All information from 

interviews and transcription will be password protected. See the information sheet for further 

details. 

This project aims to explore counselling students’ experience of developing their integrative 

approach on an integrative counselling training course and specifically the intervention of the 

patchwork exercise. this project will inform future teaching and professional counsellors. 

I hope you will find taking part is interesting.  

The interview process may touch emotions and if you wish to talk to me about this please 

email me. You can also access personal therapy as part of your course or use resources for 

self-care you have developed. I will discuss this at the end of the interview; my email 

address is given at the bottom of this form and on the information sheet. 
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If you have any complaint about me or the process or wish to discuss any concerns you can 

also contact my supervisor, from Bedfordshire University, Elizabeth Day; 

Elizabeth.day@beds.ac.uk  

I have read the details of the research project above and read the Information Sheet. 

I give my consent to take part in this study in the following group/s (please indicate which 

groups you wish to be a part of with your initials next to the group). 

Options for taking part Name Signature 
Group 1: 2016 cohort 
individual interviews 

  

Group 2: 2015 cohort 
individual interviews after 
completing training 

  

Group 3: 2016 cohort group 
discussions 

  

Group 4: individual interviews 
evolving from discussions 

  

For all groups: I consent to be 
recorded in the interview or 
discussion 

  

 
I understand I can withdraw consent at any time up to the time specified above by emailing 

Beverley Meakin (work email address removed to protect anonymity) 

Researcher: Beverley Meakin  

Participant: 

Email address 

 

Please clearly print and sign your name above and add your email address. This information 

will be kept separate from any recordings in order to protect your anonymity.  
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10.4.2 Patchwork of Practice Research Familial Consent Form 
My research centres around a teaching intervention – Patchwork of Practice. I designed this 

to facilitate counselling students’ reflexivity around personal influences shaping their 

developing way of working. They may explore cultural, social and family messages, and 

experiences, that influence their values and beliefs and then their approach as counsellors.  

I explore the experience of using the Patchwork of Practice exercise with student and newly 

qualified counsellors. The title of the project is:  

Patchwork of Practice; helping student counsellors develop coherence in personal 

and theoretical integration 

As part of the research project I explore the experience of using the Patchwork exercise 

myself, as autoethnography. I reflect on personal influences on my professional journey. I 

created Patches representing childhood experiences and key events shaping my life; some 

of these are very personal memories of our family. You are not named in any of these. I will 

share these Patches with you, as well as the completed thesis, so you have opportunity to 

give permission for me to include them in the study and any publications arising from the 

research. All material is stored on a password protected computer or locked away securely.  

Please email or phone me with any questions, then complete the following and return to me. 

I have read and understood the information above.  Yes  No  

I consent that material written as part of this research 

can be used for publication. It may be presented at 

conferences, or workshops, or used for teaching 

purposes. 

Yes  No  

_______________________    ___________              ____________________ 

Name (print)                                  Date                          Signature 



10.5 Appendix 5: Questions 
Group 1: September 2016 cohort interviews over two years  
Initial interview; ask questions 1-5 in addition to 6-9. 

Final interview each year; ask 10 -13 in addition to 6-9. 

Group 4 – individuals emerging from September 2016 cohort group interviews for 

further exploration of their perspective; each participant is asked all questions. 

1. Collect information about age, gender, ethnicity if participant agrees to this 
 

2. Why counselling? 
 

3. What influenced you in choosing this course? 
 

4. Tell me a bit about how you are feeling starting the course and counsellor training? 
 

5. You have been introduced to the Patchwork of Practice; I’m wondering what your 
first thoughts were on hearing about the exercise? 
 

6. How are you thinking and feeling about the Patchwork of Practice now? Clarify what 
is helpful and what isn’t 

 
7. What is your experience of the small group? 

 
8. How do you see the exercise in terms of linking theory and practice? 

 
9. Or helping in your personal development? 

 
10. When you look back over the year, how would you describe your experience of the 

Patchwork of Practice exercise? 

 
11. What have you learned about influences on your development as a counsellor? 

 
12. Is there anything you would do differently? 

 
13. Thank you very much for taking part in this research project; what has it been like for 

you? 
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Questions for Semi Structured Interviews (Group 2) 
Group 2 – September 2015 cohort interviews after completing training  

1. Collect information about age, gender, ethnicity if participant agrees to this 
 

2. Why counselling? 
 

3. What influenced you in choosing this course? 
 

4. Tell me a bit about how you are feeling now the course is completed? 
 

5. You have been introduced to the Patchwork of Practice; I’m wondering what 
were your first thoughts were on hearing about the exercise? 

 
6. How did you form your patches? 

 
7. What was your experience of the small group? 

 
8. How are you thinking and feeling about the Patchwork of Practice now? 

 
9. What has been helpful and what hasn’t been? 

 
10. How do you see the exercise in terms of linking theory and practice? 

 
11. Or helping in your personal development? 

 
12. What have you learned about influences on your development as a counsellor? 

In developing an integrative approach? 
 

13. Is there anything you would do differently? 
 

Thank you very much for taking part in this research project; what has it been like for you? 
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10.6 Appendix 6: Ethical approval and ethics form 

Appendix 6a: Ethical Approval 
Approval from University of Bedfordshire 

 
Approval from (name removed to protect anonymity) University  

1. Email approval from (name removed to protect anonymity) Head of Research and 
Ethics Committee, (name removed to protect anonymity) University 

	
name removed to protect anonymity	
Wed	11/30/2016	3:32	PM	
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• MEAKIN	Beverley;	

�	
IASREC	Formal	Approval	Let	(BM).pdf	
262	KB	
Supporting	documents	for	Meakin_IASRECapp_OCT16.docx	
223	KB	
Meakin	1426728	Research	Proposal	PDSP.docx	
5	MB	
Meakin_IASRECapp_OCT16.docx	
102	KB	
	
Thanks Bev. (name removed to protect anonymity), please file in the relevant folder. 
  
Best wishes, P 
  
  

2. Email from (name removed to protect anonymity) with letter confirming course leader 
approval 

	
Wed	11/30/2016	11:56	AM	

• 	MEAKIN	Beverley	

�	
Bev	Meakin	letter.doc	
66	KB	
Hello P 
Please find attached my letter of agreement for Bev Meakin to begin inviting students to participate 
in her research 
Regards 
(name removed to protect anonymity) 
 
30th November, 2016 
 
Dear P, 
 
I have read through Beverley Meakin’s Ethics Approval Form with interest and I am satisfied 
that she has addressed the ethical concerns of inviting our students to participate in her project.  
As Award Leader of the MSc/Psychotherapeutic Diploma I am now happy for her to begin 
inviting the students to participate in her research study. 
 
 
(name removed to protect anonymity)  
Senior Lecturer 
Award Leader Psychotherapeutic MSc/Diploma in Couns. 
(name removed to protect anonymity) 
 

3. First email from University Head of Research outlining requirements for ethical 
approval for research with students of (name removed to protect anonymity) 
 

(name removed to protect anonymity)		
Thu	11/3/2016	5:05	PM	
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• MEAKIN	Beverley;	

�	
Hi Beverley. 
 
We recognise other universities' approval processes, so you don't need to do much more. 
All I will need is the documentation you've attached here, in its final form; the approval 
letter from Beds; and an email from the award lead to say that s/he is happy for you to 
conduct this research on the students.  
 
Hope that helps. Best wishes, P 



 

Appendix 6b: Ethics Form 
 

 

Institute of Applied Social Research 
Application for Ethical Approval for a Research Project involving 

 Primary Research 
 

• PLEASE ATTACH A ONE PAGE SUMMARY OF YOUR PROPOSAL OR 
PROVIDE AS MUCH DETAIL AS YOU CAN ABOUT YOUR PROPOSED 
RESEARCH AT QUESTION 16 

• PLEASE INCLUDE ANY OTHER RELEVANT SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTATION SUCH AS CONSENT FORMS AND INFORMATION 
SHEETS.  ETHICAL APPROVAL WILL NOT BE GIVEN WITHOUT SIGHT 
OF SUCH DOCUMENTATION.  (Draft versions ARE acceptable).  PLEASE 
ENSURE THAT ALL SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED IN 
A SINGLE FILE.  (All applications should therefore include just two files:  the 
IASREC application form AND the supporting documentation) 

• IF YOUR INTENTION IS TO WORK WITH SPECIFIC AGENCIES OR 
ESTABLISHMENTS YOU SHOULD ATTACH ANY LETTERS OF 
AGREEMENT YOU HAVE WITH THOSE AGENCIES/ESTABLISHMENTS 

• PROVIDE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS YOU ARE ABLE TO ON THIS 
FORM AND ANSWER EACH QUESTION AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE 

• INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMISSION ARE TO BE FOUND BELOW THE 
SIGNATURE PANEL AT THE BACK OF THE FORM 

• GUIDANCE NOTES ON COMPLETING THIS FORM CAN BE FOUND ON 
PAGE 7 OF THIS DOCUMENT. PLEASE CONSIDER THESE CAREFULLY 
AND CONSULT ANY OTHER RELEVANT GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS ON 
THE IASR ETHICS COMMITTEE WEB PAGE PRIOR TO COMPLETION. 
GO TO: www.beds.ac.uk/research/iasr/ethics and follow links to relevant 
documents 

• BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM YOU SHOULD CONSULT THE 
ETHICAL GUIDANCE OF THE SOCIAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION AT: 
WWW.THE-SRA.ORG.UK OR ETHICAL GUIDANCE RELEVANT TO 
YOUR DISCIPLINE 
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• UNERGRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS SHOULD 
COMPLETE THIS FORM IN CONSULTATION WITH THEIR 
SUPERVISORS 

• IF YOUR INTENDED RESEARCH INVOLVES CLIENTS OR STAFF OF 
LOCAL AUTHORITIES OR THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE YOU 
WILL NEED TO SEEK ADDITIONAL ETHICAL APPROVAL FROM THE 
RELEVANT LOCAL AUTHORITY RESEARCH GOVERNANCE 
COMMITTEE OR THE RELEVANT NHS LOCAL RESEARCH ETHICS 
COMMITTEE THROUGH NHS PROCEDURES 

• ALL STAFF AND STUDENTS MUST OBTAIN ALL NECESSARY 
ETHICAL APPROVAL BEFORE BEGINNING ANY FIELDWORK 

 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE 
 
When completing this form please ensure that you read and comply with the following: 
 
Researchers must demonstrate clear understanding of an engagement with the following: 

  
1. Integrity - The research has been carried out in a rigorous and professional manner and due credit 
has been attributed to all parties involved.  
2. Plagiarism - Proper acknowledgement has been given to the authorship of data and ideas.  
3. Conflicts of Interest - All financial and professional conflicts of interest have been properly 
identified and declared.  
 4. Data Handling - The research draws upon effective record keeping, proper storage of date in line 
with confidentiality, statute and University policy.  
5. Ethical Procedures - Proper consideration has been given to all ethical issues and appropriate 
approval sought and received from all relevant stakeholders. In addition the research should 
conform to professional codes of conduct where appropriate.  
6. Supervision - Effective management and supervision of staff and student for whom the 
researcher(s) is/are responsible  
7. Health and Safety- Proper training on health and safety issues has been received and completed 
by all involved parties. Health and safety issues have been identified and appropriate assessment 
and action have been undertaken. 
 
The Research Institutes are responsible for ensuring that all researchers abide by the above. It is 
anticipated that ethical approval will be granted by each Research Institute. Each Research Institute 
will give guidance and approval on ethical procedures and ensure they conform to the requirements 
of relevant professional bodies. As such Research Institutes are required to provide the University 
Research Ethics Committee with details of their procedures for ensuring adherence to relevant 
ethical requirements. This applies to any research whether it be, or not, likely to raise ethical issues. 
Research proposals involving vulnerable groups; sensitive topics; groups requiring gatekeeper 
permission; deception or without full informed consent; use of personal/confidential information; 
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subjects in stress, anxiety, humiliation or intrusive interventions must be referred to the University 
Research Ethics Committee.  
 
Research projects involving participants in the NHS will be submitted through the NHS National 
Research Ethics Service (NRES). The University Research Ethics Committee will normally accept the 
judgement of NRES (it will never approve a proposal that has been rejected by NRES), however NRES 
approval will need to be verified before research can commence and the nature of the research will 
need to be verified.  
 
Where work is conducted in collaboration with other institutions ethical approval by the University 
and the collaborating partner(s) will be required.  
 
The University Research Ethics Committee is a sub-committee of the Academic Board and is chaired 
by a member of the Vice Chancellor’s Executive Group, appointed by the Vice-Chancellor and 
includes members external to the University  
 
Research Misconduct: Allegations of Research Misconduct against staff or post graduate (non-
taught) research students should be made to the Head of the Research Graduate School.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL PROPOSALS: 

Name: Beverley Joan Meakin 
Contact email/phone:  bjmeakin@aol.com 07793809906 

Date: 23.8.16 

Title of Proposal: 
Patchworks of Practice; helping student counsellors develop 

coherence in personal and professional integration 

Anticipated Start 

Date: of Project: October 2016 Of fieldwork: November 2016 

Anticipated Duration of project: 1 Yrs: 9 Months 

Is the project to be externally funded? NO  

 

UNDERGRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE STUDENT PROPOSALS: 

Supervisor Name: Elizabeth Day 

Award studied for: Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice (PDSP) 
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STAFF PROPOSALS:  

Department:       

Role/Job Title:       

Principal Investigator:       

 
What are the key aims or objectives of your research? (provide a brief summary in bullet 

points) 

• To explore student counsellors’ experience of developing an integrative approach to 
practice that links with personal values and beliefs 

• To explore student counsellors’ experience of taking part in the exercise ‘Patchwork 
of Practice’ 

• To explore trained counsellors’ stories of how the Patchwork of Practice exercise 
facilitated (or didn’t facilitate) their integrating process 

• To explore trained counsellors experience of the impact of the exercise at 6months 
and one year after finishing their counselling course 

• To explore with the research participants if coherence between personal values and 
beliefs and an integrative counselling approach is important. 

What is the key question your research will address? 

What is helpful or unhelpful about the Patchwork of Practice in facilitating 
counsellors as they develop an integrative approach? 

Who is your target group or sample? 

Student counsellors and newly qualified counsellors on an integrative diploma 
or MSc at (name removed to protect anonymity) 

What data collection methods will you use? 

Individual semi structured interviews and group discussions 
 

Answer the following questions by checking ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and supplying any additional 
information as required 
 

1) Does the study involve children (anyone under 18 years), vulnerable participants or 
those who are unable to give informed consent? [Please consult the notes on 
researching with children and young people and the list of those who may be 
considered ‘vulnerable’ at the end of this form before completing] 

YES    NO  

• If YES: Explain what steps will be taken to ensure that participants understand 
what participation will mean 
      

 
• If YES: Have/will researchers been DBS checked? (obligatory) 

YES    NO  

• If you are researching with children/young people, what is your target age 
group? 
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2) From whom will consent be sought and how is consent to be given? (it is anticipated 
that written consent will be sought in most circumstances) 

Written consent will be sought from participants electing to take part in the 
study 
 

3) Is participation voluntary? 
YES    NO  

 

4) Will it be necessary for participants to be involved without consent? (eg covert 
observation in public places) 

YES    NO  
 

5) Will the study make use of gatekeeper(s) to access participants? 
YES    NO  

 

6) Will the study include participants or involve accessing information or case files 
pertaining to those who are part of your client group, case load or with whom you are 
working? 

YES    NO  

• If YES: How will you obtain their consent to use information about them, 
access their files or otherwise participate? 
      

 

7) Will the study be exploring ‘sensitive’ topics? [Please consult the list of what may 
constitute a ‘sensitive’ topic given at the end of this form]  

  YES    NO  not within the terms of the list given 

 

8) Will the research investigate involvement in any illegal activity? 
  YES    NO  
        

9) Will any incentives or rewards be offered for participation? 
YES    NO  

• If YES: Explain the nature of the incentives or rewards 

      
10) Is the research likely to cause any distress to participants? 

YES    NO    NOT SURE  
The research process is not likely to cause distress; however, it is a possibility if participants 
are discussing emotional topics. All participants will have my contact details if they need to 
access support due to distress. I will arrange to meet with them and offer support as outlined 
in section 11 below. I will explore sources of support with them and help them clarify the 
best way forward. 
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All participants have a requirement for twenty hours of personal therapy. 
 

11) Will arrangements be made to support participants after their involvement 
in fieldwork if necessary? 
 YES    NO  

• If YES: Please explain the nature of the arrangements 

I will offer to meet with a participant if they feel they need extra support and 
help them clarify how to access this. All participants have a requirement for 
twenty hours of personal therapy and this is the most obvious source of 
support. They also all have supervisors who support them in their counselling 
practice. 

12) Will the research involve intrusive interventions? (e.g. provision of drugs to 
participants, hypnosis, physical exercise, blood or tissue sampling) 

YES    NO  
 
13) Will the research involve any participants from the NHS (patients or staff) 

YES    NO  
 
N.B. If you have answered YES to this question you MUST additionally submit 
your proposal to the National Health Service Local Research Ethics Committee 
through NHS procedures 

 

14) Will the study involve clients or workers of a Local Authority? 
YES    NO  
 
N.B. If you have answered YES to this question you should additionally seek the 
permission of the relevant Local Authority Research Governance Committee 

 

15) Will ethical approval for the project be sought from any other source?  Please note 
that consent and ethical approval must be obtained from any organisation involved in 
the research. 

YES    NO  
If you have answered YES to this question please give details and forward the letter of 
approval to: CARA SENOUNI, ROOM C411, PARK SQUARE, LUTON, LU1 3JU, 
BEDS  
I have spoken to a member of the Ethics committee at the University where I 
work and will be conducting the research interviews. I have been asked to 
send a copy of my proposal and ethics form to the ethics committee of (name 
removed to protect anonymity). They may request a further ethics form to be 
completed or it may be sufficient they have these documents and are fully 
informed of the project. 

 
16) Summarise below any ethical issues involved in your proposed research and state how 
you intend to address them, paying particular attention to any of the questions to which you 
have answered ‘yes’ above. Provide as much detail as you can about your project here.  
 
If your research involves fieldwork with human subjects provide details of: 
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o how you will gain informed consent,  
o how will you ensure confidentiality and deal with disclosures of serious harm 

or illegal activity.  (Please note that there is a presumption of a requirement of 
individual and organisation confidentiality other than where disclosure is 
required in the event of serious harm or illegal activity.  This presumption can 
only be overturned with the explicit and informed consent of participants and 
where the rationales for identification, and the potential risks, are fully 
addressed in the ethical application.), 

o how you will inform participants about the purpose of the research and 
dissemination of findings, who will have access to the data,  

o what risks do you see to researchers, participants and participating 
organisations (physical and reputational) and what steps will be taken to 
mitigate these risks?, 

o what mechanisms you will employ to enable participants to withdraw from the 
research if they should wish to do so.  It may in some circumstances be 
appropriate to impose time limitations on the right to withdraw, but in that 
event, you should indicate what considerations you have taken into account 
when determining those limits. 

o how you will store the data and what you will do with it on completion of the 
project.  Data may be retained after the completion of the project, but where it 
is proposed to do so, you should indicate the purpose of retention – for 
instance, subsequent re-analysis, as a baseline for future comparative or 
complementary research, or to allow other researchers in the field access to the 
raw data in anonymised form. In the event that you intend to retain data for 
such purpose.  Data should only be held beyond the life of the current research 
project with participant consent and where such retention is intended, 
participants should be made aware of that possibility through information 
sheets and consent forms. 

[NB. If it is envisaged that data will be processed outside of the research team (e.g. external 
transcribers) a confidentiality agreement may be required.] 
 
I am a senior lecturer at (name removed to protect anonymity) as part of my job I teach on 
Counselling Diploma and MSc courses. These are integrative courses, we teach five different 
approaches and students develop their own integrative way of working. Since I trained as a 
counsellor in 1995 I have been particularly interested in the personal professional interface 
within counselling practice; how personal experiences, cultural and family messages and 
personal identities influence the counsellors we become. I have developed coherence in my 
way of being as a person and the way I practice as a counsellor or teacher; reflexivity plays a 
large part in this process.  
In the last ten years I have worked with student counsellors in facilitating their reflexivity 
around their personal professional interface. One exercise I developed two years ago, adapted 
from The Patchwork Text (Akister (2005), is the subject of this research project. The 
Patchwork of Practice has been very well received by students, and informally evaluated in 
end of year group discussions. They reported increased understanding of their developing 
approach and enhanced ability to use creativity in personal development. The Patchwork 
groups they formed gave multiple perspectives on the ‘patch’ they shared and deeper 
exploration of their personal narratives. This warrants further more rigorous evaluation. 
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Furthermore, the courses are accredited by the British Association of Counsellors and 
Psychotherapists (BACP). As part of the accreditation process BACP looked for evidence of 
activities supporting integration; the Patchwork of Practice exercise and workshops sharing 
of my reflexive process in developing my integrative approach were accepted as useful 
interventions. 
The research focus is to explore how students are helped, or constrained, in developing 
coherence between personal values and beliefs and their integrative practice; illuminate a 
process of developing an integrative approach or way of being. 
The Patchwork of Practice exercise is the main focus of the exploration into integrating 
processes Interviews with student counsellors, on a two-year training course, provide scope 
to follow their process over time, and evaluate the exercise. Further interviews with qualified 
counsellors who have just completed two years using the Patchwork of Practice will explore 
how the exercise impacts on their practice after leaving the course. Group discussions with a 
larger number of current students will bring wider maybe differing views. The research 
process may also bring forth counsellors’ stories of how they are developing their way of 
being in practice and in life.  
I am also curious to explore my own journey further through reflexive writing on how 
personal experiences and cultural influences shaped my integrative approach. This will run 
alongside. 

Invitation and recruitment of participants: I will introduce the research directly to 
students and hand out information leaflets and consent forms. There will be space for 
questions and discussion. Students can email with further questions and to take part. Students 
will be fully informed of ethical thinking in this project as outlined in this ethics form and 
information leaflet.  

I intend to research this topic with four groups of counsellors, total interviews Group 1; 12-18 
x 1hr; Group 2; 10 x 1hr; Group 3: 2 x 1hr; Group 4: 4-6 x 1hr. These are estimated numbers, if 
interest exceeds this I will interview more, this will have advantages of a more diverse group, 
richer material and allow for any participants wishing to withdraw There are no reasons to 
exclude participants.  

The groups are outlined below;  

Group 1: Participants will be two or three student counsellors starting their course 
September 2016 (six one hour interviews each over two years). I will introduce and explain 
the research project a few weeks after introduction of the Patchwork of Practice. This brings 
some separation of the roles of researcher and tutor. It allows students space to engage in the 
Patchwork process without a research participation request. If the two activities were 
simultaneous there is likelihood of the research process impinging on the student experience.  

Group 2: Five or six of the counsellors who will be completing the course May 2017 (two 
one hour interviews each, at six months and twelve months after completing the course. I will 
explore how their experiences have evolved after finishing training. I propose to introduce 
the research to the current second year group in April 2017 as outlined above for Group 1. 

Group 3: At the end of year one and year two I will facilitate and record a discussion, for up 
to an hour, with all student counsellors of the September 2016 cohort wishing to take part. 
This aims to hear multiple perspectives on the experience of the patchwork exercise.  
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Group 4: Student counsellors in the Group 3 discussions may have very differing views it 
may be valuable to explore these in individual interviews (four to six students, two one hour 
interviews each at the end of each academic year). 

Interviews with trainee and qualified counsellors will finish June 2018, allowing eighteen 
months for further analysis, evaluation and writing up. 

Consent: Participants will be fully informed of the research process in writing and in person 
when I introduce the research to the student counsellor groups. This includes the rationale for 
the research, the method of collecting data (audio-recording), how data will be stored safely, 
and how the findings will be used. There is opportunity to ask any questions immediately or 
later by phone or email. So students are fully informed before they give consent, including 
full information about their right to withdraw. Consent can be withdrawn at any time before 
the project is written up, September 2018, by emailing Beverley Meakin (email address 
removed to protect anonymity) 
Confidentiality: Participants will have a pseudonym in any written report and transcription 
to protect identity. All identifiable information will be stored in a lockable cabinet. I will not 
share information about identity to any other student or tutor. 
Data Protection: Interviews will be audio-recorded onto a password protected recorder, 
compatible with my personal computer for playback and transcription. Transcriptions will be 
stored on a password protected computer using Dropbox (password protected), and backed up 
on a password protected hard drive. All hardware is Apple and has a facility for encryption if 
this is an ethical requirement. Audio-recordings will be deleted after transcription. 
Transcriptions will be destroyed when the PDSP course is completed. Identifying information 
will be stored in a locked cabinet. 
Risk of Harm: There is little risk of harm arising from taking part in this project. The 
Patchwork of Practice exercise that is being evaluated may trigger emotional affect if a past 
experience is upsetting or emotional in any other way. This happens on counselling courses 
where students explore past personal experiences and the effects on them as counsellors. 
They have to undertake twenty hours of personal therapy as part of their course and this is a 
resource for support if needed. Counsellors also develop other self-care resources as part of 
their ethical practice. They all have supervision as another source of support. If a participant 
became upset they would email to meet with me, I would offer initial support and we would 
discuss the best way forward in the circumstances. 
Dual relationship: I am in a dual relationship as tutor and researcher to the participants who 
are current trainees. I am mindful of the power imbalance in an education environment where 
tutors can be portrayed as having superior knowledge, are marking students’ work and 
students are in the role of apprentice as a counsellor. Some assignments are submitted online 
and there is anonymous marking. Others, such as skills recordings or presentations, can’t be 
anonymous but are double marked. Any bias would be picked up in this process. This type of 
dual relationship is familiar in research into education and in therapy research. Transparency 
about this aspect with participants reduces any power imbalance or sense of coercion to 
participate they may feel. I am fully aware of this aspect. There are benefits of a dual 
relationship reported in education (Parsons, 2013) and in therapy (Fleet, Burton, Reeves and 
Das Gupta, 2016). The trustworthiness needed in the research relationship is built more 
quickly and may bring deeper exploration. In addition, this research follows a systemic 
approach where transparency, respect and collaboration are key attitudes and would bring 
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open discussion about this aspect as part of the research process. I will be keeping a reflexive 
journal which will also monitor all ethical aspects of the research. 
Ethical codes: Students, the training programme and myself work within BACP Ethical 
Framework (2016). This informs self-care and the promotion of trustworthiness in practice, 
training and research. 
 

Applicant declaration 
I understand that I cannot begin any fieldwork until the application referred to in this form 
has been approved by all relevant parties. I agree to carry out the research in the manner 
specified. If I make any changes to the approved method, I will seek further ethical 
approval for any changes 

Signed (Applicant): Date: 13.9.16 
 

Signature of Supervisor/ Director of Studies (N.B. This is NOT required for staff 

applications)  

 

….……

………………………………………………………………  Date: 

…16/09/2016…………… 

 

 
Note to Supervisors: Signing this form certifies that in your opinion, the project described here is ethical 
under Departmental and SRA guidelines. Do NOT sign if you are unsure or if the student has not attached 
complete details of the research design and methodology 
 

SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS 
Please save this form as word document using the following convention: 

Applicantsurname_IASRECapp_MMMYY.doc (eg Smith_IASRECapp_NOV14) 

 
Forward electronic copy of this form to: hemlata.naranbhai@beds.ac.uk clearly 
stating ‘Ethical Approval Application’ & includes your surname.  
 
 

TURN TO PAGE 7 FOR GUIDANCE ON COMPLETING THIS FORM 
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Decision of the Ethics Committee 

This proposal has been considered by:  

The Sub-committee of IASR at Bedford Campus     

IASR Ethics Committee     

 

Approved ………………….  

Returned for Amendments..  

Rejected ………………….  

Referred to IASREC   _________________ Date Referred 

Referred to UREC   _________________ Date Referred  

 

Please Note: This Ethical Approval may be subject to further scrutiny by the University 
Research Ethics Committee and any other relevant internal and/or external committees 
as may be required. It is the responsibility of the student/PI to ensure that such 
approvals are obtained and can be evidenced if and when necessary 
 

Signature of Ethics Committee Member: (specify which committee)..................................... 

_____________________________ 

 

Chair:  

Print Name………..………………………………Signature: 

…………………………………. 

 

Vice-Chair/Counter-signatory:  

Print Name: ………………………………………Signature: 

…………………………………… 

 

Date……………………………………………………………..... 
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IASREC – NOTES AND GUIDANCE FOR ETHICS COMMITTEE APPLICATIONS. 
The IASREC considers proposals for primary research from all undergraduate and post-graduate students and 
staff within the Dept of Applied Social Studies. The Division of Psychology has its own arrangements for 
ethical approval of student projects at under-graduate level as does the Institute of Health Research for 
Postgraduate and Undergraduate Students and Staff.  

The IASREC is responsible for ethical approval of all research undertaken by staff, undergraduate and post 
graduate students within the Department of Applied Social Studies whose research focus is Social Research  

Completing the form: The IASREC form has been designed to ensure that when fully completed an application 
has addressed all relevant areas. This form should be able to ‘stand alone’ meaning that members of the ethics 
committee should not need to read your complete proposal to understand what you intend to do. Not all 
questions will be relevant to all projects but it is important that the information provided is sufficient for the 
committee to be able to gain a thorough understanding of: 

• what you wish to do 
• how you intend to do it and what methods you will use 
• which groups of participants are to be approached 
• the extent to which risk and safeguards have been considered and addressed. 

If in doubt about completing any aspect of this form consult your supervisor or, where appropriate, a member 
of the IASR Ethics Committee 

Researching with children and young people: If the child or young person is aged under 16 it may be 
necessary to obtain parental consent or the consent of someone acting in locus parentis to include them in your 
research. If the young person is aged 14-18 and is considered to be ‘Gillick Competent’ they are able to give 
consent on their own behalf. However, for people in this age group, please consider the notes below on groups 
that may be regarded as ‘vulnerable’ and who may therefore require some special considerations 

Examples of groups who might be considered ‘vulnerable’ include: (this list is not exhaustive) 
People with learning disabilities 
People with mental health problems 
People with drug/alcohol problems or addictions 
People in situations of extreme powerlessness (for example, homeless people) 
People with relationships to the researcher over whom the researcher may exert power or control (for example, 
your own client group or your own students) 
People in custody 
People with long-term, life threatening illnesses 
People living in residential care (children, young people, elderly people, people with disabilities) 
People living in extremely disadvantaging social and/or economic circumstances 
People involved in situations of, or recovering from, child abuse/rape/domestic violence/sexual exploitation 
People on migratory journeys (refugee groups and/or people who are seeking asylum) 
‘Sensitive’ research involves researching topics that may be considered ‘taboo’, morally or legally 
ambiguous and/or emotionally challenging. While some topics might be considered inherently sensitive 
(child sexual abuse, for example) other topics are rendered sensitive by the moral or political climate that 
surrounds the activity being investigated. For this reason, it is difficult to provide a definitive list of topics 
that may be considered ‘sensitive’ but some examples might include: (this list is not exhaustive). Please 
use your discretion when deciding whether your topic might be considered ‘sensitive’ or not.  
Sexual activity 
Drug/Alcohol Misuse 
Bullying 
Domestic Violence 
Parent/child conflict 
Experiences of being looked after 
Experiences of being fostered / adopted 
Experiences of child abuse 
Experiences of mental health problems 
Experiences of eating disorders 
Living with a life threatening condition (e.g. HIV/AIDS) 
Involvement in criminal behaviour 
Involvement in migratory processes (legal or illegal) 



10.7 Appendix 7: University counselling courses: Integrating model 

 
 
Diagram 10.7.1: University course model



10.8 Appendix 8: Autoethnography Patches 
In this section of the appendices I include Patches created by me that are referred to in the 

main body of the thesis.  

10.8.1 My Journey 
Below is the drawing I did of a journey from birth to starting the Professional Doctorate in 

Systemic Practice, September 2015.  

 

Image 10.8.1: My journey 

I linked key tipping points and experiences to different counselling theories or concepts as a 

way of making sense of the impact of these. I created a Patch for each way marker on the 

journey. These are below in sections 8.2–8.8 
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10.8.2 Appendix 8.2 A rural village community 

 
 

Image 10.8.2: Woodford Village  

This image (by Unknown) is Chester Road, Woodford in 1904; looking south west towards 

Christ Church Woodford, behind the cottage is The Davenport Arms public house. (This file 

comes from the Stockport Image Archive, a collection of images from the Metropolitan 

Borough of Stockport and surrounding areas dating back to the late 1800s). 

Woodford was a small hamlet in the middle ages (around 1248), land was granted to the 

Davenport family in 1355. The estate was divided up and sold in 1922 (personal records). 

My grandfather bought one lot, The Brickyard Plantation, and built the house that became 

our home.  
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In 1957, the year of my birth, the village included several farms (nine in 1986) a church (built 

in 1841), a primary school (built in 1847), an aircraft factory (originally AVRO then Hawker 

Siddley, then British Aerospace), The Davenport Arms, a tennis club, a few shops and a tea 

room. 

The cottage in image 2 (above) was where the Blacksmith and his family lived in 1904, there 

seems to be a workshop attached. This is my great grandfather, so I have been told. Maybe 

the young girl playing in the road is my granny, my Mum’s mother? 

Stories have been handed down through generations and bring the village to life. For 

example, from my mother’s childhood, is the story of a lady living alone in a small thatched 

cottage opposite where we lived. My Mum and her twin sister would take soup for her as she 

didn’t often cook for herself. She had her horse living in the house with her and apparently 

the smell and mess was extreme, even worse though was the struggle they had to get the 

horse out when it died. 

I loved to hear the stories and now I am telling my own. 

I have my grandad as a strong voice of nature, growing tomatoes, lettuce and 

Chrysanthemums commercially, designing and maintaining neighbours’ gardens, growing 

our food and hunting down the fields.  

My granny died when I was a one-year-old, she was a red cross nurse, a kind and friendly 

neighbour to all; the voice of compassion and care. She was one of thirteen children who all 

stayed in or near the village, so I was related to many and everyone knew who I was. 

I was born into this rural community and loving family, with my younger brother (b1959) and 

sister (b1964). We were sheltered from major storms until my father’s death shook us all. On 

closer reflection, I was fortunate to have that shelter with the growth and experiences 

extending from it. 
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My parents were both brought up in Woodford, played tennis together and attended ballroom 

dancing lessons. They courted for seven years as my Mum wouldn’t marry my Dad till he 

obtained his degree (chemistry – distance learning at UEL). They were married in the local 

church in 1953, as were all our family. Church was an important part of the community and 

we attended most weekends.  

Another key community feature was the Rose Queen Gala, every summer local children 

took part, girls hoping to be Rose Queen or Rosebud Queen and boys under sufferance. My 

Mum was the first herald in 1932 and her best friend, my godmother was Rose Queen. 

 

 

10.8.3 Appendix 8.3: Playing down the fields 
On fine days when there was no school, or shopping or jobs to do, my brother and I could 

play. Play was boundaried by time; specifically, mealtimes. These were fixed to suit my 

Grandad, his agricultural traditions and love of food. So after breakfast one of us might say, 

‘let’s go down the fields’ and we knew to be back by midday.  

We walked (or ran) down the garden path, crazy paving with a flower bed on one side and 

some raspberries, spring onions and radishes on the other. We passed Bess’s kennel and 

Reflection and Reflexivity on Patch 1 
Themes of family, community and continuity of generations who stay in the 

locality. The history of the hamlet back to middle ages conjures images of a self-
sufficient farming tradition reliant on market trade to acquire anything that cannot 

be grown or made. 
I feel anchored by these roots, comforted by the familiar rituals, yet maybe 

unprepared for change. 
I note the fortunate start in life and the benefit of a secure base from which to 

grow. This is a White British community and I had privilege within that, however 
not all did. A reminder to myself is, be curious around the small, invisible 

differences between people and explore assumptions. 
Emotions: safe, grounded, protected and loved, proud of tradition  

Beliefs: stability provides a platform for growth. Stories connect to the history. I 
have been sheltered, naïve. Could this cause offence? 
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her run, passed the garage and Grandad’s community of ramshackle sheds and lean-tos, 

passed the two large greenhouses; one more for potting and the largest for tomatoes and 

early lettuce. Next to these was a small orchard and bonfire space with a loose barbed wire 

fence. We easily squeezed through into next door’s large, sloping, boggy field. We always 

stopped at the willow with its low-slung branch reaching out over the slope of the field. It had 

a sort of elasticity and sprung upwards in response to our jumping; an early trampolining 

moment! 

After a while, we continued on, picking our way across the boggy patches by balancing on 

reed clumps and jumping from one to another until we reached the pond. Next to the pond 

were barns and a pig sty around a farmyard guarded by George the goose. George was old, 

he had been bought one Christmas and no-one had the heart to kill him. He became a 

ferocious guard, chasing everyone except my Grandad. With a frisson of fear, we would race 

past. 

Then, in the next field, we always seemed to run, a freedom, a joy, took over and the space 

just opened up. We might have paused at one of Grandad’s allotments (he had three), or 

paused at the neighbour’s plum tree in the ripe season, or stroked their old horse. We might 

have walked a while and talked about ‘what shall we do’? Ideas were in the moment or 

followed from last time. 

We often went as far as the wood. Here was a pond, with a ‘don’t go near the pond’ rule. We 

explored, under and through bushes, not knowing what we were looking for. It was 

absorbing to make dens and secret spaces, or to climb a tree, or make a mixture of mud and 

leaves and petals.  

In another field there was an old gunning post, which made a good shelter. There was a 

sandpit where sand had been dug out leaving slopes to run down. There were big sycamore 

or oak trees in the hedgerows, challenges to climb. My brother was more agile, and I was 
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more competitive. We discovered our agility, our strength and balance, bravery grew, and 

we tested the limits; thrilling adventure encouraged and injuries checked us. 

I remember a Timex watch as a Christmas present, with a blue strap. Must be home for 

dinner. There was fear of being late, and a telling off; a garden cane in the corner of the 

kitchen always threatened and was never used. We raced back and I usually lost, older yet 

slower. ‘Wash your hands, dinner’s ready’, familiar phrases and the comfort of routine, a 

glowing feeling. 

 

 
 

10.8.4 Appendix 8.4: A village school 
The school was built in 1847. I went in January 1962 at 4 years 6 months. Just before this, I 

was helping Grandad and we met a girl who had just started in September. Grandad chatted 

to her and asked her to look after me. She did, as far as she could. I hadn’t been away from 

home, and it was a shock. I remember a fear of getting something wrong, and being scared 

to bother the teacher even for the toilet. I felt lost.  

Reflection and Reflexivity Patch 2 
This piece highlights crucial themes of freedom versus boundaries, courage, 
competitiveness and a beginning of obeying the rules. The importance of a 

sibling relationship in sharing adventures and, maybe, the beginning of being 
in a team is evident. There is a relationship with nature; trees, fields, pond, 

animals, growing food. There is security in a familiar landscape and 
countryside. Familiarity is important and I can imagine the scenery as I 

describe it. Experiences in all their richness then link to this imagining. I can 
smell the tomatoes in the green house and the dinner cooking as we return, 
feel the exhilaration and frustration of competing. Overall I am linking here to 

a balance of autonomy and boundaries; to love and security that is 
communicated in this balance. 

Emotions: joy, freedom, security, love, fear of a telling off, and thrills of 
adventure. 

Beliefs: I can trust my own body, importance of family and team, nurturing 
(especially through food), it is a good thing to obey rules, women are looking 

after the home.  
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The school was small, only 4 classes from five to eleven years. It took a while to settle and I 

often felt a bit on the outside. I became aware of friendship groups; the longing to be part of 

one and the rejection of not fitting in. Other children seemed to play together outside of 

school, which eased their relationships. Some lived at the other side of the village and 

walked home together or had a brief bus journey. Time helped. I had my friend.  

In class two things felt easier, maybe as my brother started then? We were like all the 

children, all from the village, and all such a mix; some had rich parents, others seemed quite 

poor, some were from farms – workers and owners, one lived in the shop. We weren’t really 

rich or poor – we owned our house, we had what we needed, grew our food yet we didn’t 

have luxuries. A vivid memory is a reading test, and I was feeling proud at 9 years as I read 

words from reading age 16. I faltered at champagne and pronounced the ‘G’ (shampagna). 

The teacher made me stop even though I recognised the next few words and could have 

gone on. I argued with her, stating the unfairness; I had never seen champagne. Next, a 

telling off for arguing. 

Teachers were strict and dinner ladies were kind. There were routines and order; there was 

fun and playtime, sports days, swimming and recorders. Desks were in rows, chairs child 

sized with bags on the back for pencils and books. In the top class proper desks were more 

in groups with lift up lids and all your own stuff. There were smells of chalk and mustiness, 

milk in small bottles delivered each day. School dinners came in a van and we queued in the 

kitchen then sat at long tables laid with knife, fork spoon, a glass and jugs of cold water. 

In the top class friendships were more settled. I loved sport and any activities outside. There 

were trips to the farm or the church, and we started netball matches and gymnastics. 

Everything on a small scale and all familiar. I could see my house from the playground and 

my little sister’s nappies on the washing line. 
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I worked hard, wanted to be top and got glowing reports. My Mum worried, she hadn’t gone 

to grammar school and was ambitious for me. I was put in for exams for private schools and 

went for extra lessons on a Saturday with my brother. Everyone sat an 11plus exam and 

awaited results, all my friends passed, and I hadn’t heard. The headmaster called me into 

his office and explained I had got a scholarship to the private school. I was gutted. He said, 

‘you’ve done very well but don’t go boasting about it in the playground’.  

So, a sad way to end this early taste of school, in many ways it gave me a good start and I 

just wanted to carry on with everyone else. I faced a big change, I felt very scared and my 

parents were so proud. 

 

 

Reflection and Reflexivity Patch 3 
School life brings a first separation from my parents and Grandad. Initially 
there was self-reliance, or even a withdrawal, prompted by uncertainty in 
asking for basic needs to be met by a teacher. It would be interesting to 

wonder how this separation showed on my return home from school. I do 
remember tea as a lovely time, followed by bath time, which my Mum would 

say was important to her as it was when my Dad returned from work; 
separations were felt and reunions important. 

School friendships and being a member of a group bring themes of envy, 
rejection and being on the outside. There is awareness of difference in social 

niches within the community; a noticing more than judging. 
Schoolwork and learning seemed enjoyable and easy. A taken for granted 

experience that clashed with messages from Mum that I may fail and 
headmaster that success is not necessarily to be applauded. Pride comes 

before a fall. Don’t boast. In a different culture the experience of cleverness 
would be treated differently. 

Emotions: sadness at separation, fun in sport and playground games, envy 
and rejection, tinged pride in achieving, uncertainty. 

Beliefs: work hard, education is important, stand on your own two feet, obey 
the rules and obey authority, I have ability, don’t boast, I don’t always fit in  
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10.8.5 Appendix 8.5: Wildflower meadow of marriage and divorce 
I met my husband at seventeen years, he was nineteen, and we started dating a year later. 

The relationship was intense, an early flowering of colour, passion, and marred by fear of its 

survival. 

I feel the flutter of butterflies as I dress, so looking forward to seeing you. We are special 

together and rarely apart. Love blossoms, precious and beautiful, exciting and grown up. Life 

is full of colour, vibrant and expectant, blossoming in early spring sunshine of teenage years. 

Will these clothes be ok? Is the cheesecloth top see-through, provocative? I’m unsure. 

The meadow takes over and we nurture it, those early days spent often together; can’t be 

apart. Proposal accepted, not yet twenty, too young to know. Full of hope and tainted with 

doubt; one way to leave home and with love to protect. 

Happy days, you have ambitious plans: work work work. Thatcher’s children, from the 

power-cut days; build a dream, buy a home, be a family, be happy. Yet I’m not quite a part of 

this. We move back to the village, and I am at home and I am a Mum; you achieve, despite 

insecurities and fear of loss – compliant, I support you – you are a Dad, breadwinner and in 

charge, and in control - you support us. Something is missing (like the cornflake family, it 

looks ideal) but we find we’re on different paths. 

Blame and tears, a drought appears; a meadow of regret, not sure how we lost the flowers 

and what happens next? 

10.8.6 Appendix 8.6: New shoots: Motherhood … 

Poem 10.8.6: Learning as a Mum 
Life moves on 
Mothers can cope  
Mothers survive and mothers provide hope 
I carried you carefully 
Fed you with milk, 
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With shared love and some tears, you all grew up.  
 
I helped you along 
Yes, I had rules 
They came from my Mum and I passed on to you 
 
My Dad’s sense of fun 
Was in there too 
In play and laughter, his love shines through 
 
You learnt how to garden 
Play sport, and cook 
You show such courage in the careers you took 
 
A Mum is the best job 
Without a doubt 
Glad I’m still a parent, day in and day out  

10.8.7 ….and being mothered 
In this moment, eight months after my Mum’s death, there is aching sadness and a void. 

She is everywhere and nowhere. I wrestle with the unfairness and indiscriminate choice 

MND made when it settled into my Mum. She fought all the way, shuffling to make a drink 

knowing she would choke, yet wanting the comforting familiarity of a cup of tea. She wrote 

when she couldn’t speak, and she gave a ‘thumbs up’ when she couldn’t write. She turned to 

her faith and trusted her belief. 

I look further back - her spirit, kindness, sense of fun, hard work and love show themselves 

to me. She was a caring person who loved to look after others. We were great friends, so I 

remember being mothered and push away the suffering of MND.  

Here Mum is in this poem I wrote and read at her funeral.  

Poem 10.8.7: Remembering Mum  
 
I wanted to write a poem for you Mum 
to say goodbye and thank you. 
I tried to start  
but the words wouldn’t come. 
Then I thought about your smile and how you loved a joke, 
I remembered your stories from the past  
of Woodford village folk. 
I can picture you cooking something special 
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in the kitchen at Inglewood, 
or weeding in the garden  
or planting out spring bulbs. 
I can see you on a beach running into the sea 
and walking on a cliff top 
feeling relaxed and free. 
I can hear you chatting with your friends 
over a glass of sherry 
or indulging in the Christmas cheer  
and becoming very merry! 
I know you have faced some struggles, 
it was hard without our Dad. 
You were brave 
and always there, in good times and in bad. 
So thank you Mum I have learnt so much, 
you are such a lovely lady, 
a true Christian in your kindness. 
I will miss you greatly.   
 
(written by Beverley Meakin February 2016) 
 

 

10.8.8 Appendix 8.8: Exploring and mapping the territory 
This is how I think of research; a searching, an exploration, following curiosity, try to 

understand other perspectives, wondering and questioning, testing ideas. I explore in order 

to orientate myself, understand others and the landscape. 

Reflection and Reflexivity Patch 7 
Motherhood has been fulfilling, important beyond words. I read the 1st poem out 

loud to my partner and emotions spilled over. This is the effect now, in the 
context of loss of my own Mum. In a different time, at a different age, 

motherhood was fun, stressful, tiring, scary and amazing. I was mothered in a 
loving and firm way; I think I did the same. 

Maybe it wasn’t easy for me to allow others into the relationships? It also 
depends on reworking roles and having flexibility for all to join. 

I learnt a lot in motherhood; being a mother and from my children and from my 
Mum.  

I wonder how this strong element of my landscape shows in teaching and 
counselling; how does it impact on others; how does it join with their experience 

of being mothered? 
Emotions: joy, security, fear, doubt, freedom, fun, love, anger, trust, loss, grief 

Beliefs: a parent guides children and learns from them, rules are helpful, explain 
and talk through with children, have fun, be outside, model sharing (and 

everything else) 
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Research projects and their mixed experiences: - 

1. 1965; A Tchaikovsky project that I enjoyed writing up and making into a booklet yet 

can remember nothing about. The topic was chosen for me. 

2. 1974; Biology fieldtrip in South Wales. Exciting discoveries of the variety of creatures 

in my quadrat on the seashore. I loved the logical classification of species and 

logging my findings. A joy to spend all day exploring these things. There was a 

community spirit and swimming fully clothed on impulse. 

3. 1977; Another fieldtrip with some exploring of seashores and too many statistics 

around barnacle populations. 

4. 1978; An exploration into the carcinogenic effects of Azo dyes using a specific 

bacterial strain as a marker; boring, boring and a disaster when cultures became 

contaminated. 

5. 2005; Completed MA dissertation; An Exploration of Women’s Stories about how the 

Experience of their Father’s Death Pre-adolescence may Influence their 

Heterosexual Relationships. This was a heuristic exploration and led to immense 

change personally. I loved exploring the women’s stories with them, loved the 

reading and journaling. I understood my own experience and relationship with my 

Dad, alive and in death, in a different way.  

6. Now; The Landscape of Practice; another heuristic exploration searches to 

understand coherence of integration of theories in counsellors’ practice with their 

personal values and beliefs.  Already the journey weaves through personal and 

professional landscapes, bridging the two. I explore within a community; I feel excited 

and curious; I surprise myself in how I approach the journey and continue to travel 

through traumas and obstacles. 
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Reflection and Reflexivity Patch 8 
Research is an experience, an activity, and a journey I can enjoy, feel 
fulfilled in pursuing or feel like a ‘fish out of water’. The experience of 

researching in a way that is coherent with my values and beliefs is key. This 
overlaps with the subject of this current research project. Note to self - 

explore this more.  
It helps to have a personal interest in the topic. 

Research can be live changing for researcher and others involved or sharing 
the discoveries 

A research community was valuable in the enjoyable experience in 1974 and 
is now. Other perspectives contribute. A community brings support, 

generates ideas, shares experiences. Maybe this suits me as I have grown 
up in a community, this is familiar. 

Emotions: excitement, pride, vulnerability, self-searching and doubt, fear, 
frustration, detachment, disinterest, ambivalence 

Beliefs: I can do this, and I may not be able to. Reflexivity in research is vital. 
Something extra becomes known if researching in a community. Early 

messages about learning and knowledge are re-lived as a researcher. Hard 
to shake off. 

 
 



10.9 Appendix 9: Depictions  
I wrote depictions from the transcripts of the interviews, using the participants words and 

joining phrases to create a story of each participant’s experience with the Patchwork of 

Practice exercise. Depictions were agreed by the participants, using email communication. 

In this appendix I just include depictions of the participants whose narrative portraits I have 

written into the main body of the thesis. This is to show the process of moving from a 

depiction to a narrative portrait.  

10.9.1 Appendix 9a: Michael’s depiction 
Michael is 56yrs, white British. He is one of the student counsellor participants 

Michael’s story 

I’m really interested in counselling and was keen to become qualified as a counsellor, and a 

member of the BACP. I thought this would help in my current role and give me flexibility in 

case I get fed up with the job. At the start of the course I couldn’t see me changing career, I 

enjoyed my work.  

I found this counselling diploma course by accident when I was looking for a level 5 course. 

Someone I spoke to suggested this might suit me. I came to the interview and I thought in 

my own head, ‘I’ll make my mind up to do it if it feels right at the interview’. It did. I was quite 

impressed really. I’d not been to university, it wasn’t an option when I was much younger, I 

went straight into work. Now I can afford it, I am enjoying it and doing it because I want to, 

not because I have to; I’m doing it for me, so it doesn’t matter to work if I pass or fail. 

In the first couple of weeks I was apprehensive as a lot of the group had already trained 

together and knew each other; there were only a few of us who were new to the university. It 

was a big group as well, 26, and I was apprehensive about that. Once we got started though 

I was quite impressed with the way it was all done. We split into smaller groups and I got 

comfortable quite quickly This is unusual for me. There were two or three tutors, I was 

impressed with everybody, how professional it was, it all seemed joined up and they all 
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seemed interested in the students gaining knowledge. On my previous counselling course, I 

didn’t enjoy it and didn’t want to go.  

When I initially heard about the Patchwork, I thought it was a load of rubbish. I suppose I 

didn’t understand it, but I went with it and it got better. I was confused to start with; it was a 

bit disjointed and not explained as well as it could have been. It’s also very different from the 

usual structure of learning, you can do anything for a Patch and people aren’t used to that. I 

had a go at some free writing, as was suggested, and that was ok. We were put into groups 

to talk about this first Patch, and once we did that it got better. Some were really artistic, I’m 

not good at stuff like that but I thought I’ll have a go at that. So, then I did free writing and 

some illustrating, not very good stuff, just with marker pens, but I found it useful, especially 

when I shared it with my Patchwork group. They were four or five of us and we’ve stayed in 

the same group for the two years, which I think helped it work for me. They were all 

thoughtful. They’d look at it and say, ‘what does this mean?’ We would explore it a bit, using 

our counselling skills, and it often didn’t mean what I thought it meant. I found that quite 

useful. I can use freewriting easily and quickly, whereas, when I first drew or illustrated, I’m 

not very good at that, and had to think more; but I kept trying. Then, I found I wanted to 

experiment more with how I created patches, I think it’s something about this course that 

made me want to give it a go. It also made more sense when a lady from the year two came 

and showed us her Patchwork and when Bev shared hers. 

The issues coming up always seemed to be similar. Early on, when we were at the 

residential weekend, I drew a crossroads as I wasn’t sure where I was going with this 

course. There were lots of different roads; BACP and self-employment, transfer on to the 

MSc route, walking with my wife and the dog as self-care, woods and trees because I like 

nature, and my job because I wasn’t sure if I would carry on with it or not. I found I liked 

doing this, just drawing, it was helpful to see it on paper and quick to do. 
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Another Patch was a timeline; it was quite primitive. I started at 18 years, and I drew a 

suitcase, I used to sell suitcases, then I joined the Police and so I drew a Police car for when 

I was that age. Then at 48 I retired and drew a ‘£’, I had a good pension and freedom. Then I 

started counsellor training and came to where I am now and ‘a smiley face’; I wasn’t sure 

about Staffordshire Uni, but it worked out well. After doing this Patch, I thought I could have 

used images or pictures from magazines, but I always came up against time; I was so busy, 

and Patches were helpful because I could do them quite quickly. I used fluorescent markers 

quite a lot because I had them to hand; I like colour and they’re nice and bright. In March 

2017, I drew several images; a clock that represented feeling under time pressure, worried 

about not being able to do stuff in time; ‘May 2017’ as a target of completing the first year, 

and chance to review where I was then; Mercedes and BMW logos represented a decision I 

was trying to make about buying a car and the fact I can overthink things; ‘me’ and feeling 

stressed about placement and university, things such as was I reading enough? How did I 

do in the assignment?  

I did a free-writing one; ‘my head is like Spaghetti Junction’, and this fed back into the time 

pressure and sometimes I felt anger or rage. Then, an image of pulling a juggernaut up a 

hill, which linked to work and placement. I found I was worrying a lot about time and 

wondering why I put myself under this pressure. I wondered if anger built up inside or if I got 

it out in other ways, like relaxing, because I have a nice life. When I saw all this on the page, 

whether writing or illustrating, it was clearer, out there and I could see it quickly; in my head 

it can all get muddled. I was able to remember I didn’t have to do this course, it was my 

choice. Then I looked at things differently, and anger dissipated.  

In another Patch, I took a poem into the group, ‘Do not stand at my Grave and Weep’. I 

wrote about what it meant to me. They explored why I had picked it and we looked at what 

different lines meant for us. I found it so powerful, I wrote, “what happens when we die?” I 

like nature and I think the poem makes me think you don’t die, everything is connected, like 
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flowers and bulbs come up each year, and so when we die it makes sense we are returned 

to that cycle.  

In the second year, I felt more settled about how I composed my Patches; illustrating, free 

writing, using poems and still continuing with experimenting. One Patch expressed feelings 

after a client committed suicide; anger and rage at the way he was treated, sadness at the 

waste of life and he was a nice bloke. I used emoticons as well; blowing a heart linked to his 

relationship, some sticking tongues out as anger. These were black humour as well and, in 

the group, I realised I used humour as a defence. The other familiar themes of money, and 

which direction to go in were also part of this Patch. I had experimented with free writing 

before doing the Patch; I found that helpful to get things out but didn’t share it with the 

Patchwork group, I just shared the Patch and thoughts emerging in the group from that.  

I made use of a pie chart type diagram for a couple of Patches and coloured segments to 

represent different aspects of my life. The colour could be relevant, like yellow signifying 

happiness in my relationship, or the images like red wine and Italian food for leisure or the 

style of colouring was important, like red scribble showing a feeling of being too busy and 

chaos at work. I also found colouring in pictures I found on the internet was relaxing and a 

way to practice self-care; it is a visual activity and I had to concentrate, so it was restful.  

Over the two years I’ve done more Patches than timetabled as I have found them easier 

than writing a journal and more spontaneous; If I’m upset or concerned about something I’d 

do a Patch, or if I have a decision to make. I like the freedom. They mark the journey. 

Sometimes I was uncertain as to whether to put something in the journal or do a Patch, so 

there could be some conflict or overlap. At first, I didn’t have much to put in the journal, then 

there was more with placement starting. Patchwork has helped my journal writing though, I 

was structured about how and when I did it; I didn’t see the journal as being as free. Now it 

is more spontaneous, and I use a more reflective, free style of writing.  
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Patchwork has helped me most with my personal development on the course. It’s been 

important because the personal development (PD) group didn’t work well for me, and 

Patchwork filled the gap. In PD group you could be just sat like a lemon for some of the time, 

and I didn’t like that; sometimes people speak and sometimes they’re sat like lemons. I could 

sit and chill out, but it just felt like a waste of time and time was short, so I was thinking what 

else I could be doing. I did raise this with the group several times, which was uncomfortable, 

but I think it helped. I did a Patch about it and took it to the group. There were ‘???’ to show 

that I don’t get PD, and arrows all pointing at me because it felt like I was being attacked 

when I said it wasn’t working. I think they thought it was me. It did get better later in the 

course, people were talking more, maybe because we had a different tutor and it was a bit 

more led. I may have found it better anyway because I started to change and understand 

myself better. The other thing is I got used to the rest of the group and it became more 

comfortable. I thought a lot about PD group and Patchwork group and wondered if the 

Patchwork was better for me as there wasn’t a tutor there?  

The Patchwork group worked well from the beginning; it was the best part of the Patchwork 

process for me. We didn’t really talk about how we would work together; one girl shared 

some quotes about how she was feeling, from then on, someone would just say, ‘well, this is 

what I’ve done’. Initially, you could see a couple of them weren’t interested in the group bit, 

then once one person did theirs, you could see their eyes light up; they were interested. 

After a couple of groups, they engaged more. We explained what our Patch means or how 

we see it; it helps having the focus of that Patch. Then, I got quite a bit from hearing others’ 

view on what I’ve done and seeing what others have done. You can think you know what 

something means to you, but others’ see it differently; it means something different to each 

of us, which quite impressed me. This helped me think in different ways I wasn’t used to 

thinking in, so I got a lot from it. It was helpful seeing others’ patches too. Over the two years 

the trust developed, and I found that I shared personal things that I wouldn’t in PD group, 
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and others did too; the group were supportive. The trust came quite quickly for me, perhaps 

it depends on who is in the group. My group were quite quiet, and I’m sort of quiet; it felt safe 

that no-one was dominating.  

Themes that came up were repetitive and I gradually changed how I looked at them or 

reacted; themes were time, hard to say ‘no’ to things, money and job, decisions, self-care. I 

always felt I didn’t have enough time, the theme kept coming up and I felt powerless to 

change it; the poisoned parrot Patch at the end of 2nd year showed repeating patterns. I 

learnt I was good at time management and could makes changes, but I didn’t. The Patches 

showed this, and I became more aware that I liked to be busy. I had worked 30 years in 

busy role in a demand led environment, you couldn’t say ‘I’m not going to do that’; retirement 

had been like a bereavement and a loss of confidence. I’m in a different role now and was 

still in the same pattern. By the end of the course, when space opened up, I was making 

different decisions; I didn’t jump to fill that space, I’ve learnt to think first and not volunteer for 

everything. As a young officer I used to work long hours and could just carry on and carry 

one. Now I realise I have to stop or I’m not effective; I manage myself, my time and I practice 

self-care. I knew I had good coping strategies, but I think I’ve learned more about what 

stresses me out and the importance of self-care. It has been good for me to see things like 

this, it sounds stupid, some things you don’t realise till you see them on paper. I think I 

should have known that about myself, but I didn’t. I think I might not have seen it as I see it 

now, without Patchwork, or might have taken longer to grasp these things. I found a quote 

that l liked about time, ‘time you enjoy wasting, is not wasted time’. 

I’ve expressed emotion in Patches, the happiness of my relationships, chaos of work, 

sadness and anger after the client who committed suicide; I can bring out aspects that are 

out of my awareness. I have changed as a person, becoming more open to other ways of 

thinking and knowing myself better. I like people and I find it rewarding to help people. I’ve 

started to notice emotion more when I’m with clients. As a police officer, you learn not to 
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show emotion, perhaps that’s been part of my initial resistance to Patchwork and I’ve 

learned to be more open. At first, I didn’t link to theory much, that came more in the 2nd year. 

I began to realise I wasn’t comfortable with only a Person-Centred approach, as we had in 

PD group. I like the relationship to be central, and bring other aspects into, like mindfulness, 

CBT and some solution focussed, other ways of working. Patchwork showed me I was 

moving towards having more structure in my client work. These changes came into in a 

Patch on integration.  

We were asked to think about a metaphor around integration, I don’t really like metaphors 

and part of me thought. ‘why am I having do a metaphor?’ So, I just drew what came into my 

head, I drew squiggles that you could say are clouds. My name in the middle. Then, a cloud 

of things that are important to me; family, security, money, relationships. There is a cloud of 

counselling approaches that interest me at the moment; person centred, attachment and 

emotionally focussed therapy. I’ve included supervision and friends. I put Police as I work 

there, and it brought fixed thinking, that I felt was holding me back. There is a cloud for ‘don’t 

lead or follow’; I’m not a natural leader but I don’t like being told what to do. Arrows link all 

the clouds to my name, to me, they could be two-way arrows. Some clouds influence others, 

like attachment and person-centred link with family. 

As I looked at that diagram I found it interesting. It sums up some of the changes over the 

two years. I have come to know myself better and become more open to things I wouldn’t 

have open to before. I think with experimenting with different things in Patches has helped. 

They helped me make decisions, to express emotion, become more comfortable with PD 

and helped with the final assignment. It’s been a useful experience for me, although if 

anyone had said that to me two years ago I wouldn’t have believed them. I was someone 

who was anti-Patchwork and it changed to something that was a positive experience, which 

surprised me, and I noticed in the larger group, I wasn’t the only one either. I am now doing 

client notes differently, more creatively, like a mind map with key words. When I see the 
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clients next time it helps, I can remember straight away. I have also used Patchwork with 

clients but have to be selective as to which client; some clients are like I was two years ago.  

Patchwork has been good, I’ve enjoyed it and it helped me change; it’s surprised me. 



10.9.2 Appendix 9b: Megan’s depiction  
Megan is 33yrs old, female, White British. Megan is one of the qualified counsellor 

participants 

Megan’s story 
It’s really useful for me to see how I am in the future and compare it to the past. That’s why I 

wanted to take part in this research, a comparison of how I was back then; at first, I didn’t 

have a clue what Patch was, and now, I use it all the time. Two years ago, when I did 

patchwork I did it and then it was done. I didn’t think about it after that. I started 

scrapbooking when I graduated, I first did a book of life events and realised I enjoyed doing 

it. Then something happened at counselling and I thought about using it for that, and it made 

me feel better to get it out. So, I’ve got my counselling book and my life events book, which 

is completely separate to counselling. I think I’ve always been creative but since I graduated 

I’ve really used it in the scrapbooking. 

It’s self-care; I put my headphones on, plug them into my phone and do a silent disco with 

myself, and then I do some Patchwork. It really helps me.  

At first, when I heard about Patchwork at Uni, it didn’t make any sense. I had no idea what I 

was supposed to do, even though I saw the tutor’s presentation, I just kept thinking of a 

Patchwork quilt. All Patches look different, as a counselling term it is useful, but at the time I 

didn’t understand. With being dyspraxic, I just think of things literally, and with other people 

feeling confused it can make me feel more confused. When we got into groups it became 

clearer. Groups were allocated randomly and working with different people is useful; we 

talked about what is Patch. We looked at what each other had brought along, one lady was 

knitting, and each square was different, which made sense to me. I think it was just giving it 

a go. At the end of it we were clearer what it was about. It also helped, in second year, when 

the tutor said it’s like a snapshot of your life. I thought ‘oh ok, now it makes more sense’; you 

write it, draw it, take a picture of what is current in your life and then talk about that in the 

group. 
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Our group came to know each other quite well and we felt comfortable with each other; we 

changed part way through, to work with someone else. Some people didn’t want that. They 

had a kind of attachment; they’d been with some people for so long and could just say 

‘remember when I did this’. I felt that didn’t matter, you don’t always have to explain, just do 

it. It’s part of counselling to be able to be with different people. It was facing our demons in a 

way, putting ourselves out of our comfort zones. I suppose the residential helped me do that, 

going back to a negative place; it was good, but it wasn’t. Our friend had died there last year; 

I didn’t like going back. It was still raw, very raw for me. It was when I had just started 

personal counselling too; I realised I hadn’t really processed any of it. Coming out of that, I 

wrote in my journal ‘change is good’.  

My Scrapbook Patchwork is really good now for processing what is in my head. Getting my 

feelings out. Sometimes I start it and as it starts to grow it means something different, and I 

see it differently; the meaning changes and it changes you. It is personal development and 

self-care; it is an outlet. I’ve always been creative, and it’s something for my hands to do, 

keep my hands busy. I can listen to music, but if everything’s in my head I need to get it out 

or it affects my stomach. Whilst I’m cutting or drawing it’s helping me process, for example I 

might be cutting out a person’s body and as I do that I start to think from his point of view. In 

a group it helps to share with people because you also hear different people’s points of view. 

They might have observed something, like a colour or a bird, and I may not have noticed 

that. That’s interesting. It’s also useful, as in therapy, to not ‘out’ your view in there, hear 

others. I sometimes share Patches with my husband too, he can tell what sort of a day I’ve 

had and say, ‘go and scrapbook’. Then I show him, it helps talking to someone about it. 

A Patch might be about early experiences it could be a photo, explaining that and then 

exploring what it is like now, or a photo of then and now. It gives a comparison, because the 

group work was a lot about comparisons. In my first Patch I was thinking about what is going 

on for me. At the time I was planning my wedding and we weren’t allowed confetti, so I was 
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using bubbles; I brought some in for Patch. It turned out to be a good analogy of how I felt at 

the time, I was blowing bubbles and bubbles were popping; it was like my thoughts, free 

range, flowing around and then something would pop and I would forget what it was. They 

all came in different shapes and sizes. When I saw that, I realised that’s what patchwork was 

about.  

Another 1st year Patch was a picture of a beach where my Mum lived, and that has so many 

meanings for it. It represented how my mind was at that time. I would go to the beach 

looking for sea glass, with my Mum; it felt really nice and I realised I just needed to chill 

down. I hadn’t been thinking about myself, I’d been looking after everybody else. I felt 

cautious about taking Patches about family though, as it was a Patchwork group, not a 

counselling group. 

I’ve linked more with theory since Uni, back then we may have been looking at theory all day 

and so Patchwork brought something different. I think that’s why I did the creative stuff, it 

was more mindful, focused more on myself. Now it’s different, my life events scrapbook is 

just me, my dog and everything that happens in my life, whereas in the counselling 

scrapbook, I can find I am wondering what something links to - I might get a book out and 

look something up, reference it, then I know my student brain is on! 
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My counselling scrapbook is about me and also about my thoughts and feelings in relation to 

clients; It’s anonymous. I might have a difficult time with a client and, if I scrapbook it, I get a 

visual image, for example after seeing one client my supervisor asked me if I was on an 

island where would I be and where would the client be? I drew an island with us on opposite 

sides; I could really see the lack of connection. Using Patches in the scrapbook helps get 

feelings out and see things from different perspectives, see things from clients’ side as well 

as mine; it’s reflexivity. This helps when I am in student brain; student brain is when I’m 

thinking too much about my tool bag. I like being integrative, but when I was counselling as a 

student I tried to show the client a tool bag and take everything out, whereas sometimes, 

less is more. I’m more relaxed now. 

 

 

 

I like colourful things 
I drew a tree 
I stamped out lots of different 
coloured papers in heart shapes 
and stuck them on. 
I was a bit in limbo just after I 
had graduated; there were lots of 
challenges coming my way, I 
was growing quite a lot. 
The robin is always my Grandad. 
When he died there was always 
a robin, so I put that on. It’s just 
showing I’m ready for 
challenges. 

My first Patch after Uni 
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An example of a client Patch – anxiety 

 

 

 

 

This refers to my first real experience of how crippling anxiety can be for somebody.  
This client would come in and say nothing, they were so uncomfortable with it. That’s 
why this is so empty, the page is empty, and when it did come out it was so messy; 
these scraps of paper here represent that. 
The Patch was - ‘wow’; interesting how anxiety can really stop somebody 
functioning. 
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Patchwork is about self-care and it’s a way to chill; I put my music on, dance, or I do Yoga 

and then do Patches. Patchwork, scrapbooking and doing a lot of art works for me. There is 

a lot of self-monitoring of how I am, my well-being. I’ve had a lot of burn-out stages, when I 

was at work and when I was planning my wedding and at Uni. The bottle with the bubbles 

Patch really slowed me down, I thought ‘this is how my life is’. It made me realise I need to 

slow down. Before the research interview I looked back over my journal; I am so different, 

even my handwriting has changed, I think in my scrapbook I can allow myself to be more 

flexible and adapt to change. Scrapbooking or journaling both work, it’s just what I feel like at 

the time. 

I think I am a good counsellor… I am proud to say I’m a good counsellor. I have continued 

the patchwork, my creative streak is still there, and I like to link to theory sometimes because 

I don’t want to forget the theory; that is the basis of counselling. Patchwork helped me 

develop as a person and as a counsellor, and I can see I’m still Megan; there’s my Megan 

side and my counsellor side. Sometimes the two come together, but I can separate them.  

In my way of working…I think I’m quite eclectic. Someone said eclectic had a bad meaning, 

whereas my current supervisor questions why eclectic would be bad. In training it could 

mean students didn’t know what they were doing. I now think eclectic is alright. I feel like a 

kaleidoscope. I had that image in my head for ages then drew it out and it made sense. The 

tube is solid, my base of person-centred values.  The colours are a pattern of different 

theories, when you make a small change the pattern may change but it is still me at the 

core. I can turn the kaleidoscope left or right; going to the left is bringing in psychodynamic 

and the past. I would only turn it a bit. Looking into it is what I see in clients, and they may 

see something different. The change is what they need at that time, but only small changes, 

too much could distort the image. A kaleidoscope is a visual thing, and I am always noticing 

body language, with my deaf side I’m quick to pick up on things. I also know when I need to 

realign myself, maybe physically change position, and in doing that I am putting the 
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kaleidoscope back into position. I think I’m grounded, more than I was before, more stable in 

my thinking. Like… I am the tree in the colourful tree Patch.  
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